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The above diagram shows the location and dimensions of the land of the Mashrak-el-Azkar. It was made for the Bahai Temple Unity by a draftsman of the Drainage Board of the Sanitary District. What we believe to be of considerable advantage for our purpose has been gained by the swinging of Greenleaf Avenue eighty feet to the north of its original route. This was accomplished by our giving up a tract of ground off the south boundary of the triangle, which lies north of Sheridan Road, for the use of the street. By this exchange with the village of Wilmette and by the closing of the fourteen foot alley way running east and west through the ground, the bulk of our land lies in one beautiful piece, having an area so large that a circle with a diameter of nearly 500 feet can be inscribed within it. At once the architects will see how beautifully this will lend itself to the nine-sided structure with its nine avenues and fountains, as desired by Abdul-Baha. To Mr. Charles Mason Remey and Mr. Howard C. Struven, when visiting Acca in 1910, Abdul-Baha said: "The Mashrak-el-Azkar must have nine sides, doors, fountains, paths, gateways, columns and gardens, with the ground floor galleries and domes, and in construction and design must be beautiful."—Corinne True.
THE MESSAGE.*

BY MIRZA ASSAD’U’LLAH.

In the Name of our Lord, Baha’o’llah!

God is the One who inspireth the hearts of His servants with that which He willeth!

HE IS GOD!

I testify with my being and identity that verily He is God. There is no God but Him. He hath ever been God, and will be forever more the One, the Self-subsistent, the Eternal.

And I testify that verily the Blessed Perfection, His Holiness, Baha’o’llah, is no other than the Most Great Manifestation—magnified is His Grandeur and Glory!—who was promised in all the Holy Scriptures, and that the most great Mystery of God, the Branch extended from the Ancient Root, who hath decorated his head with the crown of Servitude and named himself Abdul-Baha (the Servant of Baha), is the Successor of the Blessed Perfection, the Center of His Covenant, and the Aim of His Testament.

And I testify that the hands of the Cause of God, bearers of His Ordinances to the servants and preachers of His Manifestation in the countries, are the saints of God and His chosen ones. By them the standard of the Cause of God is raised and His Signs are promulgated among the creatures. They are the lamps of God for all in the heaven and upon earth. Upon them be the Glory of God, His Praise and His Mercy!

O ye, our brothers, who believe in God and in the Books of all His religions! Know that all of us are unanimously believing in the Ancient Entity, the Eternal God; that He is the Creator of all things; that, verily, He hath ever been and will continue to be forever.

We also believe that the Prophets and the Manifestations of God were all bearers of the Message of God, and that the Holy Scriptures are His books. Accordingly, our belief and religion is that all the Prophets are of necessity as one light, one reality and as the rays of one sun, even though they may appear to be different each from the other and each as a different person talking in a different tongue. Therefore, all their laws and books must needs be as One Law and One Book, even though some of the ordinances be, in form, contradictory to others; because all of them have spoken on the part of God, the One, the Unit, and all the Ordinances and Laws are also revealed on His part. This assertion is in no need of further rational proof.

Now we submit that there are in the Holy Scriptures references concerning the most great Manifestation, and other predictions and signs regarding the end of the days. These prophecies are recorded in various texts, both chronological and symbolical. All the nations have awaited the appearance of such signs, and the coming Manifestation of their Promised One, with earnest

*First of a series of presentations of “The Message.”
expectation. Yet, to the present day, the Sun of their hopes has not appeared to them from the horizon of their expectation.

As to the honorable and faithful Bahais, they believe that, verily, the promises and prophecies given in the Holy Scriptures have become fulfilled during the nineteenth century after Christ by the appearance of the Prince of the Universe—the most great BAHA‘O’LLAH, exalted is His Glory! This claim, held by them, is the best tidings to the expectant ones and a great joy to the seekers. But only those can approve it who are endowed with a pure heart and fortified with the confirmation of God, and who hearken with sincerity to perfect proofs, to decisive and satisfactory arguments.

The Bahai people is ready with all power and strength to prove its claim and to unfold the truth of its religion, not through material force, but by spiritual power; not through the strength of this world, but by that of the Kingdom. The Bahais wage war with all the armies of the nations of the world, not with swords and weapons, but through the power of Utterance and the unfoldment of the mysteries and meanings of the Divine Words. They subdue the cities of hearts, not with assaults of armies of men, but rather by indisputable proofs, by love, compassion and affection. Their sword is the Word of God; their hosts the divine Inspiration; their ranks, submissiveness, humbleness, meekness, unselfishness and pure servitude in the presence of every soul, of whatsoever religious nation and toward every being in existence.

Their religion is to serve the people in the world; their principle is obedience to government; their teaching is summoning people unto God, the True One; their rewards and recompense come only from God; they freely offer to people the Bread of Life and freely give them the Water of Life. Let him who hunger and thirsts partake freely of their Table. Verily the doors of heaven are opened by the keys of the Knowledge of His Holiness, BAHA‘O’LLAH, the paradise of Enlightenment is decorated, the rivers of Inner Significances are flowing, the birds of Sacred Mysteries are soaring around, and the Spiritual Foods are prepared. Blessed are they who eat! Blessed are they who drink!

PERSIAN-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY.

O Thou Almighty! Illumine Thou this Association and make Thou this gathering the bright candle of the world! For their intention is for the public good and their aim is Service to humankind.

O Kind and Compassionate God! Such a Society merits Thy Favors and such a Body deserves inexhaustible Bounty and Providence.

Verily, Thou art Powerful, Mighty and Omnipotent, and verily, Thou art the Peerless and Incomparable God!

Prayer Revealed by ABDU’L-BHA‘I April 3, 1910, for the P. A. E. S.

The following is a resume of the work of the Society, since its inception, in the early part of 1910:

Seven hundred dollars in cash has been sent to Teheran; the number of scholarships enrolled is 63; associate members, 19.

The Librarian has forwarded or arranged for the sending of considerable valuable material to the Tarbiat School in Teheran. During the past two months boxes of books have been received and forwarded to the Teheran Library from Mrs. L. E. Ruddiman, of Gobleville, Mich.; Mr. Frank D. Clark, of Buffalo, N. Y.; Mr. Nelson, of Racine, Wis., and Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, of San Francisco, respectively, the latter containing magazines. In addition to this, nearly $30.00 in stamps has been furnished by the Society to provide for sending packages by mail. Mrs. Goodall has agreed to pay the postage from here to Persia on all her packages. Our thanks are tendered to these generous con-
tributors, as well as to all who have aided in carrying on the work in numberless ways and countless instances. Really, the generosity developed by this undertaking is marvelous, even in a Cause which is marked by consistent altruism.

As it seemed important to secure catalogues of agricultural, mining, telephone and railway machinery and supplies, etc., the Society has been fortunate enough to obtain the insertion of a notice in the Daily Consular and Trade Reports of the Bureau of Manufactures. This has been followed by the receipt of many letters from all over the United States, from various factories. Catalogues to the number of 150 have been sent, covering a wide field of manufactures. These catalogues, received almost daily, are forwarded to Teheran at the close of each week. It is proposed to open an office in Teheran, display these catalogues, invite the public, and have an interpreter on hand to explain to visitors the usefulness of the machinery described. Beside this, the addresses of the friends in ten cities have been supplied to the various factories, so that they may send their catalogues direct to the friends in Persia, and we have received replies from these factories advising us that they have forwarded the literature.

The matter of telephone installation in Esphahan and photographic supplies for Tabriz has been taken up, and we have forwarded to each of these cities catalogues and general information along these specific lines, and hope good results will be accomplished.

Through these means the attention of the people of Persia is being directed, in a practical way, to the products of America, and through this means commercial intercourse will be established, to the advantage of both the East and the West.

From the Department of Agriculture, the Department of the Interior, the Commissioner of Education and the Marine Hospital Service, we receive regularly all bulletins issued from these various departments and mail them at the end of every week to Teheran. It is suggested that a Board of Translators be formed in Teheran, to translate and circulate these splendid bulletins among the public, for the diffusion of culture and the spread of knowledge.

It is also suggested that all the Baha'i schools in the different parts of Persia be merged into one administration and one name, "Tarbiat," and a complete and thorough system of preliminary education be evolved by the Educational Committee in Teheran with the co-operation of the Society here for all these schools.

Through the active co-operation of Mrs. Herman, of Philadelphia, we are in communication with the Director of the Commercial Museum of Philadelphia, and after advising him of our various needs he has inserted our name in the weekly bulletin of that institution, and this, going all over the country to manufacturers, has produced very gratifying results.

The appointment of five Americans as Financial Advisers to the Persian Government, recently arranged through the State Department, will, no doubt, stimulate our work. These advisers sail for Persia during the current month, and this official recognition of American prestige will naturally be followed by a public desire to know more about our country, which this Society will be able to gratify.

Our hearty thanks are due to the Assistant Librarian, Miss Margaret Green, who is working for the Society most effectively and unselfishly.

The increasing expense of postage, while nearly all the funds received have been for scholarships, makes it necessary that additional cash be made available, and contributions for the postage expenses will be welcomed from our sympathetic friends.

The following new scholarships have been subscribed since the last report, viz:

No. 57. Pasadena Bahai Assembly, Pasadena, Cal.
No. 58. N. R. Vakil and Mr. Hashmatullah, Bombay, India.
No. 59. Mr. Mountfort Mills, New York City.
No. 60. Mrs. Harriet M. Cline, Los Angeles, Cal.
No. 61. Mr. and Mrs. Killius, Spokane, Wash.
No. 62. Mr. Frank D. Clark, Buffalo, N. Y.
No. 63. Mrs. Frank D. Clark, Buffalo, N. Y.

Scholarships renewed for the second year as follows:

No. 2. Madame Vera de Blumenthal, Russia.
No. 4. Mrs. J. C. de Lagnel, Washington, D. C.
No. 5. Prof. Arthur D. Mayo, Washington, D. C.
No. 7. Miss Flora Raymond, Washington, D. C.
No. 10. Mrs. Claudia S. Coles and Mr. Louis G. Gregory, Washington, D. C.
No. 12. Jos. S. Stauss, Cincinnati, O.
No. 13. Mr. and Mrs. Goodele, Kenosha, Wis.
No. 16. Mr. B. R. Taylor, Cincinnati, O.
No. 17. Mrs. J. F. Roberts, Brockville, Ontario, Canada.
No. 33. Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons, Washington, D. C.
No. 35. Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, San Francisco, Cal.
The following Tablet has been received from Abdul-Baha in regard to the important matter of sending two teachers to the School of Tarbiat:

HE IS GOD.

O Thou Servant of the Blessed Perfection!

They have written from Teheran that there is need of a scientific teacher for the School of Tarbiat. He must be efficient in science as well as the English language; for at present there is no man in the School of Tarbiat who is a scientist or linguist. They are in need of both, science and the English language.

Therefore, consult with the believers of God and select one soon, from among the American Bahais, who is efficient in science and arts, and send him to Teheran. He will receive a salary sufficient to sustain him with the utmost ease while there.

Likewise select a woman teacher who may fill the position of principal as well as teacher, and send her without delay. The woman must have a share of the knowledge of sciences and be proficient in woman’s work, such as sewing, housekeeping, hygiene and household economics, etc.

This matter is very necessary, and you must give to it the utmost importance and exert yourselves to bring this about; so that the association of the Interdependence of the West may render this assistance to the East.

Upon thee be Baha-el-ABHA!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 23, 1911.

In line with the foregoing, we shall be glad to hear from volunteers who may be able to teach the above branches. Within a month after the publication of this article the choice will be made.

Following the command of Abdul-Baha, the

ORIENT-OCIDENT UNITY

is being formed, to carry on in a larger way the work of the Persian-American Educational Society. A Central Executive Board has been established, with headquarters at Washington, composed of the following: Charles Mason Remey, Chairman; Arnauld Belmont, Vice-Chairman; Jos. H. Hannen, Secretary; Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Treasurer; Stanwood Cobb, Edwin C. Reed, Mrs. L. J. Young-Withee, Mrs. C. S. Coles and Mrs. E. C. Dunlop, Assistant Secretary.

A National and an International Executive Board, respectively, have been planned. The following have accepted membership on the former: Mr. Thornton Chase, Los Angeles, Cal.; Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Helen Campbell, Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Agnes Parsons, Washington, D. C.; Mrs. Elizabeth Nourse, Atlantic City, N. J.; Mrs. Louise R. Waite, Chicago, Ill.; Mr. Frank D. Clark, Buffalo, N. Y.; Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, Kenosha, Wis.; Mr. Louis G. Gregory, Washington, D. C.

As soon as replies are received from the letters sent to the proposed members of the International Board, its personnel will be announced. We have received a favorable response from Mr. Maxwell, of Montreal, Canada.

The work which these Boards are expected to accomplish has been summarized under nine headings, as follows:

1. A proposed General Conference, either in the late Spring or early Autumn of the current year.
2. The arrangement of a program for this Conference.
3. The invitation of various speakers.
4. The translation of the Constitution into French, Russian, German, Italian, Persian, Arabic, Japanese, Turkish, Hindustani, etc.
5. The adoption of the Constitution at the Conference.
6. Printing literature and conducting a world-wide campaign of education.
7. Selecting suitable General Officers of the Orient-Occident Unity.
8. For the foregoing and other purposes of the Association, Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000) is needed, which should be in the Treasury as soon as possible.
9. General publicity in all legitimate ways.

Abdul-Baha, in a recent Tablet written by his own hand, says: “I have read the Constitution of the Orient-Occident Unity, and enclose herein the original and the translation. Collect the criticisms and suggestions, the ideas and improvements of all the wise and intelligent souls, and after the complete correction and perfecting of the Constitution, organize this movement.”

It is hoped that all who feel they have some new ideas may write to us, so that they may be incorporated in our Constitution, if compatible with the general plans and not already covered. We shall wait one month from the appearance of this article, as everything must be in readiness for the annual meeting of the Society in May. Copies of the proposed Constitution may be obtained upon application to the headquarters of the Orient-Occident Unity, 1800 Belmont Road, Washington, D. C.
The following contributions have been received up to this time for the initial expenses of the Orient-Occident Unity:

Mlle. Odette M. d’Astre, Paris, France ........................................... $ 4.14
Mrs. Elizabeth Nourse, Atlantic City, N. J. .................................. 4.00
Mr. Thornton Chase, Los Angeles, Cal. ...................................... 4.00
Mrs. Agnes Parsons, Washington, D. C. ................................. 50.00
Mrs. J. D. Bosch, Geyserville, Cal. ......................................... 4.00
Mrs. L. J. Young-Withee, Washington, D. C. ......................... 2.00

Another friend has promised a contribution of $50.00. It is earnestly hoped that enough contributions will be received to organize this Universal Association with dignity and simplicity, yet effectively, as it will be realized that much depends upon first impressions, and the nature of the foundation will determine the possible massiveness and lasting qualities of the edifice.

It is in compliance with the wishes of Abdul-Baha that we present these facts to the friends, for he says: “The friends of God must encourage each other to be firm and steadfast, to reason and consult with each other, so that day by day this Society may progress.” Again he says: “The believers of God must give great importance to this Society and arise to perform its fundamental principles and essential duties with heart and soul”—for—“in the future it will become the Association of the union of the realm of men, it will thoroughly combine and harmonize the East and the West and accomplish a great service to humanity.” “This Society must be so organized and in the course of time its policies so well defined, that since the beginning of the world until now, no such Association has ever been founded. This must become the first Society embracing such aims and objects.”

Joseph H. Hannen, Secretary.

NEWS FROM THE OCCIDENT.

GERMANY.

STUTTGART.—Universal success to the Star of the West. We hope this will be the first universal publication of the world; therefore, we suggest a few pages be added in German and French, then in Russian, Spanish, Danish, etc., adding a language every year until a universal language becomes manifest and accepted. Should you do this, we believe hundreds of souls will arise with willingness to assist you from all corners of the earth.

A Bahai Home has been established in Stuttgart since the beginning of January. It contains six rooms. Large meetings are held every other day, and we are ready to hold meetings or answer questions every evening. Our largest room is already too small to hold the increased attendance. There are also small meetings in other parts of the city.

Edwin Fisher.

HAWAII.

HONOLULU.—Our regular weekly spiritual meeting is held Fridays, 2 p. m., at the home of Mrs. Augur.

During the month of January, evening meetings were held at the homes of the believers.

From our Japanese students here, has come the call for translations of Bahai literature into their language. This we feel is very important.

We have had the pleasure of meeting Miss Lane and extending to her some of our Island hospitality. She was on her way to Japan. In response to Abdul-Baha’s wishes for teachers to travel to the Orient, we sincerely hope that this assembly may be indeed a half way station where spiritual refreshment may be found.

A very delightful afternoon was recently spent by eleven of the friends, in a visit to the tubercular and non-tubercular patients of Leahi Home. The home is situated in a locality noted for the purity of the air and commands an unsurpassed view of both harbor and mountains. We went in company with the Hawaiian Band, whose selections were thoroughly enjoyed. All the visitors carried either homemade cookies, candy or flowers, and were received most heartily.

E. L. T. R.

UNITED STATES.

BOSTON, MASS.—During the recent visit to Boston of Miss Alice Mary Buckton, of London, England, the Bahai teachings were presented to hundreds of eager listeners. God’s blessings have been manifest on every hand and in His power alone will be the “increase” to the seeds thus sown.

A question that Abdul-Baha asked Miss Buckton during her stay in Acca is one that might well be asked of every Bahai. He said: “Do you not say in the West
that this is the 'Day of the Comforter?'' To which she replied in the affirmative. He then said: "Are you comforting? Are you doing the work of the Comforter?"

Requests have been made for a Sunday afternoon study class in order that those who are allied with different churches (and therefore find it impossible to attend the eleven o'clock meetings), may have the opportunity of looking more deeply into the teachings of this Revelation.

What a glorious opportunity is today offered to emphasize the points of union among men instead of points of difference, as has been the case in the past! May this indeed be the day in which both men and women lay aside the personal self and come more and more into the consciousness of the universal—that God's Kingdom—not man's—may indeed be established upon earth.

Grace Robarts, Cor. Sec'y.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Words cannot express the joy we have had in reading the Baha'i News. May the beautiful new name given by the Blessed Servant of God cause the subscription list to be many times increased and we feel assured that the Star of the West will grow and glow with a universal and everlasting light.

The Assembly sends greetings and praises to the friends. We know naught but unity in our little circle and our one prayer is that we may "see Him face to face."

H. Mills, Sec'y.

CHICAGO, ILL.—During the past month Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and Mrs. Lua Getinger spent two weeks with the friends in Chicago, en route to the Pacific coast. They carry with them the love and good wishes of all.

The last Nineteen-Day Feast was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James F. Carmichael, and was largely attended, the subject of the evening being, "The Establishment of Unity as a Means of Drawing Abdul-Baha 'as a Magnet' to America."

The regular Nineteen-Day Tea of the Woman's Assembly of Teaching, was held at the home of Mrs. George Lesch. The subject most beautifully brought forth from appropriate readings was "Love." The monthly report of the officers and chairmen showed a continued zeal in their services.

The following tablet to the Board of Officers, in answer to a supplication written to Abdul-Baha by the Corresponding Secretary, was received:

Through Agha Zia Effendi, son of M. Mostafa, to the maid-servants of God; Mrs. Ida Brush, Mrs. Mary B. Grayson, Mrs. Fannie G. Lesch, Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, Mrs. Grace Foster, Mrs. Christine Loeding, Miss Laura E. Jones, Miss Mary Lesch, Shahnaz Khanum (Mrs. Louise R. Waite).

HE IS GOD!

O ye believers who are attracted to the Center of Lights!

Verily there have been various assemblies in America which were organized many times and out of these but few remained firm.

I supplicate to the Divine Majesty for the establishment of every assembly which hath turned its face towards God, left the scattered desires, abandoned the self and passion and become firm in the Cause of God as solid mountains, which are not agitated by the winds and violent storms.

Then, O ye maid-servants of the Merciful, it is incumbent upon ye to be firm, sincere and highly energetic and in great unity; severed from all save God; effaced and annihilated in the love of God; sacrificing yourselves under all conditions and circumstances; and glorious, so that ye may be filled with the love of El-Baha and that in ye nothing remains except the abundance of El-Baha. Should ye arise for these great gifts, ye may rest assured that the confirmations of the Holy Spirit will follow ye in every time and instant.

Upon ye be El-Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Zia M. Bagdadi, Feb. 9, 1911.

The coming convention is a matter of deep interest to all of the Chicago friends and a hearty welcome awaits the delegates and visitors who will honor us by their presence on that important occasion.

Louise R. Waite.

FRUITPORT, MICH.—The friends are firm and steadfast in the blessed Cause, and are working in harmony and doing all they can to spread the teachings and their mites to the fund for the great Mashrakel-Azkar.

Mrs. John Deremo.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Mr. Paul T. G. Marshall, Secretary of the New York Board of Council, after suffering from pleuropneumonia for five days, passed peacefully out from the dim light of this earthly world on Friday, March 3rd, to the bright, glorious light of the Supreme Home. Bahai services were conducted at his late home, 139 Shippen street, Weehawken Heights, New Jersey, Sunday afternoon, March 5th, conducted by Mr. MacNutt and Mr.
Hoar. On Monday, March 6th, his remains were taken to Boston, Mass., and there interred, as Mrs. Marshall will shortly move to Boston.

James F. Brittingham.

Oakland, Cal.—At the time the accompanying photograph was taken in October, 1910, the Oakland Assembly numbered over one hundred and twenty members, so this group represents less than half the number. Since then, several have joined the San Francisco Assembly recently organized, as they live on that side of the bay. The Oakland Assembly includes, also, Berkeley, Alameda and Fruitvale, besides a few isolated believers living in the country who have always attached themselves to this center.

In connection with the picture, there is a happy little anecdote which I feel sure will interest all the friends. One of the believers brought with her a young Jewish lady who had lately heard the Message. She wanted very much to come, but with the understanding that she could follow her own guidance and not be taken in the picture if she felt that she did not honestly belong there. This attitude she explained at some length and was, of course, assured that her honest scruples were understood and respected. So she stayed apart while the group was being arranged under the trees, but before very long, she quietly slipped in and sat by her friend. No notice was taken of it then, but afterward I said to her: “So you decided you would like to join us after all?” “Yes,” she replied, very earnestly, “while I sat there watching you people and noticed the different races, the little Japanese family, the Negro, the Persian, etc., and the friendship and harmony so in evidence among you all, I saw something that I have never seen before, and I said to myself, here is something true; here is something real—and—I just could not stay away!”

It is interesting to note there are nine children present (out of nineteen belonging to the Assembly), and that although the group is small, there are actually represented nine different nationalities: English, French, Swiss, Irish, Negro, Japanese, Jewish, Persian and American. It shows how cosmopolitan we are in this corner of the world.

Ella Goodall Cooper.

Photograph of the Oakland, California, Assembly, taken in October, 1910, at the home of Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, where the meetings have always been held.

Continued on page 12
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

HE IS GOD!

O ye children of the Kingdom!

It is New Year; that is to say, the rounding of the cycle of the year. A year is the expression of a cycle (of the sun); but now is the beginning of a cycle of Reality, a New Cycle, a New Age, a New Century, a New Time and a New Year. Therefore, it is very blessed.

I wish this blessing to appear and become manifest in the faces and characteristics of the believers, so that they, too, may become a new people, and having found new life and been baptized with fire and spirit, may make the world a new world, to the end that the old earth may disappear and the new earth appear; old ideas depart and new thoughts come; old garments be cast aside and new garments put on; ancient politics whose foundation is war be discarded and modern politics founded on peace raise the standard of victory; the new star shine and gleam and the new sun illumine and radiate; new flowers bloom; the new spring become known; the new breeze blow; the new
bounty descend; the new tree give forth new fruit; the new voice become raised and this new sound reach the ears, that the new will follow the new, and all the old furnishings and adornments be cast aside and new decorations put in their places.

I desire for you all that you will have this great assistance and partake of this great bounty, and that in spirit and heart you will strive and endeavor until the world of war become the world of peace; the world of darkness the world of light; satanic conduct be turned into heavenly behavior; the ruined places become built up; the sword be turned into the olive branch; the flash of hatred become the flame of the Love of God and the noise of the gun the voice of the Kingdom; the soldiers of death the soldiers of life; all the nations of the world one nation; all races as one race; and all national anthems harmonized into one melody. Then this material realm will be Paradise, the earth Heaven and the world of Satan become the world of Angels.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Naurooz (New Year's) Greeting to all the friends; (2) a statement of the policies of the Star of the West as it enters upon its second year; (3) dialogue between a Mohammedan priest and a Bahai; (4) translation of the "Exhortations"; (5) Tablets regarding Abdul-Baha's coming to America; (6) translation of an article in a Russian newspaper; (7) review of the progress of the Bahai Cause in the West and record of the chief events; (8) invitation to the elderly and experienced Bahais of the East to write three articles concerning the lives of the Bab, Baha'ollah and Abdul-Baha.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

To the Bahai Assemblies, Greeting:

Having found that some of the friends feel inclined to send money to the Convention instead of a delegate, we desire to impress upon the Assemblies the privilege and importance of sending a representative for the reason that such a gathering is one of the greatest means of unity and the money thus spent will more than repay those who thus provide the means. The Convention instills new life and vigor and the returning delegates impart the knowledge gained regarding the progress of the work and carry the fragrances gathered wherever they go. So let us feel that we are not only erecting a building, but laying the foundation of Unity among mankind. Yours in service,

Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, to the attracted maid-servant of God, Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.

HE IS GOD!

O thou beloved maid-servant of God!

Your detailed letter was perused and from its contents it became evident that the debt on the land of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is clear. This news made the hearts happy and caused infinite rejoicing.

Now it is hoped that the believers of God may show magnanimity and raise a great sum for the building, so that the foundation of the Mashrak-el-Azkar may be laid, and, perchance, God willing, the cornerstone of the foundation may be laid by the hands of Abdul-Baha.
This confirmation will descend upon the people of America if they will all arise and endeavor with great courage to establish union and harmony, so that every trace of difference may be uprooted and they may all become as one heart and one soul.

Convey the wonderful ABHA greeting to all the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful.

Upon thee be Baha Baha-el-ABHA!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sobhah, March 4, 1911.

NEWS FROM THE OCCIDENT.

Continued from page 9.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Our Assembly has no especial news items to send for the first issue of the “Star of the West,” except that we have two meetings every week, at the homes of the believers, on Thursdays and Sundays.

Jessie E. Revell.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Much to the joy and satisfaction of the Bahais in California, the San Francisco Assembly has been established. The San Francisco friends met in January to organize and Dr. F. W. D’Evelyn was elected Chairman, Mr. Charles R. Lee was appointed Secretary and Treasurer, Mrs. Cordie C. Cline, Corresponding Secretary and Mrs. Emma C. Blum, Librarian. Forty-six members were enrolled. This was a good number for the beginning of an Assembly. The first regular meeting was held in the new room, Friday, February 24th, with twenty-four believers present. Great interest is already shown and two meetings a week are held. Committees will be appointed from time to time as the work progresses. The San Francisco and the Oakland Assemblies have already joined hands in good fellowship and love.

Helen S. Goodall.

SEATTLE, WASH.—In addition to the regular Sunday meeting held at 2916 Beacon avenue, South, which is more particularly for worship and praise in this Glad Day, another gathering is held on Tuesday at the office of Dr. Lathrop, 213 People’s Bank Building, which is for the purpose of study.

Mrs. Emma H. Harmon, a Bahai sister from North Bend, Oregon, has been with us for some weeks, and Miss Lydia Rainey, from North Yakima, a few days, resulting in a stronger bond of unity and desire for more consecrated service. Mr. Grant, who has been quite active in giving the Message, is now located in Olympia, a few hours’ ride from Seattle.

A gratifying feature of the Assembly is that many are keeping the fast. A great degree of harmony prevails and the unity which is the result of the love of God is becoming manifest.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Since our last report, the affairs of the Washington Assembly have been marked by continued activity along all lines, and there are many evidences of growth. The meetings are well attended and much interest is shown by the audiences. The system of rotation in Chairmanships, under which every member of the Assembly who is willing to serve, is selected in alphabetical order, to arrange the Friday meetings, is developing new speakers and leaders, while the plan of Unity Feasts, several of the believers being chosen for each, following the same alphabetical arrangement, enables all to participate actively in the work of the Cause.

On the first day of 1911, the Message was given at a meeting of the “Secular League,” Washington’s open Forum, and was well received by the large number present. In February, Mr. R. C. Wilhelm spent several days in Washington, addressing a largely-attended meeting directed by our colored friends.

Mr. W. P. Ripley, who so ably served as Chairman of our Working Committee for a considerable period, and later as Vice-Chairman, has, with his family, gone to Orlando, Florida, for a prolonged sojourn. At the February meeting of the Working Committee, the vacancy caused by this absence was filled by the election of Mr. Louis G. Gregory as a member.

Miss M. C. Hudd, of Chicago, is a welcome addition to the ranks of the Washington friends.

On February 28th, a concert was given at the McNeal studio, under the direction of Professor Arthur D. Mayo, for the Mashrak-El-Azkar Fund. The following well-known musicians participated: Mrs. Walter A. Gawler, Mrs. William T. Reed, Mr. Richard P. Backing, Mr. J. Walter Humphrey, Mr. Edwin L. Borchardt and Professor Mayo. Over $40 was realized from this concert.
Mr. Gregory has planned to go to Egypt to meet Abdul-Baha, and it is his intention to sail from New York, on March 25th. He expects to visit the European Assemblies while on this trip.

On Thursday, March 9th, our dear brother, Elwin Moore, was called to the Higher life. Bahai funeral services were held at the residence of Dr. E. H. Egbert, and many of the friends were present. Although Mr. Moore has been away from us for about a year, his earnest and winsome personality will be greatly missed. Our tender sympathy and love are extended to the widow, formerly Miss Ursula Shuman, of this city, and to Mrs. Gotsinger and Miss Hebe J. Moore, his sisters. In these strong tests of faith, the Bahai spirit is splendidly triumphant, and thus in long-delayed fulfilment of prophecy, death has lost its sting and the grave is despoiled of its victory.

Joseph H. Hannen.

ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meeting held Friday evenings at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, ENG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday, 8:15 p. m., at 10 Chepiston Gardens; Wright’s Lane, Kensington High Street.

GERMANY.

STUTTGART, WURTENBERG.—Regular meetings of Assembly Friday evenings. Kanzlei strasse 24f. ZUFFENHAUSEN.—At the home of Herrn und Frau F. Schweizer, Karl strasse 26f.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

AKRON, OHIO.—Meetings every Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Brooker, 29 Hawthorne Avenue.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evenings at 629 West North Avenue, and Sunday evenings at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

BOSTON, MASS.—Sunday mornings, at 11 o’clock, in Beckton Hall, 200 Huntington Avenue. Miss Grace Robarts, Corresponding Secretary.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elmwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Corinthian Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 283, George Lesch, Secretary.

CLEVELAND, O.—Meetings Wednesday evenings at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

DENVER, Colo.—Regular meetings, Sunday, 3:30 p.m., at 4141 Xavier Street; Monday, 8 p.m., at 1608 Broadway, and group meetings Thursday afternoon at homes of the friends. G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

FRUITPORT, MICH.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 2:30 p.m. Mrs. John Deremo, Secretary.

ITHACA, N. Y.—Regular meeting of Assembly, Friday evenings at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

KENOSHA, WIS.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a.m., at Gronquisch Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Fountain Nicholas, Secretary, 808 Park Street.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—F. B. Beckett, Secretary, 429 Citizens’ National Bank Building.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 58th Street.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Charles R. Lee, Secretary, 1523 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Cordie Cline, Corresponding Secretary, 233 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Miss Jessie E. Revell, Secretary, 1429 Mayfield Street.

PORTLAND, OR.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 2 p.m., at 501 Yamhill Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. M. M. Rabb, Secretary, 1146 Willamette Boulevard, Station F.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South.

SPokane, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 124 Fifth Avenue. Miss E. Mabel King, Secretary, E413 Mission Avenue.

SUMMEDUCK, VA.—Meeting on fourth Sundays; address care Mrs. R. H. Duckett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evenings at 8:15; Sunday mornings at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192. Residence of Secretary, 1252 Eighth Street, N. W.
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Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) a brief account of Mirza Ahmad Sohrab’s recent visit to New York City; (2) illustration of a thirty-six-story building to be erected in that city; (3) quotations from two recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha regarding his coming to America; (4) news of the Cause in Abade, Persia, mentioning the organization of Mahfele Entezam and a branch of the Tarbiat school; (5) local news of the Cause in Rasht telling of the organization of Mahfele Morattab; (6) news from Gazvin that articles have been written in newspapers against the STAR OF THE WEST; (7) answer of the Editor to the said articles; (8) an article from Bakon, pertaining to the benefits of Western civilization, and pointing out some of the shortcomings of Oriental countries; (9) extract from Tablet regarding the progress of the Cause in America and Japan, and that Americans should prepare to go to China to teach the Truth; (10) departure of the five American financial advisers, with their wives and children, to Teheran; (11) suggestion is made to the Persians to send their young men and women to American schools to be educated, just as both Japan and China have done—the Chinese government now educating nearly 2,000 students in American colleges, who will return to and be engaged in improving the condition of their native land; (12) letter from the Teheran friends to the American friends, praising them for their zeal in serving the Cause and expressing happiness at the news that Abdul-Baha may visit America.

LONDON, ENGLAND, NEWS NOTES.

On February 25th, a meeting was held especially for Mr. W. Tudor-Pole to meet the Bahais, and speak to them of his visit to Abdul-Baha, and in what ways we could best forward the Cause. He urged that we should remain in existing organizations as far as possible, endeavoring to spiritualize them and to communicate the Bahai spirit to the others within those organizations, rather than by coming out and forming new assemblies, which might only result in a new sect. He read a translation of Abdul-Baha’s beautiful address to be delivered before the First Races Congress, to be held here this summer, in the University of London, July 26-29. This address will be published in the volume issued by the Congress and can afterwards appear in the STAR OF THE WEST. This Congress is the child of the Union of Ethical Societies of America and England. Prof. Felix Adler started the idea. It is supported from over fifty countries, and by thirty Presidents of Parliament, forty Colonial Bishops, some hundred and thirty Professors of International Law, besides others too numerous to mention here. "The prime purpose of the Congress is to cultivate mutual knowledge and respect between Occidental and Oriental peoples.” So Mr. Tudor-Pole thought it our duty as Bahais to do all in our power to help to make this wonderful Congress a success. We can at least all do something to make it more known and induce others to join it as either active or passive members; at $5.25, or $2, for which sum the passive member will receive all the literature, “a veritable Encyclopedia on the race question.” Write for the prospectus to Mr. G. Spiller, 63 South Hill Park, Hampstead, London, N. W.

On March 1st, Archdeacon Wilberforce spoke in his church, St. John’s, Westminster, London, on our Movement, and in his sermon the following Sunday answered many questions he had received by post. How much interest this has created is shown by the fact that within the following ten days, Mr. Mayle sold 220 copies of Mr. Sprague’s “Story of the Bahai Movement,” clearing out the last of the second edition. A third one is now in hand. Although 10,000 copies of this booklet have been distributed, yet only a small proportion of the people have heard of the Bahais.

A Unitarian minister at Highgate has asked for a Bahai to speak, from his pulpit, of the Faith whereby he lives. Miss Jack, who was some time teaching English to the daughters of Abdul-Baha, has now taken a studio at 13 Hanover street, London, W., where she is at home to any interested in the Cause on Sunday afternoons, 4 to 6 o’clock. We have a definite centre now at Manchester—address Mr. Ed. Theo. Hale, 1 North Street, Higher Broughton. He writes “that the flame burns undimmed on these little Manchester altars.”

—Arthur Cuthbert.
TABLET REVEALED BY BAHÁ’U’LLAH
TO THE SULTAN OF TURKEY.

Describing the sufferings of himself and his followers, after his arrival in Akka.

HE IS THE POSSESSOR IN HIS MIGHT AND POWER!

The Supreme Pen proclaims:

O, thou personage, who considerest thyself the greatest of all men, while looking upon the Divine Youth, thinking him to be the lowest of men, yet through him the Eye of the Supreme Concourse is brightened and illumined. This Youth has never made nor will he ever make a request of thee: For from the beginning every one of the Manifestations of Mercifulness and the Dawning-Places of the Glory of the Almighty, who have stepped forth from the Realm of Immortality upon the arena of existence and shone forth with great splendor for the quickening of the dead, men like thee have considered those Sanctified Souls and Temples of Oneness upon whom the reformation of the world depends, as the people of strife, and wrong-doers. Verily, their names (the deniers) are forgotten and ere long thy name will also be forgotten and thou shalt find thyself in great loss. According to thy opinion this Quickener of the World and its Peace-Maker is culpable and seditious. What crime have the women, children and suffering babes committed, to merit thy wrath, oppression and hate? In every religion and community the children are considered innocent, nor does the Pen of Divine Command hold them responsible, yet the reign of thy tyranny and despotism has surrounded them. If thou art the follower of any religion or sect, read thou the Heavenly Books, the Inspired Epistles and the Divine Writings, so that thou mayest realize the irresponsibility of children. On the other hand, even those people who do not believe in God, have never committed such crimes.

In everything an effect is hidden, and no one has denied the effects of things except an ignorant one who is completely denied and deprived of intelligence. Therefore, undoubtedly the lamentation of these children and the cries of these wronged ones will produce a great effect.

You have persecuted a number of souls who have shown no opposition in your country and who have instigated no revolution against the government; nay, rather, days and nights they have been peacefully engaged in the mentioning of God. You have pillaged their properties and through your tyrannical acts, all they had was taken from them. When the order was issued for the banishment of this Youth, these souls began to lament, but the officers who constituted my guard mentioned that these souls had committed no wrong, nor has the government banished them, but if they desire they may follow you, for no one will oppose them. Consequently, they paid all their own
expenses and leaving their property behind, they were contented with the Countenance of this Youth and trusting upon God they departed again with the True One, until the fortress of Akka became the place of the incarceration of Baha'. The day after the arrival, the officials of the army surrounded the men, women and children and carried them to the gloomy dungeon of the barrack. The first night they were given neither bread nor water, for the sentinels were guarding the door of the prison and permitted no one to leave the place. They did not consider the plight of these wronged ones. Water was asked for, but it was refused. It is now some time since we are all imprisoned in this dungeon; although we were living for five years in Adrianople and all the people, whether ignorant or wise, rich or poor, testified to the sanctity and holiness of these servants.

When departing from Adrianople one of the believers of God sacrificed himself with his own hand, for he could not see this Wronged One in the hands of the tyrants. On our way we were transferred three times, from one ship to another, and it is evident that a number of the children suffered under these severe circumstances. When we left the steamer, they separated four of the friends from us, and prevented them from following, and upon the departure of this Youth, one of the four, named Abdul Gaffar, threw himself into the sea and no one has ever found any trace of him. This is a drop of the ocean of persecution which surrounded and encircled us. Notwithstanding these things, they are not yet satisfied, and every day the officers of the government are increasing their hard-heartedness, nor is it ended; day and night they are forming new intrigues and adding to our sufferings. From the government supplies, these prisoners receive three loaves of bread to last for twenty-four hours, and no one is able to eat it.

From the beginning of the world, no such persecutions have been seen or heard of! I declare by the One who has commanded Baha' to speak, between the heavens and the earth, there is no name or mention for you equal to those who sacrificed their spirits, bodies and property for the love of God, the Mighty, the Powerful, the Omnipotent! Before God, a handful of dust is greater than your kingdom, sovereignty, glory and dominion, and should He desire, He would scatter you as the sand of the desert, and ere long His wrath shall overtake thee, revolutions shall appear in your midst and your countries will be divided! Then you will weep and lament and nowhere will you find help and protection. The mentioning of these facts is not for the sake of your becoming mindful, for already the wrath of God has surrounded you, but you have not nor will you become mindful; neither is it for the sake of reciting the persecutions which have descended upon these holy souls, for they are intoxicated with the Wine of the Merciful and they are so exhilarated with the clear Salsabil of Divine Providence, that should the persecutions of all the world descend upon them in the Path of God, they are satisfied, nay, rather, grateful; they never had nor will they ever have any complaints to offer. At every moment the blood in their bodies begs and supplicates from the Lord of both worlds, that it be shed upon the ground in His Path; likewise their heads yearn to be raised upon a spear for the sake of the Beloved of the heart and soul. For several times the tests of God have descended upon you, and you were not mindful; one was a conflagration which burned the city with the Fire of Justice, so much so that poets have composed poems about it, declaring that such a conflagration has never appeared before; notwithstanding this your negligence increased. Then the cholera came, and still you remained heedless. Be ye watchful, for the wrath of God is prepared, and ere long ye shall behold that which is descended from the Pen of Command. Have ye
thought that your glory is everlasting, or did ye dream that your kingdom would remain forever? No, by the life of God! Your glory is not eternal, and our humiliation will not last. This humiliation is the diadem of all the glories, and only man in his perfection can comprehend it.

When this Youth was a child and had not yet reached the age of maturity, one of my brothers intended to marry in Teheran and according to the custom of that country, for seven days and nights they were engaged in feasting and banqueting. The program for the last day of the entertainments for the guests was the play of Sultan Salim. The ministers, the grandees and officials of the city were there in a great throng, and this Youth was sitting in one of the galleries of the building and was observing the scenes. Then they raised a great tent in the middle of the court; representations of human forms only a few inches in height would come out of the tent and cry: "The king is coming, arrange the seats in order." Then the other figures came out, sweeping the ground while a number were sprinkling the streets with water; then another picture was presented, who was supposed to be the herald, acquainting the people to be ready for review before His Majesty, the Sultan.

Then the ministers came, with hat and shawl, according to the Persian custom; others were present with clubs, while a number of others were garbed as chamberlains, aides-de-camp, ferrashes and executioners with instruments of punishment. All these men were lined according to their station and class. At last the king appeared, with sovereign power and shining diadem upon his head, and with splendor and glory walked slowly and majestically, and with perfect calmness, tranquility and composure, seated himself upon the throne. At that moment the noise of the guns and the music of the national anthem was raised, and the smoke surrounded the tent and the king. When the air was cleared, it was seen that the king was on his throne, and the ministers, the magistrates and secretaries had taken their places according to their rank. Immediately, a thief, captured by the police, was brought before the king, and a royal order was issued to behead him. Then the chief of the executioners took the captive and decapitated him, and a red fluid, which was like blood, was seen by all the spectators. While the Sultan was consulting with some of his ministers, the news was brought in that a certain person had become a rebel. The Sultan issued orders that several regiments of soldiers and artillerymen be sent to the scene and quell the disturbance. After a few minutes the thunderous noise of guns and artillery was heard behind the tent, and we were told they were engaged in battle. This Youth became astonished and bewildered at these affairs. Then the review ended and the curtain descended.

After twenty minutes a man came out from behind the tent with a box under his arm. I asked him, "What is this box? Where is the king and all the men?" He answered that all these great things and manifest objects, such as kings, princes and ministers, glory, majesty, power and sovereignty that we beheld were enclosed in this box.

I declare by the Lord who has created all things through His Word, that from that day all the conditions of this world and its greatness are like that play before the eyes of this Youth. It has not nor will ever have the weight of a mustard seed. I was wondering greatly that the people glorify themselves in these affairs, notwithstanding this, the people of insight will discern with the eye of certainty the end of the glory of every great one before beholding it. I have seen nothing except I have discerned its transiency, and God testifies to this. It is incumbent upon every soul in these few days of life to spend them in truthfulness and justice and if he be not confirmed with the knowledge of the True One, he can at least walk in the path of equity and intelligence.
Ere long all these apparent things, manifest treasuries, worldly wealth, valiant soldiers, beautiful dresses and haughty souls, will be enclosed in the box-like tomb, similar to the box which contained all the players, and all this quarrel, strife and so-called honors are like the play of the children before the people of insight. Be ye admonished, and be not of those who see the Truth and yet deny. These things will not affect this Youth and the friends of the True One, for they are all prisoners and enchained, and will not nor will ever make any request of people like thee.

The point is this, that thou mayest raise thy head from the bed of negligence and become mindful and not oppose the servants of God without reason. Bear in mind that so far as power and strength remain in the body, thou shouldst remove persecutions from the oppressed ones. Shouldst thou have a little justice and behold with the eye of certainty in the affairs and differences of the ephemeral world, thou shalt acknowledge that all of them are like unto the above-mentioned play. Hearken unto the word of Truth! Be thou not proud on account of the world. Where are those people who were like unto thee, who claimed divinity in this earth without the permission of God, and desired to extinguish the Light of God and to demolish the foundation of Truth? Dost thou see any one of them? Be just! Then turn to God, perchance He may forgive the sins thou hast committed in this ephemeral life. Yet we know that thou shalt not become assisted in this, for through thy tyranny the Fire of Sinai flamed forth, the Spirit wept, and the hearts of the angels bled.

O, ye people of the earth! Hearken to the voice of this Oppressed One with the ear of the soul, and ponder ye deeply over the above-mentioned story. Perchance ye may not be burned with the fire of passion and desire, and be not prevented from the meeting of the True One, through the worthless things of the faithless world. Glory and abasement, poverty and wealth, trouble and tranquillity, all shall pass away, and ere long all the inhabitants of the earth shall return to the tomb. Therefore every possessor of insight must behold the immortal outlook, that peradventure, through the Bounties of the Eternal Sovereign, he may enter into the everlasting Kingdom and rest under the shade of the Tree of Command. Although the world is the place of treachery and duplicity, yet under all circumstances it reminds all the people with the idea of change. The passing of the father is an admonition for the son, and it reminds him that he, too, must pass away. It would have been well if the people of the world who are amassing great fortunes and are deprived of the True One, knew what would become of their great wealth. By the Life of Baha', no one is cognizant of this fact except God, Glorified is His Station!

The philosopher, Avicena—peace be upon him—says: “Be admonished, O ye whose hearts are darkened, be ye admonished O ye, whose faces are covered with the lines of age!” However, the majority of the people are asleep. The example of those souls is like unto a person who was so intoxicated with wine that he was showing the signs of affection to a dog, and showering upon him tender words of love and affection. When the morning of intelligence dawned, and the horizons of the heaven were illumined with the brilliant orb, he beheld that his beloved was only a dog; when ashamed, regretful and remorseful on account of his act, he returned to his home.

Do thou not think that thou hast made this Youth powerless, or that thou hast conquered him. Thou art defeated by one of the servants, but knowest it not. The worst and lowest of creatures ruled over thee, and that is, thy passion and desire, which has been condemned forever. If it were not on account of the consummate Wisdom of God thou wouldst have seen thy
weakness and the weakness of the people of the earth. This humility is the glory of My Cause, wert thou to know! This Youth has never loved nor will ever love to utter any word which is against courtesy. Verily, courtesy is My Garment with which we have adorned the temples of our favorite servants. Otherwise some of thy actions that thou thinkest are unknown, would be mentioned in this Tablet. O, thou possessor of might! These little children and these friends of God did not need the officers and soldiers as guards. After our arrival, one of the officers presented himself and after much conversation expressed his own innocence and thy crime. This Youth mentioned to him that: “Primarily, it was necessary to bring about a meeting of the Ulmas of the time and Himself so that the crimes of which these servants are accused might become evident. However, time has passed and according to thy statement thou art commanded to imprison us in the ‘most desolate city.’

But I have one wish to make of thee, and that is to request of His Majesty, the Sultan, to grant Me an audience of ten minutes in order that he may ask the proofs and arguments which he thinks would establish the validity of the Word of God. If the proofs which he desires are made manifest on the part of God, he should then liberate these wronged ones and leave them to their own condition.”

He promised to take this message and send an answer, but we heard nothing more from him; although it is not the Station of this True One to present Himself before any person, for all the people are created for His worship: Yet for the sake of these little children and the number of women who are away from their country and people, we volunteered this act, but notwithstanding this, no result was produced. Omar is living and ready, ask of him so that the Truth may become manifest to thee. Now all these exiled ones are sick and lying in prison. No one but God the Mighty, the Glorious, knows what will happen to us.

During the first days two of these servants passed into the Supreme Concourse. One day one of the officers commanded that they could not remove those blessed bodies unless they were paid for the shroud and casket, although no one ever asked anything of them. At that time we possessed no earthly means, and when we insisted that they leave the work to us and allow the friends to prepare the dead for burial, they refused. Finally they took a rug to the bazaar and sold it at auction, and delivered the money to the officers. Later on it became evident that they only dug the ground and laid the two blessed bodies in the one grave, although they had been doubly paid for shrouds and caskets. The pen is unable and the tongue is powerless to describe that which has descended upon us; however, all these poisons of tests are sweeter to this Youth than honey. I pray that under all circumstances the trials of the world in the Path of God and the Love of the Merciful may descend upon this Ocean of Significances. We beg of Him patience and endurance.

Thou art weak, and knowest it not. Couldst thou realize and be perfumed with the fragrance wafted from the direction of the Ancient Beauty, thou wouldst leave everything that thou hast in hand and hasten to come and live in one of the ruined rooms of this Most Great Prison. Ask thou of God that thou mayest attain to the age of maturity so that thou mayest recognize the beauty and ugliness of deeds and actions. Peace be upon those who follow guidance!

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, especially for the STAR OF THE WEST.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.
HE IS GOD!
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahaís which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

BAHAI CALENDAR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Baha’ (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Jalal (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Jamal (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Azamat (Grace)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Nur (Light)</td>
<td>June 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Rahmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Asma (Names)</td>
<td>July 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th Kold (Speech)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th Kamal (Perfection)</td>
<td>Aug. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th Eizzat (Health)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11th Mashefat (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th Elm (Knowledge)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th Kudrat (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th Kowl (Speech)</td>
<td>Nov. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th Massa’ul (Questions)</td>
<td>Dec. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th Shurut (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th Sultan (Sovereignty)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th Mulk (Dominion)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th Ola (Loftiness)</td>
<td>Mar. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vol. II Chicago, (April 9, 1911) Jalal No. 2

To the Editors of the STAR OF THE WEST:

O ye Editors of the STAR OF THE WEST!

Your letter was received and your effort became known. I hope that, day by day, you may add to your effort and give importance to this newspaper, for it shall progress step by step and shall attain to the praiseworthy station.

The detailed Tablets of Abdul-Baha in regard to Exhortations and Education are many. Ask for them and print them in the paper. You have permission. Whenever, in the future, detailed Tablets are written, copies will be sent to you for publication.

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Extract from Tablet to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab in reference to the foregoing Tablet: “A new Tablet is revealed for the Editors of the STAR OF THE WEST. Translate and forward it to them. The volume of this newspaper, God willing, will grow to the dimensions that you outline. There are many detailed and general Tablets by Abdul-Baha upon purely exhortational matters, pertaining to moral and spiritual development. Print them by degrees in the STAR OF THE WEST. Likewise, whenever, in the future, you receive any detailed Tablets, you should print them in its columns. God willing, the number of its subscribers shall also increase.”
استادان دانشگاه تهران

حریت عربی دارد که از این اخبار این آیت الله خامنه‌ای را بیان کند:

"الشیعیان و سایر مسلمانان قبیل این کشور، آن‌ها در داخل و خارج، در مسیر انصراف دارویی دارای علم و فضول هستند و در تمام نقاط این کشور می‌توانند در میدان‌های انتخاباتی حضور داشته باشند. این موضوع باعث افزایش شرایط حسن در این کشور می‌شود و به مطلوبیت‌های مردم را برای آینده بهتری نزدیک‌تر می‌کند."
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از رشت

در حدی که ایرانیان در میدان‌های تولید دستی و نیز صنعتی به فعالیت می‌پردازند، باید توجه داشته باشند که این فعالیت‌ها برای حفظ و توسعه ملت ایرانی ضروری هستند. در این راستا، با توجه به تاثیرات منفی ویلایت‌های غربی بر اقتصاد ایران، پیشنهاد می‌کنیم که به‌عنوان یک نگاه جدید به این موضوع، برای بهبود وضعیت اقتصادی ایران، بررسی و تدوین برنامه‌هایی انجام شود که باعث نگرانی و ناامنی اقتصادی نبگنند. در این راستا، می‌توان به بررسی و تدوین برنامه‌هایی اشاره کرد که باعث بهبود وضعیت اقتصادی ایران و افزایش بهبود می‌گردد.

در این راستا، باید به‌عنوان یک نگاه جدید به این موضوع، بررسی و تدوین برنامه‌هایی انجام شود که باعث نگرانی و ناامنی اقتصادی نبگنند. در این راستا، می‌توان به بررسی و تدوین برنامه‌هایی اشاره کرد که باعث بهبود وضعیت اقتصادی ایران و افزایش بهبود می‌گردد.
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ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, ENG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday, 8:15 p.m., at 10 Cheniston Gardens, Wright’s Lane, Kensington, High Street. Bahai Reading Room, 137A High Street, entrance from Wright’s Lane.

GERMANY.

STUTTGART, WURTTEMBERG.—Regular Meetings of Assembly Friday evening. Kanzlei strasse 24. ZUFFENHAUSEN.—At the home of Herrn und Frau F. Schweizer, Karl strasse 261.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

AKRON, OHIO.—Meetings every Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Brooker, 29 Hawthorne Avenue.

Baltimore, Md.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evening at 629 West North Avenue, and Sunday evening at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

BOSTON, MASS.—Sunday morning, at 11 o’clock, in Becket Hall, 200 Huntington Avenue; study class, Friday, 8 p.m., at 69 Gainsborough Street. Miss Julia Culver, Corresponding Secretary, 38 Putnam Avenue, Cambridge.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elmwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Corinthian Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 283, George Lesch, Secretary. Bahais coming to Chicago who wish to be met at the railroad station and be put into communication with the friends in this city, may address Mrs. Charles H. Greenleaf, 4855 Kenmore Avenue. Telephone Ravenswood 3025.

CINCINNATI, O.—Meeting held Wednesday evening at the homes of the friends. Residence of Secretary, Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, 543 Mitchell Avenue.

CLEVELAND, O.—Meetings Wednesday evening at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

DENVER, COLO.—Regular meetings, Sunday, 3:30 p.m., at 4141 Xavier Street; Monday, 8 p.m., at 1608 Broadway, and group meetings Thursday afternoon at homes of the friends. G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

FRUITPORT, MICH.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 2:30 p.m., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nels Peterson. Mrs. John Deremo, Secretary.

ITHACA, N. Y.—Regular meeting of Assembly, Friday evening at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

KEENOSHA, WIS.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a.m., at Gronquis Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, Secretary, 418 Crane Street. Mrs. Anna Bohanan, Secretary. Women’s Assembly.

Los Angeles, CAL.—F. B. Beckett, Secretary, 429 Citizens’ National Bank Building.

Muskegon, Mich.—Meetings held Wednesday afternoon at 52 Jackson Street. Mrs. Helene Bagg, Secretary.

New York, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 58th Street.

Oakland, Cal.—Charles R. Lee, Secretary, 1523 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Cordie Cline, Corresponding Secretary, 233 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Miss Jessie E. Revell, Secretary, 1429 Mayfield Street.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 2 p.m., at 501 Yamhill Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. M. M. Rabb, Secretary, 1146 Willamette Boulevard, Station F.

Seattle, Wash.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South.

Spokane, Wash.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 124 Fifth Avenue. Miss E. Mabel King, Secretary, E413 Mission Avenue.

Sumnerduck, VA.—Meeting on fourth Sunday; address care Mrs. R. H. Duckett.

Washington, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evening at 8:15; Sunday morning at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue; Wednesday evening at 8:00, at 1937 Thirteenth Street, N. W. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192. Residence of Secretary, Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, 1252 Eighth Street, N. W.
WORDS OF BAHÁ’U’LLAH.

O my servant! O Joseph! Hear the tone of God and do not compare this day with any other day, neither the wonderful, sweet Word of God with any other words; look to the apparent matters with thine own eye, and do not follow anyone in knowing the Greatest and Brilliant Orb.

In this day, the beloved of God must not hesitate or delay an instant in teaching the Cause of the Manifestation, and must summon the people continually, with great admonition and conciliating words, to the Religion of Majestic Oneness; because, verily, in this day, to the soul who is the cause of guidance to another soul the recompense of a martyr in the way of God will be assuredly recorded by the Pen of the Cause, for his deed.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MATERIAL CIVILIZATION AND DIVINE CIVILIZATION.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHÁ.*

To Mr. Arthur S. Agnew, Chicago, Ill. Upon him be BAHÁ’U’LLAH-EL-ABHÁ!

HE IS GOD!

O Thou Servant of the Beauty of ABHA!

I received thy letter, and the books that thou hadst sent have been received. Convey, on my behalf, most wonderful ABHA, greetings unto Mr. Albert R. Windust, Miss Gertrude Buikema and Miss Mary Lesch. During hours of leisure, when in the middle of the night I engage in supplications, I shall beg for assistance and favor in their behalf. Indeed, they have made a great effort in the printing and publication of the Letters (i.e., Tablets).†

As to the difference between the natural (i.e., physical or material) civilization which is in the present day in force, and the Divine civilization which shall be of the results of The House of Justice: The material civilization prevents and safeguards people from committing evil deeds, through the force of the laws of retaliation and correction. Thus, you see how prohibitory laws and rules of correction are constantly in circulation and yet, by no means, any (adequate) law of retribution is to be found; and in all the cities of Europe and America spacious prison buildings have been founded and established for correcting and punishing the criminals.

But the Divine civilization will so train mankind that no soul will commit crimes, except rare (or few) individuals, which exception is of no importance whatsoever. Consequently, there is much difference between preventing people from evil actions and crimes through correction and retaliation or through violent punishment, and so training them, enlightening them and

*First of a series of Tablets containing Exhortations to moral and spiritual development. †Refers to the compilation of three volumes of “Tablets of Abdul-Baha,” by the Bahá’í Publishing Society in America.
spiritualizing them that they will shun crimes and evil deeds without any fear (however) of punishment, prevention or retaliation. Nay, they will consider crimes themselves as the greatest punishment and mightiest retribution, will be attracted to the virtues of the human world and devotedly spend their lives in that which is conducive to the enlightenment of mankind and to spreading qualities acceptable in the Threshold of the Almighty.

Consequently, consider what a difference and distinction is there between the material civilization and the Divine civilization! The natural civilization prevents men from doing harm and wrong through force and punishment and thus withholds them from committing crimes. But the Divine civilization so trains men that the human individuals avoid sins without having any fear from (material) punishment; and the very sin itself becomes unto them as the severest punishment. And they will engage in acquiring human virtues, gaining that by which mankind will be uplifted and that which will enlighten the human world with the utmost zeal and fervor.

O Thou Creator! Bring the American friends nigh unto the Kingdom of Abha and suffer their deeds and actions to be in conformity with the Commandments and Exhortations written in the Tablets. Make them firm in Thy Love and steadfast in Thy Cause. Attract them unto the Bahai Beauty and cause them to attain infinite warmth and fervor. Bestow upon them a firm footing and give them a heavenly power in order that they may engage in Thy service and spread the Signs of the Kingdom.

Thou art the Powerful, the Mighty! Thou art the Compassionate, the Gracious, the Seer!

Convey, on my behalf, the most wonderful Abha, greeting to his honor, Mr. MacNutt and Mrs. MacNutt.

Upon thee be Baha-ol-Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

EXTRACT FROM RECENT TABLET TO THE FRIENDS IN KHOWASSAN, PERSIA.

The news of the attraction of the hearts of the believers of God ignited the candle of happiness and created spiritual joy. Abdul-Baha traveled to the land of Joseph of Canaan and became well known in the servitude of the Holy Threshold. Although the attack of the sects and the false rumors and statements in the newspapers are intense, yet it is my hope that this journey may become fruitful and the Voice and Summons of the Cause of God may move these regions; some seeds may be sown and watered and be assisted by the downpour of the rain of the Mercy of the Almighty. Assuredly they will grow and become green and verdant.

Praise be to God! That through the Bounty and Favor of the Most Great Name—May my life be a sacrifice to His believers!—the Voice of the Cause of God is raised in all countries and the Fame and Melody of the Word of God is spread in every region. In these days the Cause of God is progressing and advancing in America, and in Asia there is the clamor of Turak and Tajik. The Bahais have founded an English newspaper in the capital of Japan, which is edited and circulated by his honor, the learned Professor Barakatullah, of India. Some of the American believers are expecting to make a trip to China and Manchuria so that they may raise the Voice of the Kingdom in those parts, and in Europe and Asia the Trumpet of the Supreme Concourse is heard.

God be praised! Notwithstanding this divine, Majestic Cause, the promotion of the Word of God and the diffusion of the Fragrances of God, a few impotent ones, who are less than the flies, desire to break the Covenant and violate the Testament. How fruitless and weak is their endeavor! The screech of the owl is discordant before the Melody of the Kingdom and the cawing of the crow is drowned before the harmony of the
During the past two years three distinct movements inaugurated in America by the Bahais, have demonstrated to the friends in the Orient, to what extent the Cause has spread and with what spiritual power it has become manifest in the western world. 

First, is the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago, which brought forth such a generous contribution from all parts of the world and united the Bahais in a bond of ideal union and concord. Second, the organization of the Persian-American Educational Society in Washington, D. C. The practical usefulness and wide-spread fame which this Society has achieved in a short time has attracted great attention among prominent men of the Orient. The necessity of such a Society has been felt for some time, and it will undoubtedly achieve great service in the future throughout the East as well as in Persia. A writer in a recent newspaper in Egypt says, that of all the many societies which have been formed during the past few years to serve Persia, this Society has demonstrated itself to be the most useful and the most practical. Third, the publication of the Bahai News, now the STAR OF THE WEST, edited jointly in Chicago and Washington. The hundreds of letters received from all parts of the Orient, from every city, town and village, are the greatest proof that this publication has effected a most wonderful service in the Bahai world. It has irrefutably demonstrated that the Cause of Baha'u'llah is advancing with great strides toward its ultimate destination. The deniers of the Cause have never dreamed that this Revelation would bring about such results. For the last few months many Assemblies in Persia and the Orient have been organized, several schools are being established, and many changes are introduced; in fact, it might be said that the Cause is entering upon a period of reconstruction, the results of which will be beneficial and wholesome. The following news items are a few paragraphs gleaned from the immense correspondence which has been very lately received from the Orient:

EGYPT.

ALEXANDRIA.—A daily newspaper, The Valley of the Nile, in its issue of March 22nd, presents a full page concerning the life and teachings of Abdul-Baha. It is a noteworthy fact that all the prominent people of Egypt are beginning to feel his spiritual presence and call upon him to receive instruction. The news of the looking forward of the American Bahais to the coming of Abdul-Baha to that country has reached here and it is hoped that all the friends may attain to this blessing and that the Center of the Covenant may travel to the West. Not only are the American Bahais anxious to have Abdul-Baha in their midst, but the friends of every country are supplicating him to visit them. Now that he is free the believers are not satisfied with Tablets and Messages, but they long to have him personally.

PERSIA.

ABADE.—In these days every Bahai Assembly in Persia is engaged in practical service and co-operation and the friends are engaged in the establishment of various committees to work for the advancement of the Cause. We have just now organized the Mahfel Entezam, which will be composed of members who are engaged in spreading the Cause, studying the Teachings, corresponding with the different Assemblies and giving succor to the helpless ones. Haji Tavangar, a well known Bahai, is the chairman; Mirza Nasrollah is Secretary, and Mirza Azzizollah is Treasurer. We hope that the friends in the West will correspond with us. We also have organized a boys' club, whose members meet once a week for two hours reading of the Tablets, memorizing the Hidden Words, and social refreshment. In regard to the School of Tarbiat here: It was established three years ago, through a very progressive man, Haji Ali Khan. Though this man has never traveled abroad and is unacquainted with modern educational methods, yet he is very anxious to do all he can for the advancement of this school. In the past he sought in vain to find an assistant who was acquainted with western methods, until a few months ago the friends engaged Mirza Anayatollah Sohrab, who is a graduate from the American Col-
lege in Teheran. After his arrival, the school awakened to greater activities, but not having textbookssuch as geographies, arithmetics, physiologies and readers, we have labored under great difficulties. We hope that some provision will be made so that we can get these books from America and thus start the new system with great vigor.

ESPHAHAN.—Our Spiritual Assembly has had weekly meetings and the STAR OF THE WEST has been a great encouragement in our work. Several new people have entered the Cause. In a newspaper we have read that Miss Barney has written a book called, "God's Heroes." We would like very much to have a copy of this book that we might become acquainted with its contents. Two of the celebrated teachers, Seyad Jalal and Mirza Haji Aga, who have been teaching in this city for a year, have left for Teheran. Their stay in our midst has been productive of good results. The daily papers are writing articles in regard to the five American Financiers who are to reconstruct the finances of Persia. Everyone is pleased with this new link which will bring Persia and America nearer together.

HAMADAN.—The STAR OF THE WEST has met with great approval on every side and the friends have subscribed to it so that they may in a small way contribute toward the foundation of this Bahai publication. We hope that soon the Bahais in America will enter into commercial relationship with the Persians, as there are many articles to be exchanged to the mutual benefit of both parties. We are ready to enter such negotiations whenever such a channel is opened.

TEHERAN.—Our dear sister, Dr. Moody has been appointed as the American representative of the P. A. E. S., so it is hoped that the affairs of the Society will be attended to in the future without loss of time. The authorities of the school are awaiting the arrival of the two American teachers. The school for girls is soon to be opened and the lady teacher will receive a hearty welcome on her arrival. Lately, Abdul-Baha has given permission to Mirza Sotfollah and Gottsia Khanum (the Persian girl) to go to America to study. They expect to leave the latter part of June with the hope of first visiting Abdul-Baha. It is hoped that this first Persian girl going to America, will receive great benefits from her studies, and that her going will open the door for many to follow. The friends here expect to organize a commercial committee for the transaction of business between the Orient and the Occident.

LETTER FROM DR. CLOCK.

Dear friends in El-Baha:

All Americans will certainly love Persia if they feel as I do. I am very happy here and just now the air is filled with the atmosphere of preparation for the New Year and this letter leaves here on the great day.

No one can over-estimate the joy of the Persians in anticipation of the coming of Americans. Everything having any connection with America is attractive to them. One of my friends sent me some seeds of a medicinal plant I wanted to raise. Fortunately, there was a generous supply and I was able to distribute them among many people here besides sending some to Esphahan and Yezd.

There are so many things that modern governmental management can improve and the Persians realize it more than the foreigners.

The eagerness for education makes the young people and children very apt and only those who are with them are able to realize it. A young man had been kind to us when we first came here and I offered to do something for him in return. His sister wanted to study English and although I had never taught anyone, I felt I must try, and before the end of a week I had a room full and finally was invited to a little school and take my class with me. I use a little primer and have my interpreter translate the lesson into Persian—then give it to them with added vocabulary. Two hours a week is very little to give to such bright, eager people, and I want to do more. The opportunity will soon be mine, for another school is to be opened this week. Some of the pupils know English but want experience in talking and I will give them at least two hours each week.

No one who has not been with the Persian women can imagine their sweetness—and as to the children, I know no words to tell of them.

A lady from Yonkers sent me some picture books of her little girl and I have distributed them among the children. Already a letter has been written to the little girl (Rosalie Moore) by a little Persian boy and he has also sent two photos of the little king. Mrs. Moore's idea was to establish a correspondence between children all over the world, and among the Bahais this is certainly a good place to begin a letter friendship,
if it has not been done already, for although the city is large and there are hundreds of Bahais here and I have seen many, I know there are a great many I have not seen.

We attended a meeting of women in the Jewish quarter. They have been made up mostly of inquirers. At this last one Faeze Khanum was the teacher and I took with me an English woman who knows some Persian (not a Bahai), or, rather, she went with Dr. Moody and me. Her surprise at the depth of the questions asked and the ready, satisfactory answers was very great, and there are a great many Jewish women Bahais, as well as many men, and if one wants to be convinced of a very practical side of the Revelation, they should see the improvement in the way of living here. It is more apparent here than anywhere.

With Bahai greetings, yours in the Great Cause,

(Signed) Sarah A. Clock

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

New York City, April 21, 1911.

To the friends of Abdul-Baha:

During our recent visit of six weeks with Abdul-Baha, in Ramleh, Egypt, the words of Jesus to His disciples—"If ye love Me, keep My commands." . . . "He that hath My Commandments and keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me"—were forcibly brought to our minds, by the following incident:

One day, the Editor of an American Journal, in an interview with Abdul-Baha asked, "Have you many followers in America?" Abdul-Baha replied, "I have a few friends in different cities who love Me." It is needless to say that those words, together with what was said to us afterwards by Abdul-Baha scorched our very souls, and caused us to halt and put the question squarely to ourselves, "Are we Abdul-Baha's friends? Have we obeyed implicitly His Commands?"

When we left New York last January for Egypt, we carried with us many supplications and earnest entreaties from sincere and loving souls, begging us to ask Abdul-Baha for a final word as to his wish in connection with the Mashrak-el-Azkar, saying, that many demands were being made upon them for money to support other enterprises which were represented as of equal importance as the Mashrak-el-Azkar; that they were in a state of perplexity and uncertainty as to their duty in this important matter.

Abdul-Baha said, "When you return to America, call together those sincere souls who have asked this question and say: The most important thing in this day is the speedy erection of this Edifice (the Mashrak-el-Azkar). Its mystery is great and cannot be unveiled just yet. In the future it will be made plain. I want everyone left free to act as he wills. If anyone wishes to put money into other things, let him do so. Do not interfere with him in any way. But be assured, the most important thing at this time is the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar."

Fraternally yours, Percy F. Woodcock.

P. S.—A Tablet recently received by Mr. Mountfort Mills contains the following:

"Announce on my behalf my warmest greetings to Mr. Howell, and say, The Mashrak-el-Azkar of Chicago is of the greatest importance. This is a Bahai Temple, a supreme House of Worship, a place of spiritual gathering and of the manifestation of Divine Mysteries. The friends of God must endeavor with all their hearts and souls that this structure may be raised and completed."

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Copies of recent Tablets to the STAR OF THE WEST; (2) copy of latest Tablet to the American Assemblies, reiterating the conditions requisite for Abdul-Baha's coming to America. [N. B.—This Tablet will be incorporated in the Convention Report to be printed in the English section of issue No. 4.—En.]; (3) sending of petition to Abdul-Baha, signed by hundreds of the friends, suppling him to visit America; (4) outline of the purposes of the First Universal Races Congress to be held in London, Eng., in July, at which noteworthy gathering a paper from the pen of Abdul-Baha, especially written for the occasion, is to be read; (5) short synopsis of the work of the Second International Congress of Mothers recently held in Washington, D. C., and suggestion to the Persian women to organize mothers' clubs; (6) quotation from an article by a Mohammedan Mullah, advocating toleration of all religions in Persia; (7) description of the port of Bandare Jaz, Persia, and the martyrdom of one of the beloved friends in a nearby town; (8) photograph of the Bahais in Bandare Jaz; (9) editorial on the true greatness of a nation; (10) opening of the Third Bahai Convention in Chicago for the consideration of matters pertaining to the Mashrak-el-Azkar; (11) donation of $10,000,000 to the Cause of Universal Peace and $25,000,000 to the Carnegie Institute of Washington, D. C., by Mr. Andrew Carnegie.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha'is which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakeable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

BAHAI CALENDAR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st.</td>
<td>Baha' (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
<td>11th.</td>
<td>Masheyat (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>Jalal (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
<td>12th.</td>
<td>Elm (Knowledge)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd.</td>
<td>Jamal (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 28</td>
<td>13th.</td>
<td>Kudrat (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th.</td>
<td>Asammat (Grandeur)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
<td>14th.</td>
<td>Kowl (Speech)</td>
<td>Nov. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th.</td>
<td>Rahmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
<td>16th.</td>
<td>Sharat (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th.</td>
<td>Kalamat (Words)</td>
<td>July 13</td>
<td>17th.</td>
<td>Sultan (Sovereignty)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th.</td>
<td>Asma (Names)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
<td>18th.</td>
<td>Mulk (Dominion)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th.</td>
<td>Kamal (Perfection)</td>
<td>Aug. 20</td>
<td>19th.</td>
<td>Four intercalary days.</td>
<td>Mar. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th.</td>
<td>Elzzat (Might)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ola (Looftiness)</td>
<td>Mar. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Washington, D. C., April, 1911.

To the friends of God throughout the Occident:

Referring to the circular letter enclosed in a late number of the BAHAI NEWS, outlining the plan for a petition for Inter-Assembly Unity, observed during the Bahai Fast (March 2-20, inclusive) and followed by a supplication to be sent to Abdul-Baha, bearing the signatures of as many of the friends as possible, begging that he come to America:

We beg to advise that the response to this call was gratifying, and the prayer seems to have been quite generally observed. Signatures were received from all parts of the country, with many words of appreciation and co-operation. The supplication has been duly prepared, signatures attached to the number of more than 850, and the petition is on its way to Abdul-Baha.

The Committee desires to express its appreciation of the hearty response, and if we can in any further way serve the cause of Inter-Assembly Unity, we are at the command of the friends, and can be reached through the Secretary.

Faithfully yours,

Charles Scheffer
James Carmichael
Charles Currier
Marie L. Hopper
Mary Lesch
Beatrice Davies
Mountfort Mills
Edwin B. Kinney
Roy C. Wilhelm

Charles Mason Remey, Chairman.
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Washington, D. C., April, 1911.

William C. Dodge
Mirza S. M. Raffie
Paul T. G. Marshall (Since dec'd)
Arnauld Belmont
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
Frank J. Phelps
E. H. Young
Stanwood Cobb

Joseph H. Hannen, Secretary,

P. O. Box 192, Washington, D. C.
GERMANY.

STUTTGART, GERMANY.—The meetings of the Assembly are not only increasing in number, but also in firmness. All the Bahais are exerting themselves in serving the Cause and a number are engaged in translating the Tablets and the Teachings of the Bahai Revelation.

Our Librarian wishes to call the attention of the friends to the library of the Assembly and will gladly respond to all those desiring German literature. Address M. Doring, Bahai Assembly, Konzlei Str. 24.

—Alma S. Knobloch, Neue Weinsteige 23.

UNITED STATES.

BOSTON, MASS.—One of the most delightful evenings the Bahai Assembly of Boston has known was that on which the Feast of Naurooz was held on March 21st. Prof. Singh, the distinguished Hindoo professor, with his wife, were guests, and a Persian in Mirza Raffie Esphahani, a Mohammedan, his friend, a Jew, a Swede and others, made the Feast distinctly one of Unity of Nations and Religions. Mrs. Alice Ives Breed, Chairman of the Feast Committee, presided with dignity and grace at the tables decorated with flowers and fruits. Fine music was enjoyed, both vocal and instrumental, kindly furnished by musicians who were friends of some of the Bahais, and selections from the Bahai literature were read by different members. Altogether forty-nine were present.

The following members have been elected to the Board of Council for the year beginning March 21st:

Chairman, Mr. Harlan F. Ober; Recording Secretary, Miss S. M. Smoot; Corresponding Secretary, Miss Julia Culver; Treasurer, Mr. George E. Ostburg; Librarian, Mrs. George E. Ostburg, and four directors, Mrs. Helen Campbell, Mrs. Alice Ives Breed, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt and Mrs. W. H. Partridge.

Mr. Alfred E. Lunt has been elected delegate to the Chicago Convention; Miss Grace Robarts and Miss Julia Culver as alternates. —Julia Culver, Cor. Sec'y.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—The Washington Assembly greatly enjoyed a visit from Miss Grace Robarts, of the Boston Assembly, who spent several days with us recently.

The Feast of Naurooz was given on March 21st, at the home of Mrs. M. C. Hotchkiss, in Kendall Green. Her charming daughters assisted her in dispensing graceful hospitality. Eloquent speeches, a beautifully decorated table extending the full length of the room laden with candelabra, floral decorations and a large and interested assembly combined to make this occasion a complete success. Thus the New Year began under most inspiring auspices.

On Wednesday, March 22nd, a surprise farewell reception was tendered to Mr. Louis G. Gregory, by the colored believers. More than fifty of these believers and invited guests were present. This was in connection with the regular Wednesday meeting, held at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Dyer—the latter is the “Lydia” of the work among the colored people in Washington, her house being always open for the meetings.

Mr. Gregory was given the seat of honor, at the head of the long table, and his chair was surmounted by a horse-shoe of flowers. While refreshments were being served, speeches were made by a number, including Dr. W. B. Evans, Principal of the Armstrong Manual Training School; Judge Gibbs, former U. S. Consul to Madagascar; Professor W. H. H. Hart, of Howard University; Professor G. W. Cook, of Harvard University; Mr. Edward J. Braithwaite; Mr. DuSable; Miss Murrell, of the faculty of Armstrong Manual Training School; Miss Grace Robarts; Mrs. Claudia S. Coles; Mr. Charles Mason Remey; Professor Stanwood Cobb; Mr. and Mrs. Hannen. Mr. Gregory responded in a feeling manner to the good wishes expressed. He sailed from New York, March 25th.

Signatures to the Inter-Assembly Unity Supplication to Abdul-Baha, have been received from all directions, and the supplication has been forwarded in line with the original plan. We take this opportunity of acknowledging many fraternal greetings sent with the slips.

The Washington friends are rejoiced to welcome back Mrs. Fosselman and Mrs. Charles H. Glines, together with her two daughters, Ruth and Helen, who have been absent, the former for several months, the latter more than a year.

—Joseph H. Hannen.

Mrs. Louisa E. Ruddiman, of Goblesville, Michigan, passed into the fuller life April 4th, while visiting among the friends in Chicago. Self sacrificing and devoted to the Cause, she has unquestionably attained the glorious station promised those who “endure unto the end.”

Word comes to us announcing the death of Mrs. Mary M. F. Miller, Enterprise, Kansas, after a stroke of paralysis.
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PERSIAN-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE, JUNE 16-18, 1911, WASHINGTON, D. C.

This Society, which is the first of its kind organized and incorporated in America, will hold the Annual Conference, provided by its Constitution, at Washington, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, June 16, 17 and 18, 1911.

The object of the organization is to bring these two countries together in ties of mutual interests: commercial, educational, moral and intellectual.

It is hoped that the Conference will be attended by people of affairs and public-spirited citizens. You are cordially invited to be present or represented, and correspondence with the Secretary is suggested, concerning any of the following:

SPECIAL FEATURES

I. By attending the session of this Conference, to learn of the objects, methods and plans of the Society.

II. All who will attend, or be represented, should notify the Secretary of their intention by June 10.

III. Delegates and representatives from other associations, commercial, educational and industrial institutions and bodies will be heartily welcomed, and if the response justifies such action a special session will be arranged for the expression of their opinions.

IV. At the conference, the aims and objects of the Persian American Educational Society will be discussed by various speakers.

V. Means for the establishment of closer relations between Persia and America will be developed.

VI. A new and broader Constitution, framed by a Special Committee, will be presented for adoption.

VII. Reports of work done during the past year will be submitted and a program for the activities of the coming year will be outlined.

VIII. As Persia has just engaged the services of five American financial advisers to organize the fiscal system of that Empire, this makes it apparent that in the near future these two countries will be brought much closer together from every practical standpoint.

The usefulness of this Society in the establishment of commercial and industrial relations can scarcely be measured at this important juncture.

IX. With the establishment of a strong Constitutional Government in Persia, the enactment of just and beneficial laws by the National Parliament, the encouragement of friendly relations and the undertaking of various industrial and commercial projects, there is a vast and limitless field for American capitalists and manufacturers, as well as boundless opportunities for educational propaganda, and this Society will be able to assist materially all interested inquirers.

The foregoing, together with the fact that this is the first Conference of its kind ever held, indicates the great importance of the gathering, and your attendance or representation is again urged.

WILLIAM HOAR, President;

MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB, Treasurer;

JOSEPH H. HANNEN, Secretary.

General offices, 1800 Belmont Road, Washington, D. C.

Since the last printed report, $300 has been sent to Persia for scholarships, thus making the total $1,000; also the following scholarships in the P. A. E. S. have been renewed for another year. The officers feel particularly gratified in noting that practically all of the scholarships of the first year have been renewed, thus indicating that the movement has already assumed permanence as an instrumentality of good:

No. 8, Miss Charlotte Segler, New York City.
No. 18, Miss Mary Lesh, Chicago, Ill.
No. 21, Mr. L. W. Foster and Miss L. James, Chicago, Ill.
No. 29, Mr. Lars Johnson, Chicago, Ill.
No. 23, Miss Gertrude Buikema, Miss P. Casselberry and Mrs. Eva Webster Russell, of Chicago, Ill.
No. 24, Mrs. Cecilia Harrison, Mrs. Emily Olsen and Mr. J. W. Woodworth, of Chicago, Ill.
No. 26, Mrs. S. Scheffler and Mr. Charles Scheffler, of Chicago, Ill.
No. 29, Mr. J. Nelson, Mrs. Ida Brush and Mrs. B. Grayson, of Chicago, Ill.
No. 40, Miss M. Billet, of New York City.
No. 28, Mrs. Jessie Bonds, of Chicago, Ill.
No. 42, Mr. John D. Bosch, of Geyserville, Cal.
No. 30, Mr. J. E. Latimer, of Portland, Ore.
No. 31, Portland Bahai Assembly, of Portland, Ore.

A new scholarship is reported, that of the Bahai Assembly of Spokane, Wash., which is No. 64.

JOSEPH H. HANNEN, Secretary.
THE CONVENTION AT CHICAGO.

The Temple Unity Convention of 1911 was most auspiciously inaugurated by a Unity Feast, given by the Chicago Assembly Saturday evening, April 29th, at 125 N. Wabash Avenue. Mrs. Foster, Mrs. Kirchner and Mrs. Barak were the Committee in charge of the arrangements for the Feast, and Mr. Charles H. Greenleaf presided over the exercises. About 135 were present.

The foregoing is a brief summary of the facts concerning a most wonderful meeting, in which the spirit of unity was so strongly manifested that, as from a great spiritual dynamo, all who were so fortunate as to be able to participate received a double portion of the Bounty of the Almighty! Entering a spacious and perfectly arranged dining hall, the guest beheld a scene of beauty which was a fitting introduction to the good things to follow. Two long tables, one on either side of the room, with smaller ones placed in a third row between them, were gracefully decorated with growing plants and cut flowers. All remarked upon the newness of the hall, which in fact had just been opened, thus providing for the Bahais a fresh and beautiful environment, typical of the effect of the Teachings upon the hearts of the believers. One instinctively went back to the days of the Master, nineteen centuries ago, when His disciples were sent out to claim for their Lord the steed upon which no man had ridden before; or to the parable of the new wine and the new bottles. Truly, in this day “Old things have passed away, and all things have become new.” This thoughtfully-provided environment was enjoyed by all. However, the spirit of Baha’i would have glorified any scene! As the visitors from all parts of America assembled, it was a perfect joy to see them embrace and greet each other like members of a family who had been separated for a long time. It mattered not that most of them had met but once or twice before, while others had never seen the face of the loved friend. The unity of the Cause was a tie closer than that of blood. In the words of a brother in India, it was apparent that we had always known each other, but had just had the opportunity to become acquainted. Joyous laughter resounded, and sometimes the eyes showed the moisture which betrays the highest ecstasy. Could there have been another such meeting in Chicago? Surely not. Oh, that all the friends might have participated; but the absent ones were in our thoughts and prayers.

Mr. Greenleaf called the meeting to order with a few well-chosen words of welcome. Then followed a program: Miss Mary Lesch read from the Words of Baha’u’l-‘Ala; Miss Ellerman sang very effectively “The Holy City;” Mrs. Grace Foster read more of the Holy Utterances; Mr. Percy Woodcock presented some of the Teachings imparted to him by Abdul-Baha upon the occasion of his recent visit to Ramleh; Mr. Hetherington, of Montreal, read a Tablet; Miss Ellerman again sang, her selection being happy and contributing materially to the harmony of the evening; Mr. Hannen read a Tablet* just revealed by Abdul-Baha to the believers in America, and which had been translated to be presented at this gathering; Mr. Currier read more of the Words of Life, and Mr. Edgar F. Waite sang the “Benediction,” composed by Mrs. Waite, the friends joining in the chorus. This closed the formal portion of the evening, and ushered in the material Feast. The ladies were quite busy for awhile, and tables and plates were soon laden with viands. Sandwiches, olives, pickles, coffee, ice cream and cake were bountifully provided and heartily enjoyed. During this portion of the evening a number of the visiting delegates presented greetings and spoke in a happy vein. First, a message from Honolulu was read; then the following were called upon by the Chairman, and responded with a greeting, a Tablet, or a brief teaching: Mr. Eardley, who presented the salutations of the Baltimore Assembly; Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, brief but very much to the point, as always, telling of his recent trip throughout the country; Miss Roberts, of the Boston Assembly, with an eloquent word; Mr. Albert H. Hall, of Minneapolis, who stirred the hearts of the listeners with the power of his earnest appeal for unity; Mrs. Finch, of Seattle, who spoke for the Pacific Coast; Mr. Remy, of Washington, responding with a Tablet; Mrs. Parmerton, of Cincinnati, with a well-chosen and inspiring talk. Mirza

*See page 6.
Basheer, of Valparaiso, Ind., presented an epitome of the Bahai Principles in the three words, Love, Peace, Unity. Mrs. Cooper, of Fruitport, Mich., Mr. Mountfort Mills, of New York City, Mrs. Ditmars, of Spokane, Washington, and Mr. Bernard M. Jacobson, of Kenosha, Wis., typified the unity of those far removed in point of distance, and each brought a cheery message to refresh the souls of the listeners. Mrs. Coles, of Washington, thrilled with ringing utterances; Mr. Pary, of New York Mills, Minn., expressed his joy in being again present; Mr. Woodcock, of New York, shared more of his experiences in the recent visit with Abdul-Baha, described aptly as 'Six Weeks in Heaven'. Mr. Hannon, of Washington, D. C., Mr. Arthur Dealy, of Fair Hope, Ala., and Mrs. Bagg, of Muskegon, Mich., closed the list of speakers, each bringing a fragrant greeting of love. As the friends dispersed to their homes, reluctantly leaving the happy scene, the delegates were presented with flowers, the wonderful sweetness of trailing arbutus coming from Fruitport, Mich., and blossoms from dear Mrs. Dealy, of Fair Hope, Ala., bringing their own assurances of loving thoughtfulness on behalf of absent ones.

Surely there were no more joyous merrymakers on the street cars than the believers, whose beaming faces were in striking contrast with those returning from the futile pursuit of pleasure in material ways, or the chase of the elusive gold. Many must have wished for the joy of the Bahais.

The Sunday morning meeting, held in Corinthian Hall, Masonic Temple, was another wonderful and blessed gathering. The spacious hall was crowded It seemed that the spirit of the Unity Feast was present, as the friends gathered again and greeted each other like the members of a family. Mrs. Holmes opened the exercises with a selection on the organ; Mr. Windust, the Musical Director, announced that upon this occasion the audience was to be the choir, and soon the strains of a Bahai hymn were resounding. Mr. Mountfort Mills presided and read a Tablet and Prayer. Another song was followed by a reading by Mrs. Parmerton. Then Mr. Remey presented briefly a report of his trip around the world with Mr. Howard Sturven. In a most interesting manner he outlined the four months spent between Chicago and the Pacific coast, visiting the various Assemblies; then from San Francisco to Honolulu, where several meetings were held; to Tokyo, Japan, where, under the direction of Professor M. Barakatullah, a large audience was addressed at the Y. M. C. A.; thence to Shanghai, China, to Rangoon and Kunjagong, Burma; to Baroda, India, where the assemblage addressed was called together by the Maharajah; to Bombay, India, where numerous meetings were held; to Haifa, where time was spent with Abdul-Baha' and representatives of five of the great religions of the world were present, i. e., Jews, Zoroastrians, Christians, Moslems and Buddhists. From Haifa they returned to America. A song composed by Mrs. E. Emma Holmes, and now sung for the first time, was ably rendered by Mr. Mills. Words of Abdul-Baha were next read by Dr. Paulina Barton-Peake, of Cleveland, Ohio. Then Mr. Percy F. Woodcock, of New York, shared the spiritual wealth of his wonderful experiences, dwelling particularly upon the teachings imparted on the recent visit to Abdul-Baha at Ramleh. He was given, this time, a message of joy and peace to the believers. The particular thought which he developed was Maturity. A wonderful teaching, given by a great Oriental Bahai, was presented, outlining the seven props which man needs on his spiritual journey from savagery, polytheism and idolatry to monotheism and the worship of God in Spirit and in Truth. These props are then to be discarded and man is to find the several offices filled from within. They are: 1. The Priest. 2. The Law-Giver. 3. The Prophet. 4. The Savior. 5. The Sacrifice. 6. The Divine Incarnation. 7. Heaven. Hidden Words were read in support of the presence of each of these within. Mr. Woodcock closed with two Oriental stories; one told by Abdul-Baha is particularly impressive. It concerns a rivalry between Greek and Japanese artists, at some period of history. This competition became so keen that an opportunity was given to these artists to compare their skill. A gallery was provided and the rivals were to decorate opposite sides. A sliding scaffolding concealed the work of one party from the other. Finally, the day of the test came. The king and his party inspected first the work of the Japanese, who had most wonderfully depicted figures, scenes and objects on their side of the wall, in a manner which seemed superlatively great. When the other side was unveiled it developed that the Greeks had devoted their time to polishing their side, and it was so perfectly done that the pictures from the opposite side were mirrored therein and depicted even more exquisitely. So we are to polish our mirrors in this great Day. The singing of the Temple Song, by the entire audience, closed a memorable occasion.

In the afternoon nearly fifty of the friends visited the Mashrak-el-Azkar grounds, despite the uncertainty of the weather. The evening brought large numbers together again, at the hospitable home of Mr. and Mrs. George Loeding, in Perry Street, where the 19-day Tea of the Woman's Assembly of Teaching was given. This proved to be a most delightful opportunity for further social intercourse, binding the hearts together with new ties. A day more full of joy it would be hard to realize, and one can better imagine the condi-
tion of heaven with such an example of Unity, Peace and Love as was afforded us by the Chicago friends and typified by the visiting delegates.

The closing and public session of the Bahai Temple Unity Convention of 1911 was held in the Drill Hall, 17th floor, Masonic Temple Building, Tuesday evening, May 2. The spacious assembly room was well filled with delegates, friends and visitors. There were quite a number of the latter, who listened with every indication of great interest to the presentation of the history, aims and some of the practical workings of the Bahai Movement.

Mr. Albert H. Hall presided and tersely or eloquently, as the occasion suggested, epitomized the talks, linking together the various presentations.

After an address of welcome Mrs. Claudia S. Coles, of Washington, D. C., was introduced with the statement that she would give “The Message”. Mr. Wilhelm, of New York City, was then presented to the audience as a practical business man. He followed this line with the timely interpolation of two poems.

Miss Grace Robarts, the delegate of the Boston Assembly, gave a greeting and an outlook of the Cause, gained from recent traveling. Particularly interesting was her recountal of the exchange of messages recently occurring between the Archbishop of Canterbury and Abdul-Baha. The former, a friend of Miss Buckton, of London, sent this message: “Take him my loving greeting and say that we are all one and the same behind the veil.” To which Abdul-Baha replied: “Take my loving greeting to the Archbishop and say, yes, and the veil is very thin and it will vanish quite.”

Mr. Hetherington, the Montreal delegate, gave a most interesting account of his connection with the Bahai Movement. Although introduced as a typical Englishman, he displayed great warmth and said that, although this was his first visit to Chicago, he felt perfectly at home and wanted to stay here always.

Mr. Mountfort Mills sang again, by request, the song composed by Mrs. Holmes, entitled “The Comforter”.

Mr. Edwin Woodcock, the newly appointed Chairman of the Commission on Publication, was next introduced to present the claims of his Commission. He tersely and effectively outlined the necessity of everyone working and inspired all present to follow his example and find our best field of action, as the best means of expressing our belief and enthusiasm.

Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, one of the Washington delegates, presented a teaching, showing by the scriptures and the Hidden Words, the Holy Utterances of this Revelation to be the Water of Life which the Christ promised to His disciples that He would drink anew with them in the Kingdom of the Father.

Mr. Albert R. Windust sang “The Earth is the Lord’s.”

Mrs. Ida Finch, of Seattle, introduced as the “Mother” of the Cause in her section, gave a little talk, outlining the activities of the Assembly on “Beacon Hill,” and its far-reaching ramifications.

Dr. Pauline Barton-Pecke, of Cleveland, O., after a few words of appreciation, recited one of the Holy Utterances, a Prayer.

Mr. Percy Woodcock was introduced as the closing speaker. He shared more of the treasures of the Kingdom, obtained so recently. This time his theme was our responsibility; that the joys of the Revelation are ours only to the extent that we earn them, and, on the other hand, the Truth will bear our very souls if we fail to measure up to our responsibilities.

With a note of harmony in song, the Third Annual Convention of the Bahai Temple Unity was declared adjourned.

Joseph H. Hannen.

On May 3d it was the pleasure of the Kenosha, Wis., Assembly to have a number of the delegates from the Chicago Convention visit them. Among those who came were: Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, Washington, D. C.; Mr. E. H. Eardley, Baltimore; Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, Cincinnati; Mrs. Ida A. Finch, Seattle; Mrs. Cora Ditmars, Spokane; Mrs. Claudia S. Coles, Washington, D. C., and Mrs. Luella Kirchner, Chicago; also some of the friends from Racine and Mrs. Charlotte Morton, of Milwaukee. The evening was spent in listening to addresses from the various visitors, interspersed with musical selections rendered by the children’s orchestra. Afterward the Bahai Sunday school children recited their lessons, which proved to be an event of the evening, the delegates expressing their pleasure at their work. Refreshments were served and, altogether, it was a gathering long to be remembered by those present.

Bernard M. Jacobsen.
Translate this Tablet in great haste, and with its original, print and spread.

(Signed)  ABDUL BAHÁ ABBAS.

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab—Upon him be BAHA’U’LLAH!—To the friends of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful:

Upon them be BAHA’U’LLAH-EL-ABHA!
HE IS GOD!

O ye friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful!

When the deposed Sultan of the Ottoman Empire, Abdul Hamid, arose in tyranny and oppression, Abdul-Baha was incarcerated in the prison of Acca and was surrounded with the utmost surveillance of police, detectives and men of the Secret Service. The door of communication was entirely closed and the means of correspondence was prevented. If any soul approached the house he was searched; nay, rather, threatened with dire persecution. The affairs reached to such a degree that, not being satisfied with these restrictions, the Sultan sent an oppressive investigating Commission, so that with all kinds of wiles, simulations, slander and fabrication of false stories they might fasten some guilt upon Abdul-Baha in the order that he might crucify Him, or cast Him into the sea, or banish Him into the heart of the distant and unknown Sahara of Feyzan (Africa). That oppressive investigating Commission exercised its rights with tyranny and passed the sentence that Abdul-Baha merited all kinds of persecution. Finally they decided to send Him to Feyzan, and when they cabled this decision to the palace of Abdul Hamid, an answer was received that the matter of Feyzan was approved by the Imperial Order. Then that unjust investigating Commission returned to Constantinople. They were in the midst of the sea when the cannon of God boomed forth before the palace of Abdul Hamid, a charge of dynamite was exploded, a number of people were killed, Abdul Hamid fled into the interior of his residence, difficulties and trials surrounded him, and incidents and events developed rapidly. Therefore he did not find the opportunity to oppress Abdul-Baha; public revolution was started, which ended in his deposition, and the Hand of Divine Power released the neck of Abdul-Baha from the chains of the prison of Joseph and the fetters and manacles were placed around the unblessed neck of Abdul Hamid. Be ye admonished, O ye people of insight! Now Abdul-Baha, with the greatest power, has hastened to the kingdom of Egypt from the land of prison. Praise be to God, that through the Bounty and Providence of the Blessed Perfection, no sooner did he land in Alexandria than the Word of God was promoted and the melody of the Kingdom of ABHA was heard. All the newspapers wrote innumerable articles. Some gave the utmost praise; others raised a great cry, saying: “The arrival of this personage in this land will shake the pillars of Religion and will shatter to pieces ancient customs and conventions. He attracts everyone he meets and when he loosens his tongue in any meeting, it creates faith in the hearts of the deniers.” The papers are still writing detailed articles and will continue to do so.

Now the friends and the maid-servants in America have written innumerable letters and all of them are pleading that Abdul-Baha make a trip to that country. Their supplications and entreaties are insistent. In view of the differences among the friends and the lack of unity among the maid-servants of the Merciful, how can Abdul-Baha hasten to those parts? Is this possible? No, by God!

If the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful long for the visit of Abdul-Baha, they must immediately remove from their midst differences of opinion and be engaged in the practice of infinite love and unity. No Bahá’í must open his lips in blaming another one, he must regard backbiting as the greatest sin of humanity, for it is clearly revealed in all the Tablets of BAHA’U’LLAH that backbiting and faultfinding are the fiendish instruments and suggestions of Satan and the destroyers of the foundation of man. A believer will not blame any soul among the strangers, how much less against the friends. Faultfinding and backbiting are the characteristics of the weak minds and not the friends. Self-exaltation is the attribute of the stranger and not of the Beloved. It is our hope that the believers and the maid-servants of the Merciful in America may become the cause of the union of the East and the West, and unfurl the Standard of the Oneness of the Realm of Humanity. Now, we observe that strangeness, lack of unity and the utmost difference exists among the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful. Under such a condition, how can they arise to guide the people of the world and establish union and harmony between the nations of the earth? His Highness Christ, addressing His disciples, said: “Ye are the salt of the earth: but if the salt hath lost its savour, wherewith shall it be salted?”
O ye friends and maid-servants of the Merciful! If ye are yearning for my meeting, and if in reality ye are seeking my visit, ye must close the doors of difference and open the gates of affection, love and friendship. Ye must pulsate as one heart, and throb as one spirit. You must be like the waves, though they are innumerable they constitute the all-encircling sea.

O ye friends and maid-servants of the Merciful! Praise be to God, ye are the fish of one ocean, the birds of one rose-garden, the trees of one orchard and the flowers of one paradise. Then why this difference? Why this lack of harmony? Wherefore this condition?

Verily, verily, I say unto you, were it not for this difference amongst you, the inhabitants of America in all those regions would have, by now, been attracted to the Kingdom of God, and would have constituted themselves your helpers and assisters. Is it meet that you sacrifice this most glorious Bounty for worthless imaginations? No, by God! Should you reflect for one moment, you shall become enabled to destroy instantly the foundation of this difference by absolutely refraining from backbiting and faultfinding amongst yourselves. Adorn with infinite love and concord the assemblage of beatitude, bring about the meeting of happiness, establish the banquet of the oneness of the realm of humanity, loosen your tongues in praising each other, and then anticipate the presence of Abdul-Baha in your midst.

Aside from all these considerations, some of the nakazeens have come secretly amongst you and are expressing their firmness in the Covenant and with all kinds of intrigues and strategies are creating disorder and calamities, so that ye might be deprived of the Lights of the Divine Testament and subjected to the darkness of violation.

Is it worthy of you to be engaged with differences amongst you and thereby enabling the nakazeens to spread a noose and chase such firm believers as you are?

I beg of God to confirm you in union and concord that you may become the use of the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. Live and act in accord with the Divine Teachings, be abstracted from all the attachments of the human world, characterized with merciful characteristics, release yourselves from the nether world, become heavenly souls, spiritual beings and the angels of Paradise.

Upon ye be Baha-el-ABHA!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 28th, 1911.

RECORD OF THIRD ANNUAL CONVENTION OF BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY.

Corinthian Hall, 17th Floor, Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

MORNING SESSION, MONDAY, MAY 1, 1911.

The Convention was opened by Mr. Mountfort Mills, President of Bahai Temple Unity, who extended greetings and said:

'As the years go by we realize more and more the greatness of this work and the greatness of the power that is behind it. Let us unite a few moments in silent prayer in gratitude to God, that we are privileged to come here to take part, each of us, in this, the greatest work of the ages. Let us unite in silent prayer in gratitude and supplication that we may be guided by the Spirit of Truth in our endeavors to further the work of God.'

The commune of silence was followed by Mr. Mills reading the following Tablet, revealed by Abdul-Baha:

HE IS GOD!

O my God! O my God! We are servants who have sincerely turned our faces unto Thy Grand Face; severed ourselves from all else save thee in this Great Day and are assembled together in this glorious meeting of one accord and desire, and unanimous in thought to promulgate Thy Word amid Thy creatures.

O my Lord! O my Lord! Suffer us to be signs of guidance, standards of Thy Manifest Religion throughout the world, servants of Thy Great Covenant—O our Exalted Lord!—appearances of Thy Oneness in Thy Kingdom, the El-ABHA, and stars which dawn forth unto all regions.

O Lord, make us as seas rolling with the waves of Thy Great Abundance, rivers flowing from the mountains of Thy Glorious Kingdom, pure fruits on the Tree of Thy illustrious Cause, plants refreshed and moved by the Breeze of Thy Gift in Thy wonderful vineyard.

O Lord, cause our souls to depend upon the signs of Thy Oneness, our hearts to be dilated with the Bounties of Thy Singleness, so that we may become united as are ripples on a waving sea; become harmonized as are the rays which shine forth from a
brilliant light; so that our thoughts, opinions and feelings become as one reality from which the spirit of accord may be diffused throughout all regions.

Verily, Thou art the Beneficent, the Bestower! Verily, Thou art the Giver, the Mighty, the Loving, the Merciful! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA' ABBA.

Mr. Mills announced the first business to come before the Convention was the election of a Chairman.

On the nomination of Miss Robarts, seconded by Mr. Hannen, Mr. Albert H. Hall, of Minneapolis, was elected Chairman of the Convention. Assuming the chair, among other things, he said:

"By God’s guidance, we have come to this Convention from many different parts. What we are to do, we do not yet know. I cannot outline to you its mission. But we all realize that the Unity has outgrown its swaddling clothes. We must henceforth devote ourselves seriously, unreservedly to the business divine entrusted to us, that we may allow nothing to divert us from the task originally undertaken by us, and that we take aright our every step. Not the guidance of our worldly wisdom do we seek; that may only be our aid. Our guidance and leadership we seek from God. Clear and unmistakable has been that guidance to us. Out of shadow and confusion we have been led into light, unity and peace. In the great account our results will be found. God knew our resources and has been putting us for a sojourn in the ‘wilderness’ to prepare us for His work. As regularly as of old came the providence of manna, so about $5,000.00 every six months has come into our treasury to meet our accruing needs, as if measured down to us by the decimals of the Infinite. Our obligations have been promptly met, our credit is good, our faith is assured. We must now prepare for the larger tasks before us, for the work in our hands will grow. It is not ours; it is His."

On nomination of Mr. Hannen, seconded by Mr. Mills and unanimously carried, Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen was elected secretary of the Convention.

On motion of Mrs. Parmerton, seconded by Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, Miss Gertrude Buikema was elected assistant secretary of the Convention.

Mr. Mountfort Mills presented the greetings and regrets of Miss Annie T. Boylan, delegate from the New York Assembly, who was unable to be present. Also, those of Mrs. Charles L. Lincoln, of the Brooklyn Assembly, and the greetings and salutations of the Unity to these delegates were ordered extended to them.

The secretary was directed to call the roll of the Assemblies, upon which the delegates present responded with greetings and reported for each Assembly. The following Assemblies and delegates responded upon such roll call:

New York City and Borough of Manhattan... Mr. Mountfort Mills.
Montreal, Canada.... Mr. Percy F. Woodeock.
Boston, Mass... (Alternate) Mr. Walter F. Hetherington.
Philadelphia and Pittsburg, Penn... (Alternate) Miss Grace Robarts.
Washington, D. C.. (Alternate) Mr. Olaf Pary.
Washington, D. C.. (Alternate) Mr. Albert H. Hall.
The following delegates were absent:

New York City and Borough of Manhattan, N. Y. Miss Annie T. Boylan.
(Alternate) Mrs. Charles L. Lincoln.

Boston, Mass. Mr. Alfred E. Lunt.
(Alternate) Miss Julia Culver.


Buffalo, N. Y. Mrs. Emily C. Woodworth.
(Alternate) Dr. F. S. Blood.

Racine, Wis. Mr. Christ Olson.

Jersey City and North Hudson, N. J. Mr. William H. Hoar.

Baltimore, Md. (Alternate) Mr. Howard C. Struven.

Ithaca, N. Y. Mrs. W. E. House.

Bosgore and Lawrence, Mich. Mr. John F. Hay.

Portland, Ore. Miss Anna Wold.
(Alternate) Mrs. Hattie Latimer.

Mrs. Cora Ditmars, in responding for Spokane reported the serious illness of Mrs. L. A. Lehmann.

The Chairman directed Mr. Hannen to read and the Convention followed in the prayer for healing for Mrs. Lehmann and the secretary and Mrs. Ditmars were requested to also extend to Mr. Lehmann the sympathy and greetings of the friends.

The letter of greeting from Mrs. A. P. Sanford, of Muskegon, Mich., was read.

The letter of greeting of Mr. William H. Hoar, delegate of Fanwood, N. J., Assembly, who was unable to attend on account of illness, was read.

The secretary was instructed to extend the greetings of the Unity to the Newark and Hoboken Assemblies, through Mr. Hoar.

In responding for the Washington, D. C., Assembly, Mr. Joseph H. Hannen said: "In this place, one feels like the two disciples at the time of the Transfiguration that 'It is good to be here.' One is also inclined to suggest, as did they: 'Let us build tents and stay here.' But like those disciples, we must go out presently and carry with us the impetus of the spirit inhaled here, that for our being here we may be able in all future time to do better work.'"

In responding for the Chicago Assembly, Mrs. Corinne True said: "When Abdul-Baha was asked what would best promote the Cause and bind together the friends, he replied: 'First, the character of the teachers, and, second, the work for the Mashrak-el-Azkar. The teachers must so live that their deeds will teach the people, even if they do not teach by word of mouth. The teachers are of the first importance; their lives must be examples.'"

Oakland, Cal., Assembly sent its love and greetings to the friends, and its regret at not having a delegate present, but hoped to be represented next year.

Responding for Seattle Assembly, Mrs. Ida A. Finch read a tablet from Abdul-Baha, from which the following is a quotation:

"Through the boundless Favor, I hope that in Seattle by the endeavor of the beloved of God, certain souls may arise who may prove a radiant lamp to the world of humanity and merciful spirit to the phenomenal body; that they may be the cause of the purification of souls and the means of sanctification of hearts; that they may know this mortal world as fleeting shadow and call the rest and repose, the pleasure and blessing, the wealth and sovereignty of the earth, the waves of the sea of imagination; that they may arise in such wise to live by the Divine Teachings and Exhortations of the Blessed Beauty as to sparkle even like the morning star from the horizon of holiness."

She also quoted from a letter from one of the friends in Seattle, the following:

"I take this way of talking to you as you speed your way over the vast unbroken waste on your trip to an oasis of spiritual life. You will be nearer to us in spirit by the necessary strain of our imagination to keep in touch with you. Drink deeply of the cup of life for us and we will try to be emptied of all else ere you return, to be refilled."

Delegates who had recently visited the Portland Assembly made report of the good work and of the unity prevailing there.

The secretary was directed to send to that Assembly the greetings of the Unity.

Announcement was made of the serious illness of Mrs. L. W. Foster. The Convention united in the prayer for healing for her.

The Convention adjourned for noon recess.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, secretary of Bahai Temple Unity, presented a report covering in detail the work of the Executive Board and the accomplishment of the Temple Unity during the year. A brief summary thereof only is here inserted:
"During the year all conveyances and legal steps have been consummated by which the streets and alleys embraced in the Temple site have been vacated and title vested in the Temple Unity. The direction line of Sheridan Road has been changed, the boundary lines of the site enlarged and made more symmetrical, and the pending negotiations between the Unity and the Village Board of Wilmette and the Drainage Board of the Sanitary District of Cook County have been carried forward to favorable conclusions. The order of the Village Board for a sidewalk about the site, which would have required a thousand dollars to construct, has been considerably postponed after a conference with the Village Board. This will save the waste and inconvenience of constructing permanent sidewalk before grading and other work upon the site is further advanced. We acknowledge most considerate and fair treatment from the officers of the Village Board.

"The appeal to the friends for funds has brought generous response, so that all of our obligations have been met and our immediate needs supplied. In anticipation that we might not have sufficient money to meet the maturing payment upon the site, Mrs. Goodall generously advanced $2,000.00, but when the payment fell due our treasurer was prepared to meet the payment and it was not necessary to use the generous loan from Mrs. Goodall.

"She has generously replaced that money in the treasury to be used in acquiring additional land as soon as we may do so upon fair terms.

"A fisherman who moved a hut upon our site, and whose presence occasioned some solicitude, lest his purpose was to acquire squatter's rights, has disavowed such purpose and has been allowed to remain as our tenant by agreement of lease.

"It is desirable that we obtain ownership or control of the lots lying to the east of Sheridan Road and between the site and the lake shore. We are not yet in sufficient funds to warrant undertaking the purchase of these lots and the price has thus far been excessive. We hope to be able to acquire these lots, simply to control the outlook, at reasonable terms, during the coming year. If this cannot be done we hope to interest the officers of the Village of Wilmette in the project of acquiring these lots for public use and for park purposes. Our only purpose in acquiring them would be to devote them wholly to public use without restriction, and if the price set upon them by the owners prohibits us from doing this work we shall gladly unite with public officers seeking to serve the public welfare by acquiring the lands for the same public use.

"Our attorney, Mr. I. T. Greenacre, has rendered much painstaking work for the Unity during the past year. The title to our site and all legal matters in connection with it have had his constant care. The year has been one of preparation; harmony and the fullest co-operation have existed in all the work. With new zeal we must now complete the purchase by the prompt payment of all the remaining debt on the site, protect our present site against obstruction at the East and begin the gathering of funds for the early commencement of work upon the Temple Building."

Mrs. True, financial secretary, presented the following report:

"Total amount received from beginning of the fiscal year to April 29, 1911, $10,401.59. This amount was received from ninety-nine different cities. Last year contributions were received from sixty different cities.

"When Mr. Remey and Mr. Struven reached Acca in their trip around the world, Abdul Baha gave Mr. Remey a sum of money in gold pieces to spend for his comfort in traveling from Acca to America. Upon his arrival in this country Mr. Remey, who had carefully guarded Abdul Baha's gift, sent the gold pieces to Chicago for the Mashrak-el-Azkar. The friends throughout the country, desiring to possess the coins, purchased them at five dollars apiece, thus retaining them as souvenirs and netting the fund $100.00.

Mr. Arthur S. Agnew, treasurer, made his annual report as follows:

Receipts.

Balance on hand, convention 1910........................ $ 5,709.46
Received since convention—contributions...................... 10,401.59
Received in interest............................................. 57.00
Less exchange...................................................... 5.00

-------------------------------

$16,163.05

Disbursements.

Paid on land................................................. $10,000.00
Interest ....................................................... 1,200.00
Assessments—paving Linden Ave............................. 256.20
Taxes ............................................................ 439.60
Printing reports, etc....................................... 63.17
Rent for convention 1910................................... 70.00
Plowing ground................................................ 50.00
Map of new street location.................................. 10.00
Fencing alley.................................................. 5.00
Secretary's incidental expenses.............................. 35.00
Guaranty policy, escrow contract and filing account changing position Sheridan Drive and vacating alley... 329.40

-------------------------------

12,458.37

Balance on hand............................................. $ 3,704.68

Comparative Statement.

Received at time of convention 1909 from Bahai Temple Fund—land................. $ 2,000.00
Cash...................................................................... 3,666.44

-------------------------------

$ 5,666.44

Received 1909-1910 from East................................. $ 7,092.85
Received 1909-1910 from America............................ 7,638.66

-------------------------------

$14,731.51

Received 1910-1911 from East................................. $ 1,190.83
Received 1910-1911 from America............................ 9,262.76

-------------------------------

10,453.59

Disbursements 1909-1910................................. $14,688.49
Disbursements 1910-1911............................... 12,458.37

-------------------------------

27,146.86

Special Fund............................................... $2,000.00
Building Fund.............................................. 113.50
General Fund............................................... 1,591.18

-------------------------------

$3,704.68

On motion of Mr. Hannen, and unanimously carried, these reports were accepted and the treasurer's and financial secretary's reports were passed to an auditing committee. The Chairman appointed the following Auditing Committee: Mr. Ashton, Mr. Hetherington and Miss Roberts.

Mr. Percy F. Woodcock addressed the Convention and said that during his recent visit at Ramleh, Egypt, Abdul-Baha told him when they were speaking of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, that there was a thousand dollars in Port Said for the Building Fund. That the friends in the Orient, having contributed toward the purchase of the land, were holding this money for the building. He read the following from Mirza Mulk:

"The organization of worshippers places is not simply for drawing near to God, but it is to concentrate the Word or Spirit of God, and cause the power of unity and oneness among the people. The Mashrak-el-Azkar is the symbol of the real church, which church is the Reality of the Christ. It is for this purpose that we should consider that..."
The outward edifice can gather men of different nations in one place, likewise, the Reality of Christ has united the great races of the world together."

The Chairman called the attention of the Convention to the necessity of some action with respect to Bahai publication work.

On motion of Mr. Jacobsen, seconded by Mr. Mills, and unanimously carried, the Chairman was authorized to appoint a committee to ascertain and report the condition and needs of the Bahai Publishing Society, and to report its recommendation for Bahai publication work to the Convention at its session on Tuesday.

The Chairman appointed the following Committee: Mr. Mountfort Mills, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Mrs. Ida A. Finch and Mr. Edwin Woodcock.

Mr. Hall addressed the Convention on the propriety and importance of giving an impetus to the publication work and as an aid and agency in promoting the Cause and in carrying forward the work of this Unity.

TAG-END OF THE OLD CONDITIONS

Shacks and bungalows occupying the narrow strip of land lying between Sheridan Drive and Lake Michigan, and obstructing the view toward the lake—the eastward view—from the site of the Mashriki-Azkar. These unsightly structures are the natural outcome of the conditions from which the land will be delivered as a sequel to the Bahai occupancy. A strong incentive for redoubled effort toward that happy result.

On motion, adjournment was taken until 10 a.m. Tuesday, May 2nd.

The Convention adjourned by following in prayer Mr. Greenleaf, who read the following:

O Compassionate God! Thanks be unto Thee, for Thou hast awakened me and made me conscious. Thou hast given me a seeing eye, and favored me with a hearing ear; hast led me to Thy Kingdom and guided me to Thy path.
Thou hast showed me the right way and caused me to enter the Ark of Deliverance.
O God, keep me steadfast and make me firm and staunch.
Protect me from violent tests and preserve and shelter me in the strongly fortified Fortress of Thy Covenant and Testament.
Thou art the Seeing! Thou art the Hearing!
O Thou Compassionate God, bestow upon me a heart, which, like a glass, may be illumined with the Light of Thy Love; and confer upon me a thought which may change the world into a rose-garden, through the Spiritual Bounty.
Thou art the Compassionate, the Merciful. Thou art God of Great Beneficence!
The Unity sang the hymn by Mrs. Waite, "His Glorious Sun has Risen."

The Chairman led the Convention in the following prayer:

"O my God! O my God! Unite the hearts of Thy servants and reveal to them Thy Great Purpose. May they follow Thy Commandments and abide in Thy law. Help them, O God, in their endeavor, and grant them strength to serve Thee. O God, leave them not to themselves, but guide their steps by the light of Knowledge and cheer their hearts by Thy Love. Verily Thou art their Helper and their Lord!

Report from Committee on Publications:

"The Committee advises that this Convention recommend to the incoming Executive Board, if ways and means become available, that they establish an office or distributing place in Chicago in charge of an efficient assistant, or assistants, to both recording and financial secretaries of the Unity, who, in connection with assisting such secretaries, shall, at the same time conduct a sales and distributing agency for Bahai literature.

"That the Executive Board in such work incur no other obligation or liability but that of gathering, distributing, selling and accounting for such literature; that, after defraying the necessary expenses of such agency, the profits, if any, shall go to the Temple treasury.""

On motion duly seconded, the report and recommendation was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Hall offered the following resolution:

Resolved, That the Bahai friends in this Convention recognize the immediate necessity of laying a foundation for the due and fitting publication of Bahai Teachings in America under the fostering aid of a General Bahai Publishing Board. We hereby address to the Bahai Friends assembled, and those throughout America, the appeal that they proceed forthwith to form a Publication Unity to affiliate and co-operate in this work with this Temple Unity. That such Publication Unity make its especial work the accumulation of a sufficient fund and the assembling and direction of agencies for translating, revising,
editing, printing and publishing Bahai Teachings in the English language. That it include in the scope of its work, the organization and maintenance of a Board, or Boards of Translation, Revision and Edition. While we recognize such work as essentially a part of the work of this Unity, nevertheless, the prosecution of such an enterprise involves incurring liabilities from which we should safeguard the funds contributed to the treasury of this Unity.

Therefore, we make the appeal for the formation of an affiliated Publication Unity, with which and in which, we will freely co-operate.

On motion duly seconded, the resolution was unanimously adopted.

On motion duly adopted, the Chairman was authorized to, and thereupon appointed the following Committee on Publications: Mr. Edwin Woodcock, Mr. Charles Mason Remy, Mr. Mountfort Mills, Mr. Albert R. Windust, Mr. Arthur S. Agnew.

The committee appointed to investigate the purchase of additional grounds, made the following report:

"The question before us for recommendation is, as we understand it, shall a special effort be made to curtail, on the date of the next interest payment June 24, 1911, by as large an amount as possible, the balance due on the Mashrak-el-Azkar site, for the purpose of saving interest; or, shall a portion of the funds now on hand be utilized for the purpose of acquiring additional land on the east water-front?

"We are confronted by these facts: Ground bordering on the water-front, on the east side, is necessary in order to give us the desired outlook; there are about six lots which can now be secured at, approximately, $2,000 each; the price of land is advancing, so that a year hence the purchase price of that desired will, in all probability, be several hundred dollars more; of the cash now on hand, $2,000 represents the special donation of Mrs. Goodall, who specified it as her wish that this amount be used for the purchase of additional ground; the mortgage is not due until June 24, 1912; by paying this $2,000 now on the mortgage, about $120 in interest would be saved, and finally, there is a question of policy involved, due to the instructions of Abdul-Baha that the erection of even temporary buildings shall not be undertaken until the debt on the land is paid.

"This added ground is a part of the Temple site, but is an accessory holding. This view of the matter might justify your body in taking on the additional indebtedness of about $10,000 which would be entailed upon the present purchase, with the use of the $2,000 as a cash payment on a part at least of the needed land.

"A method which would obviate any technicalities, so far as the present object is concerned, is recommended for your consideration. It is this: As Mrs. Goodall has so kindly given the $2,000 to enable us to perfect our plans by the acquirement of this needed ground, she, or some other Bahai would undoubtedly be willing to lend her name and co-operation further. In that event, the purchase of, say, six lots might be made by the Trustees, with a payment of $500 cash on each, and the lands thus acquired be transferred in escrow, or in trust, to Mrs. Goodall, or whoever would avail themselves of this blessed privilege, to hold them for the Bahai Temple Unity. In this way, the Temple Unity would have taken on no additional indebtedness, and when we were ready to take over the land, the balance could be paid. This would involve the necessity of the holder's taking care of assessments, etc., as they become due, but this could quite properly be a charge upon Temple funds in hand, if you so direct.

"It is further suggested that the financial situation involved by this arrangement be outlined to the Bahais of America immediately and their co-operation asked in lifting this additional burden. Enough additional funds should now be diverted toward this land to secure all the necessary lots on a cash payment of say, $500 each.

"With the proposed arrangements, the Treasurer would know what to depend on as a payment on the mortgage and could give proper notice, or take such other action as he and the others constituting the Board of Trustees, might deem best toward the application of other funds on hand or expected June 24, 1911.


On motion of Mrs. Parmerton, duly seconded, this report was unanimously adopted.

On motion of Mrs. Coles, duly seconded and unanimously adopted, the Executive Board was authorized to proceed in accordance with the recommendations in the report.

Miss Robarts read letters of greeting from the London, England, Assembly and the Boston Assembly, in which they suggest that a Book of Common Praise be compiled, combining the best in the old with the best in the new, voicing the message of Unity, Brotherhood and Love. This matter was referred to the Publication Commission for their guidance and action, and they were directed to send greetings to the London Assembly.

On motion, the Convention adjourned until 2 p. m.
Hymns: "Tell The Wondrous Story," also, "This is The Day of Certainty."

Mr. Hall presented the report of the Committee on Publication:

"The Committee reports and recommends the appointment of the following Publication Commission, to whom shall be referred the entire publication subject embraced in the resolution adopted by this Convention, and it is recommended that this Publication Commission shall meet before this Convention adjourns and at once proceed to effect an organization to take up such publication work and to affiliate and co-operate with this Temple Unity Publication Commission:

Mr. Edwin Woodcock, Chairman, Mrs. Claudia Stuart Coles, Mrs. Ida Finch, Mr. Albert H. Hall, Mr. Mountfort Mills, Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mr. Albert R. Windust and Miss Gertrude Buikema.

On motion of Mr. Hannen, duly seconded and unanimously adopted, the report of the Committee was accepted and adopted and the names recommended were elected as the Publication Commission.

Mr. Remey and Mr. Hannen addressed the Convention and presented an outline of the work of the Orient-Occident Unity.

The Auditing Committee reported as follows:

"The Auditing Committee having examined the books of the Financial Secretary, Mrs. Corinne True, find the sum total of receipts of Bahai Temple Unity from April 25, 1910, to April 29, 1911, to be $10,401.59

Interest 52.00

$10,453.59

(Signed) GRACE ROBARTS,
WALTER F. HETHERINGTON,
WILLARD H. ASHTON."

This report was duly accepted and placed on file.

The Chairman announced and ruled that the Convention now proceed to the election of an Executive Board for the ensuing year by an informal ballot, each delegate voting for nine members of the Executive Board.

The Chairman appointed as tellers Mr. Wilhelm and Mr. Eardley. The ballot was thus taken and duly counted and canvassed.

On motion by Miss Little, duly seconded and unanimously adopted, the informal ballot taken was made the formal ballot of the Convention and the nine friends receiving the highest number and plurality of votes by the ballot were declared the nine members of the Executive Board of Temple Unity, duly elected for the ensuing year.

The Executive Board thus elected was as follows:

Mrs. Corinne True, Mr. Arthur S. Agnew,
Mr. Albert H. Hall, Mr. Charles Mason Remey,
Mr. Bernard M. Jacobsen, Mr. Percy Woodcock,
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mrs. Annie L. Parmertor.
Mr. Mountfort Mills,

On motion by Mr. Mills, duly seconded by Mrs. Parmerton, and unanimously adopted, the Chairman was requested to appoint a committee of three, of which the Chairman would be one, to formulate greetings from the United Bahai Assemblies of America to the first Universal Races Congress, to be held at London, England, July 26-29, 1911. That the result of the committee's action be entrusted to Mr. Hall, to be by him carried or sent to the Congress at his discretion.

The Chairman appointed as such committee Mr. Mills, Mr. Edwin Woodcock and Mrs. Coles.

On motion, the Chairman appointed the following committee, Mr. Remey, Mr. Hannen and Mrs. Coles, to draft and present greetings from this Convention to the Peace Congress to be held in Baltimore, Maryland, and to be addressed by Mr. Remey on Saturday afternoon, May 6, 1911.

On motion of Mr. Percy F. Woodcock, and unanimously adopted, a cablegram of greetings and love from this Unity and the Bahais in the west was directed to be sent to Abdul-Baha.

The Chairman appointed Mr. Percy F. Woodcock to send such greetings.

After the singing of the Temple Song, the Convention closed by all the delegates and friends joining hands in a great circle, while Mr. Hall read the following prayer:
HE IS GOD!

O God! O God! Thou dost look upon us from Thine unseen Kingdom of Oneness (beholding) that we have assembled in this Spiritual meeting, believing in Thee, confident in Thy signs, firm in Thy Covenant and Testament, attracted unto Thee, set aglow with the fire of Thy love, sincere in Thy Cause, servants in Thy vineyard, spreaders of Thy religion, worshippers of Thy Countenance, humble to Thy beloved, submissive at Thy door and imploring Thee to confirm us in the service of Thy chosen ones. Support us with Thine unseen hosts, strengthen our loins in Thy servitude and make us submissive and worshiping servants, communing with Thee.

O our Lord! We are weak, and Thou art the Mighty, the Powerful! We are mortals and Thou art the Great Life-giving Spirit! We are needy and Thou art the Powerful and Sustainer!

O our Lord! Turn our faces unto Thy Divine Face; feed us from Thy heavenly table by Thy Godly grace; help us through the hosts of Thy supreme angels and confirm us by the holy ones of the Kingdom of ABHA.

Verily, Thou art the Generous, the Merciful! Thou art the Possessor of great bounty and verily Thou art the Clement and Gracious!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

IMPRESSIONS OF THE CONVENTION.
BY A DELEGATE.

The Convention of 1911 will always be remembered. There the realization was attained of the promise that "where two or three are gathered together in My Name, there am I in the midst of them."

Joy in service left no room for "votes of thanks." For in every heart was stirred a new consciousness that "thanks" belong alone to God.

The universality of the Mashrak-el-Azkar (the dawning point of prayer) is making its deep impress upon the world. From Orient and Occident those who do not call themselves "Bahais," as well as those who do, are contributing in tangible form to this universal idea; thus we find an English Interpreter of Classical Drama devoting some of the proceeds of her art to this object.

It is impossible now to estimate the results of the Temple Unity Convention, for they are woven into the very fibre of life.

When the Assemblies grasp the tremendousness of that which is coming into being through these annual meetings, even the smallest of them will be represented. For here is building into the great heart of humanity the "Temple of the living God;" the outer expression of which will be the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Chicago which includes every form of human service.

The phrase "Sea of Oneness" is filled with new meaning to those who have been privileged to attend the recent Convention. May that "Oneness" reach out in loving service to the uttermost parts of the earth, thus fulfilling the prophetic words, "There shall be one fold and one Shepherd, one God and His Name one."

Chicago, May 4, 1911. Grace Robarts.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Tablet revealed by Abdul-Baha for the Persian friends about three years ago, immediately after the declaration of the Constitution in Turkey and Persia; (2) progress of the Cause in California, written by Dr. Fareed; (3) photograph of Dr. Fareed, Mirza Parangullah Khan and Mrs. Giesinger; (4) article pertaining to Public Education, as the foundation of the progress of every nation; (5) suggestion that the Persian Government appoint a commission to go to Europe, America and Japan to study their systems of public education and establish a system in Persia; (6) announcement of the marriage of Miss Laura C. Barney and Mons Hippolyte Dreyfus; (7) photograph of Miss Barney; (8) report of the Third National Convention of Bahais at Chicago; (9) photograph of Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, one of the Washington, D. C., delegates to the above Convention; (10) Third National Peace Conference in Baltimore and Arbitration Treaty between America and England, and Mr. Chas. Mason Remey's address on the Bahai Movement before the said Congress; (11) Tablet from Abdul-Baha regarding his coming to America; (12) news from Alexandria, Egypt.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!
He is God!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAAS.

BAHAI CALENDAR.

Vol. II Chicago, (May 17, 1911) Azamat No. 4

We are pleased to present the following extract from a recent letter by Mr. Louis G. Gregory, of Washington, D. C., who is visiting Abdul-Baha in Egypt, not only because it contains news from that center, but for the timely suggestion it contains:

RAMLEH, EGYPT, April 15, 1911.

Have been here nearly a week and seen much of Abdul-Baha. The friends here show great devotion to the Cause, and many, not believers, show great reverence and love for Abdul-Baha, some coming long distances to see him. He exercises the utmost kindness toward all.

Yesterday he called my attention to a Tablet revealed to friends in Persia, saying it was being sent to thirty believers. Sometimes, he said, one Tablet was sent to a hundred Persians, while many individual Tablets were sent to Americans. I answered that we were indeed highly favored. Later in the day he said he wanted me to go to Persia after a time and see how beautiful were the lives of the friends, as they have been refined and purified by much suffering and they show forth great love and spirituality. I have observed that the secretaries of Abdul-Baha have no little difficulty deciphering proper names in letters sent here from America, and suggest that these be written plainly; also, in view of the great amount of work, that supplication be made as brief as possible. In fact, I think it would be well if many Americans, as do the Persians, unite in one supplication. Thus, Abdul-Baha would have more time to give to others in need of Light, for in his presence is Light, Joy and Peace.

Tomorrow a party of pilgrims leave for the Holy City.

LOUIS G. GREGORY.
در سال ۱۳۴۰، نسخه دوم کتاب رزسل سیاسی بررسی شد. در این نسخه، تلاش برای بررسی موضوعات جدی و مشابه کتاب اول صورت گرفت. این کتاب با نام نصرت و عدالت در امور سیاسی مشغول به فعالیت و به نظر می‌رسد که در صورت استفاده مناسبی، می‌تواند به نتایج مثبتی دست یابد.

بنابراین، نسخه دوم کتاب رزسل سیاسی به‌طور مداوم بررسی شده و به‌طور کلی به بهترین قرار کلیدگیری در صورت استفاده مناسبی می‌رسد.

در همین سال، نسخه دوم کتاب رزسل سیاسی به‌طور کلی به بهترین قرار کلیدگیری در صورت استفاده مناسبی می‌رسد.
حالاتی که در آن‌ها سیاست‌های آموزشی و تربیتی به‌طور غیرقانونی اجراء می‌شود، باید از نظر حقوقی و هماهنگی رفع کرده شوند. در اینجا، به بررسی مسائلی که در حال حاضر در زمینه مطالعه و تحقیق، به خصوص در زمینه علم مطالعه و تحقیق، بحث می‌شود، اشاره می‌شود. در اینجا، به بررسی مسائلی که در حال حاضر در زمینه مطالعه و تحقیق، به خصوص در زمینه علم مطالعه و تحقیق، بحث می‌شود. در اینجا، به بررسی مسائلی که در حال حاضر در زمینه مطالعه و تحقیق، به خصوص در زمینه علم مطالعه و تحقیق، بحث می‌شود. در اینجا، به بررسی مسائلی که در حال حاضر در زمینه مطالعه و تحقیق، به خصوص در زمینه علم مطالعه و تحقیق، بحث می‌شود.
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A Congress, which promises to be one of the most influential of our time, is to be held in London July 26-29, 1911, in the central building of the University of London. The list of those who have extended to it their moral support is most imposing. Among the supporters, who hail from no less than fifty countries, are over twenty-five Presidents of Parliaments, the majority of the Members of the Permanent Court of Arbitration and of the Delegates to the Second Hague Conference, twelve British Governors and eight British Premiers, some hundred and thirty Professors of International Law, the leading Anthropologists and Sociologists, the officers and the majority of the Council of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, and other distinguished personages. The list of the writers of papers includes eminent representatives of over twenty civilizations, and every paper referring to a particular people is prepared by some one of high standing belonging to it.

The object of the Congress will be to discuss, in the light of modern knowledge and the modern conscience, the general relations subsisting between the peoples of the West and those of the East, between the so-called white and so-called colored peoples, with a view to encouraging between them a fuller understanding, the most friendly feelings, and a heartier co-operation. Political issues of the hour will be subordinated to this comprehensive end, in the firm belief that when once mutual respect is established, difficulties of every type will be sympathetically approached and readily solved.

The origin of this Congress is easily explained. The interchange of material and immaterial wealth between the different races of mankind has of late years assumed such dimensions that the old attitude of distrust and aloofness is giving way to a general desire for closer acquaintance. Out of this interesting situation has sprung the idea of holding a Congress where the representatives of the different races might meet each other, face to face, and might, in friendly intercourse, further the cause of mutual trust and respect between Occident and Orient, between the so-called white peoples and the so-called colored peoples.

Accordingly the Congress will not represent a meeting of all the races for the purpose of discussing indiscriminately everybody’s concerns. It will not discuss purely European questions, such as the relations existing between or within the different European countries; nor, of course, will it discuss the attitude of Europe towards the United States, or towards other American Republics representing races of European descent. Again, whilst wholly sympathetic towards all far-sighted measures calculated to strengthen and promote good relations, the Congress is pledged to no political party and to no particular scheme of reforms. The writers of papers will, however, have the full right to express whatever political views they may hold, though they will be expected to do justice to all political parties and to treat the issues of the day only passingly. Furthermore, the Congress will not be purely scientific in the sense of only stating facts and not passing judgments. Nor will it be a peace congress in the sense of aiming specifically at the prevention of war. Finally, it should be noted that, since the Congress is to serve the purpose of bringing about healthier relations between Occident and Orient, all bitterness towards parties, peoples, or governments will be avoided, without, of course, excluding reasoned praise and blame. With the problem simplified in this manner, and with a limited number of papers written by leading authorities, who will elucidate the object of the Congress, there is every hope that the discussions will bear a rich harvest of good, and contribute materially towards encouraging friendly feelings and hearty co-operation between the peoples of the West and the East.

The following is the programme for the eight half-day sessions: 1. Fundamental Considerations — Meaning of Race, Tribe, Nation. 2-3. General Conditions of Progress. 3a. Peaceful Contact Between Civilizations. 4. Special Problems in Inter-Racial Economics. 5-6. The Modern Conscience in Relation to Racial Questions. 7-8. Positive Suggestions for Promoting Inter-Racial Friendliness.

Fee for Active Membership (including attendance, volume of papers of about 500 pages in English or French, with valuable bibliographies and other publications) will be 21s; fee for Passive Membership (excluding attendance, but including volume of papers and other publications) will be 7s 6d.

Further information may be obtained from the Hon. Organizer, Mr. G. Spiller, 63 South Hill Park, Hempstead, London; from Rev. Ramsden Balmforth, Daisy Bank, Upper Camp street, Cape Town; from the American Co-Secretaries, Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, 20 Vesey street, New York, and Rev. Frederick Lynch, B.A., B.D., 13 East 124th street, New York; from Prof. F. Tönnies, Eutin, Holstein, Germany; and from Dr. Abendanon, Jan van Nassaustraf 43, The Hague, Holland.

* Note.—At this session a paper, written by Abdul-Baha on the subject of airport The Bahai Revelation,’’ is to be read.—Ed.
Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and Mirza Raffe, to Mr. and Mrs. Ostburg, Boston, Mass.

**HE IS GOD!**

O ye two seekers of Truth!

Your letter was received and I became informed of its contents. Some of the letters you have forwarded have not been received, while others have been received at the time of the intense persecutions of the enemy, so it was impossible to reply. When this last letter was received I found opportunity to answer it, notwithstanding the multiplicity of occupations, so that you may know how much ye are beloved in this spot and accepted in the Kingdom of God. As there is little time, brief answers are given to your questions:

Answer to the first question: The spirits of the sons of the Kingdom after the disintegration of this body ascend to the world of Eternal Existence; but should you ask of the place, know that that world of existence is the world of unity, but the grades are different. For instance, the mineral existence has a grade, but that mineral being has no knowledge of the vegetable kingdom. It (the mineral existence) has no information of a higher realm; nay, rather, according to appearances, it may deny the higher grade. Likewise the vegetable life has no knowledge of the animal kingdom. It is entirely headless and unconscious of that kingdom, because the grade of the animal is higher than that of the vegetable. The vegetable, according to its limited environment, is veiled from the knowledge of the animal kingdom, and it may deny it, although the animal, the vegetable and mineral live in the world of existence. Likewise, the animal cannot comprehend the intelligence of the faculties of man, which is the generalizer of the universal and the discoverer of the mysteries of beings, so much so that while living in the East he organizes and founds institutions in the West, and he reveals hidden things. Though he abides in Europe, he discovers America. Though he dwells upon the earth, he unravels the realities of the solar system. The animal is entirely unconscious, nay, rather, a denier of this intelligent force, which penetrates into the unknown and comprehends the general as well as the particular ideas of this illimitable universe. Likewise the people of the world lack the knowledge of the world of the Kingdom, nay, rather, they deny it. Do we not hear from their lips the words, such as these: “Where is the Kingdom? Where is the Lord of the Kingdom?” But these souls are like unto the mineral and vegetable who know nothing of the animal and human kingdoms. They neither see nor search. However, the mineral, the vegetable and the animal kingdoms all live in this world of existence.

Answer to the second question: The Divine trials are in this world, not in the world of the Kingdom.

Answer to the third question: The human reality in the other world has no physical likeness, nay, rather, it has the likeness of the Kingdom, which consists of the harmonious element of the realm of the Spiritual Kingdom.

Answer to the fourth question: The center of the Sun of Truth and of the Supreme World is the Divine Kingdom. Those souls who are purified and sanctified, after the disintegration of this elemental tabernacle, hasten to the Divine Realm, and that Realm is in this universe, but the people of this world have no knowledge of it, just as the mineral and vegetable kingdoms have no knowledge of the animal and human kingdoms.
Answer to the fifth question: His Highness, Baha'u'llah, has raised the Canopy of the Oneness of the Kingdom of Humanity. Whosoever enters under the shade of this all-inclusive Tent, his heart and soul become detached from other tents.

Answer to the sixth question: Whenever a difference of opinion arises between two parties, refer it to the Center of the Covenant, so that the difficulty might be solved.

Answer to the seventh question: His Highness, Baha'u'llah, has appeared for the benefit of all humanity, summoning all to the Divine Table upon which is spread the Heavenly Food. But today the majority of those who partake of this Heavenly Food are poor. That is why His Highness, Christ, said: "Blessed are the poor." Wealth prevents the people from entering the Kingdom, as it is stated by Christ: "It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of God." But should a rich person not be prevented from entering the Kingdom because of wealth and riches, glory and influence of this world, that rich person will become favored in the threshold of the Almighty and accepted by the Lord of the Kingdom.

To be brief, Baha'u'llah has manifested for the education and training of all humanity. He is the Teacher of all, whether rich or poor, black or white, oriental or occidental, northern or southern.

Regarding the people who come to Akka; some of them make wonderful progress; extinguished lamps they were, they became ignited, withered were they, they became fresh and young; dead were they, and they became alive, returning to their respective countries electrified with the dynamic forces of the Most Great Glad-Tidings. On the other hand, others have come and left without being touched by this great force.

O ye two attracted ones towards the Kingdom: Thank ye God that ye have made your house the gathering-place and the assembly of the believers.

Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, February 22, 1910.

RECENT TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

To the beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful—New York (State):

Mrs. L. G. Stirling, Florence A. Cobb, Lilla A. Ressigne, Mrs. L. G. Stirling,
Clara A. Brink, Annie E. Walrath, Dr. F. S. Blood, Clara A. Brink,
Wm. B. Remey, Harriet Rupert, Mrs. E. C. Woodworth, Wm. B. Remey, Pauline Crandall, Mrs. E. Gustin, Mary M. Young, Pauline Crandall, Bessie Knight, Ada C. Divine, Ella C. Quant, Bessie Knight, Dr. W. E. House, Edith L. Whiting, Margaret La-Grange, Dr. W. E. House, Miss Bina Van Buren, Alice House, F. W. Ackenercht, Miss Bina Van Buren, Mrs. Sarah Young, Elizabeth Chandler, Mrs. Sarah Young,

HE IS GOD!

O ye who are attracted to the Beauty of Abha!

Your letter was received; it indicated that a new union and harmony is created among those souls. This glad tiding produced a great happiness and a new hope was seized that perchance the friends of New York, God willing, may become united and harmonized with the heavenly power. Today the most beloved and acceptable deed before His Highness, Baha'u'llah, is the union of the friends and the concord of men, and the most unacceptable is difference and inharmony.

Praise be to God that ye have become assisted with this Most Great Bounty, that is, unity and harmony, and become the cause of the happiness of the heart of Abdul-Baha.

His Highness, Baha'u'llah, said, That if Religion and Faith become the cause of difference, enmity and hatred, undoubtedly its non-being is better than its being. Consider ye how much emphasis He has placed upon love, harmony and affection.

Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by M. A. Sohrab, March, 1911.
To the believers of God and the maidservants of the Merciful, Philadelphia. Upon them be BAHÁ’U’LLAH-EL-ABHA!

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab. Upon him be BAHÁ’U’LLAH!

HE IS GOD!

O ye sons and daughters of the Kingdom!

It is some time since news has reached me from you. Today the illuminated photographs you forwarded fourteen months ago were received. By looking at these pictures I remembered you and am writing you this tablet so that you may know I have not forgotten you and am always engaged in your mentioning and your illuminated pictures are ever present.

O ye friends and maid-servants of the Merciful! It is easy to advance toward the Kingdom, but it is difficult to remain firm and steadfast. Therefore endeavor ye as much as ye can to make your faith firm like unto a well-rooted tree and produce blossoms and fruits. Neither be ye agitated on account of the blowing winds of tests and trials. The firmer the roots of the tree the greater its blossoms and fruits. Because the apostles of Christ remained firm and steadfast they became assisted in the most great services and the confirmations of the Holy Spirit descended upon them uninterruptedly. If ye seek the illumination of the Kingdom ye must arise with infinite resolution. Be ye not discouraged or lukewarm on account of troubles and vicissitudes. Show ye an effort so that that region may be illuminated, the Kingdom of God may raise its tents and the breaths of the Holy Spirit may quicken the souls.

Upon ye be Baha-EL-ABHA! (Signed) ABDUL-BHA Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 28, 1911.
O thou attracted maid-servant of God!

Your letter was received. From its contents, heart attracting meanings were understood; for they indicated entire attraction by the Kingdom of ABHA and the attachment of the heart to the Supreme World.

The chanting of the verses, whether done individually or collectively, is the cause of manifesting the effect of the Word of God in the hearts, and the means of igniting the fire of the love of God in the breasts. But it is as thou hast written that the condition required is, the hearts must become like pure and polished mirrors, and the spirits attain perfect joy and happiness by the divine glad-tidings.

Assuredly the blessed souls who direct their entire attention to the Lord of Hosts, who are severed from the nether world and submerged in the outpourings of the Realm of Might, if they travel in various parts of America, associating with all and visiting the assemblies while surging with the love of God, they will certainly be the cause of the unity of the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful. This is indeed most beloved and acceptable, productive of great results and conducive of great good.

The enclosed paper sent by thee contained beautiful expressions and delightful statements. I ask God that thou mayst awaken the people of America thereby from the sleep of negligence and prove to be to them the means of knowledge and wisdom.

Upon thee be Baha-el-ABHA! (Signed) ABDUL-BABA Abbas.

Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, June 2, 1911.
STAR OF THE WEST

NEWS OF THE CAUSE IN LONDON.

We were favored with the foregoing beautiful Tablet from Abdul-Baha addressed to the Bahais of England, in reply to a joint supplication sent to him early in the year.

Miss Buckton has just returned from her second visit to Abdul-Baha. The following are a few of the words she brings back from him: "A Bahai is known by his deeds. The Kingdom of God is not in any Society; but some seekers go through many Societies as a traveller goes through many cities, till he reaches his destination. If ye belong to a Society already, do not forsake your brothers." * * *

"The highest and most successful way to spread the Cause of the Kingdom is by deeds. This is open to all. Join yourselves to those who work for the poor, the weak and the unfortunate;—this is greatly to be commended. To spread the knowledge of the Kingdom by teaching requires the skill of the physician; a wise physician does not offer help to those who do not need treatment!"

Those few of the Bahais here who had the good fortune to meet Mr. Louis G. Gregory, during his four days in London on his way home to Washington, D. C., from visiting Abdul-Baha at Ramleh, were exceedingly interested and edified. To meet such a great soul, so filled with the true Bahai spirit in any man is an inspiration; but when this man is a negro, and wise enough to be proud of his colour, then it is a revelation impressive with great significance as one contemplates the difficult problems existing between the white and black populations. How these problems can be changed by a few such men aflame with God's Word!

London Bahais especially request that all pilgrims whom Abdul-Baha advises to visit them, may give the longest notice practicable of the time of their arrival, that we may be enabled to arrange for all the friends here possible to profit by these visits. Otherwise, many miss these opportunities of confirmation in their knowledge of the truth of the Bahai Revelation. Travellers please note.

27th May, 1911.

Arthur Outarbert.

FROM THE AMERICAN FIELD.

CHICAGO, ILL.—The last 19-day Tea of the Woman's Assembly of Teaching was held at the home of Mrs. George Lesch, 3540 West Monroe St. It being the anniversary of the Declaration of the Bab, Abdul-Baha's birthday and the birthday and annual election of officers of the Woman's Assembly of Teaching, an appropriate program was given and the Board of Nine elected, from which the following chairmen were appointed: President, Mrs. Fannie Lesch; Vice-president and Chairman of Temple Committee, Miss Laura E. Jones; Recording Secretary and Chairman of Program and Press Committee, Miss Mary Lesch; Corresponding Secretary and Chairman of Organization Committee, Mrs. Louise R. Waite; Treasurer, Mrs. Sophie Scheffler; Chairman of Educational Committee, Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf; Chairman Philanthropic Committee, Mrs. Bara; Chairman Sick Committee, Mrs. Christine Loeding; Chairman Social Committee, Miss Sophia Engelhorn.

This year the Chairman of Education will appoint a Librarian and a Lecture Committee. A circulating library is planned and any calls upon the Woman's Assembly of Teaching to supply a speaker upon the Bahai Revelation will be filled from the Lecture Committee, to consist of the men and women of our Assembly best qualified to meet the demand.

The annual report of the chairmen of each committee shows forth the good results of organized work as endorsed by Abdul-Baha. In a recent Tablet received by the friends in Kenosha, he has given forth the call for organization of Women's Assemblies distinctive from that of their brothers. These two arms of the one body of the general Assembly can co-operate and in perfect harmony fulfill their different functions. It is upon this principle that the Woman's Assembly of Teaching has been instituted. Much broader
work is planned for the ensuing year. As many will be leaving town, the Teas will be discontinued during July and August.  

Louise R. Waite, Cor. Sec'y.

DENVER, Colo.—Much joy has resulted to the Denver Assembly through the recent visits of Mrs. Corinne True and Mr. Thornton Chase. Through their loving service much has been accomplished, and many souls have been stirred by the tidings of the New Day. We are filled with grateful appreciation for their presence and service among us, and hope that the future will bring them to us many times.  

G. N. Clark.

SPOKANE, Wash.—Again the curtain has lifted and one of our number has entered the Supreme Assembly. After many months of weary though patient suffering the spirit of our dear sister, Mrs. Cora I. Lehmann, has departed to the Kingdom of ABHA. She had long looked forward to making the pilgrimage to Abdul-Baha in the Holy City, Acre, and entering the Presence there, but now, unfettered with the physical and unhindered by material conditions, she has gone. "Hold her right arm, O God, and dwell continually with her" till she enters the Glorious Kingdom and her spirit is gladdened with the Presence of her Lord. Our sister was of a kindly nature, of strong sympathies; a firm believer and an energetic servant. She loved this life and the opportunities it offered for service in the Glorious Cause. She leaves behind her a husband, L. A. Lehmann, and a son, Chester Lehmann; they will miss the sweet association in their daily lives, but they, too, have learned to say, "Thy will, O Lord, be done!" Sister Lehmann passed out from this life on Sunday morning, May 7, 1911.  

M. Lesley O'Keefe.

A letter from the Hawaiian Islands informs us that Madame Aurelia Bethlen passed through Honolulu May 9th, on her way to the Orient. She addressed the assembled friends in the afternoon, and when they accompanied her to the steamer at 6:00 p. m. the same day, the light that shone in her face testified to the truth of her statement that she was the happiest woman on the ship.

THE "STAR OF THE WEST" ADDS TO ITS STAFF.

DR. ZIA MABUSI BAGDADI.

It gives us pleasure to welcome to the editorial staff of the STAR OF THE WEST, Dr. Zia Mabsut Bagdadi ("Zia Effendi"), the youngest son of the late M. Moustafa Bagdadi. Dr. Bagdadi received his early education in the Orient at the Arabian Literature school, Turkish Government school and the American school. His childhood was blessed by seeing and being with the Blessed Perfection, BAHÁ'Á‘LLAH, and in every year of his youth he visited the Centre of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha. He came to America in September, 1909, to complete a course in medicine, graduating from the Chicago College of Medicine and Surgery in May of this year. He intends to practice in America and be engaged in serving the Cause of BAHÁ'Á‘LLAH. We are confident that the STAR OF THE WEST has, in him, an able and willing associate.
THE BAHAI MOVEMENT.

A TEACHING OF PEACE.

Address made before the Third National Peace Congress, Baltimore, Maryland, U. S. A.,
Saturday, May 6th, 1911.

BY CHARLES MASON REMEY.

"We desire but the good of the world, and the happiness of the nations. * * * That all nations should become one in faith, and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men should be strengthened. * * * These fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away and the Most Great Peace shall come. * * * Let not a man glory in this, that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind."—Words of Baha’u’llah.

Over half a century ago, before the attention of Western thinkers had to any degree been directed toward the problem of Universal Peace, there was born in the Orient a movement for peace and brotherhood, the call of which is now being heard in the Occident.

The Bahai Movement has for its object, not only international conciliation, as considered from the political and economic viewpoints, but essentially the unification of the people of all races and religions along spiritual lines.

Religious and racial hatred has been the chief cause of warfare. Through the removal of these prejudices the followers of this Movement believe that Peace will be established among nations. Through it thousands of Christians, Moslems, Jews, Zoroastrians, Hindus, and Buddhists, of every race and nationality, are being firmly united in the universal brotherhood of man under the fatherhood of God.

In the month of May, 1844, there arose in Persia a teacher, calling himself The Bab, who proclaimed himself to be the forerunner of "He-Whom-God-would-Manifest"—One who would shortly appear with spiritual wisdom and power, through whose teaching would be established the "divine kingdom" of Peace upon earth. The ministry of The Bab lasted six years, and was followed by his martyrdom, as well as the martyrdom of thousands of his followers, which was brought about by the Mohammedan clergy upon the charge of heresy.

Shortly after the martyrdom of The Bab, the promised one, whose coming he had foretold, appeared in the person of Baha'u'llah.* Under the most severe persecution Baha'u'llah, together with some of his followers, was exiled to Turkey in Asia, then to Turkey in Europe, and later on, in 1868, was sent to the town of Akka, a penal colony situated on the Mediterranean, just north of Mt. Carmel, in Syria. Here in Akka he lived and taught until he passed out of this mortal world in the year 1892. He gave his teachings and spiritual instructions, yet during his ministry his cause was not explained and established in the world in general. To this end Baha'u'llah commanded his followers upon his departure to turn their faces toward his son, Abdul-Baha, as their spiritual guide, the explainer of his teachings, the one who would establish his cause in the world, the one upon whose shoulders his mantle would fall.

Abdul-Baha, also known as Abbas Effendi, from 1868 until 1908, because of his teaching, was held a state prisoner in the town of Akka. At present he is in Egypt and there is a possibility that he may visit this country of America. He makes but one claim for himself, that of service in the Path of God. His name, Abdul-Baha Abbas, means "Abbas, the servant of God." He is the spiritual leader of the Bahais, and is their example to be

*Baha'u'llah means, The Glory of God.
followed in teaching this great faith in the world. He is making the spiritual life of Baha‘u’llah possible, and bringing it within the reach of the people.

While there have been three teachers in this Cause, Baha‘u’llah is the central figure, about whom the other two revolve. It is from his name, Baha, that the Movement takes its name. The Bab and his Movement were but introductory to, while Abdul-Baha and his work are explanatory of, the Bahai Movement.

This religious teaching is brief and simple. Each of the founders of the great religious systems of the world is looked upon as having been inspired by the one spirit of truth, which is God. The form and letter of the teachings of these various leaders differ because of the differing conditions of humanity to which they ministered, but in spirit each taught the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of Man. In the various religions the fundamental truths are one and the same.

Moreover, each of the prophets taught of the coming of a great teacher, and of the establishment of a Universal Religion. The Jews await the coming of their Messiah, the Christians the coming of the Christ, the Moslems the coming of the Mahdi, the Buddhists the coming of the fifth Buddha, the Zoroastrians the coming of Shah Bahram, and the Hindus the return of Krishna.

The Bahais teach that the spirit of these promised teachers is one and the same, and they believe that in Baha‘u’llah was manifested again this one spirit of truth, The Word of God. Therefore in his mission and teaching he has accomplished the hopes of the peoples of all religions. They believe that he was spiritually endowed with the wisdom and understanding necessary to found a new form of religion, applicable to the needs of this day, one which will embrace within its fold people of all races and religions, uniting them in one human brotherhood.

The Bahai teaching is in no sense an eclectic philosophy. It is not a theology, nor does it put forward doctrine or dogma. It is essentially a religious faith. It seeks to change man’s nature not by enforcing upon him laws from without, but by developing the higher nature of the individual from within.

Among the Moslems the Bahai teaching has had a phenomenal spread. The several recent progressive changes in the Islamic world in Persia have only been made possible through the introduction into that country of such progressive thought, and freedom from the superstitions of the past, as the Bahai Movement stands for and takes with it wherever it goes. The progressive Moslem finds the Bahai teaching to be quite in accord with the spirit of the Koran and he accepts it as a new testament added thereto.

In like manner the Jew sees in this movement the fulfillment of the hope of the Millennial age held out to him in his Bible and realizing this he finds himself at one with the Moslem and the Christian.

In going farther into the Orient one finds staunch Bahais among the remnant of the ancient Zoroastrian faith. These received this message and believed its principles because in their ancient holy literature they find hidden away its simple truths.

Thinking Hindus are also being reached by the Bahai thought, and through its positive principle of action and service in bettering humanity they are working to free themselves from superstition and caste. Thus they are in sympathy with the progress of the world along material and spiritual lines together, whereas formerly their progress was limited because of the negative phase in which Hinduism has been during so many centuries.

The enlightened believer in Gautama, the Buddha, finds in his own teaching the promise of peace and universal brotherhood on earth which makes it easy for him to detect and recognize the fulfillment of the same in the Bahai Movement. To the Buddhist, therefore, the idea of this movement for the readjustment of earthly conditions and the establishment of peace, is a welcome one.

Of all people, none have taken up the Bahai teaching with more fervor than those scattered here and there, where this message has reached, throughout Christendom. To them it fulfills and accomplishes the hopes of Christianity and they are taking hold of the teach-
ing as a practical power in daily life. They are applying its principles and are holding out a helping hand to their co-workers in various parts of the Orient. Through this spirit of oneness with the Orientals a bond between the East and the West is established, a bond which will strengthen and grow until all peoples Occidental and Oriental will be as one people—until the great universal civilization, which is so rapidly casting its signs before it, shall stand accomplished.

The Bahais have no form of admission to their ranks, nor have they any enrolled membership. They do not form a sect. Those who sympathize with their aims they consider as friends and co-workers. As people work with them, they gradually imbibe the spirit and life inspiring the body of workers until they stand forth as exponents of this new faith. The Bahais have no outward institutions as barriers to differentiate nor to separate them from other people.

Some of the ordinances of this teaching touch upon the following subjects:

**RELIGIOUS UNITY.** All men are free to believe and to worship as they will, but they are exhorted to unite in faith, for only through spiritual unity will mankind attain the highest development.

**TOLERANCE.** The Bahais should not separate themselves from people who are not of their belief, nor should they denounce nor antagonize those holding views other than their own. They should mingle freely with all people and show forth their faith through love and service to their fellow men.

**PEACE.** Warfare should be abolished and international questions should be settled by arbitration. In order to facilitate international communication, one language should be chosen from those already existing, or one devised for that purpose.

**GOVERNMENT.** Representative legislation is most conducive to the welfare of the people. The Bahais should be loyal and law-abiding citizens in whatever country they may dwell. They should not glory in that they love their country, but in that they love their kind.

**WORSHIP.** Prayer supplemented by a pure and useful life in this world form the elements of true worship. Faith without works is not acceptable. Everyone should have an occupation which conduces to the welfare of humanity, the diligent pursuance of which is in itself an act of worship.

**RESISTANCE.** Harshness should be met with gentleness and hatred with love. With these weapons the Bahais will overcome all opposition.

**THE CHURCH.** In this Cause there is no priesthood apart from the laity. Each one who receives the spirit should share it with those whom he meets in daily life. All are teachers. Teaching is given without money and without price.

**RELIGIOUS GOVERNMENT.** "The House of Justice," a central assembly, the members of which are selected by general vote, is to preside over the affairs of the Bahai world. Its work has to do with charitable and educational matters and the general welfare of the people.

**TEMPERANCE.** In all matters moderation is to be observed. Man should not use intoxicating liquors as a beverage. The taking of opium and kindred drug habits are most emphatically denounced, and gambling is also forbidden. The use of tobacco is discouraged. Admonitions forbidding mendicity, slavery, cruelty to animals, and various offences, to gether with rules regarding public hygiene, education of both sexes and other matters need not here be mentioned, as they are already provided by Western civilization, though in the Orient the need for these is very great.

The effect of these ordinances cannot be overestimated. In the Orient, where religion is a far more potent factor in every day life than it is here in the West, religious exhortations and injunctions have inestimable weight in the lives of the masses of the people.
I have made a study of the Bahai Movement, and would like to add a few words of personal testimony regarding what I have seen among the Bahais in many parts of the world.

In Persia, where this movement had its birth, I found that the Bahais had not only overcome the hatred and antipathy which has for centuries existed between Christian, Jew, Zoroastrian and Moslem, but through the unifying spirit of their teaching this previously existing enmity had been replaced by a most binding fraternal spirit. In the Bahai Assemblies all differences of the past had been superseded by the strongest of ties. In that country these people have suffered much because of the fanaticism of the surrounding people. Thousands of their members have in the recent past been massacred, while in the present they are under many difficulties. As recent as 1901 over one hundred and seventy Bahais were massacred in one town by the Moslems.

In Southern Russia and in Turkistan I have visited Assemblies of Bahais. In these territories the movement is protected by the Russian Government, for it is understood that the Bahais stand for Peace and are in no way connected with the many revolutionary movements which continually keep those countries in a state of unrest.

In Egypt and Syria, as well as Turkey, I have met groups of Bahais working along progressive lines, but in those countries, as well as in Persia, the outward progress of the work is not as great as the unseen progress. This is due to the prejudice and persecution of the Moslems, which often leads to bloodshed.

In India the principal center of the Bahais is in Bombay. There I found many Parsees or Zoroastrians taking part in the work. In Calcutta, Baroda, Allahabad, Agra, Lahore, Poona and other cities there are assemblies, and in these meetings Christians, Hindus and Moslems mingle as brothers.

In Burma there is a large Buddhist element amongst the Bahais. Last year I spent some time traveling in that country, and was most hospitably received by the Bahais in several towns and cities. In Japan I found the Bahai teaching to be attracting some attention and in China, too, the movement to have a beginning. Here in these United States, as well as in Great Britain and Europe, I have visited many assemblies and found the work progressing among people of all classes and of varying religious thought. Being essentially a spiritual movement this teaching appeals alike to the enlightened and to the uncultured as it does to people of various religions, races and nationalities.

Notwithstanding the previous attitude of the religionist, which is usually antagonistic to beliefs other than his own, the moment he becomes imbued with the spirit of the Bahais he no longer limits his interest to the mental confines to which he has been accustomed. He becomes a citizen of the world, freed from national, religious and racial prejudices. This is noticeable in the Occidental Bahai, while in the Oriental Bahai it is many times more so, because of the surrounding background of ignorance, superstition and fanaticism against which he stands out emancipated in bold relief.

One who has lived in the Orient and known the Oriental people will at once recognize the importance of the religious factor in bringing about Universal Peace. It is the religious differences between the Oriental and Occidental which have created the great chasm between Eastern and Western thought, manners and customs. There being no religious thought in common between the East and West, there is no ground upon which their respective peoples can meet, hence the necessity for a common religion which only can solve the problem. The Bahai Movement is working directly to bring about confidence, understanding and unity between the Oriental and the Occidental peoples. BAHÀ’U’LláH, like all world movers, was far ahead of his time. A Universal religion, International Arbitration, Peace, a Universal Language, Universal Suffrage, in fact, a Universal Civilization, with all of its universal institutions, was unthought of by the world when he, over half a century ago, first announced these principles. Now the world in general is awaking to the necessity for those very institutions to which thousands of Bahais have borne witness by persecution and martyrdom.
Progress is the resounding chord of this day. Progress in religion is needed more than progress in anything else. The world is now ready for a live and progressive Faith of brotherly love which is broad enough to take in every race and every people; a Faith which will lead and create progressive thought and progressive institutions; a Faith which will actually produce a change in men’s natures, developing within their souls divine virtues; a religion which does not destroy but which fulfils the religions of the past; a religion free from dogma, applicable to all races and conditions, the unique object of which is Peace and the Universal Civilization. Such a faith is the Bahai Teaching.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

The maid-servant of God, Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago. Upon her be Baha’u’llah-el-Abha! HE IS GOD!

O thou dear maid-servant of God!

The question of the Mashrak-el-azkar is very important and is superior to every matter; surely put forth utmost effort for it.

In the fact that you have registered the name of Abdul-Baha in the contribution book, I became very happy.

Concerning his honor, M. Moustafa Bagdadi, indeed he was an honorable person, who devoted his days to service in the Kingdom of God, became confirmed in excellent services, a cause of guidance to many, was firm in the Covenant, a promulgator of the Religion of God. Regarding this a comforting letter was written to Zia Effendi.

The receipt you have sent was received. (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

The following was written by Abdul-Baha’s own hand at the bottom of the page:

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Today in America no matter is greater for the elevation of the Word of God than the Mashrak-el-Azkar. Surely give it the utmost importance. I am always waiting that a good report regarding the Mashrak-el-Azkar should come.

In most of the cities of Persia, even in some of the villages, a Mashrak-el-Azkar has been founded.

Now the beloved in America must make effort to establish one Mashrak-el-Azkar.

Upon thee be El-Baha-el-Abha. (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

This double Tablet was translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, June 1, 1911.

PORTION OF A RECENT TABLET TO MRS. I. D. BRITTINGHAM.

If the believers of God in New York and other cities of America establish, in a befitting manner, union and harmony with spirit, tongue, heart and body, suddenly they shall find Abdul-Baha in their midst. Unless this union is brought about, the Breath of the Holy Spirit shall not have any effect, for the physical body must find capacity, so that the life of the Spirit may breathe through it. If the Beloved of the union of the friends and the harmony of the believers become manifest, the East and the West of America shall be perfumed through the sweet fragrance of the Paradise of Abha, the Mashrak-el-Azkar shall be constructed, the outpouring of the Sun of Reality shall descend, the everlasting glory of the friends of God shall become apparent and the heavenly life be attained.

Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 28, 1911.
COPY OF A LETTER ANSWERING AN INQUIRY AS TO WHAT IS
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE METAPHYSICAL TEACHING
OF THE PRESENT DAY AND THAT OF THE
BAHAI REVELATION.

By Ellen V. Beecher.

Many of the teachers of the so-called New Thought school have laid down as their first principle,—and as a fact,—that, as God’s creatures, we possess in embryo not only His attributes and His power to dominate our whole being as we will, but they assume that “all is good,” because all is a part of God.

Again, that as man holds and operates the creative life forces—which some designate as love—he is himself the “I AM” of his being. Then, by reason of this fact and by the use of will and intelligence, he may not only heal the body, and free it from disease and deformity, but he may do all things, and bring all conditions to himself, by concentration and affirmation.

Lastly, all of these attainments are by his own will and word, because man is an integral part of God.

This is what we understand to be the foundation or fundamental precepts of the so-called “Science,” which has been elaborated and enlarged upon by its ardent followers, until its beautiful word pictures have attracted a large part of the civilized world to its fold.

“Well,” you say, “the effect of such teaching must be uplifting to the thinking mind.” Yes, it has been exceedingly comforting, and has enthused many souls who were in darkness, and thrown light and joy upon their paths, and brought health to their bodies as well. But let us see if the foundation stone in this structure is based upon the Truth of God’s Word, or upon a basis which cannot stand before His judgments in the latter day, when the “wheat and the tares,” which have grown side by side so long, shall finally be separated, and the chaff be burned with the “fire” of God’s Love; for “our God is a consuming fire” of all theories and things of man’s intellect alone.

We cannot find any revelation in any of the great and accepted religions from God which states or tries to prove that man is an inherent part of Himself. That God is within all is true. We were created by God. He breathed the breath of life in us, which was spirit, and endowed us with the possibilities of attaining His attributes and eternal life. All life has come from Him; but that did not constitute man any part of God’s Essence. Man was made in the image of God. An image is only a representation of something which is; a picture of the mind, or an idea put in form—the likeness of an object formed by reflection.

Man, therefore, is no more a part of his Creator than the watch is a part of the watchmaker, or the shadow a reality of the thing which cast it. Man is not even in the image of God’s Essence; for that cannot be expressed; he is simply in the image of God’s Manifestation.

Before man was created, God thought a form by and through which He could make Himself known to the world, and through which He could speak the Word; and then He honored man by creating him in this beautiful Image of the Annointed Manifestations of Himself.

It is true that the human spirit may come to recognize the power and work of the Holy Spirit; and by its own development (by grace) come into at-one-ment with the Mind or Will of God, and so attain great wisdom, and even perfection; but on his own plane,—
never on God’s plane. We may be the adopted sons and daughters of God, but no part of His Essence.

All religious sects agree as to the Oneness of God; but we find the Singleness of God emphasized in the teachings of Baha’u’llah. If God be Single, it is a self-evident fact that man cannot be any part of His Essence from any standpoint. As we have said, man may possess the attributes of God, but they are His gifts, as man comes into at-one-ment with His Will.

The Bahai bases all spiritual truth upon the Oneness* and Singleness,† then, of God; consequently the Bahai knows that man’s powers are limited, and his daily confession before the Lord of Glory is: ‘‘I testify that I am powerless and Thou art Powerful; I am weak and Thou art mighty.’’ Let us turn to the words of Baha’u’llah, himself, for confirmation. In the Book of Ighan, which is one of his greatest works, he says:

‘‘It is evident to the possessors of knowledge and illumined minds that the Unseen Divinity and Essence of Oneness hath been and is everlastingly hidden in His own Essence, and will be eternally concealed from eyes and sights in His own Identity. * * No relation, connection, separation, union, nearness, remoteness, position or reference is possible between Him and the contingent things, inasmuch as all in the heavens and earth have become existent by the Word of His Command, and have stepped forth from utter and absolute non-existence and nothingness into the court of the existent and visible—through His desire, which is the Will Itself.’’

Bahais recognize the fact that man may dominate his body and soul; may heal the body of its diseases, caused by an unbalanced mind; and overcome defects in character, by an understanding of the law of concentration and the human will. But you observe that the above process is based upon the intellect, or the knowledge of material law; upon reason, and the five senses; all of which belong on the human plane and will never enter the realm of Spirit, for Spirit knows. It has no need of reason and intellect in that sphere. We apprehend Wisdom to be the gift of the Holy Spirit to those whose wills have been yielded to the Will of God; for until one’s will has been yielded to Him, his intellect and reason will veil him from the inner significances of God’s Word and purposes. Wisdom is the knowledge of the Divine Law, which cannot be obtained through reason and research alone.

You may ask if a man has no need, then, of intellectual pursuit and attainments? If he should cease to develop his brain faculties and abandon the realm of reason? By no means, for these powers are given us that our capacity may be enlarged on this plane, so that God may express Himself through us and use us in His kingdom on earth, to prepare those who are seeking Him and be better able to meet all sorts and conditions of mankind,—so helping them into the light from their own standpoint; for until man has been quickened from within, he must be taught from the intellectual side of his nature; he must be reasoned with. We must be able ‘‘to give a reason for the hope that is within us,’’ and be able to state the truth so as to be comprehended. It is our privilege to enlarge our possibilities on every plane, but always to keep in mind the fact of our limitations.

The trend of metaphysical movement within the past few years has been to cause man to assume God’s power to be his own, by his right in being a part of God; and its tendency in many cases has been to turn the mind from the Oneness of God to self and self-glorification.

Abdul-Baha, the Servant of God, whose office is to unlock to man spiritual truth, says,

* ‘‘Oneness, in its true significance, means that God alone should be realized as the One Power which animates and dominates all things, which are but manifestations of Its energy.’’—Baha’u’llah.

† ‘‘God, singly and alone, abideth in His Own Place, which is holy above space and time, mention and utterance, sign, description and definition, height and depth.’’—Baha’u’llah.
that the Holy Spirit dominates every part of the human being when its will is subservient to His Will; that by it we may be healed in body and soul; by its operation we may be transformed and attain to wisdom and spiritual power which nothing on the material plane can withstand. In speaking of his own station, he says that the Holy Spirit moves his limbs.

Note the difference between the two processes: one is attaining physical power and understanding of the natural laws given by Infinite Mind for the control of matter only, while the other is accomplished by the Holy Spirit alone,—man's part being simply to yield his will to its guidance and quickening influence.

The highest attainment, as taught by The Christ in Jesus, could be gained only by a complete renunciation of self, a complete submission to the Will of God in all events.

But what does Baha'u'llah teach? He has instructed us that all past teachers from God gave renunciation of self as the highest attainment or station possible in their time, but, in this great day, this is but the first station; that “the servants of God shall never attain to the shore of the Sea of Knowledge except by complete severance from all that is in the heavens and earth.”

Perhaps you can get a clearer idea of man as he is if I quote from the teachings of Baha'u'llah and his son, Abdul-Baha. They have stated: “As the world travels in a circle, so also do human beings work out their lives in cycles. Man begins with God, and from His hand he first reaches the Mineral condition or kingdom, on his descent into matter, and contains latent force or power of growth. Then he reaches the Vegetable kingdom, which is still only matter, but it has the power of growth added. Then he progresses to the Animal kingdom, which has the power of the former conditions with a third power added—that of sensation. At birth man enters the Human kingdom. This progression is only by the power of God in matter. The seed of the child grows by the power of God into the human being, just as the seed grows into the tree by the power of the sun. The human being has the powers of all the other conditions, and has reached the point opposite and farthest from God; has passed through all the material condition of the circle by the hidden power of God.” Man is now ready to begin ascending the scale of spiritual life. “The soul starts from God, and if it enters the spiritual realms, it may return to God.”

“‘There are three births of man: first, the material; second, to be born of water, or the Truth and Knowledge of God; and third, to be born of the Spirit. * * * To be born of the Spirit is to give up material desires, and to take on all the qualities of God, and thus he begins to ascend the other side of the circle. The spiritual half has an indefinite number of conditions, but always progressing upwards.” Baha'u'llah has applied a new light to the torch of Truth, so that man may see how to live the true Christian life; how to gain victory over egotism by sacrifice and servitude.

We hold that there are two distinct phases of optimism. One is based on the assumption of conditions, which the objective mind has first conceived and pictured, as it were, on the walls of the subjective mind. By holding this thought or picture without wavering, we may possibly bring things to pass. We may brighten our own paths by happy, cheerful thoughts, and help uplift others who are in negative states of mind. But this effort must be diligently continued, for all depends upon our own power to hold the pictures formed.

The other kind of optimism is wholly based on the spiritual mind. It comes by a calm and absolute trust in the power of God to bring to pass all things for our highest good, whatever the seeming may be. Circumstances and environments cannot destroy it. Our good may often come through severe tests and trials, so that it may not appear as such on the face of it, but by faith in the power and promises of God to do all things, the silver lining of every cloud is made visible, and one is enabled to obey His command, given through Baha'u'llah, to “Cheer up thy heart with delight, that thou mayst be fitted to meet Me and become a mirror of My beauty.”
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.
HE IS GOD!
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

BAHAI CALENDAR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st.</td>
<td>Baha’ (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 2</td>
<td>11th.</td>
<td>Maslayat (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>Jalel (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
<td>12th.</td>
<td>Elm (Knowledge)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd.</td>
<td>Jamal (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 26</td>
<td>13th.</td>
<td>Kowli (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th.</td>
<td>Aammat (Grandeur)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
<td>14th.</td>
<td>Massa’ul’ik (Questions)</td>
<td>Nov. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th.</td>
<td>Rahmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
<td>16th.</td>
<td>Mulk (Dominion)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th.</td>
<td>Kajamat (Words)</td>
<td>July 13</td>
<td>17th.</td>
<td>Shuhut (Sovereignty)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th.</td>
<td>Asma (Names)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
<td>18th.</td>
<td>Four intercalary days.</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th.</td>
<td>Eizzat (Might)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We would respectfully direct the attention of the friends to the suggestions held forth in the Tablet to Mrs. Cecilia M. Harrison, of Chicago, printed on page 6, and the brief notes of Miss Buckton, of London, printed on page 7. The arising of a few souls to carry out the hope of Abdul-Baha, who are equipped with the requirements he holds forth, their journeying to and fro and association with all, will undoubtedly stimulate activity among the friends, become the cause of unity among the servants, be productive of great results and conducive to great good.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) An article by Mirza Andeleeb, of Shiraz; (2) a poem celebrating Abdul-Baha’s departure from Acca; (3) an article by Dr. Fareed on the city of San Francisco, Cal., and the progress of the Cause on the Pacific coast; (4) portrait of Mr. Thornton Chase; (5) the first annual report of the Hospital of Sehat, Teheran; (6) advertising the Book of Tablets of Abdul-Baha printed in Cairo, Egypt; (7) an article from Hamadan, Persia, regarding the founding of a new school; (8) the cause of delay in issuing the STAR OF THE WEST in the East.
در این حال، شاید بتوانید در مورد این موضوع بیشتر بدانید. 

در اینجا چند نکته از دیدگاه دیگری از مسئله به طور کامل نمایش داده شد. 

به طور کلی، این موضوع را باید به روش مناسبی بررسی کرد. 

در نهایت، باید به پیشرفت و خصوصاً در زمینه‌های علمی و تکنولوژی، تمرکز کند.
کتاب: "بستری نیوگرندیو" 

نویسنده: سردار محمد علي‌نژاد

مجله: "مجله زبان و ادبیات کردی" 

گروه: "گروه تاریخ و ادبیات کردی" 

تاریخ: "۱۳۹۵" 

محدوده: "زبان و ادبیات کردی" 

توضیحات: "این مقاله به‌منظور مطالعه و تحلیل ادبیات کردی در تاریخ مربوط به سردار محمد علی‌نژاد، یکی از متخصصان زبان و ادبیات کردی، نوشته شده است. موضوع اصلی این مقاله گزارش‌های تاریخی و ادبیاتی کردی در دنیای معاصر است و بررسی دیدگاه‌ها و رویکردهای مختلفی از این زمینه به منظور بهترین استفاده از ادبیات کردی در ممنくるهای دنیای معاصر انجام شده است."
در مورد کتاب های کتابی، می‌توان به‌طور عامیانه می‌گوییم که انتخاب کتاب‌ها به دلایل مختلفی انجام می‌شود. اگر چه این موضوع تا حدی به‌طور عادی می‌باشد، اما هنگامی که به مطالعه کتاب‌های مختلفی از آنجا که دارای طراحی و ترجمه آنها می‌باشند، می‌توان به‌طور دقیق‌تر موضوع را بررسی کرد.

در این مقاله، ابتدا در مورد کتاب‌های مختلفی از آنجا که دارای طراحی و ترجمه آنها می‌باشند، می‌توان به‌طور دقیق‌تر موضوع را بررسی کرد. در این مقاله، هدف از این موضوع می‌باشد که اگر چه این موضوع تا حدی می‌باشد، اما هنگامی که به مطالعه کتاب‌های مختلفی از آنجا که دارای طراحی و ترجمه آنها می‌باشند، می‌توان به‌طور دقیق‌تر موضوع را بررسی کرد.

در این مقاله، ابتدا در مورد کتاب‌های مختلفی از آنجا که دارای طراحی و ترجمه آنها می‌باشند، می‌توان به‌طور دقیق‌تر موضوع را بررسی کرد. در این مقاله، هدف از این موضوع می‌باشد که اگر چه این موضوع تا حدی می‌باشد، اما هنگامی که به مطالعه کتاب‌های مختلفی از آنجا که دارای طراحی و ترجمه آنها می‌باشند، می‌توان به‌طور دقیق‌تر موضوع را بررسی کرد.

در این مقاله، ابتدا در مورد کتاب‌های مختلفی از آنجا که دارای طراحی و ترجمه آنها می‌باشند، می‌توان به‌طور دقیق‌تر موضوع را بررسی کرد. در این مقاله، هدف از این موضوع می‌باشد که اگر چه این موضوع تا حدی می‌باشد، اما هنگامی که به مطالعه کتاب‌های مختلفی از آنجا که دارای طراحی و ترجمه آنها می‌باشند، می‌توان به‌طور دقیق‌تر موضوع را بررسی کرد.

در این مقاله، ابتدا در مورد کتاب‌های مختلفی از آنجا که دارای طراحی و ترجمه آنها می‌باشند، می‌توان به‌طور دقیق‌تر موضوع را بررسی کرد. در این مقاله، هدف از این موضوع می‌باشد که اگر چه این موضوع تا حدی می‌باشد، اما هنگامی که به مطالعه کتاب‌های مختلفی از آنجا که دارای طراحی و ترجمه آنها می‌باشند، می‌توان به‌طور دقیق‌تر موضوع را بررسی کرد.
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ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, ENG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday, 8:15 p. m., at 10 Cheniston Gardens; Wright's Lane, Kensington, High Street. Bahai Reading Room, 137 High Street, entrance from Wright's Lane.

GERMANY.


UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

AKRON, OHIO.—Meetings every Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Brooker, 29 Hawthorne Avenue.

Baltimore, Md.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evening at 629 West North Avenue, and Sunday evening at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

BANGOR, MICH.—Meetings are held at alternate homes the first and third Sundays of the month. Address, Mr. Byron S. Lane, R. F. D. 5.

BOSTON, MASS.—Sunday morning, at 11 o'clock, in Beckton Hall, 200 Huntington Avenue; study class, Friday, 8 p. m., at 69 Gainsborough Street. Miss Ethel Clement, Corresponding Secretary, 344 Harvard Street, Cambridge, Mass.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elmwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a. m., at Corinthian Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 283. George Lesch, Secretary. Bahais coming to Chicago who wish to be met at the railroad station and be put into communication with the friends in this city, may address Mrs. Charles H. Greenleaf, 4855 Kenmore Avenue. Telephone Ravenswood 3025.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—Meetings held Wednesday evening at the homes of the friends. Residence of Secretary, Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, 543 Mitchell Avenue.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Regular weekly meeting of the Assembly Friday evenings, at the apartment of Dr. Pauline Barton-Peake, Rose Building; also Wednesday evenings at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

DENVER, COLO.—Regular meetings, Sunday, 3:30 p. m., at 4141 Xavier Street; Monday, 8 p. m., at 1608 Broadway, and group meetings Thursday afternoon at homes of the friends. G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

FRUITPORT, MICH.—Regular weekly meetings, Sunday, 2:30 p. m., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nels Peterson. Mrs. John Dermo, Secretary.

ITHACA, N. Y.—Regular meeting of Assembly. Friday evening at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

KENOSHA, WIS.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a. m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a. m., at Gronquish Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, Secretary, 418 Crate Street. Mrs. Anna Doohan, Secretary, Women's Assembly.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—F. B. Beckett, Secretary, 429 Citizens' National Bank Building.

MUSKEGON, MICH.—Meetings held Wednesday afternoon at 52 Jackson Street. Mrs. Helene Bagg, Secretary.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a. m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 58th Street.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Charles R. Lee, Secretary, 1523 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Cordelle Cline, Corresponding Secretary, 233 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Miss Jessie E. Revell, Secretary, 429 Mayfield Street.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 7:30 p. m., at 501 Yamhill Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. Nettie Nash, Secretary, Kenton Station.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 124 Fifth Avenue. Mrs. Cora H. Ditmars, Secretary, 12 Sharpe Avenue.

SUMERDUCK, VA.—Meeting on fourth Sunday; address, care Mrs. R. H. Duckett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evening at 8:15; Sunday morning at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue; Wednesday evening at 8:00, at 1937 Thirteenth Street, N. W. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192. Residence of Secretary, Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, 1252 Eighth Street, N. W.
WORDS OF BAHÁ’U’LLAH.

Báhá’u’lláh declared of Himself to the Shah of Persia:

This is a leaf which the Breezes of the Will of thy Lord, the Mighty, the Exalted, have stirred. Can it be still when the rushing winds blow? No, by the Lord of the Names and Attributes! Rather do they move it as they list, for Being belongeth not to nonentity in the Presence of the Eternal. His decisive command did come, causing Me to speak for His celebration amid the worlds. Verily, I was not saved as one dead in the presence of His Command, the hand of thy Lord, the Merciful, the Clement, turning Me. Can anyone speak on his own part that for which all men, whether high or low, will contradict Him? No! by Him who taught the pen eternal mysteries, save him who is strengthened by One, Mighty and Strong!

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BÁHÁ TO THE SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF BAKU, RUSSIA.

Upon them be the Glory of God, the Most Glorious!

HE IS GOD!

O ye friends of God! O ye manifestors of bounties and favors of the Beauty of Abba!

That illumined Orb (Báhá’u’lláh) hath risen from the horizon of sanctity and holiness to shed Its Rays upon the expanse of the universe and that mysterious Beloved hath rent assunder the veil of concealment and appeared in the Assemblage of Humanity so that the wooers of His heart-captivating Beauty attained to His meeting, and torrents of spiritual teachings have descended from His Holy Lips, that we may be enabled to hear with the ear of the spirit, walk in the Path of the Beloved; see His Attributes and Manners; behold His Character and Principles; drink the Cup of Bestowal, taste the sweetness of His Reality, obey His Religion and emulate His glorious Example.

O ye friends! His gentle nature was excellent and His sweet disposition sublime. He was in the utmost humility and submission, and perfect kindliness and praise. Worthy courtesy adorned His Being. He was a refuge for every affrighted one; an asylum for every discomfitted one; a fountain for every thirsty one; a Highway of Salvation for every wandering one; a healing to every sick one, and a dressing for every wounded one. In brief, ye have undoubtedly heard and read His Holy Instructions. But alas! we have entirely neglected them and are pursuing our own desires, following our own opinions, seeking our own ideas, and chasing our own shadows! Is it not a shame to change His Rose Garden into a bramble patch? His Delectable Paradise into a ruined abode? To seek to eradicate His Foundation and completely destroy His structure? To forget the Divine Instructions and cast behind our backs
the Commands of God; with our lips to speak of the waves of the tumultuous Ocean, while inwardly we are dying of thirst; and while claiming divine wealth of consciousness, we are so poverty-stricken in spirit as to be but illusive phantoms—blown about by every wind?

I declare by the Bounty of the Blessed Perfection that nothing will produce results save intense sincerity! Nothing will be productive of fruit save complete advancement toward God! Everything is condemned save severance and every idea is fruitless and unacceptable save supplication, communion, prayer and obedience! We must entirely collect our scattered thoughts, purify and sanctify the house of our existence from every attachment and make the palace of our hearts the nest and shelter of the Dove of Holiness. Then, and not

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE FRIENDS IN BAKU, RUSSIA.
DR. SUSAN I. MOODY AND MR. SYDNEY SPRAGUE IN FOREGROUND.

till then will the significance of confirmation and assistance become evident and known, the power of the Kingdom become apparent, and the hosts of the Supreme Concourse run swiftly into the arena of heavenly conquest, to gain victory over the East and West of the hearts, and make the North and South of the spirits of men the flowery regions of the Love of God!

Praise be to God! that the Province of Caucasia—Baku—is a glorious light in the Lamp of Oneness, a wonderful effulgence from the Sun of Beauty of the Divine Beloved. Its believers are sincere and its friends are the favored ones in the Threshold of Oneness.

Truly I say this is a most great Bounty and a most eminent Gift!

Upon ye be the Glory of God!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBAS.
PORTIONS OF TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Thou hast written concerning the meetings and gathering-places of the believers of God. Such assemblies and gatherings will greatly aid the promotion of the Word and all the audience, whether friends or not, will become affected. But when the friends have the intention of entering into these meetings they must disengage the heart from all other reflections, ask the Inexhaustible Divine Confirmation, and with the utmost devotion and humility set their feet in the gathering-place. Let them not introduce any topic in the meeting except the mentioning of the True One, neither must they confuse that merciful assembly with complex outside questions. They must either teach or open their tongue in propounding arguments, either commune or supplicate and pray to God, either read Tablets or give out advices and exhortations.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

You have written concerning the spiritual meetings. The foundation of the spiritual meetings must be the teaching and delivering of the Cause of God. In these meetings the believers and maid-servants of the Merciful must proclaim the proofs and arguments and explain the signs of the appearance of the Beauty of Abha—May my life be a sacrifice to the beloved ones! Meanwhile they may read some Tablets, and Communes, and at the end of the meetings, if they desire to sing with the utmost supplication and meekness, it is acceptable. But the fundamental principle of the establishment of spiritual meetings is for the sake of teaching and delivering the Truth so that those souls who are present may become informed of the Divine Evidences and Proofs.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Thou hast inquired regarding the teachings and instructions of Baha’u’llah! Thou must instruct the people of the world in the Love of God, that they may eradicate the foundation of warfare and strife, be attracted by the Glad-tidings of the kingdom of Abha, lay the basis of love and amity, raise the melody of affinity, and the oneness of the Kingdom of humanity; transmute tyranny and persecution into love and faithfulness, efface the traces of bloodshed and carnage; construct the edifice of reconciliation, dispel the darkness of estrangement, diffuse the light of unity; change the poison of animosity into the honey of sympathetic affection; destroy the religious, national and social prejudices from the individuals of humanity; live and act, with and toward each other as though they were from one race, one country, one religion, and one kind.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

But regarding teaching the Truth: One must teach with wisdom, amiability, good-naturedness and kindness. And should anyone circumscribe conditions (for teaching the Truth) it will become rare.

But concerning the established (organized assemblies), altogether outside conversation must not be introduced therein. Nay, rather, conversation must be confined to the reading of verses, the perusing of Words and affairs which pertain to the Cause of God, such as explaining proofs and evidences, delivering clear and irrefutable arguments and announcing the signs of the Beloved of the creatures.

Those souls who are in that assembly before their entrance therein must be adorned with utmost purity, turn their faces toward the Kingdom of Abha
and enter with infinite humility and meekness, and when someone reads Tablets
they must be silent and attentive. Should anyone desire to speak, he must do
it with the utmost courtesy and with perfect eloquence and fluency by the consent
and permission of the people of the assembly.

Upon thee be greeting and praise! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

The believers of God must assemble and associate with each other in the
utmost love, joy and fragrance. They must conduct themselves (in the meet­
ings) with the greatest dignity and consideration, chant divine verses, peruse
instructive articles, read the Tablets of Abdul-Baha, encourage and inspire each
other with love for the whole human race, invoke God with perfect joy and
fragrance, read the verses of glorification and praises of the Self-Subsistent
Lord and deliver eloquent speeches.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Thy mission in America for the present is this: Thou must travel as far
as possible to every part and pass through cities and towns, summoning everyone
to the Beauty of Abha, raising the Call of the Kingdom and proclaiming at the
top of thy voice:

“A hundred thousand glad-tidings be upon ye that the Sun of the Reality of
the Beauty of Abha hath shone forth from the Horizon of the Contingent Being
and hath illumined the regions with the lights of the Most Great Guidance.
The realities of the Old Testament and the Gospel are already fulfilled and the
Mysteries of the Heavenly Books have become manifest. This is the century of
the Merciful One and the Period of Joy and Gladness. O ye heedless ones,
become mindful! O ye sleeping ones, be awakened! O ye blind ones, become
seeing! O ye deaf ones, become hearing! O ye dumb ones, become speakers!
O ye dead ones, become living! O ye deprived ones, take a portion! This is the
effulgence of the Merciful and the moving of the Depthless Sea. This is the
out­
pouring of the wonderful and new springtime and the falling of the showers of
the Bounty of the Most Great Lord!”

This is thy mission. (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Thy letter was received and read. Thou hast invited me to America, saying:
“In that region and in that country there are many fragrant and multi-colored
flowers; likewise there are thorns and thistles; but Abdul-Baha should not look
upon the thistles of the desert. He must hasten to that country for the sake
of the flowers.” This simile is very beautiful; but when a gardener invites a
man to his garden, first he will arrange all the flowers with the utmost elegance,
beauty and art, then he will invite his guest. Moreover, there are differences
among the flowers. Therefore pray thou that harmony may be created so that
your country may find the capacity for the Presence of Abdul-Baha. I have
the utmost yearning to meet all of you; but unless the conditions which have
been previously mentioned are realized, my trip to those parts would be difficult,
for it would produce no results.

I hope that all the friends and the maid-servants of the Merciful may be
united with each other, so that Abdul-Baha without any cloud may travel from
the East to the West. It is hoped that this unity may become realized.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHAABBAS.

BAHAI CALENDAR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Baha' (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Jalal (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Jamali (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Azamat (Grandeur)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Nur (Light)</td>
<td>June 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>Rahmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Kalamat (Words)</td>
<td>July 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Asma (Names)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>Kamal (Perfection)</td>
<td>Aug. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>Elzamat (Might)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>Masheyat (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>Elm (Knowledge)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th</td>
<td>Kudrat (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th</td>
<td>Kowl (Speech)</td>
<td>Nov. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th</td>
<td>Massa’ul (Questions)</td>
<td>Dec. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th</td>
<td>Shurat (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>Sultan (Sovereignty)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th</td>
<td>Mulk (Dominion)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th</td>
<td>Ola (Looftiness)</td>
<td>Mar. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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It is reported that Abdul-Baha will attend the First Universal Races Congress to be held at the University of London, July 26-29, 1911.

In devoting the contents of this issue of the STAR OF THE WEST to the Words of BAHAI’O’LLAH and Abdul-Baha, we trust the Life-Giving Breeze from the Kingdom of ABBA may be wafted to all parts of the world. “Verily, He doeth whatsoever He willeth!”

The Annual Conference of the Persian-American Educational Society, held in Washington, D.C., June 16-17, has attracted widespread attention and accomplished excellent results. A report of the conference will be presented in the next issue of the STAR OF THE WEST. Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, editor of our Persian section, is to be congratulated for his untiring energy in attending to the innumerable details so indispensable to the work of this Society and the success of the Conference. Because of the labor devolving upon him, it was deemed advisable to omit the Persian section for this issue.
FOUR QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Questions, sent by Professor Cairns, Edinburgh, June 24th, 1910:

(1) Is it right to speak of the Bab and of Baha’u’llah as Manifestations, or as Incarnations?
(2) Do the Bahais teach the doctrine of reincarnation?
(3) Did Baha’u’llah claim to supersede the Revelation of Jesus, the Christ?
(4) Did Baha’u’llah claim to be greater than Jesus, the Christ?

Answers of Abdul-Baha (the servant of God), Haifa, July 20th, 1910:

O daughter of the Kingdom!

Your letter has arrived. Its contents caused spiritual happiness and heartfelt gladness.

I wish to answer in detail, but at present my health is not very strong; I am fatigued, so am obliged to write in short. When I feel better, I will write at length, for verily, you are occupied with the work of the Kingdom and are serving the world of Humanity, and therefore are worthy of correspondence.

Now I will write shortly.

1st Answer. The Bahais believe that the incarnation of the Word of God, meaning the changing of the nature of Divinity into Humanity and the transformation of the Infinite into the finite, can never be. But they believe that the Bab and Baha’u’llah are Manifestations of a Universal Order in the world of humanity. It is clear that the Eternal can never be transient, neither the transient Eternal.

Transformation of nature is impossible. Perfect man, Manifestation, is like a clear mirror in which the Sun of Reality is apparent and evident, reflected in its endless bounties.

2nd Answer. In the teaching of Baha’u’llah, the reincarnation of the spirit in successive bodies is not taught.

3rd Answer. Baha’u’llah has not abolished the teachings of Christ. He gave a fresh impulse to them and renewed them; explained and interpreted them; expanded and fulfilled them.

4th Answer. Baha’u’llah has not claimed himself to be greater than Christ. He gave the following explanation: That the Manifestations of God are the Rising Points of one and the same Sun; i.e., the Sun of Reality is One, but the places of rising are numerous. Thus, Reality is One, but it is shining upon several mirrors.

Your own answers were good; and now I have myself answered in short. Upon you be the Glory of the Most Glorious!

Transcribed by Monever Khanum.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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AFRICA
CAPE TOWN.—Regular meeting held on the 19th of every month at the home of (Mrs.) Agnes Cook, Gad's Hill, Avenue Peolea, Sea Point.

CANGADA.
MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND.
LONDON, ENG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday evening, 8:15 p.m., at 10 Cheniston Gardens; Wright's Lane, Kensington, High Street. Bahai Reading Room, 137A High Street, entrance from Wright's Lane.

GERMANY.
STUTTGART, WURTTEMBERG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday evening. Kanzlei strasse 24 P. ZUFEHHAUSEN.—At the home of Herrn und Frau F. Schweizer, Karl strasse 26 P.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
AKRON, OHIO.—Meetings every Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Brooker, 29 Hawthorne Avenue.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evening at 629 West North Avenue, and Sunday evening at 516 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

BANGOR, MICH.—Meetings are held at alternate homes the first and third Sundays of the month. Address, Mr. Byron S. Lane, R. F. D. 5.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings held Wednesday evening at the home of Mrs. John Dermo, Secretary. 4141 Xavier Street.

BRADFORD, MICH.—Regular weekly meetings, Sunday, 2:30 p.m., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nels Peterson. Mrs. John Dermo, Secretary.

IITHACA, N. Y.—Regular meeting of Assembly, Friday evening at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

KEENOSHA, Wis.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a.m., at Gronquis Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, Secretary, 418 Crate Street. Mrs. Anna Bohanan, Secretary, Women's Assembly.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Friday evening at the home of Mrs. E. Carré, 70 Haley Street.

PORTLAND, Ore.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 7:30 p.m., at 501 Yamhill Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. Nettie Nash, Secretary, Kenton Station.

Rphiladelphia, PA.—Meetings held Wednesday afternoon at 52 Jackson Street. Mrs. Helene Bagg, Secretary.

STAR OF THE WEST
ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

SECRETARIES are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.
The First Annual Conference of the Persian-American Educational Society, held at Washington, June 16-17, 1911, is now a matter of history, and the verdict of all concerned is unanimously to the effect that it was a complete success. Several societies and organizations sent delegates, the attendance at the sessions was gratifyingly large, eloquent speakers of national reputation and men of high position contributed their services, and immeasurable good was done, not only for the educational work, but for the welfare of Persia. Thus great ends were served by a united effort, started little more than a year ago.

Probably the central figure of attraction—an interest shared, and justly so, by the able founder, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab—was Ghodsia Khanum, the little lady from Persia, whose arrival in this country for the purpose of obtaining an American education was well-timed for the purposes of the Conference.
Illustrated interviews with her were published in the leading newspapers, and her reception at Rauscher’s Hall, Saturday, June 17th, was a notable feature of the Conference.

The public sessions of the Conference were held in the hall of the Washington Public Library, which had been beautifully decorated for the occasion with the emblems of Persia and the United States, while costly Persian rugs and curious bric-a-brac, loaned by the Persian Legation, mingled well with palms and oak leaves in a sumptuous oriental effect.

The first session was called to order at 10 a.m., Friday, June 16th, with the President, William H. Hoar, of New York City, in the Chair. The invocation was pronounced by Rev. William D. Moss. Following the Chairman’s opening address, in which the objects of the Conference were ably set out, a communication and an address from Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, Charge d’Affaires of Persia, were read by the Secretary. The address most interestingly outlined the methods being followed in the education of the young Shah of Persia. Congratulatory telegrams and cablegrams were read, the points represented being Teheran, Paris; New York, by Roy C. Wilhelm; Boston, Mass., by Alfred E. Lunt; Kenosha, Wis., by B. M. Jacobsen; Montreal, Canada, by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed. The next speaker was Hon. Elmer Ellsworth Brown, U. S. Commissioner of Education, who discussed the topic of International Educational Relations. He was followed by Benj. F. Trueblood, Secretary of the American Peace Society. The Secretary then read extracts from his printed Annual Report, after which an adjournment was taken to permit photographs of the delegates and friends in attendance to be used by the American Press Association.

The afternoon session of June 16th was called to order at 3 o’clock with Howard MacNutt, of Brooklyn, N. Y., in the Chair. The invocation was pronounced by Rev. W. W. McMaster. The first address was by Hooper Harris, of New York City, on the subject: “Is Persia’s Future Safe?” He was followed by C. S. Donaldson, of the U. S. Bureau of Manufacturers, on “Commercial Relations between Persia and America.” Mrs. Fannie Fern Andrews, Secretary of the American School of Peace League, Boston, Mass., who was on the program to speak, was unable to be present, on account of sudden illness, as announced in a telegram. The concluding address was by Professor H. B. Holler, of Washington, who spoke on the aims of the Oriental University.

The third session commenced at 10 o’clock Saturday morning, June 17th, with Mr. Hooper Harris, of New York City, presiding. The opening prayer was delivered by Rev. W. R. Wedderspoon. Prof. Edw. C. Getsinger, of Washington, gave a talk on the subject of “Breakers Ahead of Persia,” warning the new Government against American financial methods as practiced by Wall Street. Howard MacNutt, of New York City, next spoke on “Reciprocity.” Professor Hermann Schoenfeld, of George Washington University, one-time Turkish Consul-General, gave an address on “Persia’s International Relations,” and Henry C. Finkelstein, Legal Attaché of the Persian Legation, discussed “Persia and the Constitution.” Professor Arnauld Belmont, of the faculty of
the Friends’ Select School, spoke on “The Future of the Orient, and the Responsibility of America.” Mirza Ahmad Sohrab presented a paper on the subject of “Persian Women,” and during the Convention talks and chants were given by Ghodsia Khanum. The Constitution of the “Orient-Occident Unity” was presented.

A reception at Rauscher’s Hall was the afternoon function of Saturday. The guest of honor was Ghodsia Khanum. The hall was beautifully decorated, and an attractive musical program was presented by Professor Arthur D. Mayo, Mrs. Warner Gibbs and Mr. Richard P. Backing. An original poem was read by Mr. Joseph H. Hannen. Refreshments, including sherbet, Persian punch and cakes, with bon-bons, were served, and the hall was crowded, despite an unusually rainy afternoon.

The closing session was on Saturday night. The newspapers had given liberal space and most favorable comment, and the occasion had become well advertised. The spacious Public Library Hall was filled to the doors. Mirza Ahmad Sohmb presided. The reports of the Committees on Nominations and Resolutions were presented, after which, Hon. Theodore E. Burton, United States Senator from Ohio, spoke on “The Future International Policies of the United States.” This speech, which was eloquent and broad in its outlines, attracted considerable attention quite generally. Mrs. Lyda J. Young-Withee, of the League of American Pen-Women, gave an interesting and instructive talk on “Where is Persia?” and she was followed by Mirza S. Raffe, with an illustrated lecture, “Persia, the Land of the Nightingale and the Rose,” which closely held the attention of the large audience until its close. Cablegrams, afterward sent to the Shah of Persia, the Persian Parliament, and the newspaper Iran Nou, were read, and thus closed one of the most successful gatherings of the many which have occurred in Washington, “The Convention City.”

The weather was most propitious, a cool and delightful spell intervening between the two warmer periods. All the sessions were well attended, particularly the two closing meetings.

As the addresses of the speakers will be of general interest to the members of the Society, as well as others, it is planned to print them serially, instead of all in one volume—in the form of monthly bulletins—with a photograph of each speaker as a frontispiece. At the end of the year, those who desire it, can bind them into one volume. All those desiring these interesting and instructive addresses should subscribe for this bulletin, at the rate of one dollar per year. This subscription will make them the associate members of the Society, entitle them to all its privileges. They will also receive the Secretary’s report—an illustrated fifty-page booklet, showing the activities of the Society—as well as other literature issued at intervals from the headquarters. It is expected to publish the first bulletin in September, and all those who desire to receive it should subscribe without delay, as only a limited supply will be printed. No salaries are to be paid, therefore, all moneys contributed and subscribed will go toward printing and postage. Special arrangements will be made to those who desire
more than one copy for distribution among their friends. All subscriptions to be mailed to the Treasurer of the Persian-American Educational Society, 1800 Belmont Road, Washington, D.C.

The first bulletin will contain a history of the Society, as well as a pen-picture of its first conference by an eye-witness. The second issue will contain the address of the President of the Society on "What We Owe to Persia"—a scholarly paper that everyone will be greatly interested in reading.

It will be of interest to all to know that Abdul-Baha heads the list of donors to the expenses of the Conference with the sum of $50.00. The total donations amounted to $399.64, while the expenses of the Conference amount to $448.16, showing a deficit of $48.52. We feel assured this deficit will be met promptly with the same generous spirit that has characterized the noble supporters of this Conference.

A list of the Conference Committees, the newly elected officers, and a copy of the Resolutions, follows:

**COMMITTEES.**

- **Program Committee:** Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Chairman, Joseph H. Hannen, Arnauld Belmont. **Resolutions Committee:** Hooper Harris, Chairman, Mr. Howard MacNutt, Mr. E. C. Getsinger. **Reception Committee:** Mrs. Marian C. Hotchkiss, Chairman, Mrs. Howard S. Reeside, Mrs. William C. Beck, Mrs. Leonard H. Wilder, Miss Edith Grosvenor, Mrs. J. A. De Langel, Miss Elizabeth Hopper, Miss Helen Hotchkiss, Miss Frances Herne, Miss Margaret Green. **Hall Committee:** Arnauld Belmont, Chairman, Howard Struven, Mrs. E. C. Dunlop, F. J. Woodward, Miss Hebe Moore, Miss Mary Little. **Music Committee:** Arthur D. Mayo, Chairman, Mrs. Walter Gawler, Mrs. Wm. T. Reed, R. P. Backing, Miss Marion McFall, Miss Lillian Koeckling. **Press Committee:** Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Joseph H. Hannen, Edwin C. Reed, Elizabeth C. Dunlop, Mrs. Young-Withe.

**THE NEW OFFICERS.**

Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, Charge d’Affairs of Persia, Honorary President; William H. Hoar, of New York City, President; Howard S. Reeside, of Washington, First Vice-President; Benjamin F. Trueblood, of Washington, Second Vice-President; Professor Herrmann Schoenfeld, of Washington, Third Vice-President; Mrs. Agnes Parsons, of Washington, Fourth Vice-President; Hooper Harris, of New York City, Fifth Vice-President; Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, of Washington, Treasurer; Mrs. E. C. Dunlop, of Washington, Assistant Treasurer; Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, of Washington, Secretary; Professor Arnauld Belmont, of Washington, Assistant Secretary; Mrs. Marian C. Hotchkiss, of Washington, Librarian; Miss Margaret Green, of Washington, Assistant Librarian; Henry C. Finkelstein, of Washington, General Counsel.

**RESOLUTIONS.**

- **Whereas,** The sentiment of the age favors the establishment of closer bonds of friendship between the different members of the human family for their mutual advantage and in the interest of universal progress; therefore, be it

  Resolved, That this Society holds itself in readiness to co-operate with every organization and movement tending to create friendlier relations between the people of the Orient and the Occident.

- **Whereas,** The settlement of international differences by means other than war is rapidly coming to be recognized as a principle of modern civilization; therefore, be it

  Resolved, That this Conference endorses the action of President Taft and Sir Edward Grey in endeavoring to establish a treaty between the United States and Great Britain providing for unlimited arbitration.
Whereas, The people of Persia are at this time engaged in a noble effort to establish their new Constitutional Government upon a firm political, commercial and financial basis; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Conference favors, and will do all in its power to bring about closer commercial and financial relations between Persia and the United States.

Whereas, The Persian Government asked for the appointment of a Commission of financial advisers by this country, to assist them in the reconstruction of its financial system, and such Commission has been appointed and is now in Persia; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Conference sincerely endorses the appointment of this Commission and confidently expects that it will be completely successful in its labors.

Whereas, At the present time the spread of public education in Persia is of prime importance to the people of that country and to the world; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Conference endorses the suggestion made during the course of its deliberations by Dr. Elmer Ellsworth Brown, Commissioner of Education of the United States, and recommends the appointment by the Persian Parliament of an Educational Commission to visit this country to study its public school system.

Whereas, At the present time Persia, Japan and China have no diplomatic relations with one another; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Conference suggests to these three countries the establishment of such diplomatic relations.

Whereas, The interests of Persia and Turkey are closely interwoven and their territory adjacent; therefore, be it

Resolved, That it is the sincere desire of this conference that their interests be entirely reconciled and hearty cooperation established between them.

Resolved, That the recommendations embodied in the report of the Secretary of the Persian-American Educational Society are hereby adopted.

Resolved, That the Secretary be directed to send copies of these resolutions to the Charge d'Affairs of Persia in this country, with the request that he officially forward copies of the same to the Persian Parliament and the Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Resolved, That we hereby record our sincere thanks and hearty appreciation of the kindness of the Trustees of the Public Library in permitting us to hold the sessions of our Conference in the Lecture Hall of this splendid building.

Resolved, That this Conference offer a vote of thanks to our President, William H. Hoar, for his able work in furthering the aims of this Society.

Resolved further, That this Conference record its appreciation of the untiring efforts and effective work of its Secretary, Joseph H. Hannen, in the preparation of his report and in the business of the Conference.

Resolved, That the name Persian-American Educational Society be retained; and

Be it further resolved, That another Conference be called at the discretion of the officers of the Society, and that in the meantime the plan for the organization of the Orient-Occident Unity be perfected, to be presented at that Conference for adoption.

It is hereby further resolved, That we express and record our gratitude to our Persian brother and friend, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, for his untiring energy in furnishing the information and attending to the innumerable details so indispensable to the work of this Society and the success of this Conference.

Joseph H. Hannen.

GHODSIA ASHRAF KHANUM.

"Miriam."

The following extract from the address on "Persian Women," by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, delivered before the recent Conference of the Persian-American Education Society, fittingly introduces the reader to Ghodsia Ashraf Khanum,*

*Note.—See photograph of her on page 12 of Persian section.—Ed.
the charming young Persian girl who expects to make America her home for the
next four years:

For ages past the life of the Persian woman has been a monotonous dream, and on ac-
count of the stringent restrictions which have been imposed upon her by the so-called lord
and master of creation she has been kept in the background. The laws which were falsely
instituted by the religious body of the country demanded her entire seclusion and her non-
association with man. If she ever took any such privileges her life would have been for-
feited. She could not take part in those activities which would naturally develop her innate
noble nature. She was considered as an inferior being, created from a rib of man, a "weak
creature" who had to be looked after and in order to win the gracious smile of her husband
she had to become less than a shadow and more of a fairy. Talk of freedom, she did not
know even its meaning; she was a mere chattel in the household, and as such she had no
right or power.

However, the time when she was satisfied and put up with these dreary condi-
tions is past. Since the declaration of the constitutional regime there has been great progress
among the women of Persia. Notwithstanding the strenuous opposition of the priesthood,
scores of modern schools have been established in different parts of the country where
girls are educated and the new ideals of life inculcated in their careers. This new order
of things is amply demonstrated by the presence of Ghodsia Khanum in this gathering.
She has traveled thousands of miles and has risked everything in the search for knowledge.
This is the first instance in the history of the modern development of Persian women that
they have consented to send one of their number so far away. It is a great compliment to
America, a testimony to the courage and fearlessness of Persian women and a demonstra-
tion of the usefulness of this Society. If this Society has not accomplished during its short
and yet useful career but this one service, it has amply shown it is a living and dynamic
organ, which will work in the future for the higher progress and advancement of Persian
women. A few years ago it would have been impossible for any Persian woman to leave
her country, for such a clamor would have been raised from the clergy as to create social
chaos and disorder. But now we hope the chains are broken, the doors are opened and from
now on many others will come every year to enter the colleges and seminaries in America,
be imbued with the principles of social freedom and equality and carry back the same to
their own sisters.

Ghodsia, eldest daughter of Mirza Fazl 'Ullah Khan, was born in Teheran, Persia, Nov. 22, 1889. From her childhood she manifested a great desire for
learning. Her preliminary training was received in the Persian Girls' School,
after which she spent two years in the American School of Teheran. Her father
having been born a Bahai, had always encouraged her in seeking knowledge.
Abdul-Baha granted her permission to come to America to prepare herself for
teaching, and when her studies here are completed she expects to return to Persia
to assist in the educational work there. Ghodsia is the first Persian girl who re-
moved the veil, left her home and crossed land and sea for the sake of uplifting
her people. She left Teheran April 16th, arriving in America June 3, 1911,
and is now enrolled as a student at the Lewis Institute in Chicago.

Address delivered by Ghodsia Ashraf Khanum, of Teheran, Persia, before the Conference
of Persian-American Educational Society on Friday, June 16, 1911,
held in Washington, D. C.

I have come to America as the first Persian woman who has left her country to be
educated abroad. I have heard that the Americans have much sympathy and affection for
the Persians, who are so eager to study at this time. I am sure you will be glad to hear
something about the wonderful progress they are making, but as I know more about the ladies, I like to tell you about them.

Persia has been very sick, and she could not be cured by any means; but in recent years—five or six years ago—she was awakened and she is now ready for progress. You wonder why I say this, but it is because Persia has had its constitution only three years, while some other countries have had it for a longer period.

I am proud of the Persian women, for they have done many great things in this short period. We had no girls' schools in Persia, except the missionary schools and the Catholic schools, but the Persian women never went to the schools until five years ago. Then they began to open schools for themselves. The Mohammedan clergy would not let them go to school; they did not know even anything about their religion because they did not have any education. Several years ago some of the men had education. After the constitution they began to open schools, and especially in the city of Teheran, from which I have come. It is very hard in Persia to get able teachers, but Persian girls are making great progress in spite of this difficulty. The girls in America are educated, but I have this great news to tell you—as you are very affectionate to the Persians—that the Persian girls are making great progress. One girl in a school knows three languages already. All this seems wonderful to me because they are not accustomed to education, but they now go to school and do such good work that it seems wonderful. The women did everything they could to get the constitution, and especially they wanted the constitution to have education. So now they are making great progress. I am not a sample of the Persian girls, but I can tell you they are advancing very rapidly.

My object in speaking especially of the education of the girls is because, in my opinion, the education of the girls is the most important thing, for they are the mothers of the children and therefore should be educated to teach their children. If they are not educated, how can their children be different from them? So they are trying to get freedom, and with freedom, education. As the American friends are helping them, I hope they will get both. When I was leaving Persia all the friends came to me and told me to give their greeting to the Americans. I am very fond of telling the good news, but I am sorry that I cannot talk and so I beg your pardon for my poor English. I came to America that I may be educated in your great country and go back and help my sisters in Persia.

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR.

(Literally, "The dawning-place of the Mentions of God".)

The Bahais do not have churches or temples for religious rites and ceremonies, such as have characterized the spiritual activities of former religions. Eventually, in every Bahai Center there will be a building (temple) set apart for the Lord’s use. Grouped about this as the center, will be various institutions for the benefit of man, such as hospitals, homes, hospices, colleges and other philanthropic enterprises. All of these buildings together will constitute the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The central building, or temple proper, will be a nine-sided structure surmounted by a dome, and surrounded by gardens. (The number 9 is symbolic of the Spirit of God Manifest.) It is a sanctuary for the reading or chanting of the “Holy Words,” for meditation and for prayer, a place of universal worship open to all, in which people of all races and religions can worship God individually in spirit and in truth, without the intermediary of church, priest or ritual.
The practical institutions of the Mashrak-el-Azkar afford the opportunity for the establishment in the world of all branches of those progressive works for which the Bahai Cause stands. In this day the religion is to be the direct source of inspiration in all secular affairs. This faith stands as the promoter of advancement in every line of human activity and development, and, therefore, every branch of these many activities draws its life from and is an integral part of the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

In the Bahai teaching one finds exhortations to prayer and worship upon the one hand, and exhortation to work and service to humanity upon the other. "Faith without deeds is not acceptable," therefore, the Bahai religious work includes all work and service needful to man. This Faith stands for material and social progress in all branches. This idea is brought out in the Mashrak-el-Azkar.

The Mashrak-el-Azkar is symbolic of the Manifestation of God. The central building, or place of worship, may be compared to the heart or the innermost point of illumination, while the surrounding institutions may be compared to the fruit of (or service and good works performed by) the Manifestation. Within the place of worship the people will find their inspiration, while through the surrounding institutions they will manifest this inspiration to the world through loving service to humanity.

Not long since, in the city of Echkaabad, in Russian Turkistan, such a Mashrak-el-Azkar was built. This work represented the combined efforts of the Bahais throughout the Orient. Its architectural beauty and size testifies to the loving offerings of those believers, while the idea for which it stands is so far above the trend of thought of the surrounding people as not to be comprehended by them.

In this service of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, as well as in many others, the Bahais are laying the foundation for the betterment of many human evils, of the existence of which the world is now not aware. The people of the future will see and understand the far-sightedness of the Bahais of this day in their effort to bring all secular affairs under the spiritual guidance.

The Bahais of the West are following in the steps of their Oriental brethren. In the city of Chicago a movement has been started for the erection there of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in the Occident. Already a considerable building site has been purchased overlooking Lake Michigan, and it is hoped that soon the building will be begun. Offerings for this work have been sent from Bahais in all parts of the world.

The Mashrak-el-Azkar represents the sum total of all of the Bahai activities. Abdul-Baha has repeatedly written to the believers in America that of all works the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is the most important. When it stands accomplished it will be as a haven of rest to those who seek spiritual communion with God within its sacred precincts; while outwardly it will be a banner manifesting and demonstrating to the world what the Bahai Cause is.

Charles Mason Remey.
Statement of Financial Secretary of Bahai Temple Unity, June 24, 1911:

Balance on hand at Convention, May 1st and 2nd: 3704.68
Received in contributions from America: 955.32
Received in contributions from the Orient: 56£.16s.11½d.

Total: $4660.00

Disbursements:
- Hall rent for Convention: 60.00
- Interest on mortgage: 375.00
- Reduction on mortgage: 2500.00

Total: $2,935.00

Balance on hand: $1,725.00

This money from the Orient was sent in checks on the London bank, and has been placed in the bank for collection.

The next interest day on the ten thousand dollar mortgage held against the Mashrak-el-Azkar land will be December 24, 1911. Surely the friends of the vast and wealthy continent of America have come into a deeper realization of the importance of the Mashrak-el-Azkar and will bend every effort to wipe out this entire indebtedness on the land by December, so that a fund for the building may be started. Then the architects will have some encouragement when plans are submitted at the Convention of 1912.

In a very recent Tablet, Abdul-Baha says: “I am always waiting that a good report regarding the Mashrak-el-Azkar should come.”

Corinne True, Financial Secretary.

RECENT TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through Mirza Ahmad to Mr. Thornton Chase.

Upon him be Baha’o’llah-el-Abha!
HE IS GOD!

O thou herald of the Kingdom!

I received thy two letters, an old one and one of recent date, and both of them were read with the utmost attention. Praise be to God! that thou didst not waver before the tests; nay, rather, thou didst remain firm and steadfast. When the tree sends down its roots into the bowels of the earth, then it will bring forth blossoms and fruits. Now, Praise be to God! that in this day of the Kingdom thou art firm and steadfast. Rest thou assured that thou wilt become the recipient of confirmation and assistance, and the object of infinite bounties.

Thou hast asked about the statement in the Hidden Words, which reads: “O Son of Spirit! Turn thy face so that thou mayest find Me within thee, Powerful, Mighty and Supreme.” This is the statement to which His Holiness, the Christ, referred His apostles in the Gospel, saying, “The Father is in the Son, and the Son is in you.”
This is evident that, when the hearts are purified and through divine education and heavenly teachings become the manifestors of infinite perfections, they are like clear mirrors, and the Sun of Truth will reflect with might, power and omnipotence in such a mirror, and to such an extent that whatever is brought before it is illumined and ignited. This is a brief interpretation because of the lack of time. Therefore, do thou reflect and ponder over it so that the doors of significance may be opened before thine eyes.

In regard to the philosophy of the Theosophists, these people have borrowed some remarks and statements from the heavenly books, but they have not attained to the Reality. Notwithstanding this, they have made these appearances the foundation of their faith and religion. However, the reality of the question of Unity is thus:—

The Sun of Truth hath shone forth from the Horizon of Unity upon all the regions. All contingent things are clad with the garment of existence through the rays of the sun. Were it not for the rays of the sun no being could step forth upon the arena of life. Everything would have remained hidden; nay, rather, the life of the terrestrial beings is continued through the light and heat of the sun to such an extent that all the infinitesimal atoms, which move through this realm of earth, owe their life to the reflection of the sun. Of course, each being manifests its inward tendencies according to its ability and capacity. However, no matter how much the sun reflects itself through all the contingent beings, yet it never leaves its supreme height and exalted station. It (the Divine Sun) is not divided among these beings, so that every being may become a part and a portion of Divinity.

Descent, division, transmission and transmigration in the stations of life are the conditions of the contingent beings, but the Eternal Reality is wholly beyond and above these conditions; for when you behold that a being is subject to division, descent and disintegration, this is a proof of the contingency and impermanency of that being. The Ancient, the Ever-living, and the Omniscient Lord, who is above the comprehension of humanity and is qualified with self-existent perfections, will never descend to the stations of life, and will not be divided so that every man may become an atom or a part of Him. Children can understand the untenability of this proposition. This is the pure imagination of the weak minds.

Therefore, according to their theory, the Manifestations of God are infinite in number, and this would leave us to believe in the theory of the "Concatenation of life"; but concatenation is false, and change is the essential condition of the contingent realities, and not of the Eternal Reality. Ponder deeply over the above explanation, so that it may become evident to thee that by Unity is meant the outpouring of the Divine, which appears and manifests in the realities of all existence, and especially in the unity of man.

The story of the cock that you have written is very appropriate. (This refers to the play of Chanticleer, wherein the Cock supposed the sun to be caused
to arise through his crowing, until he was chagrined to learn that its rising was independent of him and his voice.)

Associate with the utmost love and friendship with the Theosophists, and make them comprehend this unity of humanity, which is the unity of the outpouring of the Divine, so they may attain to the essence of the facts.

In regard to the verse, which is revealed in the Koran, that His Highness, Christ, was not killed and was not crucified, by this is meant the Reality of Christ. Although they crucified this elemental body, yet the merciful reality and the heavenly existence remain eternal and undying, and it was protected from the oppression and persecution of the enemies, for Christ is Eternal and Everlasting. How can He die? This death and crucifixion was imposed on the physical body of Christ, and not upon the Spirit of Christ. * * *

Regarding my coming to America, it depends upon the realization of conditions of which I have already written to that country. If those conditions are brought into fruition, rest thou assured that I will present myself, otherwise, it will be difficult.

Upon thee be the Glory of God!  
(Signed)  
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 8, 1911. Washington, D. C.

To the attracted maid-servant of GOD, Miss Juliet Thompson.  
Upon her be BAH'A'OLLAH-EL-ABHA!  
HE IS GOD!

O thou daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter was received and its contents became evident.

If America attains to the capacity of the Presence of Abdul-Baha, I will travel to that country and all the difficulties shall be solved.

There is no doubt that the tests are severe. The more a soul resists and shows firmness and steadfastness, the greater will be his progress, and he shall soar to the sublimest heights of the Kingdom. * * *

O thou daughter of the Kingdom! Thou hast expressed the hope of my Presence in America. It depends upon capacity and merit.

O thou who art attracted to the fragrances of God! Endeavor thou as far as thou canst to become the cause of the unity and harmony amongst the believers of God. * * *

Announce on my behalf to Mrs. MacNutt: "I do not forget thee and my beloved friend, Mr. MacNutt, for one breath; nay, rather, I beg continually for your divine confirmations and supreme assistance." * * *

(Signed)  
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, June 3, 1911.
NEWS ITEMS.

BOMBAY, INDIA.—On the 21st March we had a fine gathering, nearly a hundred college students were invited by Mirza Maheam to our assembly. He gave a short address on Bahaism, after which refreshments were served and the evening spent most cheerfully.

We have elected a body of nineteen members to look after the spread of the Cause all over India. Jamesheed Khodadad is appointed president, with other believers as corresponding secretaries, treasurer and the keeper of the seal.

N. R. Valkai.

BOSTON, MASS.—Miss Julia Culver has gone to England to attend the Races Congress, and to be with Miss Buckton during the coming year. We shall greatly miss her, as she has been untiring in her efforts to further the Cause here.

Recently Mrs. Marie Watson spoke to the friends assembled here, and she seemed like one aflame with the divine spirit—such eloquence and fervor in such a little body! Mr. Stanwood Cobb, who received the Message while a senior at Harvard divinity school here at Cambridge, was also with us recently and spoke clearly and beautifully of yielding our will to God's Will and of the joy we should radiate in our every-day life, carrying with us the real Bahai spirit.

Alice Ives Breed.

LONDON, ENG.—The principal news is the increased hope we have that Abdul-Baha is coming and will be here, or near by, to the Races Congress. The Bahais are uniting in prayer and concentration each evening at 9 o'clock, upon love and unity, and that we may be fittingly prepared as a fertile soil to receive the seed which Abdul-Baha will sow in our midst; also other Societies of those who desire Abdul-Baha to come are joining us in this 9 o'clock concentration.

Mr. Sydney Sprague, who arrived a fortnight ago and left his wife with her father, Mirza Assadullah, in Haifa, hears from her that Abdul-Baha has sent for Mirza Assadullah to join him in Egypt on purpose to accompany him to Europe.

Interest in the Races Congress is increasing, and this month is to be an active time for the Bahais in London, when it seems that our presence is to be made more felt and real in the midst of the people. Besides unity meetings, we are to have four succeeding evening lectures commencing 18th July, with the “Awakening of the East,” given by Mrs. Stan­nard; the 19th, “Personal Experiences of Bahais,” by Mr. Sydney Sprague and by Persians; 20th, “Arab Life and Religion,” by Mr. S. H. Leeder, the author of “The Desert Gateway,” and on 21st, “The Relation of the Bahai Work and Teaching to Christianity,” by Miss Buckton—all free, of course. We are glad to hear so many of the friends are coming from America on this great occasion.

Arthur Cuthbert.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Since our last news budget we have been greatly favored by a visit from Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, who addressed a meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Killius. It was well attended and all listened with deep interest to the earnest words of this sincere servant. At a recent unity feast at the home of Miss E. Mabel King, two children were christened and Bahai baptism administered—the daughter of Mrs. Isabella M. Campbell, Elizabeth Margaret, and the infant nephew of Mrs. Cora Ditmars, for whom Abdul-Baha sent the name of “Nur.”

Our brother, Prof. Bramwell, has departed from the material presence among us. He was a faithful servant, always doing good. As we stood beside his body and performed the Bahai funeral service (in so far as we could) we caught the spirit of peace, and were drawn closer to one another. His life and death were, indeed, a benediction to all.

Lesley O’Keeffe.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—This assembly has been particularly fortunate recently in having friends from other cities for visits which were only too short, but memorable in their
enjoyment and profit. Perhaps the principal item of news is the sojourn of Ghodsia Khanum, our dear little sister from Persia, who spent about ten days in our city while en route to Chicago. Words fail to describe our impressions of this charming visitor, as those who will be fortunate enough to meet her will realize. Each day was spent with the friends, and the evenings in meetings, and the little time given to sight-seeing was evidently begrudged by this severed soul, whose joy is centered in the affairs of the Cause.

Mr. Albert H. Hall was with us for two days, addressing the Wednesday evening meeting, and leaving directly thereafter for New York, from which point he sailed June 17th for London and Egypt. Later in the same week came the delightful influx of friends, who were in attendance upon the Annual Conference of the Persian-American Educational Society. Among these were Mrs. Luella Kirchnor, of Chicago; Miss Edma Bellora, of Syria and New York, sometime governess in the Holy Household; Messrs. William Hoar, Hooper Harris, Howard MacNutt, Edward and Howard Struven; Mrs. Hoar, Miss Lilian Kappes, who is preparing to go to Teheran, and Mirza Sinora Raffieh, of Persia and New York. At the meeting of Friday, June 16th, all these friends were present and delivered short addresses, making a rare symposium, at which we heartily wish all the believers in America might have been present. The following Sunday morning and afternoon meetings were made joyful occasions by those of the friends mentioned, who remained over, and on Wednesday, June 21st, Mr. and Mrs. Hoar addressed the colored believers, graphically describing their experiences while in Akka.

We have been conducting a special series of Sunday afternoon meetings at the Studio, choosing special subjects and announcing them through the medium of slips mailed to those on our address list, and also as an experiment by notices in the local newspapers. Several strangers have been attracted to each of these meetings, and the plan will be followed in our future work.

Mrs. Wellesca Pollock Allen (‘Aseyeh’) has purchased from Miss McNeal the studio at which our meetings are held, and it is now in Bahai hands, which ensures the perpetuity of our lease, with exceptional advantages, giving us truly a ‘Bahai Home’ for our meeting-place. Mrs. Allen has entertained several of the visiting friends at her home, the Bahai Hospice, 804 B street, S. W.

Mr. Louis G. Gregory returned from Egypt during the early part of June, and has shared with us in part the wonderful treasures of Heavenly Wisdom obtained from his contact with Abdul-Baha. He has delivered several public lectures since his return, and will be more of a power than ever for the Cause, in his great and abundant field of opportunity. Mr. Gregory accompanied Ghodsia Khanum from London to New York. He visited, en route from Egypt, the assemblies at Stuttgart, Paris and London, and gives interesting and inspiring reports of progress in the work everywhere.

Several days were most pleasantly spent in Washington by Mr. William P. Ripley, who, with his family, was en route from Florida to the summer home in Massachusetts, where they will sojourn for a while.

The Unity Feast, in which the colored believers joined, was given recently at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Dyer, and was well attended. The meetings at this hospitable home continue to show growth. On a recent occasion three clergymen were present, and all of them were profoundly impressed.

Lectures on the subject of the Bahai Revelation have been given during the past season at the Oriental University, in this city, by Messrs. F. J. Woodward, E. C. Getsinger, Arnauld Belmont and E. H. Young.

The work in Sumeduck, Va., was re-established in April, it having become necessary to discontinue the meetings for the midwinter months on account of the condition of the roads making it impracticable to reach that point, which is seven miles from the railroad. During the spring, Miss Knobloch, Mrs. Hannen and the writer have alternated and the accustomed interest is being manifested.

Joseph H. Hannen.
O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the paper of the Baha'is which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first star of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDOUL-BAHA ABBAS.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

EAST AND WEST.

From July 26 to July 29, inclusive, there will be held in London, England, a universal races congress, the first in the history of the world. Today and tomorrow there will be held
in Washington, D.C., the annual conference of the Persian-American Educational Society. This will be the last meeting of that body under its present name and limitations. Hereafter it will be known as the Orient-Occident Unity Association. The Washington and London gatherings have one great object in common—the bringing together of the East and West. The universal races congress has the support of thirty presidents of parliaments in all parts of the globe, of a majority of the members of the permanent court of arbitration, of the delegates to the second Hague conference, of twelve British governors and eight British premiers, of over forty colonial bishops, of hundreds of professors of international law, and of learned men in all countries. In the program arranged for the Washington conference appear the names of many eminent American men and women and of some distinguished foreigners.

It will thus be seen that what J. H. DeForrest regards as the greatest international problem of the twentieth century—how to get the populous and historic East into sympathetic relations with the aggressive West, so that the two halves of the human race may make one fairly peaceful whole—has already been brought forward for serious discussion under excellent auspices. The London congress proposes to take up the question of race in its widest possible aspects. The immediate object of the Washington conference is outlined in that of the association—to establish closer relationships along all lines between the people of the East and West; to create a better mutual understanding and international fellowship among the citizens of the world; to uphold the beneficial laws of peace and arbitration between different nations—in short, to cultivate a better acquaintance and a clearer understanding between the two great branches of the human family than now exists, than has ever existed.

The law of separation between the races has come down to our period from the ages. Kipling has voiced it in the lines—

For East is East and West is West and never the twain shall meet
Till earth and sky stand presently at God's great judgment seat—

and it has come to be taken for granted by millions as a fixed and indisputable and insurmountable fact. But modern thought is opposed to this theory. Tremendous advance has been made in an opposite direction even within the last score of years. A great light has broken in upon the Caucasian, for instance, as to the intellectual capacity of the man whose skin happens to be of another tint. Not only individuals, but nations, are now being judged, not by origin, race or custom, but by their achievements, upon their merits. In both the London congress and the Washington conference efforts will be directed toward showing the enormous debt of western society to the East. In both gatherings facts will be brought forward with the view of showing how unjust, how foolish it is for a single wing of the human race to attempt to claim a right to, or possession of, all the credit for the world’s advancement.

The hope of the present, the hope of the future, is that “the twain” shall meet—not in some far off, remote time or place, but here on this earth—and that they shall meet in high apprehension and recognition of each other’s worth, in friendship, fraternity and peace.—The Christian Science Monitor.

CORONATION SERMON.

The Archbishop of York based his sermon in the Abbey on St. Luke 12:27: “I am among you as he that serveth.” He said:

The great day has come. Attended by the loving loyalty of millions of his subjects and uplift by their prayers, the king is here to receive from God his hallowing and his crown. In the venerable home of its history and its faith an Empire comes into the presence of the King of Kings.

Pause for one moment to hear a voice from Him, “I am among you as he that serveth.” It is the word which tells the way in which He won, and wields, His Kingdom. Let me try,
in the simplest words, for these are best at such a time as this, to interpret its message. It may give purpose to the royalty which today is hallowed and to the loyalty which today is offered.

The sovereignty of service! The king is set to be the leader of his people in the service of God and man. He is the servant of God. From God's altar, in the symbols of Sword and Sceptre, of Orb and Crown, he receives His rule. It is a trust committed by a Master to His servant. Pray we for our king, that his strong trust in God may keep him faithful to God's great trust in him. He is the servant of the people.

To be among them as he that serves—among the people in this home land, among the multitudes of India, among the strong young nations over seas, as the one man raised above private and local interests to think of all, to care for all, to unite all in one fellowship of common memories, common ideals, common sacrifices—this is indeed a kingly life.

Pray we that God may give the king His grace to live it. At his side he will have the helpmeet of another ministry—of one who will uphold before the people the high and happy traditions of a Christian home, and spread over their sickness, suffering and toil the care and sympathy of a mother's heart. Pray we that God may give today His Spirit of Wisdom and Love to this queenly service.

But the king comes not alone to his hallowing. He bears his people with him. For the national life as well as for its representative this is a day of consecration.

May this great people make and seal this day a covenant of service with our fathers' God; for in His service is the perfect freedom. May it ask for the honor of standing out among the nations of the world as one that serves the sacred cause of righteousness, peace and justice among men.

Lastly, we whose privilege it is to be present here are called above all others to follow our king in the service of his people. To us in our several degrees God has entrusted gifts of public responsibility, influence, experience. Let us consecrate them this day to God and king, for the service of this land of our fathers, this Empire of their children.

We stand at the threshold of great and far-reaching changes. The cost of service may be manifold sacrifice. But there is one thing that abides unchangeable: it is the claim of our Mother to the loyal devotion of her sons and daughters.

Let us meet the unknown future with the high resolve that, whether here at home or in the new lands across the seas, we shall be found, please God, among the people as those that serve.

Wherefore to God and king we offer that homage which to each is due—"Faith and Truth we will bear unto them, to live and die. So help us God."—London Weekly Budget.

W. T. STEAD ON "EMPIRE OF PEACE."

"What went ye out for to see?" was the question asked of those who streamed out into the desert to see John the Baptist. "A prophet," they replied. "Yes," said Jesus, "and more than a prophet. For this is he of whom it is written, Behold, I shall send My messenger before thy face, which shall prepare thy way before thee." A similar question and a similar answer may be given this week concerning the Coronation. The thronging millions who have choked London streets all the week, what went they out to see?

"A king. Yea, and more than a king." For the central figure in the great pageant is more than a king, more than an emperor. He is all unconsciously to himself a divine messenger sent to prepare the way of the coming of the Prince of Peace.

This is no mystic saying, incapable of being understood by the man in the street. It is a plain statement of a great outstanding political fact. King George is a king of a different kind to any of his predecessors. He is not so much king of Great Britain and Ireland as he is king of the Britains beyond the seas.

He is the only king who has seen the Dominions. He is the only king who will hold his Court in each of their capitals. He is the only king who realizes that the center of gravity
in the British Empire is shifting, that the colonies are the coming force, that our future lies not on the sea, as the Kaiser says, but over sea.

All this may be admitted, but how does this make for the coming of the reign of the Prince of Peace?

The colonists, it will be objected, are often very jingoistic in their sentiments. They have made wars in Africa, and they may do so again. That is true. But the importance of the shifting of the center of gravity from Westminster to the outlands, of which movement the king is the living sign and symbol, lies in the fact that it coincides with a change in the constitution of the British Empire which will facilitate the coming of the World State or Empire of Peace in which armies and navies will only be maintained for purposes of police, and where all disputes will be settled by appeals to law and equity interpreted by courts of justice or of arbitration.

The evil dream of transforming the free independent nationalities which make up our world-wide dominion into a cast-iron, hide-bound military Empire, unified and consolidated so as to enable a greater John Bull to dominate and terrorize mankind, that dream has vanished into thin air. The Imperial Conference has enabled us to see the Empire as it is and as it is likely to be. The British Empire is like a picture in a dissolving view. It is gradually melting into another and more brilliant picture, the Federation of the World.

In the Royal procession through the city on Friday the first place is given to the Colonial procession, and the first place in the Colonial procession is rightly given to the two great premiers of the two greatest of the British dominions, Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Prime Minister of Canada, and Mr. A. Fisher, Prime Minister of Australia. It is these men who express even more clearly than the king himself the true significance of this Coronation. For these men have cast the die in which the Empire of the future will be moulded. They have destroyed the jingo dream of an Empire of concentrated naval and military mights tied together by tariff bonds and constitutional ligaments, and they have substituted in its place the conception of a federation so loosely united by ties, so elastic that they can be developed without difficulty into the still vaster fabric of a World State or Empire of Peace, in which the British Empire, the American Republic, and all the peace-loving, law-abiding states of the world may find a place.

This issue of the STAR OF THE WEST is a combination of issues—the Persian section combining issues Nos. 6 and 7, while the English section combines Nos. 7 and 8. A series of difficulties has made this procedure a necessity. We trust the friends will accept this solution of the matter. Our Persian section contains:

(1) Arrival of Abdul-Baha in Cairo, Egypt; (2) editorial on the subject; (3) poem celebrating the Feast of Rizwall and the freedom of Abdul-Baha, by his honor Andoleeb of Shiraz, Persia; (4) portrait of Mr. Hooper Harris, of Newark, N. J., and a short sketch of his services in the Cause; (5) translation of an interesting article which appeared in an Arabic newspaper, Valley of the Nile, published in Alexandria, Egypt; (6) STAR OF THE WEST’s appreciation of the above article; (7) portrait of Mr. William Hoar, of New York city and a short sketch of his services in the Cause; (8) recent Tablets in regard to Abdul-Baha’s coming to America; (9) future results of Abdul-Baha’s trip to Egypt; (10) table-talk by Abdul-Baha to pilgrims from Persia regarding the future of Persia and the power of the Word of God; (11) Dr. Zia Bagdadi added to the editorial staff of the STAR OF THE WEST; (12) portrait of Mr. Howard MacNutt and a short sketch of his services in the Cause; (13) letter from Moneereh Khanum, of Teheran, Persia, regarding the opening of a new school for girls; (14) STAR OF THE WEST thanks her for this great service rendered; (15) the arrival of Ghodsia Ashraf Khanum in America and her reception in various cities by the friends; (16) portrait of Ghodsia Ashraf Khanum; (17) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the women’s Bahai assembly in Teheran, Persia, giving clear commands regarding the education of girls.
در دو روز نخست خبر کردند که دو کشور در ایران است "دیزی" و "کلی" عضویت در این اعمال دارند. چند روز پس از این خبر، جهانگیر روزنامه‌نگار ناشناخته در خیابان‌های تهران بود که با دو زبان بیان کرد: "این خبر به ما کمک کرده است. این کشورها به‌طور خاص "کلی" و "دیزی" در ایران را نشان می‌دهند.

اگر این خبر صحیح بود، همه باید در دو روز بعد در ایران بودند. اما این خبر از دو روز خود به دو کشور "دهی" و "کلی" رفت. این خبر ممکن است به ما کمک کرده است. چرا که این کشورها به‌طور خاص "دهی" و "کلی" در ایران را نشان می‌دهند.

در دو روز بعد، تمام این اعمال در کشور "دهی" و "کلی" پایه گذاشتند. این اعمال به‌طور کلی ممکن است به ما کمک کرده است. چرا که این کشورها به‌طور خاص "دهی" و "کلی" در ایران را نشان می‌دهند.
کشتن جان اسمبلی در دو زبان سرلشکر ارتش ایرانگر دوم

( Portrait: William Hinks)
لید: در حقیقت، باید به این نتیجه برسی کنیم که اگر کسی می‌خواهد در زمینه‌های علمی و اکتشافی فعالیت کند، باید به روش‌های صحیح و معقولی پایبند باشد. برای مثال، اگر یک محقق می‌خواهد کشفیه‌ای جدید را به دست آورد، باید با یک تحقیق دقیق و مفصل آغاز کند. به این معنی که باید به دانش‌های قبلی و سایر مطالعات مرتبط با موضوع خود آگاه بوده و به روش‌های بهتر و صحیحی پایبند باشند.

در ادامه، باید به یکی از اکتشافات جدیدی اشاره کنیم که در زمینه‌ی مطالعه‌های علمی انجام شده است. این اکتشاف شامل کشف یک جایگاه جدید برای ساختن مصالحی جدید و غیرمعمولی است که می‌تواند در زمینه‌های مختلفی از جمله پلی‌مرکزی و مواد مخزنی بهره‌مند شود.

در نهایت، باید به این نتیجه برسی کنیم که اگر کسی می‌خواهد در زمینه‌های علمی و اکتشافی فعالیت کند، باید به روش‌های صحیح و معقولی پایبند باشد. برای مثال، اگر یک محقق می‌خواهد کشفیه‌ای جدید را به دست آورد، باید با یک تحقیق دقیق و مفصل آغاز کند. به این معنی که باید به دانش‌های قبلی و سایر مطالعات مرتبط با موضوع خود آگاه بوده و به روش‌های بهتر و صحیحی پایبند باشند.

در ادامه، باید به یکی از اکتشافات جدیدی اشاره کنیم که در زمینه‌ی مطالعه‌های علمی انجام شده است. این اکتشاف شامل کشف یک جایگاه جدید برای ساختن مصالحی جدید و غیرمعمولی است که می‌تواند در زمینه‌های مختلفی از جمله پلی‌مرکزی و مواد مخزنی بهره‌مند شود.

در نهایت، باید به این نتیجه برسی کنیم که اگر کسی می‌خواهد در زمینه‌های علمی و اکتشافی فعالیت کند، باید به روش‌های صحیح و معقولی پایبند باشد. برای مثال، اگر یک محقق می‌خواهد کشفیه‌ای جدید را به دست آورد، باید با یک تحقیق دقیق و مفصل آغاز کند. به این معنی که باید به دانش‌های قبلی و سایر مطالعات مرتبط با موضوع خود آگاه بوده و به روش‌های بهتر و صحیحی پایبند باشند.

در ادامه، باید به یکی از اکتشافات جدیدی اشاره کنیم که در زمینه‌ی مطالعه‌های علمی انجام شده است. این اکتشاف شامل کشف یک جایگاه جدید برای ساختن مصالحی جدید و غیرمعمولی است که می‌تواند در زمینه‌های مختلفی از جمله پلی‌مرکزی و مواد مخزنی بهره‌مند شود.

در نهایت، باید به این نتیجه برسی کنیم که اگر کسی می‌خواهد در زمینه‌های علمی و اکتشافی فعالیت کند، باید به روش‌های صحیح و معقولی پایبند باشد. برای مثال، اگر یک محقق می‌خواهد کشفیه‌ای جدید را به دست آورد، باید با یک تحقیق دقیق و مفصل آغاز کند. به این معنی که باید به دانش‌های قبلی و سایر مطالعات مرتبط با موضوع خود آگاه بوده و به روش‌های بهتر و صحیحی پایبند باشند.

در ادامه، باید به یکی از اکتشafa
عباس افندی یک هالله

بدرغم ایستفاده پهلوی از فنجان افشار نوروزی

در سال‌های دور این فنجان افشار نوروزی، فیصل از دست داده می‌شود. اما این فنجان به‌عنوان یکی از ارزشمندترین موسیقی‌دانان در تاریخ موسیقی ایران شناخته می‌شود. فیصل در سال ۱۳۴۱ در اصفهان درگذشت. نوبت‌های طبقه‌بندی‌های موسیقی، انواع مختلفی از آهنگ‌های مذهبی و سنتی را اجرا کرده‌است. این فنجان به‌عنوان یکی از ارزشمندترین موسیقی‌دانان در تاریخ موسیقی ایران شناخته می‌شود. فیصل در سال ۱۳۴۱ در اصفهان درگذشت. نوبت‌های طبقه‌بندی‌های موسیقی، انواع مختلفی از آهنگ‌های مذهبی و سنتی را اجرا کرده‌است. این فنجان به‌عنوان یکی از ارزشمندترین موسیقی‌دانان در تاریخ موسیقی ایران شناخته می‌شود. فیصل در سال ۱۳۴۱ در اصفهان درگذشت. نوبت‌های طبقه‌بندی‌های موسیقی، انواع مختلفی از آهنگ‌های مذهبی و سنتی را اجرا کرده‌است.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>بخش</th>
<th>نام بخش</th>
<th>تاریخ</th>
<th>صفحه</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>بخش اول</td>
<td>1397/06/07</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

توجه: عناصر و محتوای صفحه به صورت ترجمه نمی‌شوند.
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ODE TO THE FIRST UNIVERSAL RACES CONGRESS.

By Miss Alice Mary Buckton.

[Recited at the Opening Session.]

What Voice is this? What gathering sound
Upon the Great Highway?
A Voice no living ear has heard—
A thousand tongues in a single word—
A dream the poet’s heart has stirred
Since dawn of day!

They come! Who come? Listen!
What thund’rous tread of viewless feet,
From cittyed walls where waters meet,
From isles of coral foam.
From Western prairies red with corn,
From sacred temples of the morn,
They come!

Not as strangers seeking pasture,
Feeding flocks in lands unknown;
But as elder sons returning,
Led with marvel and yearning—
One by one—
Through the mystic maze returning
As to some ancestral home—
Lo! they come!

For the city of ancient vision,
Her heavenly towers agleam,
Upon the hills hath arisen
The joy of those that dream!
Wide—wide her gate,
And wide her thoroughfare;
And the roofless dome is great
As the open sky is fair;
And the feet of those who enter
No more shall rove!

For the voice that cried, “Let there be Light!”
Hath rent the cloud of a darker night—
“Let there be Love!”

And the souls of the races rise abroad,
Each from his place,
To meet his Own! at last, to meet
His brothers, face to face!

They come! They come! With simple
hands
And eager hearts that burn!
White and dark their treasures bringing—
Hark to the voice of the children singing
The Song of the Return!

For the West hath seen, in dumb amaze,
The Mirror of a Timeless Face
Beneath his making hand:
And the East, unveiling things that seem,
Hath throned among the powers of dream
The Voice of the Command!

The spangled robe of heaven again
Is hung upon the tree,
To deck the Day of the Marriage Feast,
The bridal hour of West and East,
And the dawn of the race to be!

Hoary-headed, young and old,
Royal-vested, crowned and stoled,
Maker, King and Priest!
Women bearing corn and wine
Lo, they come with songs divine
To the mystic feast!

Their path is the ancient path of pain,
That once the heroes trod!
Their songs are the songs that build the
fane
Unmeasured by human rod;
And the night and the day are one in it
For the world is the tent of God!

And the arching sky this hour is blue
As never sky was seen;
And the living Earth is round today
As never the earth has been.
And the mouths of babes are lisping all
A rune unrhymed till now;
And the world-rose breaks in crimson flower
On every common bough!

Raise the eye of wonder,
Mortals, bow the head!
See, the silent watchers!
Lo, the mighty dead!
If theirs of a single kingdom
They crown you from their
harvest of the nations,
o manhood of the race!

Before THE NAMELESS NAME
Ye bow today!
In penitence and shame
One prayer ye pray!
For long-deaf ears have heard the call,
And lips long dumb have answered all
The holy yea, and yea!
No afterdeed shall e’er undo
This thing that ye have done.
No gathering cloud shall ever dim
The brightness of your sun!
The age has traveled with this hour!
Meteors, bend your starry shower,
For, in the heavens of viewless power
Another star is born!

Children of glory, hail!
On every lifted face
Read the tender light
Of the twice-born race!
Behold the Son of Man
In power foretold!
Behold the sons of God
Made manifold!
Swift Cherubim, unfurl!
Your flaming swords that burn,
And hear the children sing
The Song of the Return!

[Copyright in England, America and the Colonies.]
THE FIRST UNIVERSAL RACES CONGRESS


By Mr. W. Tudor-Pole.

The first Universal Races Congress has passed into history. Nobody, beyond those intimately associated with its promotion, can have any conception of the vast amount of labor involved in bringing such a congress about. It is all very well for a correspondent in the Morning Post to scoff at the ideals upon which the congress was based and to dismiss the whole affair as the soppy sentimentality of a few faddists. No great organization working for the regeneration of mankind, that is not based upon the ideals for which this congress stood, will ever accomplish great or lasting results.

Ten years ago the holding of such a gathering would have been impracticable, and it has created a foundation from which to work for future congresses. The immediate tangible results of the discussions may not be very evident; the press reports have been inadequate; and many of the speakers could not be heard beyond the platform. Also it must be admitted that the stifling heat of the hall did not conduce toward clear thinking or debate. Nevertheless, this congress has triumphantly demonstrated the possibility of bringing together in friendly intercourse representatives of nearly every race and religion under the sun, and the spiritual and moral effects of this fact alone can never be undone.

The reception of delegates and writers of papers by Lord Weardale at the Fishmongers’ Hall on Tuesday evening was a sight never to be forgotten. Has there ever before been brought together such a wonderful array of workers and thinkers drawn from every country in the world, animated by one great ideal, the brotherhood of all mankind? Impracticable and visionary as the ideals that inspired the Races Congress may be, nevertheless if such gatherings could be held first in one capital, then in another, the risks of great world conflagrations would gradually be minimized, and ultimately war between race and race, nation and nation, man and man, would become impossible. Do not let the promoters of the congress feel discouraged, therefore, by the many criticisms and complaints that have poured in upon them. These will be useful when preparing for the next congress, and the value of their vast undertaking, as a fact in history, will become more and more apparent as time goes on.

What struck one most forcibly, perhaps, whilst listening to the debates, was the fact that the majority of the speakers forgot that they were addressing an international and inter-racial gathering, and spoke as if to an entirely English audience. This spoil the effect of many papers. I would strongly urge all who are interested in inter-racial problems to secure a copy of the printed congress papers, as they contain some remarkable expositions of international questions unobtainable elsewhere. The publishers are P. S. King & Son, Orchard House, Westminster. I should like to refer in detail to a few of these papers at a later date. Great interest was aroused on Thursday during the discussion on Abdul-Baha’s letter to the congress, the full text of which follows:

Alexandria, May 29, 1911.

“My Dear Friend:—Your letter of invitation has been received, and I am much obliged for it. It is my utmost desire to be present at such a gathering, for I am thoroughly confident that beneficial results shall surely follow these meetings, and that they
will become the means of establishing friendship and love among the world’s different races. Thus the basis of enmity may be destroyed and the tent of unity of the world of humanity be raised throughout all regions.

"I regret much that circumstances may prevent me from attending, but I will endeavor as much as lies in my power to attend. Failing to do so, pray excuse me.

"With a sincere heart I supplicate at the Divine Threshold that this congress may be successful in founding a noble institution which shall be permanent and everlasting; that it may ignite a candle from which a heavenly light shall beam, and plant a tree whose fruit may be friendship, love and unity between all the children of men, so that conflict and warfare may be abolished, and patriotic, racial, religious and political prejudices become unknown. Peace should replace strife, enmity be superseded by love, estrangement annihilated, and unity established. Then what has been spoken of in the heavenly books will become well rooted in the hearts of all, and the glad-tidings of the sacred writings be fulfilled. In conclusion I offer my utmost appreciation and respect to such a blessed congress.

"(Sig.) Abbas."

The chairman, Mr. J. M. Robertson, M. P., made sympathetic reference to the spiritual language in which the letter was couched, and his remarks were applauded.

[Reprinted from the Record of the Proceedings of the First Universal Races Congress.]

THE BAHAI MOVEMENT

[A congress designed to bring about a fuller understanding between the peoples of East and West would be incomplete without an account of the Bahai movement. In 1844 there appeared at Shiraz, in Persia, a youth, Sayyid Ali Muhammad by name, who proclaimed himself the herald of a great spiritual teacher to come. Sayyid Ali Muhammad, known to his followers as the Bab (Gate), soon became renowned throughout Persia for his eloquence and zeal. In 1850 he was shot at Tabriz by order of the Government, who regarded him as a dangerous disturber of the peace. The movement for religious and social reform initiated by the Bab continued, however, to grow rapidly.

In the early sixties a Persian nobleman, known hereafter as Baha’u’llah, proclaimed himself to some of his adherents as the Teacher whose appearance had been prophesied by the Bab. His personality attracted multitudes throughout Persia, including the majority of those who had followed his forerunner. He wrote that God had made all men as the drops of one sea and the leaves of one tree, that all races of mankind were pure, and should work in harmony together. He foresaw a time when unity would be established between all races and creeds. "Have noble thoughts, healthy morals, and hygienic habits," he says. "Be examples to guide all mankind towards its regeneration, and toward the peace of the whole world! . . . Let not a man glory so in this, that he loves his country. Let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind! These ruinous wars, these fruitless strifes must cease; and the Most Great Peace shall come."

The followers of this movement underwent a bloody persecution at the hands of the orthodox Moslems, the martyrs numbering above 20,000.

In 1867 Baha’u’llah sent a letter to the Pope, to Queen Victoria, and to other crowned heads of Europe, calling upon the nations to put down their armaments and to cause a conference of the Governments to be held. The letters are matters of history.

The Persian Government, fearing the effect of Baha’u’llah’s growing influence, exiled him first to Adrianople, and finally, in 1868, by an arrangement with the Turkish authorities, incarcerated him in the fortress city of Acre on the Syrian coast. During his exile he wrote many books, and his influence as a spiritual teacher continued to grow. His principal works are Hidden Words and the Kitab-i-Aqdas. Baha’u’llah, before his death in 1892, instructed his eldest son, Abbas Effendi, to continue his work and expound his writings. He is widely known by the name of ‘Abdu’l Baha ‘Abbas (i.e., Abbas the Servant of Baha).* He remained in confinement at Acre until 1908, when he was released under the Young Turkish Constitution. Since then ‘Abdu’l Baha has lived at Haifa, on Mount Carmel.

This movement is not to be regarded as a new religion. Rather is it a world-wide recognition of the underlying unity of religions and peoples, and of the ideals of international peace and good-will. It teaches the equality of the sexes, the duty of every one to serve the community, and the duty of the community to give opportunity for such service—urging men of all religions to live out their faith, in unity with their fellow-men and show that behind all expressions of creed there is one religion and one God.

*Baha (Arabic), "The Ineffable Splendour,"]
Abdu'l Baha, now sixty-seven years of age, has written many letters and tablets explaining the teaching referred to above. The present writer recently had the privilege of seeing him in Egypt, where he met at his table representatives of the great world faiths—Christians, Jews, Moslems, Buddhists, Zoroastrians.

It is estimated that in Persia alone there are at least two million Bahais. The total number throughout the world must be very considerable (in the United States alone there are, it is said, several thousand).

Probably about two-thirds of the avowed Bahais are drawn from the Mahomedan world, the remaining third belonging to other great world faiths.

Abdu'l Baha sends the following letter, conveying his greetings to the Congress. It will be noted that the unification of races is not intended to mean the suppression of their different characteristics in order that they may be blended into one, but that these very differences are necessary to constitute a harmonious whole, and that the duty of this age is to recognize the possibilities of development within each race in order that, in a spirit of love, mankind, the world over, may co-operate in working for Universal Peace.

W. T. P.

LETTER FROM 'ABDU'L Baha TO THE FIRST UNIVERSAL RACES CONGRESS

When travelling about the world we observe an air of prosperity in any country, we find it to be due to the existence of love and friendship among the people. If, on the contrary, all seems depressed and poverty-stricken, we may feel assured that this is the effect of animosity, and of the absence of union among the inhabitants.

Notwithstanding that such a state of things is obvious to the passing traveller, how often the people themselves continue in the sleep of negligence, or occupy themselves in disputes and differences, and are even ready to slaughter their fellow-men!

Consider thoughtfully the continual integration and disintegration of the phenomenal universe. . . . Unification and constructive combination is the cause of Life. Disunion of particles brings about loss, weakness, dispersion, and decay.

Consider the varieties of flowers in a garden. They seem but to enhance the loveliness of each other. When differences of color, ideas, and character are found in the human Kingdom, and come under the control of the power of Unity, they too show their essential beauty and perfection.

Rivalry between the different races of mankind was first caused by the struggle for existence among the wild animals. This struggle is no longer necessary: nay, rather! interdependence and co-operation are seen to produce the highest welfare in nations. The struggle that now continues is caused by prejudice and bigotry.

To-day nothing but the power of the Divine Word, which embraces the Reality of all things, can draw together the minds, hearts, and spirits of the world under the shadow of the heavenly Tree of Unity.

The Light of the Word is now shining on all horizons. Races and nations, with their different creeds, are coming under the influence of the Word of Unity in love and in peace.

The Blessed One, Baha'u'llah, likens the existing world to a tree, and the people to its fruits, blossoms and leaves. All should be fresh and vigorous,
the attainment of their beauty and proportion depending on the love and unity with which they sustain each other and seek the Life eternal. The friends of God should become the manifestors in this world of this mercy and love. They should not dwell on the shortcomings of others. Ceaselessly should they be thinking how they may benefit others and show service and co-operation. Thus should they regard every stranger, putting aside such prejudices and superstitions as might prevent friendly relations.

To-day the noblest person is he who bestows upon his enemy the pearl of generosity, and is a beacon-light to the misguided and the oppressed. This is the command of Baha'u'llah.

O dear friends! the world is in a warlike condition, and its races are hostile one to the other. The darkness of difference surrounds them, and the light of kindness grows dim. The foundations of society are destroyed and the banners of life and joy are overthrown. The leaders of the people seem to glory in the shedding of blood—Friendship, straightness, and truthfulness are despised. . . .

The call to arbitration, to peace, to love, and to loyalty is the call of Baha'u'llah. His standard floats since fifty years, summoning all of whatever race and creed.

O ye friends of God! acknowledge this pure light; direct the people who are in ignorance, chanting the melodies of the Kingdom of God, until the dead body of mankind quickens with a new life.

Guide the people of God. Inspire them to emulate the lives of the holy ones who have gone before. Be ye kind in reality, not in appearance only. Be ye fathers to the orphans, a remedy to the sick, a treasury of wealth to the poor, a protector of the unfortunate.

Where love dwells, there is light! Where animosity dwells, there is darkness!

O friends of God! strive to dissipate the darkness and reveal the hidden meanings of things, until their Reality becomes clear and established in the sight of all.

This Congress is one of the greatest of events. It will be forever to the glory of England that it was established at her capital. It is easy to accept a truth; but it is difficult to be steadfast in it; for the tests are many and heavy. It is well seen that the British are firm, and are not lightly turned aside, being neither ready to begin a matter for a little while, nor prone to abandon it for a little reason. Verily, in every undertaking they show firmness.

O ye people! cause this thing to be not a thing of words, but of deeds. Some congresses are held only to increase differences. Let it not be so with you. Let your effort be to find harmony. Let Brotherhood be felt and seen among you; and carry ye its quickening power throughout the world. It is my prayer that the work of the Congress will bear great fruit.

'Abdu'l Baha 'Abbas.
O thou Star of the West!  
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Baha'i which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!  

Star of the West

By the Baha'i News Service, 515 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
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Tablet from Abdul-Baha

He is God!

He is God!

We have received from London the advance publication (a large book) of the papers prepared for reading at the first Universal Races Congress, and among them is one from Abdul-Baha. It is the briefest of them all, being very short, only two pages; and its character is entirely different from all the others. Theirs are largely from the point of view of country and race; his is universal. Theirs spend much time and words to tell of their ancestral greatness and the abilities of their land and race; he uses few words and little time to teach the oneness of all mankind, their individual and mutual duties, and the needs of the time. Theirs look to scientific progress, philosophical discussions, courts of arbitration, commercial interests, or socialistic ideas, to bring about the advance and better welfare of mankind. He goes at once to the root of the matter and says: "Today nothing but the power of the Divine Word, which embraces the Reality of all things, can draw together the minds, hearts and spirits of the world under the shadow of the heavenly Tree of Unity. The Light of the Word is now shining on all horizons. ... Races and nations, with their various creeds, are coming under the influence of the Word of Unity in love and peace."

In brief, the thought of practically all of those who submitted papers to the Congress, was from the human point of view, while that of Abdul-Baha was from the Divine Seeing. His was primary, theirs secondary. His presentation referred to the very seed and root of the matter; theirs to the branches and twigs, or results. They failed to perceive that all the advances of science, philosophy, ideal and action grow out of the spiritual enlightenment of mankind through the radiance of the Sun of Truth, which is now bathing the world.
in splendor. He points mankind to the Word, the Spirit, and its workings in the hearts of men; they point to the results, as though they originated with man alone. Several of them speak at more or less length of Religion as affecting the ideas of men and nations, but they limit religious to racial conceptions rather than to the Spirit of God as an active, actual Power among all men.

But it is a wonderful and glorious sign of the times and a proof of the working activity of the Spirit, that men from many nations, grown under different trainings, colored with different mental and spiritual ideas, should gather in such a congress, without political intentions, and only with the purpose of promoting the mutual acquaintance, respect, friendship, peace and prosperity of the races of mankind. It is another of the fast multiplying proofs of the Divine Mission of BAHÁ'U'LLÁH.

Without any apparent instigation or influence from Bahá'í sources, it proceeds to forward greatly the very principles which BAHÁ'U'LLÁH came to promulgate and to impress on mankind in this time of the ending of the old and the establishment of the new. This fact alone is sufficient to prove that the Word of Bahá' is the declaration of that Divine Spirit which is working in the consciences and hearts of men all over the world to bring to pass that which He proclaimed as the duty of men in this new age. Those writers and speakers from many nations were busily calling attention to the appearance of the "new earth;" while Abdul-Baha proclaimed to them the advent of the "New Heaven."

The new earth must indeed be prepared for the establishment upon it of a new heaven. This is true of the physical world, the conditions and environments of mankind, as it is of the individual man, who contains within himself the earth and heaven of his dual nature. But there can be no re-creation of the earth itself except it be from the power of the Spirit, its Creator. Men of perception note the wonderful changes going on in the material realms of earth and mind, the revealing of hidden laws and power, the discoveries of actions and conditions which conduces greatly to the improvement of man's abilities, but they do not yet perceive that all this advancement comes from the presence and action of the Mighty Spirit of God, that Universal, Invisible, Creating Light of Divine Intelligence, which surrounds, penetrates and permeates every atom of existence, throughout all space and the "Spaceless." All things—"Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above and cometh down from the Father of lights." (James 1:17.) O that men would recognize the bounty of God and turn to Him in praise and thankfulness for all that they have and are!

Thorton Chase.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Tablet of Abdul-Baha regarding the STAR OF THE WEST. (2) Tablet of Abdul-Baha pertaining to his trip to the West, revealed to a Persian Bahá'í. (3) Tablet of Abdul-Baha concerning the progress of the Cause throughout the world. (4) Letter from Tabriz regarding the organization of a Persian-American Commercial Company, with a capital of $19,000.00, to do business with America. (5) Editorial: The wealth and prosperity of a nation depends upon the increase of its commerce. (6) Portrait of Mr. Louis Gregory, of Washington, D. C. (7) Short account of his services in the Cause; his recent visit to Abdul-Baha in the East, and a Tablet concerning his visit. (8) Tablets in regard to Abdul-Baha's anticipated trip to America. (9) Progress of the Cause in California—by Dr. Ameen U. Fareed. (10) Progress of the STAR OF THE WEST in the East, together with statistics showing volume of correspondence, subscriptions and other information.

Magazines of all kinds are greatly appreciated by the friends in Persia, who pass them on and on. Even the advertisements draw new pictures in their minds—create new ambitions. Postage rate is 2 oz. for 1¢, with limit of 4 lbs. Send direct to: Dr. Susan I. Moody, 10 Ave. Aladauleh, Teheran, Persia. Via Russian Post. Mark package: Old magazines—no commercial value. Also state name and address of sender.
متأسفانه، نمایش خورده نیست که محتوای این کاغذ را بتوان به طور طبیعی چاپ کرد.
مختصرات دیده‌بانیان امام خمینی

در اولین اجتماعات امام خمینی، به‌عنوان یک اعمال کاری، در کنار عهده‌داران دیگر، کار برای درست‌کردن نشریه‌های وابسته به سیاست‌های امام خمینی، انجام می‌شد.

اصفهان، که باعث کمک‌های امام خمینی در مناطق مختلف، شد.

در شهر مشهد، به‌عنوان یک اعمال کاری، کار برای درست‌کردن نشریه‌های وابسته به سیاست‌های امام خمینی، انجام می‌شد.

در کنار عهده‌داران دیگر، کار برای درست‌کردن نشریه‌های وابسته به سیاست‌های امام خمینی، انجام می‌شد.

در شهر مشهد، به‌عنوان یک اعمال کاری، کار برای درست‌کردن نشریه‌های وابسته به سیاست‌های امام خمینی، انجام می‌شد.

در کنار عهده‌داران دیگر، کار برای درست‌کردن نشریه‌های وابسته به سیاست‌های امام خمینی، انجام می‌شد.

در شهر مشهد، به‌عنوان یک اعمال کاری، کار برای درست‌کردن نشریه‌های وابسته به سیاست‌های امام خمینی، انجام می‌شد.

در کنار عهده‌داران دیگر، کار برای درست‌کردن نشریه‌های وابسته به سیاست‌های امام خمینی، انجام می‌شد.
نیازمندی‌های خود برای دریافت خدمات بهتری از دولت، کلیه اهالی کشور و بخش عمومی را باعث ایجاد تنش و اختلاف می‌کند. به منظور حل منازعات و ایجاد برابری، نیازمندی‌ها باید به صورت مناسبی شناخته و بررسی شوند. برای این منظور، نیازمندی‌ها باید در کنار اهداف عمومی و راستخواستی دست نبیزد.

در صورتی که نیازمندی‌ها به صورت مناسبی شناخته و بررسی شوند، باید باعث ایجاد برابری و تحقق حقوق مناسبات می‌شود. به منظور حفظ و ایجاد حقوق مناسبات، نیازمندی‌ها باید به صورت مناسبی شناخته و بررسی شوند. برای این منظور، نیازمندی‌ها باید در کنار اهداف عمومی و راستخواستی دست نبیزد.

در صورتی که نیازمندی‌ها به صورت مناسبی شناخته و بررسی شوند، باید باعث ایجاد برابری و تحقق حقوق مناسبات می‌شود. به منظور حفظ و ایجاد حقوق مناسبات، نیازمندی‌ها باید به صورت مناسبی شناخته و بررسی شوند. برای این منظور، نیازمندی‌ها باید در کنار اهداف عمومی و راستخواستی دست نبیزد.
کتابخانه ملی مشهد

سال ۱۳۸۴

شماره ۱۶

تاریخ ۱۳۸۴/۰۷/۰۷

منابع: منابع مختلف

فصلنده: هما میرزاهی

تلاش برای بهبود وضعیت اداری کتابخانه ملی مشهد

در اینجا نتایج بررسی وضعیت اداری کتابخانه ملی مشهد که به عنوان یکی از مهم‌ترین کتابخانه‌های کشور شناخته می‌شود، در حال حاضر به نظر می‌رسد که بهبود در این زمینه به وجود نمی‌آید. این وضعیت به‌جریانات‌های مختلف و بسیاری از عوامل متعددی که در زمینه مدیریت و اجرای اصولی کتابخانه تاثیرگذار هستند اشاره می‌کند.

منابع:

1. منابع دیجیتال
2. منابع الکترونیک
3. منابع پایگاه‌های انتشار

توجه داشته باشید که این مقاله یکی از سری‌های خاصی است که به خصوص وضعیت اداری کتابخانه ملی مشهد تاکنون به زبان فارسی تهیه شده است.
خطه‌هاشک ممکن خواهد بود که نیاز به اکثریت آن را می‌دهد
به‌طوری‌که کلماتی از کلمه‌ها، مثلاً "زیبایی"، در متن آمده‌اند.

در اینجا، فاقد حرفه‌ای و حرفه‌ای استفاده نشده‌اند.

به‌طوری‌که کلماتی از کلمه‌ها، مثلاً "زیبایی"، در متن آمده‌اند.

در اینجا، فاقد حرفه‌ای و حرفه‌ای استفاده نشده‌اند.
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SUMMARY OF THE FIRST YEAR OF THE "STAR" IN THE ORIENT.

Progress of the Persian section of the STAR OF THE WEST from August 1, 1910, to August 1, 1911: The Persian section was inaugurated August 1, 1910, and reached the Orient about one month later. Yet it was fully two to three months before the Persian Editor received any subscriptions. So to be correct the following list is the record of ten months and not a year.

The following list shows the number of Persian letters received from different cities in the Orient, number of subscribers in each city and the subscriptions received up to August 1, 1911:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSIA</th>
<th>Letters</th>
<th>No. Subscribers</th>
<th>Money Rec'd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teheran</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>$38.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiraz</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esphahan</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abade</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mashad</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabriz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazwin</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamadan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yazd</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar Abbas</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharood</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasht</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>18.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar Jaz</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kermanshahan</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semnan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanandj</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sari, Mazandran</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orumieh</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gom</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzeli</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Najaf Abad</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanjan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bushir</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahijan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvestan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khal-Khal</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>226</strong></td>
<td><strong>515</strong></td>
<td><strong>$137.36</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUSSIA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bakou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batoum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eskabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samarkand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiflis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamatchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salcyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EGYPT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Port Said</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansoureh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYRIA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexandretta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beirut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haifa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneetab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURKEY.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bagdad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDIA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bombay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouneh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcutta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay Vala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAPAN.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNITED STATES AND EUROPE.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Letters by Persians.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Boston, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris and London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List showing the comparative strength of each country in the Orient in corresponding in Persian with the Editor of the STAR OF THE WEST, August 1, 1910, to August 1, 1911:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States &amp; Europe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List showing the comparative strength of our subscribers in each country in the Orient from August 1, 1910, to August 1, 1911:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscribers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List showing the comparative receipt of money from each country in the Orient in August 1, 1910, to August 1, 1911:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.
TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.
Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

To Mohammad Ali Khan, Teheran, Persia.

O thou intimate companion!
The flame of reformation is ignited in the heart and soul of Persia and the spirit of every real reformer is longing for better conditions. For Persia is sick and is suffering with intense agony. But the children of the East are abiding under the shade of the banner of discord and are completely heedless and veiled. Now, what remedy can be applied? The sick Persia is flying away from the physician; nay, rather that thirsty one is depriving himself of the sea of the salubrious water of health. Therefore, this exiled one has found no other alternative than to turn his face towards the West and raise the melody of the Kingdom; for to a certain degree the insight of the people in those parts is open and they are familiar and associate with reason and understanding. When Joseph found that his envious brothers and his jealous relations and friends were heedless and unmindful, he unveiled his face in the market of the Egyptians, so that in exile he might destroy the foundation of strangeness and raise the banner of unity. Therefore, it is the aim of this exiled one, that, God willing, he may become the Herald and carry the glad tidings of the Kingdom to the empires of the West. Perchance the splendor of the Beauty of the real Joseph—the Most Great Name—May my life be a sacrifice to Him!—may shine from the countries of the Occident; and I beg of God that the glances of mercifulness may assist.

I hope that the bounties of the True One may become realized in thee, but it is conditional upon thy serving the Real Master and living in accord with the manners and behavior of the real Bahais and showing the utmost sincerity and beauty of intention.

Upon thee be the Glory of God!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

To Anna M. Dahl, Pittsburgh, Pa.

O thou seeker of Truth!
Thy letter was received and thy thankfulness became evident. Glorification of God is the cause of attraction of confirmation and draws down the bounties of the Glorious Lord. Therefore the glances of the providence of
the True One shall ere long encircle all the family. I pray God that Pitts­
burgh may be blessed. It is not permitted to distribute Bahai pamphlets and
literature through the streets and markets. On account of the lack of time
a brief answer is given.

Upon thee be the Glory of God! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

To Adolph M. Dahl, Pittsburgh, Pa.

HE IS GOD!

O thou servant of God!

Thy letter was received. Praise be to God, that the call of the Kingdom
of Abba reached Pittsburgh. Should the friends of God show firmness and
steadfastness, the ray of the light of the Kingdom of Abba will shine and that
state and city will become illuminated.

Endeavor thou that thou mayest study the Persian language thoroughly,
so that thou mayest read the Tablets of Baha’o’llah and comprehend their
meanings.

In reality, if someone should go to the Netherlands and engage in teaching
the Truth great results would follow. Although such a person cannot be found
for the present, yet before long he shall be discovered.

I supplicate and entreat at the Kingdom of Abba and ask heavenly con­
firmation for thee. Perchance, God willing, at some future date we may meet
each other.

Upon thee be the Glory of God! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Through the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, to the Members of
the Assembly of Abdul-Baha, San Francisco, California.

HE IS GOD!

O ye faithful friends!

The maid-servant of the Kingdom of Baha’o’llah has written the joyful
news that the friends in that region have established an Assembly, have en­
gaged in the spreading of the teachings of God and have arisen with the
utmost endeavor, sincerity of intention, and enkindlement with the fire of the
Love of God so that that country may become a main-spring of the signs, and
that city become illumined, and a number of souls like stars of the Horizon of
Holiness may shine in the assemblage of the Kingdom of man (humanity).

This Assembly was organized at the right time. It is my hope that it
may become a magnet of confirmation. If it remain firm and steadfast this
Assembly will become so illumined that it will be a full, refugent moon in the
Horizon of everlasting Glory.

Report and write to me the services which are accomplished by this As­
sembly so that they may become the cause of spiritual happiness and joy to
the heart.

Upon thee be the Glory of God! (Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
IMPRESSIONS OF ABDUL-BAHA WHILE AT RAMLEH.

BY MR. LOUIS G. GREGORY.

I am asked by the Star of the West for impressions gathered during a recent pilgrimage to Abdul-Baha at Ramleh and the Holy City. Now I can respond but briefly; but later I hope that a full account may be given to the friends of the Cause of all the valuable lessons received from the Perfect Man.

It is the will of Abdul-Baha that all the friends should be united and happy in the light of the Kingdom. On one occasion Baha’u’llah said, “My Presence is happiness and peace. Hell is the hearts of those who deny and oppose.” Today the happiness and peace of the Glory of God (Baha’u’llah) are reflected in the clear Mirror of Abdul-Baha. Thus by meeting him one meets all the Prophets and Manifestations of cycles and ages past. It is difficult for one to realize at the time, or for a long time afterwards, the true honor of such a meeting. To one who realizes even faintly who this Servant of God is and what powers he represents, such a meeting is high above all the honors of earth. But no soul can give adequate testimony of what Abdul-Baha may be to any other soul. With mental and spiritual horizon more or less limited, each pilgrim discerns according to his capacity the Majesty and Power that radiate from the Center of God’s Covenant.

At Ramleh, Abbas Effendi* might at times be seen walking about the streets. Ofttimes he would ride upon the electric tramway, making change and paying his fare in the most democratic fashion. His reception room was open to believers and non-believers alike. Upon a visit to some unfortunates one day I asked if they knew him. “O yes,” they responded, “he has been in this house.” Thus in one way or another thousands of persons had opportunity to see Abbas Effendi; but among these how few perceived Abdul-Baha!

Viewed with the outer eye, he seemed about the medium height, with symmetrical features. His lineaments indicate meekness and gentleness, as well as power and strength. His color is about that of parchment. His hands are shapely, with the nails well manicured. His forehead is high and well rounded. His nose is slightly aquiline; his eyes light blue and penetrating; his hair is silvery, and long enough to touch the shoulders; his beard is white. His dress was the Oriental robes, graceful in their simplicity. On his head rested a light tarbush, surrounded by a white turban. His voice is powerful, but capable of producing infinite pathos and tenderness. His carriage is erect and altogether so majestic and beautiful that it is passing strange that anyone seeing him would not be moved to say: “This truly is the King of men!”

On the rational plane his wisdom is incomparable. During the time of my visit persons of culture were present from different parts of the world. But people of acquired learning are but as children to Abdul-Baha. They were reverent in their attitude toward him and one of them, an Oxford man,

*The name by which Abdul-Baha is known among those not believers.
praised his wisdom with much enthusiasm. They sought his advice and found it of the highest value in application to life.

Abdul-Baha has the power to make his friends very happy. What music and harmony, joy and peace, may enter into the lives of those who attain this meeting! He has a balm for every wound and feeds hungry souls with the Manna of his Perfect Love. One of the friends at Cairo, a noted worker in the Cause, exclaimed, “If I could only see Abdul-Baha once a week!” At Acca and Haifa were to be found those who had spent most of their lives with him. But they were all longing for his Presence. Among the letters received by him at Ramleh was one from the daughter of a king, expressing as her utmost desire a visit at the threshold of his door. This is the Power of the Spirit.

Thus the friends of the Cause may catch a glimpse of what is in store for them if he visits America. Nor should we spare any pains or hesitate at any sacrifices to ensure his coming. The Reality of Abdul-Baha, the supreme joy of the Kingdom, is found by promoting that which tends to unity and harmony among the friends of God and the whole human family.

“O Son of Man: Lift up thy heart with delight, that thou mayest be prepared to meet Me and to mirror forth My Beauty.”

THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

A concise financial report is submitted herewith from the time of the formation of the organization of Bahai Temple Unity, at the first convention held in Chicago, March 21, 1909, to the present:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECEIPTS.</th>
<th>DISBURSEMENTS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At First Convention .................. $5,666.44</td>
<td>Total paid on land .................. $24,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the Orient, 1909-1910 ................ $7,092.85</td>
<td>Interest on notes and mortgage .......... 3,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ America, 1909-1910 .................. $7,638.66</td>
<td>Taxes and assessments ................. 1,916.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ the Orient, 1910-1911 ................ $1,190.83</td>
<td>Expenses for changing street and alley .......... 329.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ America, 1910-1911 .................. $9,262.76</td>
<td>Incidental expenses ................. 608.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ the Orient, Third Convention, 1911 ........... 275.78</td>
<td>Total .................. $30,353.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“ America, Third Convention, 1911 ........... $1,656.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total to Aug. 1, 1911 ........... $32,784.29</td>
<td>Balance on hand ................. $ 2,430.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mortgage, expires June 24, 1912 .................. $10,000.00 |
Interest, due December 24, 1911 .................. 300.00 |
Interest, due June 24, 1912 .................. 300.00 |

Many adverse reports have been circulated about the Mashrak-el-Azkar work. A Tablet was recently received from Abdul-Baha concerning these false reports, in which he says: “If a soul speaks do not be grieved; because this Cause is great, undoubtedly stories and difficulties will arise.”

Concerning the remainder of the debt on the land, Abdul-Baha says, “My hope is this, that the affairs become facilitated and with the effort of the beloved of God, the proposition of debt become completed.” During the last
visit of Mr. Percy F. Woodcock to Ramleh, Abdul-Baha said to him: "The Mashrak-el-Azkar is the symbol of the real church, which church is the Reality of the Christ. It is for this purpose that we should consider that, as the outward Edifice can gather men of different nations in one place, likewise the Reality of Christ has united the great races of the world together."

Corinne True, Financial Secretary.

NEWS ITEMS.

Abdul-Baha, after staying nearly three months in Cairo—during which time he was interviewed by many prominent people—returned again to Ramleh, the delightful suburb of Alexandria, on July 22d. He was accompanied by Mirza Assadullah, Mirza Moneer, Mirza Mahmoud and Aga Khosro. On August 11th, Abdul-Baha departed for Europe, arriving first in Marseilles, France.

CERSELNIA-TOCARNO, SWITZERLAND—A Bahai home has been established here by Signora Forni, where children physically weak but mentally strong are taken and given a Bahai education. There is also a hospice where traveling Bahais may rest for a few days. The spot is ideal, very high over Lago Maggiore. Signora Forni is also anxious to have three or four Persian boys who would have happy surroundings, education in four languages, outdoor life, vegetarian diet and perfect freedom. It is a beautiful home, where the commands of love are carried out. She has a remarkable gift of healing by natural means, sun, air, water and fruits; that is the reason she asks for children who may not be strong, but have awakened intellects. Her whole life is devoted to training souls for the Cause.

Annie T. Boylan.

FORT BOMBAY, INDIA—The House of Spirituality sent the following telegram to his majesty the king-emperor, George V, on the coronation day: "Respect towards the Head of the State is a part of respect towards God. The people of Baha should be loyal and law-abiding citizens in whatever country they may dwell." Congratulations from the Bahai community of India to his majesty, the king-emperor, George V, on this, his coronation day." We received the following reply from Sir Arthur Begge, private secretary to his majesty, the king-emperor: "I am commanded by the king and queen to thank you and all who joined with you for the loyal sentiments to which your telegram gives expression." The royal reply was an early one and was printed in all the leading papers of Bombay.

Janabe Aga Syed Mustaffa, of Rangoon, with the two revered teachers from Persia, Janabe Aga Abdul Hussein and Janabe Aga Mirza Assadullah, have gone to Calcutta to spread the Cause.

Mr. Pritamsingh, M.A., professor of political economy, Patiala, recently came to Bombay, and is serving the Cause in whatever way he can. N. R. Vakil.

LONDON, ENGLAND—While lecturing before the Theosophists at Derbyshire, England, recently, Mr. W. Tudor-Pole gave the Bahai Message. He states that he has never before seen such interest and enthusiasm aroused, and he was asked to send the following cablegram to Abdul-Baha: "International Theosophical Summer School, in conference assembled in Derbyshire, send through Mr. Tudor-Pole fraternal greetings and desire to unite with your work for universal racial understanding, peace, and fellowship. Dunlop (Chairman)." Abdul-Baha wired the following reply from Marseilles: "Reply Theosophical School. Greeting caused great happiness. Hope godly power will raise the tent of unity for the material and spiritual rest of mankind."

Arthur Cuthbert.
Tablet from Abdul-Baha.

He is God!

O thou Star of the West! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

BAHAI CALENDAR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Baha' (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Jalal (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Jamali (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Azamat (Grandeur)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Nur (Light)</td>
<td>June 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>Rahmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Kalamat (Words)</td>
<td>July 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Asma (Names)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>Kamal (Perfection)</td>
<td>Aug. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>Eizzat (Might)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>Masheyat (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>Elm (Knowledge)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th</td>
<td>Kudrat (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th</td>
<td>Kowai (Speech)</td>
<td>Nov. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th</td>
<td>Massu'ul (Questions)</td>
<td>Dec. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th</td>
<td>Shurah (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>Sultan (Sovereignty)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th</td>
<td>Malik (Dominion)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extract from a Tablet received by Aga Mirza Taraz-ol-llah of Gazwin, Persia, concerning the Star of the West:

In regard to the Star of the West which in Rasht fell into the hands of strangers. There was a wisdom in this. It will have great effect in the future. The editors of the newspapers are mistaken. The literature of the Bahais has encircled the world and not alone Persia. The derision and the scorn of the editors of the newspapers will be the cause of their own undoing and regret. They must loosen their tongues in thankfulness and praise and glorification that—Praise be to God!—Persia has found such influence in America that a magazine like unto the Star of the West is founded. This behooveth them to be thankful and not complain. This is the cause of the glory of Persia and the Persians and not their shame. How long this community does not behold the wonders and miracles of Thy Lord!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

The following extract from a letter which was recently received from India, by Mr. Howard C. Struven, of Baltimore, Md., speaks for itself:

For a long time nothing has appeared in the Star of the West of importance pertaining to the Mashrak-el-Azkar building. Why is it that we do not hear of further endeavors to collect money and thus approach nearer to its completion? Are we
going to sit still at a time when we have been called upon to serve with heart and soul—even to not withholding our lives? Shall we set aside the explicit commands of Abdul-Baha? Do we love money more than life? Such neglect but reflects upon the Cause. Continuous work is a testimony of vigorous life, while spasmodic endeavor betrays slothful, tired or ebbing energy. We, who by the grace of God, are quickened by His Spirit, must not be overcome by the characteristics of the diseased or dying, but should arise with strength to complete the conquest over death which we have already begun. . . . . Abdul-Baha has said, “The Mashrak-el-Azkar will be built, and hundreds of such structures in due season;” also, “It is not a favor to contribute, but a blessing to be allowed to give to such a purpose.” Let us not lose this opportunity, but rise up and ask and give. I shall promulgate this matter in India and you do the same in America. Let us start our subscriptions anew and let every one give what he can. I feel strongly in this matter and trust I have not exceeded proper bounds of courtesy. With love and greetings, I am yours brotherly,

Hashmatullah.

Our Persian section this issue contains:

(1) Arrival of Abdul-Baha in France; (2) International Peace and the recent Arbitration Treaties between America, England and France; (3) Mohonk Lake Conference on International Arbitration; (4) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. Albert Smiley, founder of the Mohonk Lake Conference; (5) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. C. C. Philips, Secretary of the Mohonk Lake Conference; (6) the approaching journey of American Bahais to Persia; (7) recent news between Persia and America; (8) portrait of Mr. A. P. Dodge, of New York City, and his wife; (9) short account of their services in the Cause; (10) an account of the First Universal Races Congress, by Mirza Lotfollah S. Hakein.

NEWS NOTES.

(Continued from page 7)

PZAWHIVE, BURMA.—The Bahais of Rangoon and Mandalay join with us in sending greetings to all. With deep regret we report the death of our brother, Dr. Syed Sajjad Hossain. About twenty of the friends came from Mandalay, one hundred miles distant, to attend the funeral. Representatives of seven religions were present. Bahai rites were performed, although the interment took place in a Mohammedan burial ground.

You will be pleased to know that a daughter of Mahmood Saheb, one of the Bahai friends of Mandalay, has passed a teachership examination. This young woman, whose name is Matin, will undoubtedly assist in educating the Bahai women of Burma. The late Dr. Syed Sajjad Hossain’s daughter is preparing for a similar teachership examination. Other Bahai ladies, numbering seven, have also become successful in their examinations this year. Khalita Mohammed Unus.

"Verily, I came from God, and unto Him do I return, severed from all else save Him and holding to His Name, the Merciful, the Compassionate!"

During the summer, Mrs. Susie C. Stewart, of Virginia, ascended to the Supreme Horizon. She was a very spiritual colored believer, sowing much seed in Richmond. Mr. John Peterson also passed from this life early in the summer, at Mt. Vernon, Oregon.

Mr. Percy F. Woodcock and Mr. Louis G. Gregory both report great spiritual meetings held this summer in Green Acre, Me.
سپاهان امریکا به ایران

شکنجه سنگین خانواده صمصام‌السیر

امیر رضا خان به آمریکا ناراحت شده است. او در این مورد به ایران خواستار انجام دادن عملیاتی برای بازداشت و گرفتن افرادی است که از طریق این نهاد به تروریسم می‌پردازند. خان خواستار انجام دادن این عملیات به طور ماهیتی که می‌تواند منجر به کاهش شدید تأثیرات این نهاد شود. ایران نیز به این خواستاری پاسخ جلوگیری کرده است. اما امیر رضا خان به این‌جا رسیده است که ایران به این شکنجه‌های سنگینی که با آماری بالا برای افراد محور می‌گذارد، پاسخگو نمی‌باشد. او به این خواستاری پاسخ داده است که این نهاد به‌طور کلی به گرفتن افرادی که به تروریسم می‌پردازند می‌پردازد. اما ایران نیز به این‌جا رسیده است که این نهاد به‌طور کلی به گرفتن افرادی که به تروریسم می‌پردازند می‌پردازد. اما ایران نیز به این‌جا رسیده است که این نهاد به‌طور کلی به گرفتن افرادی که به تروریسم می‌پردازند می‌پردازد. اما ایران نیز به این‌جا رسیده است که این نهاد به‌طور کلی به گرفتن افرادی که به تروریسم می‌پردازند می‌پردازد. اما ایران نیز به این‌جا رسیده است که این نهاد به‌طور کلی به گرفتن افرادی که به تروریسم می‌پردازند می‌پردازد. اما ایران نیز به این‌جا رسیده است که این نهاد به‌طور کلی به گرفتن افرادی که به تروریسم می‌پردازند می‌پردازد. اما ایران نیز به این‌جا رسیده است که این نهاد به‌طور کلی به گرفتن افرادی که به تروریسم می‌پردازند می‌پردازد. اما ایران نیز به این‌جا رسیده است که این نهاد به‌طور کلی به گرفتن افرادی که به تروریسم می‌پردازد
بیانیه شورای نگهبان استان تهران

به مناسبت برگزاری انتخابات شورای نگهبان استان تهران، در روز‌های ۱۷ و ۱۸ خرداد ماه، از ساعت ۸ صبح تا ساعت ۴ شب، مردم مراجعه کنندگان در دو مرکز انتخاباتی شهر تهران و شهرستان‌های این استان را در مراکز انتخاباتی انتخاب می‌گرایند.

در این دو روز، مراجعه‌کنندگان می‌توانند به صورت رای‌گیری از رای خود را جمع‌آوری نمایند و به شورای نگهبان مراجعه کنند. این روند برای هر فرد جامعه از طریق کانال‌های رسانه‌ای توضیح می‌شود.

به مناسبت این انتخابات، شورای نگهبان استان تهران به رأی‌گیری در دو مرکز انتخاباتی شهر تهران و شهرستان‌های این استانCollections/
صبر من الملي

دریان خوشنودی همراه می‌شود و به تدریج روان جامعه‌ای است که به اخلاق‌های صمیمی انسان بی‌پناه است. درنگاری خون‌ریزی نژادی، توده‌های تأمین دارگان، دروغگویی، فقدان دیدگاه‌های بالاتر، نگرانی از عناصر ایجاد خود، نبودن علائم و اعمال بی‌پناه، دادگاه‌های واقعی، نیازمندی اجتماعی، جهانی، و اصلاح‌طلبی می‌باشد. در این واقعیت، چالش‌های بزرگی را دارد که به قدرت‌هایی می‌پردازد.

در حالی‌که در این جامعه، بسیاری از افراد به جریان‌های خودشان رجا نمی‌گرددند و از انسانیت خودشان، مقصر می‌باشند، با این حال، بسیاری از افراد به جریان‌های واقعی و صادقانه‌ای رجا می‌گرددند.

در این جامعه، بسیاری از افراد به جریان‌های خودشان رجا نمی‌گرددند و از انسانیت خودشان، مقصر می‌باشند، با این حال، بسیاری افراد به جریان‌های واقعی و صادقانه‌ای رجا می‌گرددند.

در این جامعه، بسیاری از افراد به جریان‌های خودشان رجا نمی‌گرددند و از انسانیت خودشان، مقصر می‌باشند، با این حال، بسیاری افراد به جریان‌های واقعی و صادقانه‌ای رجا می‌گرددند.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>سفرخاطرات</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>آموزشگاه</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مقدماتی و تکمیلی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>درسی</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TOWARDS SPIRITUAL UNITY.

An Interview with Abdul-Baha.

Dialogue Between Abbas Effendi and Rev. R. J. Campbell, M.A.

For years past, word has been coming to the West that a new prophet has arisen in the East, and that a great religious movement, starting in Persia, was spreading far and wide. Reports were vague and conflicting, but gradually the main facts emerged. Particulars have been given in The Christian Commonwealth from time to time, and in our last issue appeared in outline the story of the movement and its leaders. The founder was Seyyed Ali Muhammad, whose "manifestation" took place in Shiraz, Persia, in 1844, before he was twenty-five years of age. He assumed the name of Bab (gate), and at the end of six years, mostly spent in prison, was with one of his devoted followers, publicly shot by order of the Shah's Government. For a short time Mirza Yahya of Nur, who was only twenty years of age, was, under the title of Subh-I-Ezel ("The Morning of Eternity"), regarded as leader, but the succession ultimately devolved upon his elder half-brother (born November 12, 1817), Mirza Husayn 'Ali, or Baha'u'llah ("The Splendour of God"). He came to be recognised as the One ("Whom God would manifest") whose advent the Bab had foretold, and during his lifetime disciples rapidly multiplied. Upon the death of Baha'u'llah (at Acre on May 28, 1892), his son Abbas Effendi (also called Abdul Baha, "the servant of Baha") succeeded him, and it is he who is now visiting this country.

Some months ago I received private information that Abdul Baha might possibly visit this country, and recently he dispatched from Switzerland the telegram published in our columns a fortnight ago. On Monday evening of last week "The Master," as his followers naturally call him, arrived in London, and on Tuesday I had the privilege of meeting him. "What is he like?" Let me quote the words of one who visited him at Akka a few years ago:

"He is of middle stature, strongly built. He wears flowing light-coloured robes. On his head is a light buff fez with a white cloth wound about it. His long grey hair rests on his shoulders. His forehead is broad, full, and high, his nose slightly aquiline, his moustaches and beard, the latter full, though not heavy, nearly [now quite] white. His eyes are grey and blue, large, and both soft and penetrating. His bearing is simple, but there is grace, dignity, and even majesty about his movements. . . . We see the benignity and the kindness of his countenance."

It was interesting to find Abdul Baha well acquainted with The Christian Commonwealth. "He is very pleased with what you write in your paper," were the first words, after a cordial welcome that came through the interpreter. "Some of the papers write things that he does not like and are not correct, but you write about what you know." The production of an early copy of our last issue caused some merriment. The fact that it was printed a day before the date it bore amused him, and when the paragraph, "A meeting between Abdul Baha and the editor of The Christian Commonwealth took place yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon. Some particulars will probably appear in our next issue," was translated to him, he said, with twinkling eye, he was very pleased with our "prophetic writing." Of the preceding passage, referring to the fundamental unity of all religious faith, Abdul Baha said, "You have written all that I can say to you. That shows that we are one in spirit."

Alluding to his visit to this country he said he wished to gain strength and to see his friends; the length of his stay would depend upon the state of his health. After forty-two years' imprisonment he was glad to be able to travel. I asked whether it was correct, as has been stated, that he was born in prison. No, he said; he was born in Teheran, the capital of Persia, in the spring of 1844. I gathered that at that time his parents were of good position and dignity. When the boy was nine years of age, the family was exiled from Teheran to Bagdad. From the beginning, the movement had been under the ban of the civil power, and sometimes, through mistaken zeal, such as that of Peter when he struck off Malchus' ear, some disciples came into direct conflict with the government. It was the attempted assassination of the Shah of Persia in 1852 by a young Babi, who had lost his mental balance, that led to the arrest of Baha'u'llah and the banishment of the family and many of their co-religionists. From Bagdad, Abbas Effendi, with his father, was transported to Constantinople and Adrianople, and, finally, in 1868, to Akka, in Syria. Here Baha'u'llah remained a prisoner until his death in 1892, and here his son, Abdul Baha,
ABDUL-BAHA IN LONDON.

Abdul-Baha duly arrived in London on September 4th, and his visit to this country has been notified and commented upon in all the great London dailies. The great majority of articles that have appeared are both restrained and dignified in tone and there has been a welcome absence of sensationalism in the descriptions of Abdul-Baha's appearance and in the accounts of his life and work. Everywhere wonder is expressed that 40 years of imprisonment and suffering should have been so heroically borne and should have left so few physical traces of the terrible and lifelong strain that has fallen to his lot. Abdul-Baha was tired by the long journey but found his London quarters both comfortable and convenient. The rush and roar of the great metropolis have greatly interested him but at all times he gives one the impression of living a greater and fuller life, which takes little account of temporary material surroundings, recognizing instead the all-pervading power of the One Spirit pulsating throughout the whole universe.

Abdul-Baha receives all who come to him, whether great or small, providing they show a real interest in the Great Truths for which Baha’u’llah stood. Countless press correspondents have been received and they usually retire from the interview greatly impressed by his noble dignity and spiritual simplicity. Many of the London dailies refer to him as the great Persian Prophet, but in The Observer (Sept. 10) and other papers, Abdul-Baha expressly states that he simply claims to be the Son of a Prophet and refers all enquirers to the Teachings and inspired life of his Father, Baha’u’llah. Believers from the world over have gathered in London during the present month and express keen gratification at the tremendous wave of interest now being taken here in the Baha'i Message. Abdul-Baha has been visited by many well-known leaders of thought now in this country.

He rises about 5 a.m. and works for some hours at his correspondence. Interviews commence soon after 9 a.m. and last until midday. After lunch he takes a short rest and then usually drives out into the parks or to visit various people who are deeply interested in his work. Gatherings of friends take place nearly every evening and he has given some wonderful discourses at such times. Many pilgrims have been deeply stirred and inspired by the Teachings and advice they have received from him during his visit.

He is quite vigorous and looks both well and cheerful and is undoubtedly impressed by the real depth of interest and feeling that are being shown toward him in England. With very great reluctance and only as the result of insistent pressure Abdul-Baha consented to be photographed and in a few days a reproduction will probably find its way into the illustrated press throughout the civilized world.

On Sunday evening, Sept. 10th, Abdul-Baha accepted an invitation from Rev. R. J. Campbell to visit the City Temple. The visit was kept secret, but the congregation was as usual very large, probably well over 2,000. Abdul-
Baha spoke from the pulpit for about nine minutes and the tense thrill vibrating throughout the whole building was most strongly marked. He spoke in Persian, in full, vibrant tones and the whole congregation was held spellbound. For the first time probably, in the history of the Bahai Movement, its venerable leader addressed a great public gathering, and those of us who were privileged to attend can never forget the wonderful impression produced. It seemed to us as if a new page in history was being turned over and as if a new religious and spiritual epoch was being outwardly launched upon an expectant world before our very eyes.

Abdul-Baha closed his address with a short but most impressive blessing, a translation of his words, previously sanctioned by him, was read and created widespread interest. Mr. Campbell then expressed his deep appreciation of the great honor and privilege that had been bestowed upon his church by the presence of Abdul-Baha and in a few carefully chosen words spoke of the Bahai Faith as one of the most remarkable Movements of this or any age. The service then closed with the singing of the doxology and a short prayer. In the vestry Abdul-Baha expressed keen delight at the reverent and prayerful attitude of the congregation and his visit will most certainly bring great blessing to the City Temple and the many activities that centre around it.

Probably Abdul-Baha will remain in England for another ten days and will then cross to Paris before returning to the Near East for the winter months. His presence among us is a profound blessing and its unifying spiritual effect will grow unceasingly. The power of the Spirit of Unity, when strongly and insistently developed will attract him to America at some future date. No other power will bring him among you. The believers in England are fully conscious of their own shortcomings and had it not been for the wonderful work of the Universal Races Congress, Abdul-Baha would hardly have visited London this year. However, the great power and privilege of his presence have been given to us and in return we would wish to do everything we can to be of service to the Bahais in America and throughout the world. It is to be hoped that some representative of the Bahai Movement in London will be able to visit the States at no very distant date, in order to help forward the work there and to describe the wonderful and spiritual effect of Abdul-Baha's presence in London.

Abdul-Baha, Servant of God! No other title would be so appropriate or so dignified. The work now being so triumphantly brought to fruition by this great Master of Men will endure throughout all future ages and the great spiritual ideals that lie behind it will become actual realities, possibly within the boundaries of the present century! Surely we require no greater inspiration than this!

W. T. P.

TOWARDS SPIRITUAL UNITY.

(continued from page two)

spent forty years within the fortifications. Three years ago, on the proclamation of the Turkish constitution, he became free. During his long imprisonment he thought not of himself, but of others; he enjoyed continual communion with God, he ministered to the needs of his fellow-prisoners, and it was because he lived this unselfish life that he survived while many others perished. "A captive for the cause of God," his interpreter explained, "his prison was to him as a palace. His body was suffering, but his soul was free."

The invariable tendency on the part of the followers of a great religious leader is to attribute to him supernatural powers. Abdul Baha emphatically disclaims possessing any such, and even deprecates the description of himself as a prophet. He told me he had never spoken a single word implying that he had right to such an
appellation. "I am simply a servant of God," he said, "and I do not wish to be called anything more than that." He assured me that he has no desire to found another sect. "The foundation truth of Baha'u'llah is the foundation truth of all religions. The principles of the prophets of Israel and of Jesus Christ and of other religious teachers have been largely forgotten; Baha'u'llah has renewed them. Therefore, the Bahais have for the followers of other religions the greatest love and yearning, because they know that mankind is one. Baha'u'llah seeks to promote and establish friendship and union. He addresses himself not to a sect, but to the whole world. We are all branches of one root, blades of grass in one meadow. It is misunderstanding that has caused divisions and differences between mankind. If the truth were brought to people they would understand that they are all one, and each would say, This is the truth I have been looking for. Because the principles taught by every true prophet are the same; there is no difference between them.

"What is the distinctiveness of the Bahai faith? what is its special contribution to world-religion?"

"The proclamation of the unity of mankind, and consequently, peace between all nations and also the renovation of the teaching of the prophets whom God has sent to the world, and its presentation in a form suitable to our time. When Baha'u'llah appeared in the East proclaiming the unity of mankind all the powers of Persia were directed against him but in spite of all opposition he spread his message. For fifty years he endured, often in chains, the greatest suffering; four times he was exiled from country to country but his voice could not be silenced, his influence could not be stopped. As a result of his life and teaching the different sects of Persia are becoming one family of God; the Mohammedans, Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians who have accepted Bahaism are now in the greatest unity and harmony. There is no more any war between them; each honours the head of other religions: Mussulmans are honouring Moses and Christ; Christians are honouring Mohammed and Moses; Jews are honouring Jesus and Mohammed. They have learned to love one another, and are becoming one. The cause of unity is the cause of life itself, it is divine; that which leads to division or hatred is satanic. Religion should make for unity. The prophets did not come to bring about distrust and separation. Ignorance is the cause of division and hatred. Religion is like medicine; it is meant to cure, but in the hands of unskilled or bad physicians what should effect a cure may create disease, what should give life may cause death. Therefore we must strive with all our strength, with all our heart, to promote only that which leads to unity and life."

It is not surprising that people in increasing numbers are attracted to the Bahai faith by its catholicity, the loftiness of its ethic, the simplicity of its teaching, its complete freedom from narrow and exclusive dogma. It has no organization, no hierarchy; no ritual, no fixed places and times of meeting; in short, it is spirit and life. It does not seek to proselytise; you can be a Bahai without ceasing to be a Christian, a Jew, or a Mohammedan. There are adherents of the Bahai faith in every country in the world; in Chicago a monthly organ has appeared, "The Star of the West," printed partly in English and partly in Persian. There is a considerable body of Bahai teaching of which some particulars have already appeared in The Christian Commonwealth, and further accounts will be given from time to time; the essentials of the faith may be gathered from Abdul Baha's utterances given above and below. Following the practice of Baha'u'llah, Abbas Effendi issues from time to time written tablets for the edification of Bahais and all who care to read them. He volunteered to write one such for The Christian Commonwealth; this, in Persian character, will be reproduced in facsimile in our next issue, together with a summary in English.

It has been my good fortune to meet Abdul Baha several times during the past week. In one conversation I sought his impressions of England. Coming straight through to London, and having so far had only a few motor drives in the West End, he has not had much opportunity of observing the life and habits of the people generally, but already he has been much impressed by the freedom we enjoy. "I admire the liberty you have in England and the use you make of it," he said. "Every person in this country can go his own way and say what he thinks without anyone making him afraid; in fact, he is king of himself."

"Do you consider we have too much liberty?"

"Oh, no; you all seem to be perfectly comfortable and perfectly safe. Freedom of thought and speech enlarges the circle of one's understanding and leads to progress and unity. English people ought to be happy."

Abdul Baha is married, and has had eight children, four of whom are living.
He was frequently urged, in accordance with Mohammedan custom, to take a second wife, the more so that he has no heir; but he is a believer in monogamy, and says that if it had been God's will that he should leave a son the two born to him would not have been taken away.

I happened to be in the room when Rev. R. J. Campbell was announced. There were also present several English ladies, Mr. Dreyfus-Barney (who kindly acted as interpreter), Tamaddon-ul-Molk (Abdul Baha's secretary), an elderly Persian scribe who sat like a statue taking notes of the Master's words, and another Persian gentleman—altogether a picturesque mingling of East and West.

**Meeting Between Abdul Baha and Mr. Campbell.**

Immediately Mr. Campbell entered the room Abdul Baha rose from his chair and advanced to meet him with smiling face and arms extended. The elder man grasped both the hands of the younger, and, retaining them, warmly greeted him. His expression and manner showed that he regarded the occasion as no ordinary one. Standing face to face, linked hand in hand, in the centre of the room, these two spiritual leaders of world-wide fame—Eastern and Western, but essentially one in their outlook on life—formed an impressive picture that is stamped indelibly on the mind's eye of all who were privileged to be present. The meeting was so remarkable that I ventured to take notes of the conversation (conducted through an interpreter), and here reproduce them. It should be mentioned that the note-taking was quite unpremeditated. Neither speaker was aware that his words were being recorded. The conversation was private, and permission to publish was given with reluctance.

Abdul Baha first inquired after Mr. Campbell's health, and said he had been very anxious to meet him. The conversation then proceeded as follows:

R. J. C.: I have long looked forward to this opportunity.

A. B.: That is proof that both our hearts are at one.

R. J. C.: I think that is true.

A. B.: There is a Persian saying that hearts that are at one find their way to one another.

R. J. C.: I do not think that saying is peculiar to Persia.

A. B.: Often two people live in the same house in constant intimacy, but their hearts are not united. Here are two men, one living in the East and one in London, whose hearts were coming to meet one another long ago. Although in the material world we were far apart, we have always been near in the spiritual world. The real nearness is the nearness of the heart, not of the body.

R. J. C.: The spirit knows no nationality.

A. B.: Praise be to God that now there is between us a material as well as a spiritual tie, the union is perfect!

R. J. C.: I am so glad that you took the resolution to come to England, even though you can remain only a short time.

A. B.: From the time I left Egypt my purpose was to come here, but I remained a few days on the Lake of Geneva for change of air.

R. J. C.: I know many of your friends who are also mine.

A. B.: I have read your sermons and speeches.

R. J. C.: And I have read yours.

A. B.: That is a proof of unity. As I have read your sermons (with a humorous smile), you have to read mine.

R. J. C.: I see on my left one who has spoken from my pulpit (Tamadden-ul-Molk).

A. B.: We are all friends of one another (hands raised as in benediction). We have spread the proclamation of universal peace, therefore we are friends of people all over the world. We have no enemies; there are no outsiders; we are all servants of one God.

R. J. C.: That is good.

A. B.: Worshippers of one God, we are recipients of the graces of one God. Men have made differences and divisions; God did not establish them. God has created every one, and treats every one equally. He is merciful to all and gives food (lit. "livings") to all. God knows every one. To him none is a foreigner. We must follow his example.

R. J. C.: What is distinctive of the Bahai movement as compared with the faith out of which it came?

A. B.: The Bab foretold the coming of One after him who would address the whole world. We are the followers of that One—Baha'u'llah. When he manifested himself, some of the followers of the Bab did not receive him. Those are called
Babis; the disciples of Bahá'u'lláh are Bahais. The Bab came as a reformer of Islam, and foretold the coming of a greater one in his footsteps. Instead of confining his revelation to the Moslem world, Bahá'u'lláh gave it forth to all mankind. The narrow-minded ones, even those who meant well, could not understand so broad a movement, they were not strong enough to follow Bahá'u'lláh; they said, "He is speaking a language we cannot understand." Therefore they are called Babís.

R. J. C.: What a close parallel to primitive Christianity! The Judaising portion did not wish the Gospel to go any further.

A. B.: It has come about, by their narrow-mindedness and exclusiveness, that the Babis are now opposed to all the other religions; they want to keep rigidly to the teaching of the Bab, and convert everybody to it. The Bahais recognise the truth in all religions. They come from the same root, but there is now that difference.

R. J. C.: A difference of attitude.

A. B.: Their conduct is absolutely different.

R. J. C.: How many Babis are there?

A. B.: Very few.

Interpreter: Perhaps 200 or 300 in Persia.

R. J. C.: It is suggested that there are three million Bahais.

Interpreter: There are no statistics. The Babis are more politicians than anything else. Some Persians, who do not live the life, are not acquainted with the life, claim to be Bahais, because they know the Bahais are the advanced people.

R. J. C. (to Abdul Baha): I should like you to visit the City Temple.

A. B.: I should like to come. I know that the City Temple is a centre of progress in the religious world, and seeks to promote a universal understanding. As you have been a promoter of unity in the Christian world I hope you will strive to bring about unity in the whole world. A man first wants unity in his own family, and then as his intelligence expands he wants unity in his village, then in his town, then in his country, then in the world. I hope you will strive to unify the whole world.

R. J. C.: We are doing what we can. We believe that religions are many, but Religion is one.

A. B.: The principle of religion is one, as God is one.

A Lady: Mr. Campbell's reform movement in Christianity is helping the world of Islam. The attitude of the New Theology is one Moslems can understand; they cannot understand the divisions of Christianity.

R. J. C.: I have had some evidence of that.

When Mr. Campbell left it was with the understanding that there would be a further meeting:

**Abdul Baha at the City Temple.**

Abdul Baha attended the evening service at the City Temple on Sunday. No announcement of the visit was made, and, although the sight of the Persians and other members of the suite in the congregation excited curiosity, very few people were aware that the Bahaí leader was expected. The service proceeded as usual until the hymn immediately preceding the sermon. Whilst this was being sung a venerable figure, clad in Persian robes, was seen slowly ascending the stairs of the pulpit. When the hymn was finished Mr. Campbell placed the distinguished visitor in his own chair, and then, addressing the crowded congregation, said:

"I propose to shorten my sermon this evening, because we have a visitor in the pulpit whose presence is somewhat significant of the spiritual drawing-together of East and West, as well as of the material drawing-together which has long been going on, and I think you would like to hear his voice, if only for a few moments."

Mr. Campbell spoke on "The Use of the Will in Prayer," (Luke xviii. 1). He then said: "This evening we have in the pulpit of the City Temple the leader of one of the most remarkable religious movements of this or any age, a movement which includes, I understand, at least three million souls. The Baháí movement, as it is called, in Hither Asia rose on that soil just as spontaneously as Christianity rose in the middle territories adjoining, and that faith—which, by the way, is very closely akin to, I think I might say identical with, the spiritual purpose of Christianity—that movement stands for the spiritual unity of mankind; it stands for universal peace among the nations. These are good things, and the man who teaches them and commends them to three millions of followers must be a good man as well as a great. Abdul Baha is on a visit to this country—a private visit—but he wished to see the City Temple; and I think I am right in saying for the first time in his life he has consented to lift up his voice in public. He does not address public meetings,
he does not preach sermons; he is just a religious teacher. He spent forty years in
prison for his faith, and from his prison directed the efforts of his followers. There
is not much in the way of organisation, but simple trust in the Spirit of God. We,
as followers of the Lord Jesus Christ, who is to us and always will be the Light of
the World, view with sympathy and respect every movement of the Spirit of God in
the experience of mankind, and therefore we give greeting to Abdul Baha—I do not
know whether I could say in the name of the whole Christian community—that may
be too much—but I think in the name of all who share the spirit of our Master, and
are trying to live their lives in that spirit. Abdul Baha, I think, intends to say a
word or two in response to this greeting that I address to him in your name.”

ADDRESS BY ABDUL BAHÁ.

Abdul Baha then advanced to the front of the pulpit, and addressed the congrega-
tion. He spoke for eight minutes in Persian, with considerable animation, his voice
rising and falling as in a rhythmic chant. Towards the close he placed the palms
of his hands together as in prayer. The translation was afterwards read by Mr. W.
Tudor Pole, as follows:

“O noble friends, seekers after God, praise be to God! To-day the light of truth
is shining upon the world in its abundance. The breezes of the heavenly garden are
blowing throughout all regions. The call of the kingdom is heard in all lands, and
the breath of the Holy Spirit is felt in all hearts that are faithful. The Spirit of
God is giving life eternal. In this wonderful age the East is enlightened, the West
is fragrant, and everywhere the soul inhales the holy perfume. The sea of the unity
of mankind is lifting up its waves with joy; for there is real communication between
the hearts and minds of men. The banner of the Holy Spirit is uplifted, and men see
it, and are assured with the knowledge that this is a new day. This is a new cycle
of human power. All the horizons of the world are luminous, and the world will
become indeed as a garden and a paradise. It is the hour of unity of the sons of
men, and a drawing together of all races and all classes. You are loosed from
ancient superstitions which have kept men ignorant, destroying the foundations
of true humanity. The gift of God of this enlightened age is the knowledge of the
oneness of mankind and the fundamental oneness of religion. War shall cease
between nations, and by the will of God the Most Great Peace shall come; the world
will be seen as a new world, and all men shall live as brothers. In the days of old an
instinct for warfare was developed in the struggle with wild animals; this is no longer
necessary; nay, rather, co-operation and mutual understanding are seen to produce
the greatest welfare of mankind. Enmity is now the result of prejudice only. In the
Hidden Words Baha'u'llah says: ‘Justice is to be loved above all.’ Praise be to God,
in this country the standard of justice has been raised; a great effort is being made
to give all souls an equal and a true place. This is the desire of all noble natures.
This to-day the teaching for the East and for the West; therefore, the East and the
West will understand each other and revere each other, and embrace like
long-parted lovers who have found each other. There is one God; mankind is one;
and the foundations of religion are one. Let us worship Him, and give praise for
all his great prophets and messengers who have manifested his brightness and glory.
The blessing of the Eternal One be with you in all his riches, that each soul accord-
ing to his measure may take freely of him! Amen.

Mr. Campbell: “I think you will probably agree with me that this is an inter-
esting as well as a unique occasion, and that what we have been listening to, in that
brief message uttered by a spiritual teacher from the East, is in spirit the same mes-
 sage that you are listening to on the authority of Jesus week by week. It is a great
time, a time of the drawing-together of all people. East and West join hands in the
City Temple to-night.”

The service closed with the doxology and benediction.

After the service, in the City Temple vestry, Abdul Baha wrote a few sentences
in Persian in the pulpit Bible and added his signature, as follows:

This book is the Holy Book of God, of celestial inspiration. It is the Bible of
Salvation, the noble Gospel. It is the mystery of the Kingdom and its light. It is
the Divine Bounty, sign of the guidance of God.—Abdu'l Baha Abbas.

Asked by Mr. H. W. Chapman his impressions of the service, Abdul Baha re-
p lied: “It is an assembly which is turned to God. The light of guidance is shining
luminous here. The bounty of the Kingdom was spread, and all hearts were praying
to God.” As he took his departure Abdul Baha said in English, “I am very happy.”
So were we all!

A. D.
Mr. Chas. Mason Remey, of Washington, D. C., has returned from London, Eng., bringing the following message from Abdul-Baha to the friends in the West:

Regarding the Mashrak-el-Azkar, Abdul-Baha said, "Its building is the most important of all things. This is the spiritual foundation. For that reason it is the most important of all foundations. From that Spiritual Foundation will come forth all manner of advancement and progress in the world of humanity. Therefore, how great is its importance." Later on Abdul-Baha said that the believers have many duties to perform. They should associate themselves with and assist all good causes. Aiding and supporting educational, charitable and other philanthropic institutions should form a part of their work. They should serve and unite with all people in humanitarian works.

From these and some other remarks which I was unable to write down verbatim, I saw that Abdul-Baha wishes us—his followers—to regulate our lives each according to the conditions which surround the individual. No defined rule applicable to all can be laid down. Everything in daily life has its importance, nevertheless some things are of comparatively greater importance than others. Therefore, when Abdul-Baha says that the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is of the greatest importance he means that of all institutions in the world the building of that edifice is of primary moment. Surely he has given us all the instructions necessary in this matter. Now all which remains is for us to unite and to do the work. Whatever the believers do in unity will be pleasing and acceptable to Abdul-Baha. He wishes all to be perfectly free to serve as they feel moved, therefore when we see people wishing for things other than what we consider to be the most important thing, we should in no way criticize nor condemn their methods, for such is against unity and unity is our safeguard and light of guidance in all matters. Abdul-Baha gave me to understand that the consultation of the believers is of the greatest importance in Bahai work. This is absolutely necessary before unanimity of action can be reached.

Our Persian section this issue contains: (1) Tablet by Abdul-Baha revealed on the eve of his departure for Europe; (2) an account of his visit to London, England; (3) regarding his coming to America.
از این کانال برای آمریکا خصیف داشت تا به آن‌ها در آن‌جا گزارش کنیم و به نام یکی از بزرگ‌ترین و حائز افتخارترین شرکت‌های امریکا در زمینه تجارت و تولید صنایع نوین، که می‌توان گفت که این شرکت را بهتر به عنوان یکی از شرکت‌های بزرگ‌تر و دارای افتخار به نام ما اشاره کنیم. در اینجا می‌توان گفت که این شرکت در زمینه تولید صنایع نوین و تجارت، از فرآیندهای پیشرفته و بهترین تکنیک‌های جهانی استفاده می‌کند.

سفری به آمریکا

با جمع‌الموارد و در جهان اسلام

با سرگرمی و نیازمندی بسیاری از کشورهای مختلف و به خصوص از کشورهای اسلامی، سفری به آمریکا به من کمک کرد تا بتوانم بهتر درک کنم و تجربه‌های جدیدی را به خود درآورم. در این سفر، به خصوص به شهرهای بزرگی، مانند لس آنجلس و نیویورک، سفر کردم و در آن‌ها با شرکت‌های بزرگی، مانند شرکت‌های تولید صنایع نوین و تجارت، ملاقات کردم.

از این کانال برای آمریکا خصیف داشت تا به آن‌ها در آن‌جا گزارش کنیم و به نام یکی از بزرگ‌ترین و حائز افتخارترین شرکت‌های امریکا در زمینه تجارت و تولید صنایع نوین، که می‌توان گفت که این شرکت را بهتر به عنوان یکی از شرکت‌های بزرگ‌تر و دارای افتخار به نام ما اشاره کنیم. در اینجا می‌توان گفت که این شرکت در زمینه تولید صنایع نوین و تجارت، از فرآیندهای پیشرفته و بهترین تکنیک‌های جهانی استفاده می‌کند.

سفری به آمریکا

با جمع‌الموارد و در جهان اسلام

با سرگرمی و نیازمندی بسیاری از کشورهای مختلف و به خصوص از کشورهای اسلامی، سفری به آمریکا به من کمک کرد تا بتوانم بهتر درک کنم و تجربه‌های جدیدی را به خود درآورم. در این سفر، به خصوص به شهرهای بزرگی، مانند لس آنجلس و نیویورک، سفر کردم و در آن‌ها با شرکت‌های بزرگی، مانند شرکت‌های تولید صنایع نوین و تجارت، ملاقات کردم.
در دروازه دو جهت در حال گذراندن می‌باشند. <br>این دروازه با سه دره به عنوان یک دروازه دو گزینه درونی قرار دارد. <br>در این دروازه دو گزینه سه دره به سمت سه کویر اصلی برای در دو جهت پیامدهایی این دروازه می‌باشد. <br>این دروازه با سه دره به عنوان یک دروازه دو گزینه درونی قرار دارد.
نخستین کلیه‌هایی که در اینجا اشاره شده‌اند، به‌شکلی عاملی تاریکی درون‌الکترونیکی در مغز انسان می‌باشد. این تاریکی باعث می‌شود که تغییرات نرم‌افزاری و سخت‌افزاری درون‌الکترونیکی در مغز انسان به‌وجود آید.

برای اینکه بتوانیم بهتری از این تغییرات درون‌الکترونیکی در مغز انسان درک کنیم، از نظر علمی و فلسفی این تغییرات را بتوانیم به‌کار بگیریم.

در اینجا، برای توضیحاتی بیشتر، از یک مثالی می‌توانیم استفاده کنیم. مثلاً، اگر یک انسان به‌طور مداوم درون‌الکترونیکی در مغز انسان تغییراتی را داشته باشد، باعث می‌شود که شاید درون‌الکترونیکی در مغز انسان به‌طور کلی به‌طور کلی به‌طور مداوم تغییراتی را داشته باشد. این تغییرات می‌توانند باعث شوند که درون‌الکترونیکی در مغز انسان به‌طور کلی به‌طور مداوم تغییراتی را داشته باشند.
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Eighteen months ago Archdeacon Wilberforce, who had been watching the Bahai movement for some time with interest, sent a message to Abdul Baha. "We are all one," he said, "there, behind the veil." And Abdul Baha replied from his home in Akka, "Tell him the veil is very thin, and that it will vanish quite."

All who were present in St. John's Westminster, last Sunday evening, could not fail to realise that the veil was vanishing. Archdeacon Wilberforce's beautiful intercessory service was a means to that end. He asked that each one in the vast congregation should at that time put away all selfish thought and use all energy in prayer for those in trouble. "Will you bear upon your heart," he said, "a mother ill in India." Then followed a graphic description of the circumstances, until each felt the loneliness of the sick woman and the keen anxiety of the daughter hastening to her side. So the spirit of unity was spread abroad.

Then Dr. Wilberforce told of the teacher—"Master" he called him—who had come to London to emphasize unity, and who was present that evening at St. John's to proclaim the meaning of it. "Whatever our views," the Archdeacon said, "we shall, I am sure, unite in welcoming a man who has been for forty years a prisoner for the cause of brotherhood and love. Abdul Baha is not an orator or even a preacher, but, in view of all he stands for, we are keenly interested in everything he has to say."

Full of expectation, the congregation waited when the Archdeacon for a brief moment left the church. Divested of his white surplice, he returned with Abdul Baha. All eyes were fixed on the leader of the Bahai movement. In his customary Eastern robe and head-dress, walking hand in hand with a leader of the West, it did indeed seem that the veil was vanishing.

Down the aisle they passed to the bishop's chair, which had been placed in front of the altar for Abdul Baha. Standing at the lectern, Archdeacon Wilberforce introduced the "wonderful" visitor. He told of his life in prison, of his sufferings and bravery, of his self-sacrifice, of his clear and shining faith. He voiced his own belief that religion is one, as God is love.

Then Abdul Baha rose. Speaking very clearly, with wonderful intonations in his voice and using his hands freely, it seemed to those who listened almost as if they grasped his meaning, though he spoke in Persian. When he had finished, Archdeacon Wilberforce read the translation of his address.

His theme was the Character of the Manifestations of God. He said that God the Infinite could not be comprehended of man; that whatever man understands of God is born of his imagination. For illustration he pointed to the mineral, which does not comprehend the vegetable, as the vegetable cannot understand the animal. So the animal cannot reach the intelligence of humanity. Neither, he said, is it possible for man, a created being, to understand the Almighty Creator. Nevertheless, the perfection and qualifications of God are seen in every created being and in the most perfect beings in the most perfect manner. In the manifestations of God, Abdul Baha likened these qualities to the rays of the sun focussed in a mirror. If we claim that the sun is seen in the mirror, we do not mean that the whole sun has descended from the holy heights of heaven and entered into the mirror, that is impossible. The Eternal Nature is seen in the manifestations, and its light and splendour are visible in extreme glory. Therefore men have always been taught and led by the prophets.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE TWELVE)
[Special to the Star of the West.]

Abdul-Baha in London.

On the Wednesday following Abdul-Baha’s arrival in London, Mrs. Thornburgh-Cropper gave an “At Home” to the believers and between fifty and sixty were present to meet him. One of the friends, a Mrs. Drakoules, who founded The Humanitarian League over twenty years ago, brought with her a leaflet pertaining to the work of the League, which was handed to Abdul-Baha. Upon learning that kindness was its purpose, he highly commended her, and made it the theme of his discourse. He then said:

“You are all one family; you have grown out of one root. Each of you is like a branch, a flower, a fruit. You must look on no one as a stranger. You should try to show the greatest love to all men and to every creature. I have come to you as to my own people—brothers and sisters, sons and daughters. My bond is with all mankind; so should yours be. Try to follow the teachings of Baha’u’llah, then each one will shine like a star. Since the time of Adam there has been no other teaching; until the end of time there will be no other.”

On Friday morning, the 8th of September, Abdul-Baha received a small party of earnest spiritual souls, in Lady Blomfield’s drawing room. He walked in smiling and said, “Good morning,” in English, then taking a seat, he enquired through the interpreter, Tammadon-ul-Molk, “How are you? Are you all happy? You are welcome.”

I replied, “Yes, we are all very well. We thank you. It is a great privilege to meet you.”

He said: “I have journeyed by sea and land for the pleasure of seeing you all. I needed a change, but my desire was to know you all. Praise be to God, that I have seen the luminous faces and the heavenly hearts of the friends in London. People are turning their faces toward God. They are seeking the Divine Bounty. Therefore they will receive a heavenly blessing which I pray may be bestowed upon all. May you love all and serve all, because serving mankind is serving God. Everyone should be kind. Everyone should strive for unity and endeavor to serve mankind. All nations should become as one nation and each should serve all.

“Do not make personal distinctions. All are God’s servants. All are under His protection.”
Mons. Dreyfus then presented Madam Olga de Novosky, one of the party, as one “who is serving the Cause in Paris and wherever she may be.”

Abdul-Baha said: “There is no difference between Paris and London. All these limitations, all these divisions into various nationalities are due to the weakness of man. If man’s mind were broad enough,” he said, tapping his brow, “if it were strong enough, these divisions would vanish. The earth is God’s earth and all the peoples of the world are under His grace and favour.”

The portrait of Dr. Platon Drakoules, of Athens, a leading Greek reformer, was shown to him. He objected to the use of the term “leader” but blessed his work and also that of the “active people” of the “Unity Church,” four of whom were present, and sent salutations to all its members, saying, “You are striving to please God. Today all distinctions between man and man fall away; there only remains the degree of striving to serve. He who serves most is nearest to God. The satisfaction of mankind is the satisfaction of God.”

Again looking at the picture of Dr. Drakoules, he said to Mrs. Drakoules: “From this portrait I gather the goodness and spirituality of your husband.” Then he said, rising from his chair, “I pray for God to bless you and help you all.

On the 12th of September, Mrs. Thornburgh-Cropper gave her second “At Home” to the friends of Abdul-Baha. There were about forty-five present. Abdul-Baha gave the following discourse:

“Thanks be to God, this is a good meeting. It is very enlightened; it is spiritual; it is heavenly. As has been said by a Persian poet, the celestial globe is in such a form that the under part is, as it were, a reflection of the upper part. That is to say, whatever exists in heaven is reflected in this world. Now, praise be to God that this meeting of ours is a reflection from the Heavenly Concourse. It is as though we had taken a mirror and gazed into it. This reflection from the Heavenly Concourse is love. As harmony and love exists in the Supreme Concourse, so it is reflected here. In the Supreme Concourse the desire for God exists and thank God it is here also. Therefore, if we say that this meeting is heavenly, it is true. Why? Because we have no other desire except for that which comes from God. We have no other object save the mentioning of God.

“Some of the people of the earth desire conquest over others; some of them are longing for rest and ease; others desire a high position; some of them desire to become famous; thank God that our desire is for spirituality and for union with God.

“Now that we are gathered here our desire is to hoist the Standard of the Unity of God, to spread the Light of God and to make the hearts of the people heavenly. Therefore I thank God that He is causing us to do this great work.
"I pray for all of you, that all of you may become heavenly soldiers and that you may everywhere spread the news of the Unity of God and may enlighten the East and the West and give to all hearts the love of God. This is my utmost desire and I pray God that your desire may be the same."

"I am very much pleased with you all. I am pleased with the English king and government and with the people. You may thank God that you are free. You do not know what lack of freedom there is in the East; but when anyone comes to this country he is very content. I wish God’s protection for you."

On Friday, the 22nd of September, Miss Jack and Miss Herrick invited friends to meet Abdul-Baha at 137A. High Street, Kensington, and about eighty accepted their invitation.

It was a decidedly cold day after the hot weather, and the air felt raw. When Abdul-Baha had taken his seat, he asked: "Are you all well? Are you all happy?" He places great significance in these two questions which he always asks, thereby impressing us that true Bahais must be well in spirit and ought to be correspondingly well in body, and always happy, whatever the circumstances. Then he said:

"Although the day is cold for me to go out, yet I have come to see you. For the lover there are no difficulties; all is easy. For love I have journeyed to London. I see that all present are in harmony and love and with longing turning their faces towards God. All are attracted to the Kingdom. I give thanks that they are looking towards God, their only desire being to seek the world of the Kingdom, to see the Light of God and to partake of the Heavenly bounty."

"The East and the West are becoming one and showing the signs of Unity and Love. The hopes of Baha’u’llah are that there be no more separation or discord, for ye are all the waves of one sea, the birds in one heaven and mirrors of the same Bounty. Your civilization has grown under the banner of Jesus Christ, you have the light of reason, and just government has been established in the West."

"The Sun of Truth arises in the Orient and shines from the East to the West. Then civilization and education appear in the Occident and spread from West to East; but the Light of the Kingdom shines from East to West. This is the outpouring of the Holy Spirit and the spring time of heaven, when the heavenly civilization is being bestowed upon the people."

"It has come now when they were not shining with this Light, nor caring for it. I hope that the Western people will now receive this New Light and become illuminated by it, and that the East may have improved civilization from the West."

Abdul-Baha’s visit here has aroused great interest and enthusiasm among the friends in Persia, various communities there having sent us telegrams of
congratulation. Abdul-Baha said the result would be a very close drawing together of the Bahais of Persia and England.

How is one impressed by meeting Abdul-Baha? To see, hear, or meet him can never, it seems to me, be a shock, a startling surprise, or an overwhelming impression. It is a perfectly natural and simple experience, and may even, at first seem rather disappointing; but Abdul-Baha will ever grow upon you, even if the meeting is only once. Gradually, you will realize, more and more, what it is you have been in the presence of and made contact with. Not a personality, nor a dazzling individual, but so wonderful a state of perfect detachment and consecration have you encountered that it seems as if you are being lovingly addressed by the Holy Spirit Itself. It is a great lesson to us of a man’s perfect attainment. We see before our eyes the attitude towards God each one of us ought to assume, so that each one in his place may be fully enabled to love all mankind abundantly, and act with the greatest wisdom, always shedding round him joy and happiness.

Coming into Abdul-Baha’s presence, we may forget everything, cease to believe anything, and may say he is but an Oriental man after all. We may question whether we are even a believer. We may desire to revise everything, that we may have only the truth and nothing but the truth. Then, Lo and behold. Truth stands out boldly! We still believe, but this belief which formerly floated high upon the surface of the sea—where it was rocked and tossed by every wind—now floats more deeply, being well ballasted, so that outer things henceforth can little affect it.

When we look at Abdul-Baha with the eye of insight, meditating upon the words of love and wisdom emanating from him, remembering the hosts of people so deeply affected by them, and realizing that only a very few careless or mistaken directions from him could immediately and probably would sacrifice over a million human lives, then do we grasp some little idea of the wonderful Guidance given him in the midst of the difficulties with which he has ever been surrounded. In the light of this, the personality first encountered, disappears; it is sunk, it is resolved in his perfect consecration, in his absolute abandonment to the Spirit. As you look, a veil seems to come over his eyes, and you wonder where he is gazing. He, the individual person, seems as if eclipsed by the very divine Spirit of God. Abdul-Baha is there, but only as the material focal-point perfectly serving the Light, as an existing object upon which the invisible Radiance impinges, and which thus becomes manifested unto us in all manner of wise, loving and fruitful ways. So doth the Reality of Abdul-Baha impress the soul as it advances.

Sept. 25, 1911.

Arthur Cuthbert.

Abdul-Baha and suite, together with a fairly large party, left England for France, on the third of October.
ABDUL-BAHA AT BRISTOL, ENG.

Abdul-Baha arrived here from London mid-day on Saturday, Sept. 23d, and was much pleased with the glorious Clifton views from the Guest House windows and balcony, and with the splendid air. After a short rest carriages were ordered and an extensive drive was taken through some of the world-renowned beauty spots around Bristol and neighbourhood. Abdul-Baha was much pleased with everything and indeed has been radiating joy and happiness among us all. At the evening meal nineteen sat down with the Master and he spoke of the great joy he found in freedom and in the growing interest now being taken in the Cause of Unity and Peace throughout this country. He told us that this supper was a great and holy occasion and would be recorded in history. The meal itself, partaken of in love and harmony, was indeed a sacrament and a mark of unity and fellowship that would bring the blessing of Baha’Ullah upon all gathered round the board.

After the meal Abdul-Baha addressed a gathering of about 80 friends in the Guest House Salon and Tammadon-ul Molk translated. The meeting was a most remarkable one and a wonderful spirit of unity pervaded the whole assembly. The Master spoke vigorously and with great fire, especially in reference to the New Age now dawning and our individual responsibilities in both East and West [see The Christian Commonwealth issue of the 27th, following]. He then blessed the whole assembly in the name of Baha’Ullah and shook hands with everyone. On Sunday, 24th, the Master rose early, as is his custom, and from 5 a.m. to 8 a.m. dictated letters and cablegrams. He then breakfasted with us all and said what great joy it afforded him to be among so many good friends. Another country drive followed and then he gave several private interviews to friends who had just arrived from London, Edinburgh and elsewhere.

After lunch the Master went all over the Guest House blessing and dedicating each room to the service of Baha’Ullah and promising that the house would become a centre of peace and rest for pilgrims from East and West. He also blessed the Oratory and all the workers in the house, calling them all into his presence and telling them of the dignity of labour and true service. Again we sat down nineteen to supper, and again the Master blessed the gathering and showed great joy and animation. After the smoke and noise of London, Abdul-Baha greatly enjoyed the pure Clifton air and evidently benefited by it. He slept well and spent several hours on Monday morning in short discourses and in silent prayer.

About mid-day the Master returned to London after expressing the intention of returning again some day. He wrote a beautiful prayer and blessing in the Visitors’ book, and his presence here will make the Guest House a centre of peace and unity for all comers.

Sept. 25th.

Wellesley Tudor-Pole.
ABDUL-BAHA AT BRISTOL.

Last Saturday afternoon Abdul Baha arrived from London with a few friends to spend the week-end at the Clifton Guest House. After a rest he expressed the wish to see the country around Bristol. What impressed him most was the fresh green of the woods and fields, the spaciousness of the open downs, and the absence of smoke.

He was present at the evening meal and warmly greeted those who had gathered together to welcome him. After commenting upon the peacefulness of the house he contrasted the costliness of material feasts with the pure simplicity of this meal, where the all-pervading spirit was that of love and friendship between East and West. There were nineteen at table and on hearing it Abdul Baha remarked that nineteen was a good number (held sacred by the Bahais) and that this meal would go down to posterity as a matter of history. It was afterwards proposed to send to the believers at Teheran a message of united gratitude for the presence of Abdul Baha, in response to the generous greeting that they had sent on their part to the followers in England. The same evening about eighty friends assembled to listen to the words of the great Persian teacher. Mr. Tudor Pole took the chair and introduced him by a few words on the Bahai movement. Abdul Baha then rose and spoke with impressive dignity, Tamaddon-ul-Molk translating:

The master says that he has come from very far to see you, and that you are very welcome. He praises God that after forty-two years of imprisonment for the faith he is able to come to you. Abdul Baha then continued: "These people are very spiritual, with hearts looking towards God, waiting for the glad tidings. They have come through the power of the Holy Spirit, therefore we thank God. May he send you straightforwardness to guide you to your holy mountains and blessed places; the Truth has come, let its holy springs water you. It is evident that day follows night, and after dawn the sunset. Just as the sun sets and rises and sets again, so Jesus Christ appeared on the horizon of this world like a sun of Truth, bringing light and joy to the whole world. But the people now are not in such close touch with his spirit; their religion and faith are not so strong. The people are searching after material things instead of looking forward to the kingdom. Again God has sent light and truth into the world. The heavenly star has appeared in Persia; a new spiritual illumination is now penetrating throughout the world (the result of Baha 'u'llah's teaching). The great light shall spread through all lands." Abdul Baha said that our hearts should become as mirrors and be ready prepared for the glad tidings of the dawning of a new age. Jesus Christ said that we should be born again through the spiritual fire and love of God and be baptized by the water of life and the Holy Spirit, that we may obtain everlasting life. Abdul Baha went on to say: "Be very kind and serve everyone; become lovers of justice and pray for the whole of mankind; help the poor and the children; heal the sick; shelter the refugees; and be known by your lives as the children of God; so may that sun become the light of the world, casting its radiance upon East and West. May the world become a new world; may war and slaughtering cease and the most Great Peace come. God help you to spread this Divine teaching, and to establish everywhere the characteristics of Jesus." He then prayed as follows: "O God, these people are your servants; they turn their faces to you to receive the manifestations of your bounty. Brighten all these hearts and bless their souls. Give them new life to follow your teachings. Let them enter into your kingdom, and bestow on them the blessing of the Holy Spirit. Open their eyes to the light and help them to serve mankind. Thou art a powerful giver and merciful. God bless you all."

After asking the people if they were happy he left the room. Tamaddon-ul-Molk (continued on page eleven)
Circumstances beyond our control have delayed the making of the plates for our Persian section, and we send this issue forth without it.

Excerpts from a recent letter written by Mr. Charles Mason Remey:

WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 21, 1911.

To the Bahai Friends:

Last night I arrived in Washington from my recent visit to Abdul-Baha, having been away from the city but seventeen days. On the 19th of August a cablegram was received from Abdul-Baha, then in Marseilles, France, consisting of but the one word: "Come." This was followed a day or two later by another, sent from Switzerland, saying, "Await letter." The letter, or Tablet, came some days later and contained the following words: "I am today leaving Egypt for Europe. I am very anxious to meet you. Without fail, upon receipt of this Tablet, leave America for Europe."

On September 3rd, a few days after receiving this Tablet, I left Washington, sailing the same day from New York for Liverpool, where I landed five days later. Anticipating meeting Abdul-Baha on the Lake of Geneva in Switzerland, where he had been spending some days, I planned to stop only a few hours in London, long enough to see one or two of the believers. You can imagine my joy upon reaching London to find that my journey was at its end, for Abdul-Baha was there!

It has been some years since the Bahai teaching was first given in London and a center established. Since that time much faithful work has been done by the friends there, but it has only been comparatively recently that the Bahai Movement has attracted the general attention of London's spiritual thinkers. Undoubtedly one great factor in this present state of affairs has been the recent Universal Races Congress (held in London during this past summer) in which the Bahais took a prominent part. The members of this Congress were much interested in the Bahai Cause because of the inter-racial understanding and unity which it is bringing about. Therefore, it is not surprising that those Londoners having inter-racial matters at heart should heartily welcome Abdul-Baha to their city.
The night after my arrival (Sunday), Abdul-Baha occupied the pulpit of the Reverend R. J. Campbell in "The People's Temple." It was an occasion of great moment, being the first time that Abdul-Baha had ever addressed an audience. The Temple was packed from floor to gallery. There must have been 3,000 persons present. At the end of a short address, Dr. Campbell, in a most beautiful way, introduced Abdul-Baha to the audience. Then Abdul-Baha arose and in the Persian language addressed the people. No one would have imagined it to have been Abdul-Baha's first public oration. He was supremely the master of the situation.

He spoke for several minutes with an increasing forcefulness. At first the people were attentive, then just a bit restless before all seemed to catch the spirit of what he was saying. Hardly any understood Persian. Then a stillness and a quietness fell over the assemblage and as Abdul-Baha raised his hands in prayer and benediction, we were all conscious of the Omnipresent Spirit of God, for every soul seemed to vibrate in unison with the soul of Abdul-Baha, who is God's servant here upon earth today.

A translation of Abdul-Baha's address was then read by Mr. Tudor-Pole. When the people dispersed a crowd gathered about the door, remaining there until Abdul-Baha left the building. As he crossed the pavement, many hands were extended toward him, some to clasp his hands, others to touch his robe as he passed. Later on in the evening, Abdul-Baha said that Baha'u'llah had told him many years before that he would proclaim the coming of the Kingdom in those parts.

With Abdul-Baha were several of the Oriental Bahais, Mirza Assad 'Ullah, of Haifa, Mohammad Bagher Khan, of Shiraz, Tammodan-ul-Molk (secretary and interpreter) and Abdul-Baha's attendant, Khosrooe. These, with Mons. Dreyfus, of Paris, who was acting as interpreter, comprised the immediate suite.

Before Abdul-Baha reached London, Lady Blomfield, one of the Bahais, extended her hospitality to him. This he accepted. Her apartment in Cadogan Gardens was thrown open to all. It seemed quite like Abdul-Baha's own home. The believers and truth-seekers would begin coming at a very early hour of the morning, continuing their visits until night, Abdul-Baha receiving them collectively in the drawing-room, and individually in his own room, he now and then taking a moment in which to write some Tablets to the friends in foreign parts.

Abdul-Baha's visit to London is a very busy one indeed. When I handed him some letters from the American Bahais he said, "Tell the friends of God in America that I am now very busy and have but little opportunity for writing to them. Nevertheless, they are always in my heart and remembered in my prayers. At present I will not be able to continue my travels to America, but later on, at another time, I will visit the United States and meet the believers there."

In speaking of the Unity of the Races, Abdul-Baha said that the American Bahais should strive to bring about harmony and understanding between the white and colored peoples. There should be the uttermost love and oneness of spirit between the colored and white believers. No distinctions should be made between them. In this way the Bahais will eventually become the cause of the Unity of the Races and this great evil of racial warfare which now troubles the world, will be dissolved and the people of all races will become as one people. The believers should meet these racial conditions with steadfastness and firmness, and through the love of God they will be enabled to overcome all opposition and the Kingdom of God will then become established in the world of humanity.

Abdul-Baha seemed greatly pleased with London. Everything interested him. One afternoon Mrs. Thornberg-Cropper took Abdul-Baha, and several of us believers, out in her motor for a run through Richmond Park. On reaching the Common, Abdul-Baha alighted for a few minutes walk and became deeply interested in an aeroplane which we could discern above the horizon away in the distance.

As the ride continued, Abdul-Baha praised the advancement of the English women, and remarked that a few days before he had seen a man and a woman racing on bicycles and that the woman had kept ahead of the man. His pleasure and amusement at this outcome was very evident.
Later on Abdul-Baha said that despite the advancement of England, that the Cause there would in time be bitterly denounced and condemned by some of the most learned people. He said that one scholar in particular would write a book against the Bahai teaching. Then smilingly he gave us to understand that as light has nothing to fear from darkness, neither have the people of God’s Truth anything to fear from those who oppose their Cause.

Since this recent visit, Abdul-Baha stands out more than ever in my mind as a respecter of principles rather than a respecter of personalities. He is independent of all persons and because he is independent of all, he is able to help all. His methods of teaching are positive in the extreme without the slightest suggestion of negation.

In meeting people of all manner of thought from orthodoxy to atheism, his one object is to strike a positive sympathetic chord with the individual. Through accentuating and dwelling upon the ground of common thought, spiritual chords of Unity are extended from him to many souls, and through ignoring the differences, those destructive, negative forces, finding nothing to set them in vibration, are as non-existent.

From this we can learn a valuable lesson in teaching. It is not only unnecessary but also very harmful for one to attempt to dislodge religious beliefs from the mind of a truth-seeker by any other method than that employed by Abdul-Baha when he positively and fearlessly gives forth The Truth as revealed by Baha’u’llah. We Bahais have been told to go forth and give the pure teaching, allowing the Spirit to quicken the souls of the people, thus producing that change by virtue of which the darkness of false teaching and superstition is annihilated and the soul is made free to live and grow in the life of the Spirit.

As each soul meets Abdul-Baha it receives from him the unspoken spiritual message which it most needs at that particular time. This was that message which I received recently from Abdul-Baha; for when I saw the freedom from negation and the positiveness of spirit with which he met and conversed with all people, I realized in a degree, as I never had before, that the Bahai work is one of seed sowing, not of harrowing, of building, not of destroying, but of seeking points of union with all men and of ignoring the differences, and of planting within all souls the positive assurance and enlightenment which the teaching gives, being assured that through the penetrative power of the Spirit all obstacles will be overcome and that in His own time, God will accomplish all things.

Regarding Baha’u’llah and himself, Abdul-Baha said: “Baha’u’llah is the root, I am the Branch. The root of a tree does not bear fruit. The fruit is found upon the branches.”

After having remained near Abdul-Baha for three days and having my cup filled to overflowing so that it could contain no more, I was very glad to leave London and return to America, where I trust to be enabled to live those principles so freely given by Abdul-Baha who is God’s Servant here among men.

Faithfully your fellow-servant in El-Baha,

Charles Mason Remey.

ABDUL Baha AT BRISTOL.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE EIGHT)

then gave a short account of the Bahais and the terrible sufferings they had undergone for their faith. He spoke of some of the martyrdoms which he had himself witnessed. Mr. Tudor Pole also spoke of the great Persian lady, a poetess, Quarratul’Ain, of whom an account appeared in The Christian Commonwealth of September 13. After a few questions were asked the gathering closed. Abdul Baha stood in the doorway and shook hands with everyone, wishing them Godspeed.

Sunday being a glorious day, Abdul Baha went driving both morning and afternoon; he walked on the downs, and spoke with many of the little children whom he met. Later he gathered together the servants of the house, spoke to them of the dignity of labour, and thanked them for their work. He then went over the Clifton Guest House, and blessed it as a centre for pilgrims from East and West, saying that it would become truly both a guest house and a rest house indeed.

Abdul Baha returned to London on Monday, and Bristol is the only provincial city that he has visited during his present stay in this country. He leaves England early next week.
of God. The prophets of God are the mediators of God. All the prophets and messengers have come from one Holy Spirit and bear the message of God, suited to the age in which they appear.

It is the One Light in them, and they are one with each other. But the eternal does not become phenomenal, neither can the phenomenal become eternal. St. Paul, the great apostle, said, “We all, with open face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of God, are changed into the same image from glory to glory.”

Then, raising his hands, Abdul Baha prayed: “O God, the Forgiven! O Heavenly Educator. This assembly is adorned with the mention of thy holy name. Thy children turn their face towards thy kingdom. Hearts are made happy and souls are comforted. Merciful God! Cause us to repent of our shortcomings! Accept us in thy heavenly kingdom and give unto us an abode where there shall be no error. Give us peace. Give us knowledge, and open unto us the gates of thy heaven.”

“Thou art the Giver of all! Thou art the Forgiven! Thou art the Merciful!”

The final note of a real chord of harmony was struck when Archdeacon Wilberforce asked that Abdul Baha would pronounce the Benediction. “I think we should take it kneeling,” he said.

Who shall say that the veil is not vanishing?

Peggy Scott.

[Extract from a letter from Kent, England.]

I do not know if you have heard about our beloved Master’s coming to Archdeacon Wilberforce’s church, St. John’s, Westminster, last Sunday evening, so in case you have not, I will tell you about it. How wonderful it all was! To begin with, I have never heard a service conducted as Archdeacon Wilberforce conducted this one. His intercessions were real intercessions and reminded one of our healing prayers rather than one of the usual formal church prayers. One felt the Spirit in our midst. Then, after he had given a short address he said that Abdul-Baha, the great Persian teacher, was coming to address us tonight, and went to fetch him from the vestry. He conducted the dear one up the chancel steps to where a chair was placed for him in full view, and when he was seated, said: “Rudyard Kipling has said, ‘East is East and West is West and they twain never shall meet’;—but I say they can and do meet on the common ground of Love and here is the proof. Look at our wonderful guest of tonight who has suffered forty years imprisonment for the sake of humanity. Look at those hands which have felt the chains, those feet which have endured the gyes, because of his Message of Love and Unity to all peoples, and now he is free and has come to us from the East to bring that Message. Oh! pray that God’s blessing may descend upon him; send out vibrations of love to meet this Spirit of God who is in our midst.” You will know how we sent out all our love to meet him, and I do not think there were many dry eyes. How glorious he looked! all the lines of pain and weariness were gone from that beloved face; truly he shone with a beauty not of earth; one felt that he was able to unveil because of the heavenly atmosphere surrounding him. I had prayed to see his divinity—and now I saw it and was almost afraid. Then he spoke and prayed for us, after which the Archdeacon read the translation, saying, “I would I could reproduce the musical inflections of the Master’s voice”—and when he had finished, the Master chanted a benediction. I had so longed to hear him chant. I little thought I should do so here in a church! Thank God that at least two of Christ’s churches have been found worthy to receive him. Then the Archdeacon took him reverently by the hand and conducted him down the aisle, saying as he did so: “We do not speak his language, nor he ours, but for the angels of God there is no Babel.” It was a scene which none of us will ever forget.

Dorothy Hodgson.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

At the direction of the last Convention and with the later recommendation of Abdul-Baha, 292 feet of lake frontage, securing an unobstructed view from the Mashrak-el-Azkar site, has just been opportunely purchased under contract by the Bahai Temple Unity. The funds for this purchase must be raised by individual donations aside from the anticipated revenue necessary to complete the payment on the original plot. $2,200 is already available. $2,800 more is needed to meet this initial payment which is due December 29th, the remainder being due in four annual payments of $3,000 each. The call is urgent. Remittances to the Financial Secretary, Mrs. Corinne True, 5338 Kenmore Avenue, Chicago, Ill.  

Executive Board Bahai Temple Unity.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through Aga Ahmad Sohrab and Jenab Mr. Remey. To all friends of Abha in America:

Upon them be the Glory of God!

O friends of Baha’u’llah!

Your letters reached me and were read with great joy. Praise be to God, that they are the proofs of faith and assurance in the Kingdom of Abha. They are witnesses of firmness and steadfastness and earnest supplication.

His highness Jesus says if the Promised One manifests in the East, his signs will appear in the West. Now give thanks to God that as the Great Sun arose in the East, his Brilliant Light shone upon the West and brightened the western world. Therefore you must give a thousand thanks every moment that though you were apparently very far off, in reality you were near.

A blind person cannot see the sun though near, but eyes with sight can see it from a thousand miles’ distance. For this the Great Almighty be praised, that in the far west the nostrils are perfumed by the Holy Fragrance.

Appreciate this Bounty, be happy and joyful for this Divine boundless Bounty. With great love you have asked for the presence of Abdul-Baha in America, I also greatly wish to go to the friends and see their interesting faces. But during this journey I have no time. I must go back to the East, this is according to wisdom. Therefore with great regret and sorrow at separation I am obliged to return. If it pleases God next year I will take a journey towards the West so that I may engage myself in seeing the faces of the friends, in proclaiming the Word of God and in spreading the Divine Fragrance and the calling of the Kingdom of God in the great meetings and assemblies.

If you only knew in what condition of tumult and excitement of longing is the soul and heart of Abdul-Baha to see you, then surely, because of the greatness of your happiness you would express your joy in music and song and engage yourselves in the melodies of the Supreme Court in worshipping and praising Almighty God.

Upon you be the Glory of Abha!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.
NEWS NOTE.

On the morning of Oct. 2d, Abdul-Baha breakfasted with the Lord Mayor of London at the Mansion House. The Lord Mayor said to him that he considered London to be greatly honoured by having such a guest. The next morning Abdul-Baha left for Paris and is residing in a nice flat taken for a month or so, near the Trocadero and Arc de Triomphe.

Arthur Cuthbert.


FAREWELL TO ABDUL BAHÁ.

Impressive Meeting in London.

At the invitation of Mrs. Thornburgh-Cropper about two hundred representative people met in the hall of the Passmore Edwards' Settlement, Tavistock Place, last Friday evening to bid farewell to Abdul Baha Abbas on the eve of his departure for Paris. Arriving in London on Monday evening, September 4, he has spent a happy and busy four weeks in our midst. Except for a brief visit to Bristol last week, he remained at 97, Cadogan Gardens. His time was mainly occupied in interviews with people who wished to meet him. These included not a few whose names are household words in this country, and some travelled long distances to see him.

A beautiful spirit prevailed on Friday evening. The atmosphere was very different from that of an ordinary meeting or religious gathering. Everyone present was enriched by the lofty spiritual tone of the proceedings; the notes struck were all in the direction of Brotherhood, unity, peace. While a report of the speeches would give a very inadequate idea of the effect produced, yet they were so well-conceived, so sincere, so exquisitely phrased as to be all worthy of reproduction. Among others Ameer Ali Syed wrote regretting his inability to be present, and Archdeacon Wilberforce sent affectionate greetings.

After the Lord's Prayer and prayers for Unity of Baha'u'llah and Gelasius (V. century), Professor Michael Sadler spoke as follows:

We have met together to bid farewell to Abdul Baha, and to thank God for his example and teaching, and for the power of his prayers to bring Light into confused thought, Hope into the place of dread, Faith where doubt was, and into troubled hearts the Love which overmasters self-seeking and fear. Though we all, among ourselves, in our devotional allegiance, have our own individual loyalties, to all of us Abdul Baha brings, and has brought, a message of unity, of sympathy, and of peace. He bids us all be real and true in what we profess to believe; and to treasure above everything the Spirit behind the form. With him we bow before the hidden name, before that which is of every life the Inner Life! He bids us worship in fearless loyalty to our own faith, but with ever stronger yearning after union, brotherhood, and love; so turning ourselves in spirit, and with our whole heart, that we may enter more into the mind of God, which is above class, above race, and beyond time.

Prof. Sadler concluded with a beautiful prayer of James Martineau.

Mr. Eric Hammond said the Baháí movement stood for unity: one God, one people; a myriad souls manifesting the divine unity, a unity so complete that no difference of colour or creed could possibly differentiate between one manifestation of God and another, and a sympathy so all-embracing as to include the very lowest, meanest, shabbiest of men; unity, sympathy, brotherhood, leading up to a concord
universal. He concluded with a saying of Baha'u'llah, that the divine cause of universal good could not be limited to either East or West. Miss Alice Buckton said we were standing at one of the springtimes of the world, and from that assembly of representatives of thought and work and love would go out all over the world influences making for unity and brotherhood. The complete equality of men and women was one of the chief notes of Baha'i teaching. Sir Richard Stapley pointed out that unity must not be sought in the forms and externals of religion, but in the inner spirit. In Persia there has been such an impulse towards real unity as was a rebuke to this so-called Christian country. Mr. Claude Montefiore, as a Jew, rejoiced in the growth of the spirit of unity, and regarded that meeting as prophetic of the better time to come, and in some sense a fulfillment of the idea expressed by one who fell a martyr to the Roman Catholic faith, Sir Thomas Moore, who wrote of the great Church of the Utopians, in which all varieties of creeds gathered together, having a service and liturgy that expressed the higher unity, while admitting special loyalties. Mrs. Stannard dwelt on what that meeting and the sentiments expressed meant to the East, especially to the women, whose condition it was difficult for the West to understand. Tamaddon-ul-Molk testified to the unifying effect the Baha'i movement had had in Persia, and of the wonderful way in which it had spread to America and other countries.

Then "The Master" rose to give his farewell address. An impressive figure, the face rather worn, but the eyes full of animation, he stood for about fifteen minutes, speaking in soft, musical Persian. From time to time he gently stroked his white beard, and with hands extended, palms upwards, he closed with a prayer:

O noble friends and seekers for the Kingdom of God! God be praised! we see the light of love is shining in the East and the West; and the tent of intercourse is raised in the centre of the world for the drawing together of hearts and souls. The call of the Kingdom has gone all over the world. The annunciation of the world's Universal Peace has enlightened the world's conscience. My hope is that by the zeal and ardour of the pure-hearted, the darkness of hatred and differences will be entirely abolished, and the light of love and unity will shine more brightly. This world shall become a new world. Things material will become the mirror of the Kingdom. Human hearts will meet and embrace each other. The whole world shall become as a man's native country; and different races shall be counted as one race. Then disputes and differences will vanish, and the Divine Beloved will be revealed in the society of mankind. It is because the East and the West are illumined by the One Sun, all races, nations, and creeds are the servants of the One God. The whole earth is one home, and all peoples are bathed in the ocean of God's mercy. God created all. He gives sustenance to all. He guides and trains all under the shadow of his bounty. We must follow the example God himself gives us, and do away with all these differences and quarrels. Praise be to God! the signs of friendship are appearing, and a proof of this is that today I—an Easterner—in the London of the West have received extreme kindness, regard, and love, and I am deeply thankful and happy. I shall never forget this time I have spent with you. I leave you with extreme regret, and with prayers for you, that all the beauty of the Kingdom may be yours.

The translation of the valedictory having been read by Professor Sadler, Abdul Baha closed the meeting by giving his blessing in undulating rhythmic tones.

By the time these lines appear Abdul Baha Abbas will have left our shores, but the memory of his gracious personality is a permanent possession. His influence will be felt for many days to come, and has already done much to promote that union of East and West for which many have long yearned.
STAR OF THE WEST

THE WORK IN CALIFORNIA.

"The future of California, whether in regard to its material affairs or spiritual affairs, is very important. It is my hope that the people of California may become the sons and daughters of the Kingdom and be the means of promoting the religion of God.

"Regarding the Exposition of 1915 which will be inaugurated in San Francisco in America: From now undoubtedly the Bahais must arrange and prepare ways and means so that a great number of them may be present on that occasion."—Abdul-Baha.

Every believer is becoming more active and here in California things Bahai are booming. Dr. Fareed and Mrs. Getsinger gave the Message to 5,000 people south, and here, wonderful openings are being made. The Knights Templar entertained Dr. Fareed two evenings. At the first all wore their regalia and Dr. Fareed wore his Persian robes. The second meeting was more informal. Dr. Fareed spoke of the disturbed conditions and mentioned a remedy. At the second he spoke of the Bahai Movement. He and Mrs. Getsinger spoke at the Unitarian Church in Alameda last Sunday.

Mrs. Getsinger also spoke before the Jewish Women’s Council, consisting of 600 members, and their friends.

Our Oakland meetings are being held regularly and two meetings a week are held in the Bahai room here.

Mr. Mack, who enthusiastically received The Message on the battleship "California," has called to see us several times and brought enquiring friends. He holds Bahai meetings in his cabin Tuesday evenings. Some of his friends were transferred to other ships, where they will undoubtedly spread the Message. Saturday, the 14th, was a gala day here. President Taft turned the first spade of soil for the Panama Exposition site. San Francisco is waking up spiritually and materially.

"Assuredly ye will achieve a Conquest in California."—Abdul-Baha.

Since last March Dr. Ameen U. Fareed and Mrs. Lua M. Getsinger have been in California in obedience to the instructions of Abdul-Baha, disseminating the tidings of the coming of the Manifestation. They have spoken in various cities surrounding San Francisco Bay—San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda, and farther north on the Pacific Coast at Geyserville. In Southern California their work was begun in the extreme south of the state, in San Diego and the nearby towns of La Jolla and Point Loma. From San Francisco, distant six hundred miles to the north, came three Bahais to accompany Mrs. Getsinger and Dr. Fareed to San Diego, a city without any known believers. There, among strangers, the work commenced. Soon some prominent citizens became attracted to the teachings, thus leading to meetings in private houses, before one or two men’s clubs, and in a public hall.
Our two messengers of peace even spoke on the battleship "California," the flagship of the fleet; and across the boundary in Mexico, at Tia Juana, they gave succor to some of the wounded in one of the skirmishes between the federal and insurrectionary forces of Mexico. During this struggle, Dr. Fareed told the waiting Red Cross corps in their tent of the coming of Baha’u’llah to bring peace to the world; and it is of significant interest that Dr. Fareed was asked by the Red Cross commander to act as surgeon on the field, and that Mrs. Getsinger was installed as one of the nurses. Several newspapers of San Diego reported the meetings that were held and gave accounts of the work and training of Mrs. Getsinger and Dr. Fareed. Interest grew rapidly, and when the two speakers returned to Los Angeles, after an absence of several weeks, a Bahai Center was left in La Jolla, and hundreds of persons in San Diego and its vicinity had heard the words of Baha’u’llah.

In Los Angeles, an audience of about four hundred was addressed by both Mrs. Getsinger and Dr. Fareed, and many interested ones stayed to ask for fuller information and to offer assistance in furthering the spread of The Message. Mrs. Getsinger spoke to the American Women’s League in its own hall, and both speakers addressed the World’s Spiritual Congress, in session at Long Beach. Dr. Fareed spoke in the Church of the Golden Rule, at Pasadena, and Mrs. Getsinger addressed the regular meeting of believers in Los Angeles in the Walker Auditorium. In all about a thousand people in Los Angeles and vicinity—Pasadena, Long Beach, Glendale and Tropicó—have listened to these speakers.

It is now thirteen years since Mrs. Getsinger sowed in California the first seeds of the Bahai teachings. Today she is rejoicing in the first fruits of that planting, even while she helps break greater fields throughout the state and make them ready for the longed-for coming of Abdul-Baha.

**BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF DR. FAREED’S ADDRESS AT LOS ANGELES BEFORE AN AUDIENCE OF FOUR HUNDRED INQUIRERS.**

Ladies and gentlemen, my friends in God:

I am glad to read to you from the Words of Baha’u’llah: “O ye discerning ones of the people! Verily the words which have descended from the heaven of the will of God are the source of unity and harmony for the world. Close your eyes to racial differences and welcome all with the Light of Oneness. Be the cause of the comfort and promotion of humanity. This handful of dust, the world, is one home: let it be in unity. Forsake pride, it is a cause of discord. Follow that which tends to harmony. Consort with all the people with love and fragrance. Fellowship is the cause of unity, and unity is the source of order in the world. Blessed are they who are kind and serve with love.”

The Bahai Movement is not a sect, a cult, nor a religious denomination. Therefore, we are not here to invite you to join any sectarian issue, nor to fetter you with a creed. In presenting to you the Bahai Movement we will endeavor to inform you of a subject which has attracted to itself the attention of thoughtful men in all parts of the world. A great movement for which twenty thousand people in Persia
forfeited their lives willingly and parted with their possessions and sacrificed every worldly attachment joyfully. It is deserving for this reason, if for no other, your closest attention.

Our contemporaneous history records three important events occurring almost simultaneously. On the 23rd of May, 1844, in two parts of the world two different religious people, having studied the prophecies of their respective bibles carefully, came to the conclusion that their Promised One would appear at that time.

The Millerites, as you know, in this country, clothed themselves in "ascension robes" and from the hilltops and housetops gazed heavenward, anticipating the descent of the Christ from heaven. They were disappointed because of their misunderstanding concerning prophetic terminology. On that same date, however, God fulfilled the hopes of these expectant ones in His Eternal Way, in accordance with the reality of prophecy; for in Persia there did appear the wondrous Herald, who announced himself as the Bab, or Gate, to the promised Kingdom of God which was to be established upon the earth in the "latter days." And, very significant, on the 24th of May, the very next day, in America the first telegraphic message was sent by Professor Morse,—"What hath God wrought!"

The Bab was only twenty-five years of age when he arose to give the Glad-Tidings of "Him-whom-God-would-Manifest." He was the Preparer of the Way, and the Precursor mentioned in all the prophecies; a John the Baptist, as it were, of this great dispensation. He was a soul divinely intense and pure. The power of God's Word in his eloquence attracted thousands of those who sought the Light. The liberality manifested in his teaching as compared with the creed-bound and superstitious orthodoxy of the time aroused the severest opposition and persecution, to the point of his own death and the death of hundreds of his followers. Although he was allowed to live and teach about six years, when he was, on the 9th of July, 1850, martyred in the public square of the City of Tabriz, yet his Message had spread far and wide, even beyond the confines of his own country.

His book, El-Beyan, or The Explanation, contained the vital prophecy for the world that nine years after him the Promised One, or, as he expressed it "He-whom-God-would-Manifest," would appear and establish the Universal Religion. He even mentioned His Name, to be Baha'o'llah, or "The Glory of God," though he had never met Him. As prophesied by the Bab, Baha'o'llah revealed Himself at the appointed time, laid the foundation for this world-embracing movement. The persecution which befell all the Prophets attacked Him, the movement having spread so rapidly through His dauntless announcement of the Word of God, so that people were attracted in hosts; the clergy of Persia, hand in hand with the government, exiled Him to Arabia. The story of this banishment and of those following it would make a volume. Suffice it to say that His banishment from Persia to Baghdad, Arabia, thence to Constantinople and Adrianople, and lastly to Acca, the penal colony of Turkey, was meant to exterminate His Movement, to extinguish the torch of God's love with which He kindled the hearts of men.

The remarkable, nay miraculous, thing happening every time He was exiled, was a greater spread of His Word and a greater brilliancy of His Light. Moreover, these banishments at the hands of the clergy and the government were aimed by God to fulfill the foreshadowings of His Prophets; for many are the prophecies contained in the Bible, the Koran, and the Zend Avesta, which were fulfilled by these afflictions. The last place of exile, the little prison town of Acca, in the Promised Land, deserves special mention because of the many tidings concerning it as given by Isaiah and Daniel; because from this prison Baha'o'llah sent forth His letters to the kings and there, in this "Most Great Prison" hundreds, nay thousands went to see Him. Acca was renowned for its foul climate and pestilential environs. A
place where criminals and political suspects lived but a short time; however, when Baha’u’llah, the Prisoner of the Love of God, blessed this disease-ridden town, God changed disease with ease, fresh salubrious water was conveyed to the city; in short, the climate was changed, and the surrounding desert is today a veritable garden.

Here, for over a quarter of a century, Baha’u’llah was occupied with the giving of teachings which underlie this great Bahai Movement. His books are many and contain solutions of the many problems pertaining to man’s welfare and salvation. He has answered the questions of all who have sought the truth of God and who today are longing for the knowledge of God. Before His departure, which occurred in May, 1892, He enjoined upon His followers the Covenant of God, whose Center He declared was His blessed son, Abdul-Baha, the present leader of the Movement. He commanded all who seek guidance in the Kingdom and interpretation of any of the Holy Writings, to turn to him. And so today, for spiritual light we look to the Servant of Baha, which is the meaning of his name. Baha’u’llah was the founder of the Great World Religion, and Abdul-Baha is the promulgator of it.

Now let us touch on the fundamental teaching of this movement. A teaching which makes unity possible in the world. He says: "Oneness in its true significance, means that God alone should be realized as the one power which animates and dominates all things, which are but manifestations of its energy." This one power has from time to time manifested itself through chosen instruments called the Prophets, to various peoples at various times. These prophets are considered to be bearers of the same Message, Manifestations of the same Light, therefore, they are one and the leaders of the One God.

They prepared the peoples of the world for the latter days when this Oneness would find fulfillment and all men would become in reality brothers. The Bahais declare that this is the latter day, that through Baha’u’llah all people are to be united. . . . . The human race has been hindered from union through three prejudices—religious, racial, and patriotic. When the Oneness of God is realized and the solidarity of the human family is well understood, these prejudices will be dispelled from the hearts of men. The Words of Baha’u’llah are the remedies which alone can cure human ills. He says, "Ye are all leaves of one tree and drops of one sea!" Again He says, "Associate with men of all religions with love and fragrance, fellowship is the cause of unity, and unity is the source of order in the world." This one admonition would remove forever religious prejudices if it be carried out. "This handful of dust, the world, is one home, let it be in unity" is the basis of international patriotism, which can replace limited patriotic prejudice.

In regard to racial prejudice, which has separated man from man, this is His "Hidden Word" which has already united representatives of many races. "O sons of men! Do ye know why we have created ye from the same clay: that no man should glorify himself above another, for ye must be as one soul, living in many bodies, in the one land," etc. The world is interdependent, what affects one part of it will necessarily affect another. If one part of the body suffer, the entire sensorium is afflicted; and even so is it with the world, if one portion of the social fabric suffer, the entire body politic is afflicted. Thus it is that the Bahai Movement is to unite the world; though religious in nature, yet its laws govern social, industrial, and economic states and conditions. And it has already united many people of diverse nations and religions.

F. B. Beckett.

Large photographs of Abdul-Baha, taken during his recent visit to England, may be obtained from Mrs. M. Thornburgh-Cropper, 31 Evelyn Mansions, Carlisle Place, Westminster, London. Price, 50 cents.
O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

Tablet from Abdul-Baha.

HE IS GOD!

We have been requested to correct the statement made in our issue of Aug. 1, 1911, wherein mention is made of Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, Charge de’Affaires of Persia, of Washington, D. C., being honorary president of the Persian-American Educational Society. We have been informed that his acceptance of this title depends upon the wishes of his government, from whom consent has not yet been received.

Our Persian Editor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, has been called to the presence of Abdul-Baha. He will leave America, Nov. 11th. The good wishes of all the friends go with him. The Persian section from his able pen will continue as heretofore, wherever he may be. Our Persian section this issue contains:

(1) Editorial on visit of Abdul-Baha to England; (2) photograph of Mirza Assadollah, who came to America some years ago and who is now travelling with Abdul-Baha; (3) poem by Mirza Mahmoud Zargany, celebrating Abdul-Baha’s visit to Europe; (4) article by Mirza Mahamond Bagor Kahn, who accompanied Abdul-Baha to London; (5) Abdul-Baha’s address in the City Temple, London; (6) article by Mirza Lotfollah Hakin, describing the visit and work of Abdul-Baha in England; (7) farewell address of Abdul-Baha delivered before a gathering at Passmore Edward’s Settlement; (8) address of Abdul-Baha in St. John’s, Westminster; (9) photograph of Dr. Edward Getsinger, of Washington, D. C.; (10) photograph of Prof. Mohamad Barakathullah, editor of the ‘Isamic Fraternity’ published in Tokyo, Japan; (11) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Miss Rosenberg, of London, upon his arrival in Paris; (12) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the American Bahais in regard to his coming to this country; (13) poem by Mirza Jalal Maftoun celebrating the appearance of the STAR OF THE WEST; (14) apology of the Persian editor for the late appearance of this issue of the STAR OF THE WEST.

Baha'i Calendar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st.</td>
<td>Baha’ (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
<td>11th</td>
<td>Manzeyat (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Jalal (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
<td>12th</td>
<td>Elm (Knowledge)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Jamal (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 28</td>
<td>13th</td>
<td>Kudrat (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Azamat (Grandeur)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
<td>14th</td>
<td>Rowl (Speech)</td>
<td>Nov. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Nur (Light)</td>
<td>June 5</td>
<td>15th</td>
<td>Massa’ul (Questions)</td>
<td>Dec. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>Rahmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
<td>16th</td>
<td>Sharaf (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Kalamat (Words)</td>
<td>July 13</td>
<td>17th</td>
<td>Sultan (Supremacy)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Amma (Names)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
<td>18th</td>
<td>Mulk (Dominion)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>Kamal (Perfection)</td>
<td>Aug. 20</td>
<td>Four intercalary days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>Elazzat (Might)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
<td>19th</td>
<td>Ola (Loftiness)</td>
<td>Mar. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have been requested to correct the statement made in our issue of Aug. 1, 1911, wherein mention is made of Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, Charge de’Affaires of Persia, of Washington, D. C., being honorary president of the Persian-American Educational Society. We have been informed that his acceptance of this title depends upon the wishes of his government, from whom consent has not yet been received.

Our Persian Editor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, has been called to the presence of Abdul-Baha. He will leave America, Nov. 11th. The good wishes of all the friends go with him. The Persian section from his able pen will continue as heretofore, wherever he may be. Our Persian section this issue contains:

(1) Editorial on visit of Abdul-Baha to England; (2) photograph of Mirza Assadollah, who came to America some years ago and who is now travelling with Abdul-Baha; (3) poem by Mirza Mahmoud Zargany, celebrating Abdul-Baha’s visit to Europe; (4) article by Mirza Mahamond Bagor Kahn, who accompanied Abdul-Baha to London; (5) Abdul-Baha’s address in the City Temple, London; (6) article by Mirza Lotfollah Hakin, describing the visit and work of Abdul-Baha in England; (7) farewell address of Abdul-Baha delivered before a gathering at Passmore Edward’s Settlement; (8) address of Abdul-Baha in St. John’s, Westminster; (9) photograph of Dr. Edward Getsinger, of Washington, D. C.; (10) photograph of Prof. Mohamad Barakathullah, editor of the ‘Isamic Fraternity’ published in Tokyo, Japan; (11) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Miss Rosenberg, of London, upon his arrival in Paris; (12) Tablet from Abdul-Baha to the American Bahais in regard to his coming to this country; (13) poem by Mirza Jalal Maftoun celebrating the appearance of the STAR OF THE WEST; (14) apology of the Persian editor for the late appearance of this issue of the STAR OF THE WEST.
On August 29, 1911, there passed away on Mt. Carmel one of the great saints of the Bahai religion, Jenab Afnan Vakil Dowleh. He was the nearest living relative of the Bab, being his first cousin, and it was for his father, the Bab's uncle, that Baha'ullah wrote the Kitab-el-Ighan. Jenab Afnan was a play fellow of the Bab when a boy and I have heard him describe the beauty and illumination of that glorious youth. Now, I understand, there is no other Bahai in the world who can remember meeting the Bab. Those who have been to Acca will remember his illumined countenance, his long snowy beard and his bright, blue, smiling eyes. Jenab Afnan spent his whole life in serving the Cause and the crowning service of his long life was the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar in Eshkabad, for it was due to his aid and untiring energy that that building was erected and he laid the first stone. The last years of his life he spent near his beloved Master in Acca and Haifa and it was in his home on Mt. Carmel near Elijah's cave. These great historical personages in the Cause are leaving us one by one. Theirs has been the storm and stress—the easy reaping where they have sown. Can we ever realize the great debt we owe to them?

Another of the old believers has passed away this summer, Haji Khan, and his history is also very interesting, for when he was young he was a rich and powerful chief of a tribe in Beluchistan. When he became a believer he gave up his wealth and position and walked from Beluchistan to Baghdad to see the Blessed Beauty, Baha'ullah, and from that time he was a faithful follower unto death.

These saints of God! So they live and pass on to their glorious immortality, the world all unheeding that if it has been entertaining angels unawares.

Sydney Sprague.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS RECEIVED FROM BOMBAY, INDIA.

I fail to express how much people here like to know about Bahaism, and what a fine field of work is ready, but we require workers. If you can succeed in sending a few Americans here, only if they pay flying visits, one after the other, thus keeping India busy with Bahai talk, it will be very good. The opportunities are more for our good than that of the Cause. The Cause will progress anyhow, and if we do not work, there will be others to do it.

Of course, much work is to be done even in America, and you may say we cannot spare men, and you are quite right there; but the workers here are comparatively very few, besides if Americans come here it will be more weighty. If we make efforts we may succeed in spreading the Cause in India. In America the Cause is well-rooted and set on its footing, while in India, a country inhabited by one-fifth or one-sixth of the world's population, it is not comparatively well-rooted or well-spread, and we shall be held responsible if we do not carry the news to the people of India, in every part of the country. It is the most important problem of all the problems and deserves greater attention and care.

We also wish that some American Bahai doctor might come to Bombay or India. If he comes to Bombay, and if he is well-versed in medicine, he will earn well, will create stronger bonds of Unity, and will attract many other people to the Cause. Besides, he will get enough work and be able to serve both the Cause and humanity. If he is married, so much the better. His wife may take up any cause of the poor, the depressed and the sick. If she too is educated, she may start a school or attend any school in Bombay she chooses. If we volunteer our services in India, and start some schools, a hospital or take up the cause of the depressed, I think, if God wishes, in a very short time many souls will be attracted to the Cause.

If any teacher thinks of establishing any school in Bombay, that too will be very good. But on that subject you should communicate with us in detail and we shall supply you every information.

India is a very good place for any sort of work. Its population is 300 millions. Just think, one-sixth of humanity lives in this small place. Much work can be done here. The people are good, kind, sympathetic, self-sacrificing, generous, loving and ready to offer a helping hand to anything. We must love them, if we wish that they should love us.

N. R. Vakil.
لا می‌توانیم متن اصلی را بخوانیم زیرا تصویری از متن فارسی درون صفحه موجود نیست.
متنی که در این صفحه نمایش گذاشته شده است، به فارسی نوشتاری می‌باشد. ناپدید شدن عناصر تصویری در صفحه نشان‌دهنده وجود تصاویر نیست. متن به صورت زبانی و رنگی به صفحه نوشته شده است.
در سال‌های اخیر، موضوعاتی مانند کاهش آب و هوای خشکی، تغییرات واریس و کاهش حیات وحش در مناطقی که دارای عرصه‌های آبی و خشک هستند، چشم‌اندازی خاصی به دست‌یافت. این تغییرات اغلب نتیجه خشکسالی‌های دیرینه و وقوع طوفان‌های شدید در مناطق عطراف و کوهستان‌های مرطوب بوده است. برخی از درمان‌هایی که در این راستا به کار رفته عبارتند از:

1. استفاده از سیستم‌های کاهش مصرف آب
2. کاهش تخلیه‌های غیرضروری
3. استفاده از مواد کاهش مصرفی

در کنار این چالش‌ها، آینده باید به جلو ببیند و سیاست‌های محیطی و بهینه‌سازی Wrocław به دست آید. بهترین راه حل برای مقابله با این چالش‌ها شامل تغییرات در سیستم‌های موجود و استفاده از فناوری‌های نوآورانه می‌باشد.
متأسفانه جملاتی برای این صفحه در متن موجود نبود.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>کریم جانسون</th>
<th>گری ژنتیک</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>زیبایی</td>
<td>گرایش دارایی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>حس</td>
<td>گرایش دارایی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>پیامدهای غیرمثبت</td>
<td>گرایش دارایی</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>بررسی های مطالعه</th>
<th>مطالعه دفعه‌ای</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>درمان</td>
<td>گرایش دارایی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>پیامدهای غیرمثبت</td>
<td>گرایش دارایی</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>گزارش</th>
<th>گرایش دارایی</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>کلیه</td>
<td>گرایش دارایی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بررسی های مطالعه</td>
<td>مطالعه دفعه‌ای</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>بیماری</th>
<th>گرایش دارایی</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>مزمن</td>
<td>گرایش دارایی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بررسی های مطالعه</td>
<td>مطالعه دفعه‌ای</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
تولید محصولات غربی در داخل کشور، به طور حداکثری موجب استقلال اقتصادی درون‌کشور و بهره‌برداری بهتر از منابع داخلی خواهد شد. از جانب دیگر، تولید محصولات غربی می‌تواند به حل مشکلات اجتماعی و سیاسی کشور کمک کند. از مهم‌ترین آنها می‌توان به ایجاد اشتغال و تأمین بهتر برای مردم، افزایش اقتصاد و رشد اقتصادی اشاره کرد. در نهایت، تولید محصولات غربی به بهبود زندگی درون‌کشور کمک نمی‌کند.

در طول تاریخ، تولید محصولات غربی به عنوان یک نگرش اقتصادی و فرهنگیی در سراسر جهان یاد زده شده است. این نگرش در ایران نیز حضور دارد و در این حین، تولید محصولات غربی به عنوان یک سهم از اقتصاد کشور نشان داده شده است.

این موضوع به‌طور گسترده‌ای در اجتماع و فرهنگ ایران حضور دارد و به عنوان یک نگرش اقتصادی و فرهنگیی در سراسر جهان یاد زده شده است. در این حین، تولید محصولات غربی به عنوان یک سهم از اقتصاد کشور نشان داده شده است.
صفحه اول
چهارم شهروند
شماره ۱۲۸-
۹۰ شاهکار
همار ۱۹۰۱

بخش تخصصی

سخنرانی علی دولت در دوران...

در این جلسه موضوع خلاصه‌ای از تاریخ و روند تکمیل معرفی سیاست خارجی ایران در سال‌های گذشته به شما می‌رسانیم. به منظور توضیحات بهتر، من به شما اجازه می‌دهم که به این تاریخ‌دانی شورای موزه برگردد...

zialah56
ساراحمد دلیلی‌کنی

۱۳۳۹ خرداد

فهرست محتویات

1. سزوزه ایرانیان
2. کناره‌گیری
3. آیا راه‌پیمایی‌ها از مناظر با ماهواره‌های
4. راه اندازی فراخوانهای
5. اجرای برنامه‌های
6. خواندن و دادن
7. رسیدن به مصوبه
8. دریافت مصوبه
9. مقامات
10. مشاوره
11. مردم
12. انتخابات
13. راهپیمایی
14. خلأ و آب‌زایی
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This photograph was selected by Abdul-Baha from several taken in Paris, recently, and permission granted to circulate it.
WITH ABDUL-BAHA IN PARIS.

BY MARY HANFORD FORD.

To one who has visited Abdul-Baha in his prison home at Acca, the delight of seeing him in the western world is almost indescribable. I was not so fortunate as to be with him in London, but I had the good fortune to arrive in Paris shortly after he reached that city, and for two weeks I was able to see him every morning.

He rented his own apartment in Paris, and a little fair-haired, pleasant-faced French maid presided over its domestic functions and answered the bell.

"This is my home and the home of my friends," said Abdul-Baha, and every one was admitted here without question, no matter to what cult or nationality he belonged, no matter how shabby were his clothes. A background of Persian men was always present, for all the Persians in Paris apparently camped in the home of Abdul-Baha during his stay there, but besides the Persians there were French, Germans, English, Hindus, and a large sprinkling of Americans, among whom the tall figures of Mr. Woodcock and Mr. Mills were always noticeable.

Abdul-Baha, of course, paid all his own expenses in Paris, and the apartment he rented was a commodious one provided with the best modern conveniences, and containing a great drawing room which could easily accommodate from seventy-five to a hundred people.

Here the interested ones gathered every morning between ten and twelve, though it was whispered that even before dawn eager seekers were admitted to private interviews with Abdul-Baha, and naturally those who did not wish to be seen entering his house came in the early hours.

Abdul-Baha speaks only the Oriental tongues, but he understands all that is said in any language, and in Paris his wonderful words were translated by M. Dreyfus into especially perfect French. The little company assembled at No. 4 Avenue de Camoens never knew exactly at what time the eagerly expected one would appear. Sometimes he came joyfully, waving a good morning to all, or best of all, greeting each one with a warm hand clasp. At other times, when there had been bad news from the seat of war in Tripoli, he would enter with sadness written upon his eloquent countenance, and it was on such occasions that he gave the two little talks on war that I send you.

Sometimes his address was very short, but always his presence was so stimulating that no one had the slightest consciousness of disappointment when he arose and left the room. Abdul-Baha is like a great magnet drawing together the noblest forces of nations and individuals. He is purely synthetic, not analytic, and his cohering power is enormous—he focalizes the temperament of every listener. The stimulus of his presence in this way is something quite indescribable; it must be experienced to be comprehended. But if one did not understand Persian or French, the electric contact with Abdul-Baha and his marvelous and poetic utterance would be sufficient to transform phlegmatic materialism into spiritual possibility.

The effect of this electric presence was that of clear and prodigious thinking which swept away like cobwebs all trivialities of sect and disunion, and pierced through to the divine harmonies which unite one to God and his neighbor. Every one who listened to Abdul-Baha must have realized that this was no sectarian founder of a cult. This was a spiritually endowed messenger whose message touched
all mankind, who came out of his prison to remind men of the mighty lessons God has spoken to lift us out of barbarism and cruelty, from war to peace, and that in this day we must follow even the letter of these heavenly lessons.

So he spoke always of peace, always of conduct, giving to his own followers definitions of their mission which were very positive, and must have sounded a trifle strange to some who perhaps may have retained a slightly sectarian bias, even under the inspiration of this divinely dowered Prophet of Unity.

“You are a society banded together for the increase of friendship among nations and races, and of brotherhood among men,” he said one day, waving his hand toward the circle before him, and constantly he adjured us to realize the privilege that was ours in being first to receive the “Breeze of God” which must always rise in the East and blow towards the West, and which is now floating again from that wonderful Orient into the faces of the expectant Occident.

It was exceedingly interesting to watch the faces of those who came each morning to listen to Abdul-Baha and observe the gradual but evident change of thought which took place in them so that hard lines gave way before invading gentleness and light irradiated countenances and eyes which previously had considered only material difficulties. I have not time to recall the countless instances of this sort. They were, of course, always intensified by an interview with Abdul-Baha himself. Sometimes people stayed with him three minutes, sometimes half an hour, for there were many waiting to speak with him. The time of the interview did not matter much and I never shall forget a dear little friend who is cashier of a big business house in Paris. She is devoutly unselfish, and eager only to do her utmost for everyone. She had a three-minute interview. As she entered, Abdul-Baha advanced toward her with his hands outstretched.

“Ah, you are aflame! You are alive!” he cried. “How happy I am when people come to me who are alive not dead!”

Then he took her hands and said to her just the tender and inspiring words she needed, assuring her that God would always guide her. She was only in his room three minutes, but she came out with a look upon her face I shall never forget. Each day I was in Paris I went into the big shop where she was cashier, and the lovely look was still upon her face. I am sure it will never leave her.

I send you the striking passages from some of the talks given by Abdul-Baha while I was in Paris. My versions are, of course, not complete or perfect. Mirza Assad Ullah, who was present, carefully took down Abdul-Baha’s words in Persian, and they will no doubt be translated and given us later. My own translations are merely the result of notes taken at the time and are necessarily incomplete. But certain significant words were of great moment and these I always preserved.

The two points Abdul-Baha seemed desirous of impressing upon his hearers especially were the fact that man has freed himself from the trammels of material conditions through the use of his spiritual gifts, and that possessing this power he should apply it for good, for the establishing of a perfect civilization, the abolition of cruelty and injustice, and the institution of love as the absolute rule.

To attain this he insisted it is only necessary to think right, and again and again, in various modifications he repeated the wonderful words: “While they make war, you think peace; while they create destruction, you think construction; while they are guilty of cruelty, you think tenderness!”

——

TALK ON THE BATTLE OF BENGHAZI.

I am not happy this morning, I am full of sadness. The news which the paper brought us was such as must fill one with anguish.

Animals fight, and when they fight it is for a cause, an end to be gained.
Men are fighting now, for what? For the ground, our sepulchre, our tomb, our cemetery!

The earth is the first and lowest of terrestrial things created by the Divine Will—and it is our tomb, our sepulchre, our cemetery; our death, not our life—and these men are fighting not for liberty or an ideal, but for ground, for the place of death not life, for a sepulchre, a tomb, a cemetery!

God has never forgotten the world, and no matter how black have been its conditions, there have always been societies established for the cherishing of love and equality and fraternity.

You are a people banded together to increase friendship among nations and races and brotherhood among men. So now, while these men are creating death, you think life, while they are guilty of cruelty, you think tenderness, while they make destruction, you think construction, while they create war, you think peace.

We must hope, we must not despair. We must look forward to the time when war and dissension will disappear, when love and unity will reign, and the light of God will shine upon all banners and into all hearts, and unite them to one another and to Him.

THE EARTH IS GOD’S.

There has been another battle today and much blood has been shed. The poor have given their lives as a sacrifice to the greed of others. Men are fighting for the earth—for land—and it belongs to no one but God. Kings have fought for it from Charlemagne to Napoleon, yet they had no right to it. One fought wrongfully to wrest it from another who wrongfully possessed it. All people are merely tenants of God upon the land, yet nevertheless empires have disappeared in the struggle for its possession, and again men are shedding blood for the ownership of mere land.

While man might become a centre for good, for amity, he fights like ferocious beasts for the right to land.

God wishes man to establish just equality, not to transgress laws, to help one another and live together in love. Do what God asks, be the cause of unity and peace—wipe out the horrors of war and hatred!

Be ye capable of all good, eager to work for the cause of unity and peace, sacrificing all for this. Be eager to suffer for such an end. Forget yourself, forget personal danger, personal evil and inconvenience. Have no fear of evil to yourself in the great cause of unity and peace. Be dissolved in love, so that you may lose consciousness of everything except the good of all.

LOVE.

I met a man this morning who belongs to the sect of Buddhists and I said to him, “What is your message?” He replied “L’amour, Love!” I said, “Yes, but what besides that?” He repeated, “Love, that is all, that is the only message.”

But the word Love is not a message; the word Love indicates an infinite thing, and how shall we bring an infinite thing into relation with humanity which is finite?

There are in reality many kinds of love, and each in itself is infinite and finite. There is the love of country, or the patriotic love, there is the family love, there is the love of friendship, the love of man and woman—each one is finite and limited. There is only one love which is infinite and unlimited and divine, and that is the love which comes with the Breath of the Holy Spirit—the Love of God—which breaks all barriers and sweeps all before it.

Animals are completely subject to nature, they are its slaves. They live and
die in the places in which they are born, they are the victims of storm and flood, they are hemmed in by desert, forest, by the great rivers and the sea.

But man has conquered nature, and is free. He is no longer the slave of the physical world, he dominates it and is free. He compels the physical world to do his will. He crosses wide spaces, sails over the ocean, and is beginning to fly through the air. He is in all things a freed being, and can give his commands to that nature in the midst of which he was born.

So man who is freed from material things and dominates nature, should learn to render his love also unlimited and divine. He should open his soul to the Breeze of God, that it may blow through him and break down all barriers.

So, if you love, endeavor to love divinely. If you love your country, love it not with the narrow feeling that it must be loved because it is yours alone, but with the greater consciousness that your home is a part of the universe. If you love brother or comrade or wife, love each one as a part of God, and not with the narrow sense of possession which renders the love selfish and exclusive. Then the Breeze of God blowing constantly through your love will purify it and make it divine so that the Breath of the Holy Spirit will enter into your being and unite you to God.

But do not seek the honors and loves of this world, seek rather God and His love, and then the Honors and Loves which belong to Him will be yours. All the glory of the heavens is His, all the beauty of the flowers, the scent of the roses and the colors of the sunset. But more than this the beauty of the soul is His, so that when you look long upon His beauty, it takes many forms and reappears in your consciousness in many figures. But all other beauty fades and disappears, all other honor but His becomes insignificant, all other love but His is undesirable.

WISDOM.

The greatest treasure of man is wisdom. Through this he is lifted into great power, through this he becomes the mirror of Divine Love. He comprehends the past; he possesses the future. In all this man is infinitely superior to the rest of creation. The sun which brings life to the vegetable world, and gives it bloom and fragrance is, nevertheless, in spite of all its splendor, limited. It cannot go beyond the law which controls it, which co-ordinates its movement.

In the animal world it is the same. The elephant with all his strength and intelligence is bound by the law of his existence. He cannot go beyond this law or control it. With the beautiful birds which fly through the air in such seeming freedom, it is the same. They are bound by the law of their existence.

Man alone is free, man alone controls the environment which surrounds him, he alone makes nature his slave. Though he is of the animal world and cannot naturally live in the water, he has conquered the ocean, and if he wills may pass his life upon the bosom of the sea.

Though limited by space so that under ordinary circumstances he can only hear speech within a certain area, he has captured the word and can send it as far as he will through the marvelous agency of electricity, which he has made his own.

So also he has conquered space by means of photography, and can send pictures where he will, of all that he sees. He dominates the nature which enslaves all else, and has made it his obedient servant.

It is a pity that with this dominance and power which have become his, man has not willed to render perfect the civilization of all the world. But he does not. If he chose he could create a Paradise upon the earth, but instead of peace he makes war, instead of love he sows cruelty, instead of harmony he creates discord.
I shall pray for you that you may be impelled to use the power that is given you for divine purposes, that you may be the source of concord between individuals, that instead of war you may create peace, instead of cruelty you will create love, instead of discord you will make harmony.

THE HOLY SPIRIT.

The Divine Reality is far removed from man. It is absolutely remote and independent in its essence—beyond the comprehension of man—abstract, limitless and impersonal.

Man is limited, weak, fearful, poverty-stricken and helpless. The Divine Reality represents the Power Absolute, capacity for all things, fulfillment for all the needs of man.

The Divine Reality is to man what the sun is to the earth. The sun is life, radiance, heat, energy, power. The earth is dead, inert, helpless, incapable of initiative or change. It is poor, cold, and without resources.

The sun in its remoteness could never reach the earth, and the earth, wretched indifferent clod, could never attain to the glory and splendor of the sun. In order that one may gain the other, that life and fragrance may come to the helpless earth floating alone in dim space, there must be an intermediary. In some way the life-giving power of the radiant sun must be brought to the sodden earth, and this becomes possible through the media of light and heat. Through their means the glory of the distant luminary is transmitted to the dark ball of earth, and instantly it becomes the home of fragrance and blooming life. The glory of the magnificent source of light touches our dim planet and banishes death and darkness.

As there must be an intermediary to transmit to earth the life-giving power of the sun, so there must be an intermediary to bring God to man, and this is found through the ever-present efficacy of the Holy Spirit. As the media of light and heat carry fragrance and bloom to the earth, so the intermediary of the Holy Spirit brings to man warmth, perfection and inspiration.

The wonder-working rays of the radiant sun fall upon the dull earth, carrying there richness and glory. The earth alone is but a senseless clod; touched by the sun it becomes life, energy, budding and blossoming wealth.

So the Holy Spirit touches the heart of man and wakens him to eternal life. Like the sun to earth it brings to man warmth, energy and perfection. It gives him all possibilities. The cause of life widens before his eyes, eternity opens to him, and becomes his, he no longer knows fear, for the wealth of God is his, and every moment is his inviolable possession. Limitations disappear, and as he becomes more and more sensitive to the teaching of the Holy Spirit, all things are his own.

Without the sun the earth is only the habitation of death, and would remain forever in its frozen clasp, were it not for the intermediary of light and heat stirring its inert mass and transforming into budding energy and accomplishment all its repellant hardness.

So without the intermediary of the Holy Spirit man would remain dull, helpless and deprived of all attainment. But touched by that Divine Elixir he becomes tender, loving, responsive, and capable of every perfection of life.

THE TREASURE.

Each one has in his environment a treasure. Let him seek that treasure eagerly, search for it with patience. Then when he has found it, there is another treasure still to be discovered in the same place for which he must also search.
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**TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.**

**HE IS GOD!**

*O thou Star of the West!*  

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shall spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!  

(Signed) **ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.**

---

**BAHAI CALENDAR.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FIRST DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Baha' (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
<td>11th</td>
<td>Masheya (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Jalal (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
<td>12th</td>
<td>Elm (Knowledge)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Jamal (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 23</td>
<td>13th</td>
<td>Kundr (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Azamat (Grandeur)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
<td>14th</td>
<td>Kowl (Speech)</td>
<td>Nov. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Nur (Light)</td>
<td>June 5</td>
<td>15th</td>
<td>Massu'ul (Questions)</td>
<td>Dec. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>Rahmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
<td>16th</td>
<td>Sharaf (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Kalamat (Words)</td>
<td>July 13</td>
<td>17th</td>
<td>Sultan (Sovereignty)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Asma (Names)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
<td>18th</td>
<td>Mulk (Dominion)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9th    | Kamal (Perfection) | Aug. 20 | 19th   | Ola (Loftiness) | Mar. 2  
| 10th   | Bizzat (Might) | Sept. 8    | 20th   | Four intercalary days. | (Month of fasting.) |

---

We are happy in presenting a recent portrait of Abdul-Baha in this issue of the **STAR OF THE WEST.** As is generally known, for many years, he did not permit a photograph of himself to be made, although reproductions of one taken when he was a young man, had a limited circulation among the friends some years ago. In answer to a communication regarding it, Abdul-Baha expressed his wish, which we quote herewith, believing it will be read with interest at this time: "Verily thou hast seen the physical picture of Abdul-Baha printed by the rays of the phenomenal sun (the photograph) and thine eyes became overflowing with tears. Beg thou of God that He may show thee his (Abdul-Baha’s) spiritual picture printed by the rays shining from the Merciful Kingdom. Then the attraction of God shall overtake thee, and make thee as a spark of fire aflame with the Love of God."

Word has been received from the editor of *The Christian Commonwealth* of his intention to keep its readers (numbering 50,000) informed of the progress of the Bahai Movement. We would suggest that the friends keep in touch with this excellent weekly publication, recognized everywhere as an organ of the progressive movement in religion and social ethics. The American postal subscription is $2.11 per annum. Address *The Christian Commonwealth*, 133 Salisbury Square, London, E. C., England.
Dear Friends: Miss Buikema has asked me to write you, through the Star of the West, an account of my recent visit to Abdul-Baha; and it is a joy indeed to share this with you—as well as I can; for, though when one leaves Abdul-Baha after such a visit, one's greatest longing is to share the divine experience with all others,—to make as real as possible such an experience to those who have not had this blessing, and to recall it to those who have,—yet such deep things make one mute. I feel I can only speak stumblingly of that which I saw. Therefore, I beg you, beforehand, to forgive the inadequacy of this letter.

My great experience last summer in London at the Universal Races Congress, where I saw all the nations of the world represented by each nation's noble thinkers, assembled in the name of the human unity in their endeavor to find the way to that unity, was a very wonderful prelude and preparation to my meeting with Abdul-Baha in Europe.

To witness such a great and universal endeavor,—to see men from the uttermost parts of the earth—of every color and creed—meet thus fraternally, was indeed a proof of the power of the Spirit in the world today,—a proof that as our sister Miss Buckton said in her inspired ode (with which, as you know, the Congress opened):

The Voice that cried: Let there be Light!
Hath rent the veil of a darker night:
Let there be Love!

Significant indeed is the fact that immediately after that gathering together of the world's truest thinkers in a meeting which was like a great plea to humanity, the Spiritual Educator—he whose life has been a long sacrifice for the sake of the world-unity—should begin his world-journey.

Never before has the Spiritual Educator himself come to the West—that is to say, never in any past Dispensation,—but this is the day of universal spiritual knowledge and of universal love—the day of maturity and brotherhood.

It was on the Lake of Geneva—a spot of ethereal beauty—that I saw him, during those few days of rest before he proceeded to London to his world-work.

They were quiet days, full of parable and symbol, which are just unfolding to me. The story of them is a beautiful and simple one,—so simple that it is difficult to tell, for its great beauty lies in the tender personal touches, and that which my spirit perceived—impossible to communicate.

If I could only picture to you Abdul-Baha in the West; Abdul-Baha with the power of his peace in the restless West; Abdul-Baha in the complex West with the power of his simplicity; Abdul-Baha with his noble and illumined beauty in the artificial and skeptical West;—so strongly defined in his completeness against our undevelopment!

And that illumined beauty—that dignity, not of this world—that majesty of spirit that marks him a king among men, never went unheeded; for wherever he passed, eyes turned to follow, and the crowds, with involuntary reverence, stood back.

M. and Madame Dreyfus-Barney and I staid at the hotel with Abdul-Baha, at Thonon, a great white hotel overlooking the lake, two mountains meeting in a beautiful line behind it.

Our dear friend and teacher, Mirza Assad Ullah was with him and five other Persian brothers. Mirza Baghar Khan from the south of Russia, M. Dabud, now of London, two others whose names I am sorry I cannot give you, Tammadon-ul-Molk,
of whose service in London we have read so much lately, and Kosro, the faithful servant. Mirza Ahmad Yazdi came later, also Mirza Raffie, Dr. Hakim of Teheran and Riaz Effendi of Cairo.

Abdul-Baha not being very much occupied during those days, we were with him constantly, sailing on the lake or driving through the mountain roads with him. The day of my arrival one of the Persian brothers, returning from a drive with him, told me this story:

Abdul-Baha, he said, to relieve the horses in a steep climb had gotten out of the carriage and walked. They passed through a village. The villagers clustered around him. They bared their heads and called him "Father." One woman ran into her house and brought out some country bread and cheese. "Accept this, dear Father," she said. (Blessed are the pure in heart!)

One drive I shall never forget. It was a drive through scenes of rare beauty,—roads winding among great hills that were as steps to the near Alps. Sitting opposite Abdul-Baha in the carriage, I saw him in a way I should like to leave to the future—were it possible for me to express it!—his powerful head vividly defined against the most sublime of backgrounds; for those near mountains of the Alps, their heads hid in rolling clouds, were his background—perfect symbol of mystery!

As an artist I should like to say to those who have not seen Abdul-Baha that his head is the strongest and most nobly sculptured that it is possible to conceive.

One more touch I must give—a few words overheard in passing two ladies:

"He has so kind, so simple an air," said one.
"Yes," replied the other, "and eyes of fire!"

We passed fertile hills, covered with vines and corn—or fruit trees; we passed foaming mountain torrents; we passed little villages, and always the background of these verdant scenes was the panorama of the lonely Alps, their heads wreathed with clouds. And nothing escaped his eyes. Never shall I forget his keen, sympathetic, eager, delighted observation,—his tender interest in all human traces—his joy in the beautiful. He particularly seemed to enjoy the gentle hillside—the green—the signs of verdure (think of his life spent in arid, stony Acca!). Whenever he passed a village—a human habitation—we saw his heart went out to it—though how much that heart went out these hearts could not know! We never passed a church, its spire delicately rising among the hills, but that he pointed it out to us. Once in the drive we saw a little village built on a barren height. This seemed to concern—even to trouble him greatly, and he referred several times to it. "How cold it must be for them there in winter!" he said, and told us of just such a village in Persia where the people in winter moved down to the valley.

Once he broke a silence thus: "There was no one in the world who loved trees and water and the country so much as Baha’u’llah!"

We were too moved to answer and again there was silence. And in that silence some realization came to me of the sacrifice of these Holy Ones, who accept with joy all privation, all suffering to lead us in the way of freedom—to imbue mankind with that love which will make us brothers—to purify, then unite the hearts. How great must be their love for us—how their hearts must bleed over us—that they can joyously court such suffering! A great enough love indeed to enkindle the whole world from one heart! How else save "with heart and life" could we respond to such love? One day he said to me: "The child does not realize the love of the parent, but when it becomes mature, it knows." "Can the creature," I asked, "ever realize the love of the Creator? "Yes, if not in this world, then in the next—as a sleeping one awakens."

To turn to the day of our drive. We came to a great waterfall,—a sparkling, snowy torrent, dashing down a black precipice. He had us stop the carriage, and
walking to a spot at a little distance from us, on the very edge of the embankment, he watched for a long time in silence that immaculate outpouring. I can still see the figure of quiet power—the face of luminous purity—the Perfect Man—intent upon that manifestation of the power and purity of Nature.

Nature then had an added glory to me. I realized as never before her beauty and significance. That great Hidden Word recurred to me: "All things in the heavens and the earth have I ordained for thee except the hearts which I have appointed as the place for the descent of the manifestation of My beauty and glory." I saw Nature not only as a book of divine allegories, but fascinating for her own sake—for the sake of her loveliness and her secrets, which in this day when "the earth is revealing her news" she is giving up ever more freely to man. Watching Abdul-Baha as he communed with the bounty of Nature, I felt deeply the spiritual value of the arts and sciences. And ever since that drive—that little journey through country and town with the one of the perfect understanding and sympathy, this world has been God's world to me. I have understood better the subtleties of detachment—have seen where the emphasis should be placed. As one of our sisters, who also saw Abdul-Baha this summer, said very beautifully on her return: "In himself, he uplifts humanity into the spiritual station." Does not this clothe the whole of humanity, comprising the world of nature, with a new dignity, and disclose boundless possibilities?

The simplicity of Abdul-Baha, his normality, give one the real clue to the spiritual life. His teaching is a Religion of Joy—of "expansion and fulfillment" on every plane—not of deprivation and asceticism. And this leads me to touch on another most beautiful attribute of his. We know well that his frequent injunction is, "Be happy!" Perhaps his most frequent question is: "Are you happy?"—and his own abundance of perfect happiness, of undimmed joy, is ever overflowing in the most delicious humor—the most irresistible humor that ever won a heart. Religion in the past took on an aspect of fear. This Abdul-Baha smiles away, teaching us the perfect repose and joy of the spirit's confidence in God as Love—the "radiant acquiescence" in Divine Guidance.

As we drove away from the waterfall, Abdul-Baha said, smiling, to me: "If I come to America, will you invite me to see such waterfalls?" "Does your coming," I smiled in return, "depend on my invitation?" "My invitation to America," was the reply, "will be the unity of the believers."

We drove to an old inn in a cleft between two mountains, and sitting in the open porch at a rough table, had the simplest of country refreshment. Just as we were entering the inn a little group of peasant children, bunches of violets in their hands to sell, pressed around Abdul-Baha. They did not seem to see the rest of us. I can still see the dull little peasant faces raised wonderingly to that face—the outstretched hands full of violets. He took from his pocket a handful of francs and gave to them abundantly. How he gives—gives—gives! His love seems never content with giving. Tirelessly he gives of his spirit and heart—like a tender father he gives of material things—little keepsakes, or, in lovely symbol, flowers.

In the future I am sure stories will abound in that country-side of the sojourn there of Abdul-Baha. Then those little peasants, looking back to that moment of wonder at the sublimity of a face, will muse: "Was it he? Did we see him? It must have been he!"

I should like to speak here of something which was of unparalleled beauty to me: His power of attraction for the children. It was moving indeed to see their upward glances when he passed or stood near them, and the looks of love which he bent, as he lingeringly fondled the little heads, on those pure baby souls, so fresh from their Creator! Not that they could know, but in their innocence they felt. If only all might remember!
To return to the drive. As we passed a little church in Thonon, Abdul-Baha expressed a wish to attend it on Sunday. And this leads me to another, most vital subject: His attitude of perfect accord with the churches, demonstrated in St. John’s and in the City Temple in London, where he freely gave the Message of Unity.

That these churches should have opened their doors for our Message is indeed beautiful, and a proof of two things: Of the freedom and illumination of the men who serve as their ministers, and of the wisdom of the London Bahais. For it was the Bahais who took the first step by connecting themselves with these two churches, some having pews and working in the City Temple and some in St. John’s church. Thus, by demonstrating clearly, through sympathetic action, our oneness with the Christian world, they have been instruments to open these churches to the benediction of Abdul-Baha. And I, having witnessed this beautiful demonstration and the result of it, feel that we cannot live too close to the Christians.

But not only do the London Bahais make connection—or rather, manifest oneness with the Christian world, but with all progressive thought and activity, so that, again through their instrumentality, we find the Universal Races Congress opened to the presentation of our Message, The Christian Commonwealth and the Theosophical Society of Bristol sending cables of greeting to Abdul-Baha on his arrival in Europe, and later becoming firm friends; the Theosophical Society in London, the Brahma Sohmaj center, the Settlements, more centers than I can name, reverently welcoming him, while many distinguished individuals have sought his wisdom, to receive the unequalled blessing.

This wonderful harvest has been the result of diligent and wise seed-sowing in the world of thinkers and workers. While I was in Thonon, Abdul-Baha said to a little group of us: “This is the time for sowing the seed. The most important thing now is to spread the Cause of God. When harvest time comes, think how sad it will be if there is nothing to reap!”

So again I repeat I feel that we cannot be too active now.

The subject of our real oneness with all that is true and good in every progressive movement reminds me of a very beautiful message which I read while in London from Abdul-Baha to a socialist. Socialism, he said, was one of the leaves on the Tree of Life. Then he called this soul to come into the shade of the Tree of Life that he might partake of all its fruits.

At luncheon one day in Thonon we had a distinguished visitor who asked Abdul-Baha about our economic questions. He said there were many who felt that material problems should be solved first; that, in order to level the way for the spiritual advance, we should first better social conditions, and he spoke of a friend who felt this so strongly that, though connected with the church, he was making it his life-work.

“Such people,” said Abdul-Baha, “are doing the work of true religion.”

Then he went on to say that a new order of things must come but it must have a solid foundation, and that no foundation was solid save religion, which was the Love of God. When this unshakable basis of the Love of God was established in the world, then inevitably would the structure of a new social justice rise, and a new individual love and justice.

Before I close I must tell you the story of one day. We were to go to Vevey that day by boat, and in a little group of eight, we accompanied Abdul-Baha to the landing. It was in the freshness of early morning. The fishermen had hung out their nets in the sun. The dew was on the lilies in the grove in the shade of which we waited for the boat. Suddenly the Master left us to stray off alone. When we saw him next he was walking in the distance on the very edge of the lake, beyond that golden film of fishnets. It was then that the “veils of plurality were rent” for me—and I saw the essential oneness of all the Holy Messengers—the One Flame in many lamps.
The morning was misty, the veiled lake and mountains were like the world of dream. We gathered around him in the boat while he sat in our midst, the embodiment of command, yet of holiest sweetness; a combination of utter evanescence and supreme power impossible to convey in words. Suddenly he broke a silence by saying:

"Others are going from an immortal to a mortal kingdom, but the Bahais are journeying in the Ark of the Covenant from a mortal to an immortal world.

"The Jews had turned towards an immortal kingdom, but when they looked backward to mortal things they became dispersed.

"Again Christ led men on to an Immortal Kingdom; therefore their signs remained.

"God be praised for now you are on a Ship bearing you to Immortal Worlds. Day by day your signs will become clearer."

Could I only make clear to you that picture, the bow of our boat cleaving the mists, till we seemed to be actually navigating the ether; could I only make clear the figure sitting in our midst, I know you would feel there was no "looking backward" for those who had seen that journey so symbolized.

That night, when I sat for the last time at the table of Abdul-Baha, our dear sisters, Elizabeth Stewart and Lilian Kappes on their way to a life of consecration in Persia, were with us.

Breaking a revealing silence, with that speech which uplifts the soul in joy indescribable, Abdul-Baha said:

"To the refreshing water of the Teachings of Baha'u'llah come many and various birds from many lands and at these cooling streams slake their thirst.

"When the Lamp is ignited the butterflies flutter around the Light."

"May we," said Lilian Kappes, "be ready to singe our wings at that Light."

"Good!" said Abdul-Baha, "I am very much pleased with your answer!"

In the Love of that Light, your sister,

Juliet Thompson.

CALIFORNIA NEWS.

Doctor Fareed and Mrs. Getsinger are accomplishing good work in California. At San Francisco a wonderful interest in the Bahai Cause has developed. The friends there opened the doors of acquaintance to the utmost. The many opportunities, the lectures, addresses, and audiences through two months' time can only be outlined now. Soon after their arrival Dr. Fareed was introduced at some of the prominent clubs of the city, and he was enabled to speak at various luncheons and functions. These resulted in his giving an address before a meeting of Scottish Rite Masons, and again before the local lodge of Knights Templar, and later before an assemblage of the Grand Lodge of Knights Templar, at which seven hundred members were present. He spoke on a Sunday to the congregation of the Unitarian Church of Alameda, across the bay from San Francisco. The many newspaper reports were all kindly and commendatory.

He met President Taft at a luncheon of the Union League Club, and also at the dedication of the ground for the 1915 Panama Exposition. He had an opportunity for a few minutes to speak privately to the President when, as a Bahai, he congratulated him upon his efforts for Arbitration Treaties and promotion of Peace between nations. Thus the President was informed of the goal of the Bahai Movement, and its sympathy with all efforts for the Unity and Peace of the world.

Dr. Fareed gave a series of nine Sunday evening lectures, at the hall of the California Club, upon the beginning and growth of the Bahai Reformation, and also
another series on Thursday afternoons, explaining the general teachings concerning the betterment of nations and welfare of the world. There is rarely an afternoon or evening in which the Doctor or Mrs. Getsinger, or both are not busy giving information somewhere of the glorious movement.

Mrs. Getsinger’s work has been no less important than Dr. Fareed’s, but it has been mostly among women. There was one gathering of peculiar import. It was the Jewish Ladies Council of San Francisco. Over nine hundred persons were present. The platform was arranged like a Persian home, and a Persian Tea-party was given by Mrs. Getsinger, assisted by several friends, all in costume, appearing as Persian, Turkish, Egyptian and Jewish ladies. After the tea serving, Mrs. Getsinger talked of the Bahai influence and effects upon the lives of the women of the Orient, and Dr. Fareed, arriving as a guest at the party, and garbed as a Persian Sheik, also addressed them. It was a successful and delightful way of presenting the Glad-tidings of the Bahai Movement for women.

Mrs. Getsinger is also giving a course of addresses at Prof. Giffen’s beautiful studio, on Tuesday evenings, speaking of the deeper meanings of the Teachings to those who sincerely desire them. At present her lectures are upon the first three of the “Seven Valleys.” Those who attend these meetings are deeply in earnest, and are endeavoring to travel the Path which shall truly bring them into the Country of Life and “Nearer to God.” In the aggregate thousands are hearing the Message and are kindly disposed towards it, while some are seeking eagerly the realities of the Divine Word.

Nothing has been said of the regular meetings, both public and private, which are being held constantly in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and elsewhere, but not a day passes in California without some actual and effective work being done for the Cause. Each Thursday afternoon, the beautiful home in Oakland is open, where Mrs. Goodall and Mrs. Cooper greet the many friends who gather from Berkeley, Oakland, Alameda, and San Francisco. On Sunday, Nov. 26th, the Day of Celebration of Abdul-Baha, a large gathering is expected there. Friday afternoons and Saturday evenings, there are meetings at the rooms of the “Assembly of Abdul-Baha” (so named by himself) in the Union Square Building.

The visit of Dr. Fareed and Mrs. Getsinger has proved to be a move of true value under the guidance of the Divine Wisdom. A real Unity is being prepared that Abdul-Baha may find the fragrance of the “Banquet” of Unity and Love, and be attracted thereby.

WITH ABDUL-BAHA IN PARIS.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE SEVEN)

He must dig as the miner digs in his mine, to its uttermost depths, eager to seek, seek, for the jewel that is hidden there in the darkness.

It is the natural law of human life that man should seek thus for the best that is about him. Thus his vital force expands, and man becomes greater in his effort. He is thus most fully capable of the union with God which may be his.

The Orient is the germinating place for the soul. It is here that the Breeze of God is felt. Here Moses’ Law was given, here Christ’s Word was spoken, here Mohammed’s banner was flung to the air.

The Occident on the contrary is the place of expansion. The West applies and solidifies that which the East suggests. It gives physical form and shape to the ideals of the East. But the Breeze of God does not blow there. It must be engendered in the East. Yet the Word of Christ has been developed in the West. It was the Occident which unfolded the teaching of Christ into a great civilization, which shows how wonderful was the Word of Christ, and how wonderful is the West.
But now the Breeze of God is no longer felt in the West. Its power is stilled, while in the East it is again forceful, fragrant, alive. Once more the West must receive the Breeze of God from the East. It cannot be stayed or hindered, it will blow from the East to the West; but it will be most beautiful if you will be the avenue through which it comes. If you are not that avenue, it will seek another channel, but blessed will be your privilege if through you it wins its way into the hearts of the West, rousing into fragrant life all the spiritual bloom and richness of that great country, and bringing new life to the world.

I will pray that it may be so.

NEWS NOTES FROM PARIS.

On Sunday, October 29th, a dinner, followed by a meeting, was given to Abdul-Baha at the home of Madame Gabriel Sacy. It was distinctly a French reunion and Abdul-Baha seemed pleased of the fact. On entering he took the photograph of Monsieur Gabriel Sacy, kissed it and said: "This home is as my own."

Among his words during the dinner were these:

"I am from a far away country and here in Paris, at your table, I find in union, love and happiness, Persians, Arabs, Turks and French, which proves that we are of one race and that all men are brothers. The God of Persia is the God of France, of Turkey, of Italy, etc. He is One and the same, so in loving Him we are united. Paris is the universal center of culture and learning, of science and the arts. She must also be the center of spirituality. There are all sorts of fruits; some can only ripen in a cold climate; others need the warmth and others yet the tropical sun. So it is with Paris. The greatest efforts are necessary that she may blossom and bear fruit."

About sixty people came to the meeting after dinner. Abdul-Baha spoke for nearly an hour, interpreted into French by Mirza Azizollah Khan. Everyone was impressed with his beautiful personality and his words of love, demanding of all to unite their efforts in asking of God the unity of mankind, universal peace and love.

"We must not fear difficulties and labor. They lead us to the noblest end. We must resist the whole world, for the world wants war; unite our efforts and with divine love we will succeed."

Abdul-Baha gave his first public conference in Paris, as guest of the "Alliance Spiritualiste," on November 9th. This Society, which has for its aim the encouragement and development of spirituality, constitutes a neutral and impersonal territory of study for all creeds and schools of spiritual thought. There could not have been a more appropriate setting for the exposition of the principles of the Revelation of Baha’u’llah. The "Salle de l’Athénée Saint-Germain" was crowded to the doors by an interested and attentive public. Mme. J. Beauchamps, the President of the Society, opened the meeting and in a few sincere words welcomed Abdul-Baha in the name of the "Alliance Spiritualiste." A short address was delivered by Monsieur Le Lou, General Secretary, who dwelt upon the beauties of the Bahai Revelation, the most purely spiritual movement of all times, and upon the role it was to play in the future. Finally Abdul-Baha arose and in the profound silence began to expose the principles of the Bahai Revelation with a language colored and imaginative and touchingly human. He spoke at length and with impressive clearness and repeated several times his contentment at finding himself in the midst of so large a gathering, whose unity of sentiment and spirituality were forcibly apparent. He finished by chanting a prayer for all those present. The reunion was terminated by an admirable appreciation of the Bahai Revelation, on the part of Monsieur Jouet, and on leaving the hall one felt that the afternoon had been a complete success.

Madame d’Ange d’Astre.
MY VISIT TO ABBAS EFFENDI IN 1899 . . . . . . Price 15 cents

is the title of an interesting account of the visit to Acca of Mrs. Margaret B. Peeke, and of her subsequent investigation of the teachings of the Revelation of BAHA’O’LLAH, which has recently been published in booklet form by her daughter-in-law, Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, of Cleveland, Ohio, who donated the edition to the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund, and to whom we are indebted for the following sketch of her life:

Mrs. Margaret Bloodgood Peeke, a descendant of Garry Marshall Peck and Narcissa Benedict, was born April 8, 1838, at Mechanicsville, New York, and spent most of her childhood days in New York City. She was but twelve years of age when her father died and her mother's brother, Chancellor Erastus E. Benedict, of New York City, charged himself with her education and became her counsellor and guide. At the age of fifteen she was contributor to magazines and periodicals. When twenty-two years old she married the Rev. George H. Peeke, a Congregational clergyman, and for fifteen years the cherished thought of a literary life was abandoned. But leisure came at length in an unexpected manner. Her pen was resumed and songs, verse and stories again found their way into various periodicals. She was for a time associate editor of the “Alliance” of Chicago. Her letters to that paper drew much attention to her favorite summer resort in the Cumberland mountains, and a little pamphlet, entitled “Pomona,” was her reply to many requests for information. The “Madonna of the Mountain” and other sketches breathed the pure air and primitive human sympathies of that region. She devoted much time to the study of the pygmies of America and their origin, the result of which was a volume entitled “Born of Flame.” She was also author of “Zenia, the Vestal”—her heart’s story. An enthusiastic lover of the Bible, she taught it successfully to large classes. Her teachings of Hermetic philosophy were unsurpassed and had a large following in New York, Chicago, Boston and Washington, and she visited the Hermetic societies abroad. As Inspectress General in America of the Martinist Order of France, she did a prodigious amount of work, besides editing the “Initiator” of that Order. She was a member of the “Rose Cross” Martinist Fraternity and Treasurer of the “Light of France”—Hermetic Society of France. She was denied the privilege of personally completing all the writing she had in mind, and “Letters and Numbers,” or the “Thirty-two Paths of Wisdom” was published posthumously by her beloved son and co-laborator E. C. B. Peeke. After her visit to Acca in 1899, she became deeply interested in the Revelation of BAHA’O’LLAH, and, imbued with its teachings, gave the Message to many. She passed away Nov. 2, 1908, at Pomona, Tenn. To the end she was steadfast and firm in the truth of the Revelation. She asked me to write to Abdul-Baha that she loved him very much. Then she turned her eyes upon her devoted son, and her last words were “and you, too, Benedict, must love Abdul-Baha.”

Address orders to MISS MARY LESCH, 5205 Jefferson Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

BAHAI WALL CALENDAR . . . . . . . . . . . Price $1.00

In order that Abdul-Baha and his light-bearers and their friends may unite each day in reading the same words, a Unity Calendar for 1912 is lovingly sent forth by the Honolulu Bahai Assembly to Abdul-Baha and all the Bahai Assemblies.

The selling price of this calendar is $1.00 postpaid to any address. The members are taking this way of making money for the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund. We earnestly hope that you will send us as large an order and at as early a date as possible, so that they may be used as Christmas and New Year presents.

You will recognize the benefit which will be derived from the formation of a chain of daily thought that will unite all of those reading the same daily quotations. Our idea is that in dwelling upon these beautiful words, we will be more firmly united with Abdul Baha and with each other and thereby place ourselves in the correct attitude of receiving more abundant sympathy and more strength from the teachings of the Revelation of BAHA’O’LLAH.

The committee having the calendar in charge, expects to revise and send for an edition for 1913, which it is hoped will be better than this its first effort. During the year any suggestions and corrections or additions will be cheerfully received and the committee invites correspondence upon the same. Please send letters and orders to

HONOLULU BAHAI ASSEMBLY, P. O. Box 761, HONOLULU, TER. HAWAII.
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TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab to his honor, Mr. Albert Smiley, the founder of the Lake Mohonk Conference on International Arbitration. May God assist him!

HE IS GOD!

O thou great and respected personage!

The details of the Conference of Peace and Arbitration which is organized under your presidency has been read in the papers of the East and the West and the utmost joy and fragrance was produced; that, praise be to God, in the continent of America, under the presidency of a glorious personage, the Conference of International Peace is convened. Today in the world of existence there is no more important and greater cause than this for it is conducive to the promotion of happiness in the commonwealth of humanity and is the cause of tranquillity of all the nations and countries and the prosperity of the individuals of the human world. What cause is greater than this! It is evident that it has the utmost importance, nay, rather, it will be the cause of the illumination of the East and the West and the reason for the manifestation of the Countenance and the Face of God in the world of humanity and the appearance of infinite affections. Therefore, although this longing one has no acquaintance with your honor, but this great cause and this eminent effort of yours became the cause of my having infinite love for you while absent. Consequently I am engaged in writing you this epistle.

The matter of international peace was instituted by His Highness, Baha’u’llah, sixty years ago in Persia in the year of 1851, A. D. From that time innumerable epistles and tablets were spread first in Persia and then in other parts of the world, until about fifty years ago He clearly stated this matter of universal peace in the Book of Akdas and has commanded all the Bahais to serve faithfully with heart and soul in this great cause, give up their possessions and wealth for it and sacrifice their lives in case of necessity. He has taught them to spread the unity of nations and religions and proclaim in all the regions of the world the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. There are different religions in Persia, such as Mohammedans, Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians, and different sects. Through the power of Baha’u’llah such affection and love is produced among these various religions that now they are associating with each other with the utmost unity and concord like unto fathers, sons, brothers, mothers and daughters. Whenever they gather in a meeting if a stranger enters in that gathering he is astonished by the love and affection that they manifest. There is not the slightest
sign of difference and separation. Some of the tablets of Baha’u’llah concerning this matter are translated in America. Seek, perchance you may find them, then you shall realize what a permanent structure Baha’u’llah has raised in this world of existence, the result of which will be the oneness of all humanity. Likewise, innumerable tablets have been written with the pen of this longing one. Ask for them, too; perhaps you may find their translations in America.

To be brief, as His Highness Baha’u’llah in this period of man has planted a fruitful tree in the garden of the oneness of the human race, and as your honor is engaged in reality to irrigate this garden, therefore I found it necessary to express my gratitude and happiness to you, so that your good name may be spread not only in Persia but throughout all Oriental countries and the people of the East may remember your name with great respect. I hope that the principles of international peace and universal reconciliation may be established firmly among the individual members of humanity and its fragrance may be spread throughout all the regions.

I beg of you to accept the expressions of my highest consideration.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, August 9, 1911.

Through Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, to his honor Mr. C. C. Philips, the Secretary of the Mohonk Conference on International Arbitration.

HE IS GOD!

O thou perfect man!

The Conference on International Arbitration and Peace is the greatest results of this great age. This brilliant century has no likeness and similitude in the history of man. From every standpoint it is distinguished above all other centuries. It is specialized with such excellencies that the shining star of the heavenly confirmations shall gleam from the horizon of this century upon all the future cycles and periods. One of the most extraordinary events of this time, which indeed is a miracle, is the founding of the oneness of this realm of humanity and its essential branches, such as Universal Peace and the unity of the different nations, in this arena of existence.

Persia was at one time the center of religious difference, antagonism and oppression, to such an extent that pen is unable to describe. The adherents of different nations and religions considered it their religious duty to shed the blood of their opponents; they pillaged and ransacked each others property and did not fall short of oppressing their own flesh and blood. The hatred between the various religions attained to such a height that they considered each other unclean. Should a Jew enter a Mohammedan home, he would be made to sit upon the ground; if he drank water from a cup, that cup was destroyed or washed again and again; for the Jew was considered unclean. Such was the hatred and rancor among the different religions and nations in Persia.
About sixty years ago His Highness Baha’u’llah through the Heavenly Power proclaimed the oneness of the Kingdom of man in that country and addressing the concourse of humanity said: “O ye people! Ye are all the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one branch!”

About fifty years ago in the Book of Akdas, He commanded the people to establish the Universal Peace and summoned all the nations to the Divine Banquet of International Arbitration so that the questions of boundaries, of national honor and property, and of vital interests between nations might be decided by an arbitral court of justice; and that no nation would dare to refuse to abide by their decisions. If any quarrel arise between two nations it must be adjudicated by this international court and be arbitrated and decided upon like the judgment rendered by the judge between individuals. If at any time any nation dares to break such a treaty all the other nations must arise to put down this rebellion.

Baha’u’llah has clearly stated that this Universal Peace is the cause of the tranquillity of the realm of creation. Now as the International Conference on Arbitration is organized in America and as this problem is a branch which will ultimately bring about the unity of the world, therefore we remember you with the utmost respect, that praise be to God you have arisen to perform such a universal service. God willing, that Conference will progress day by day and will bring about all-embracing results and will establish reconciliation and universal love between the different nations, races and peoples of this world.

I beg of you to accept the expressions of my highest consideration.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Aug. 22, 1911.

Through his honor Mirza Ahmad and Mirza Moneer, to the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper.

Upon her be Baha’u’llah-el-Abha! He is God!

O thou who art attracted to the Kingdom of God!

Thy detailed letter was received. Its perusal produced the utmost happiness, for it evidenced the fact that thou hast attained to the knowledge of the reality of tests; that tests endured in the path of God are conducive to confirmation; nay, rather, they are heavenly powers and the bounties of the Realm of Might. But to weak believers tests are trials and examination, for, on account of the weakness of their faith and assurance they fall into difficulties and vicissitudes.

However, to those souls who are firm and steadfast, tests are the greatest favors. Consider thou that at the time of an examination in sciences and arts, the dull and lazy pupil finds himself in calamity. But to the intelligent and sagacious student examination in learning produces honor and infinite
happiness. Alloved gold, subjected to the fire, portrays its baseness, while the intensity of the flame enhances the beauty of pure gold. Therefore, tests to the weak souls are calamity and to the veiled ones the cause of their disgrace and humiliation. The point is this, that in the path of Truth every difficulty is made plain and every trial is the matchless bounty. Therefore, the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful must not relax during trial and no disaster must deter their service in the Cause of God.

You have written that upon your return you have compiled whatever you saw and heard (at Aca) and you have received the invisible assistance, that the teachings, which were like invisible seeds, have sprung to life and verdancy, spreading branches and leaves and producing blossoms and fruit. Indeed what you have written is true.

His honor Mr. Chase is a blessed soul, good and pure. He is engaged in the service of the Cause and is a herald of the True One. Ere long he will be assisted with great confirmation.

You have asked regarding the influence of evil spirits. Evil spirits are deprived of Eternal Life. How, then, can they exercise any influence? But as Eternal Life is ordained for holy spirits, therefore their influence exists in all the divine worlds.

At the time you were here, this question was accordingly answered, that after the ascension of the godly souls, great influence and wide-spreading bounties are destined for them, and all encircling signs in the seen and unseen are decreed for them.

When the souls leave the bodies they do not assume elemental bodies. Whatever man thinks regarding this is but his own imagination.

When man desires help and communication from holy souls, he puts himself in a condition of self-unconsciousness and becomes submerged in a sea of meditation; then a spiritual state, which is sanctified from matter and all material things, becomes visible and apparent to him. Then he thinks he beholds a form. Its appearance is like unto a vision.

Man beholds in the world of vision various images, communicates with them and receives benefits, and in that world of vision he thinks they are physical temples and material bodies, while they are purely immaterial.

Briefly, the reality of the soul is sanctified and purified above matter and material things, but, like unto the world of vision, it manifests itself in these material forms and visages. Likewise in the psychic condition, one beholds the spirits like unto the physical forms and visages.

To be brief, the holy souls have great influence and intense effect, and their influence and continuity do not depend upon physical existence and elemental composition.

Ponder ye, that during sleep the human body and the five physical senses, viz., sight, smell, taste, hearing and touch are passive, i.e., all physical forces are inactive. Notwithstanding this, human reality has spiritual life and the
spiritual powers are penetrative, and wonderful disclosures are made in both the East and the West, and perchance one may discover some matters, which, after a long time, may become apparent in the physical world. Therefore it has become evident that the continuity and influence of the human reality does not depend upon the physical instrumentality; nay, rather, the physical body is an instrument over which the human spirit spreads a luminosity. It is like unto the sun, which shining upon the mirror, causes its brilliancy, and when the reflection is withdrawn from the mirror, it becomes dark. Likewise, when the luminosity of the human spirit is withdrawn from the body, that instrument becomes useless.

To be brief: Humanity consists of the spiritual reality, and that reality is penetrative in all things and it is that reality which discovers the invisible mysteries, and through that reality all sciences, arts and inventions become known and manifest. Whatever thou beholdest of the works of man is but a faint ray of that reality. It encircles all things and comprehends all things.

Reflect thou, that all these existent sciences, crafts, industries and arts were at one time in the world of invisibility, unknown and unconcealed mysteries. As the spirit of man environs all things, therefore he has discovered them and brought them from the unknown world into the arena of manifestation. Therefore it is evident and established that the human spirit is the discoverer of things, the seer of things and the comprehender of things.

But regarding the progress of the spirit in the world of the Kingdom after its ascension, it is wholly beyond space and time, and developments, after leaving this body, are spiritual and not terrestrial. It is like unto the progress of the child from the world of the foetus to the world of maturity and intelligence, from the world of ignorance to the world of knowledge, from the station of imperfection to the pinnacle of perfection.

As Divine Perfections are infinite, therefore the progress of the spirit is limitless.

Whatever the European and American historians have written regarding His Highness Mohammed, the Messenger of God, most of it is falsehood.

Consider ye, is it possible for a person afflicted with epilepsy to establish such a great nation?

Therefore, this statement of the European historians, regarding that Holy Personage, is unqualified falsehood.

Reflect ye, that that illustrious Personage was born in the Sahara of Arabia among the ignorant tent dwellers, affiliating and associating with them until he grew to manhood and maturity, never studying the sciences and arts; nay, even he was apparently illiterate and uninstructed. Notwithstanding all this, he brought forth such a nation, established such a religion and uttered such explanations regarding scientific questions with great perspicuity, and raised such a community from the nadir of ignorance and barbarism to the zenith of civilization and prosperity! Through his influence, science, litera-
An interesting article pertaining to the Bahai Movement, from the pen of Mrs. J. Stannard, appeared in The Egyptian Gazette (Alexandria), in its issue of Nov. 16th. We reprint it herewith:

THE BAHAI MOVEMENT.

To the Editor, "Egyptian Gazette."

Sm: Having only just returned from Europe, I learn that there have been some recent allusions in the press to the above Persian religious movement and its leader, Abbas Effendi, or Abdul Baha ("Servant of God") as he prefers to be addressed by his followers and co-workers.

His visits to Switzerland, London and Paris having evoked widespread interest and indeed enthusiasm wherever he stayed. I venture to ask permission for a little space in order to make a few observations on matters that are surely of historic importance and significance.

The world of Islam at least should open a wide door of hospitality to this great teacher with his message of peace and religious unity for through the beauty of his teachings and philosophical knowledge he has done more in Europe and America to remove obsolete intolerance against the Mohamedan Faith than any reformer of our days. We live in stirring times of change and progress and now when once again the cries of war and race prejudices are being raised it is well if public attention be turned a little towards the Bahai movement and what it
stands for in our world today. The mere personality and influence of Abdul Baha, reveal the consistency of his message and teaching since he practises what he claims to show, and that is the brotherhood of man irrespective of colour or creed, and the inherent unity of all religions. At his house and table for many years could be met at any time pilgrims and followers adhering to almost every kind of faith and race under the sun. They met and sat together in complete harmony of thought and aim, for they were Bahais. Jews, Moslems, Christians, Parsees and Hindus—I have met all these varied types at different times in Syria round Abdul Baha, and we fraternised as though we belonged to one great family.

For forty years, nay from childhood, has Abbas Effendi suffered every kind of misery that bigotry, exile, and unjust imprisonment could inflict—a life spent in sacrifice and devotion to those high ideals of love, charity and compassion that Christians generally appropriate as their special religious prerogatives. Both Abdul Baha and his great father Baha'ullah (the founder of the Bahai movement, and foretold by the Bab in his book, the Bayan, 1814-1852) stood true to the light within, and this raised them above the petty divisions, quarrels and barbarities which have ever been the ordinary outcome of religious prejudices and enmities. “God is One. Ye are all brothers,” said the prophet. “By what right does one man declare another unclean or claim that one race is superior and another inferior?” “All are before God as the varied flowers in the beautiful garden of the Universe.” Great leaders who found movements or pioneers of science have ever had to suffer for their just views. As Jesus was hounded to His death through political and religious fanaticism, so was the Bab martyred and the Bahai prophet tortured and imprisoned. It is claimed that great causes evoke great leaders and reveal characters that cannot be measured by puny standards. Names that have come down to us through posterity as human “lighthouses” are souls that stood faithful and unshaken to the noblest that lay within them. They did and bore because anything else was impossible. Natures that scorned compromise or weak subterfuges, they stand, the eternal “crucified” types to the lesser human standards.

Those of us capable of judging and weighing have the good fortune to recognise in one day teachers and bold thinkers of the Abbas Effendi and Tolstoyan type, and that we can recognise them is due to the persistency with which such souls live out the precepts they inculcate. It is not a matter of verbal philosophy only, but of practical daily and hourly demonstration. If the pioneer treads paths that seem too idealistic for our poor strength, if we do not feel in us that same urge to the heights of their endeavour, at least the humblest of us may refrain from casting stones in their way, we can repress the cheap criticism that may give these tireless workers needless pain or trouble. Let us show generosity and approval for good intentions even if we feel ourselves above and beyond their influence. Observations such as these spring to the mind almost inevitably when one has lived in the world some time and had the good (or bad) fortune to engage in work that makes for progress and advance in the world of humanity.

It was a matter for deep rejoicing to find that our Christian outlook in Europe has advanced so truly and thoroughly on lines of tolerance and philosophic understanding, that Abdul Baha found at once the interest and sympathy in his work, which for many bitter years he has failed to find among the very people who stood to gain all in higher development and progress by listening to his wisdom. Let the Eastern world judge their leaders by the tests of life and action, not by their well sounding phrases. Ulemas who are content to role out grandiloquent Koranic expositions, or Christian priests who tell people how to live and do nothing themselves, are no longer honoured teachers in the life of today. “Some are content with words, but the truth of words is tested by deeds and dependent upon life. Deeds reveal the station of man”
"The principle of Faith is to lessen words and to increase deeds. He whose words exceed his acts knows verily that his non-being is better than his being and death better than his life." These virile words from the teachings of Baha'u'llah reiterate some of the strong sentiments in the Koran and Gospel, yet the world's judgments too often incline towards the plausible theoretician or armchair philosopher whose hands are mostly idle.

Some of our most honoured names in the London religious and intellectual world have met and heard Abdul Baha. People travelled long distances in Europe to see and speak to him. He addressed two vast Sunday audiences in the City Temple and St. John's, Westminster, besides countless other public meetings. In Paris where he is now staying he is also attracting the interest and keen sympathy of thinkers in the intellectual ranks.

It remains on his return later to his native East for the friends of Islam to pay a just and generous tribute to this brave worker in the cause of peace and unity and thus consolidate the work of true brotherhood really going on among people of different nations at the present time. Yours, etc., J. Stannard.

An editorial of equal interest commenting upon the foregoing article appeared in the same issue. In quoting it, we italicize certain statements to which we would direct the attention of the friends of the Cause in the West:

THE RETURN OF ABBAS EFFENDI.

The letter from Mrs. J. Stannard, which we publish in another column today, recalls the fact that Abbas Effendi, the leader of the Bahai movement, is shortly expected to return to the country where he has spent such a large part of his time since the Young Turks released him from his long imprisonment at Acre. His presence here last year did not arouse the curiosity that such an interesting and commanding personality might have been expected to evoke. His venerable figure might have been observed by the initiated, a quietly amused spectator at aviation meetings and the like, or gently expounding his doctrines to a few eager disciples in the shady walks of Nouzha Gardens. But his doings attracted less public notice than those of comparatively unimportant officials and infinitely less than those of Farid Bey. Islam remained indifferent—if we disregard the early revilings of the local Moslem press—and the greater part of the Christian community, it is safe to say, was entirely ignorant of the fact that we had such a mighty teacher in our midst, a man whose followers are said to number over a million in Persia alone, and whose doctrines are spreading in America and elsewhere with astonishing rapidity. The indifference, or hostility, of Islam is the more remarkable since, as Mrs. Stannard observes, Abbas Effendi has probably "done more in Europe and America to remove obsolete intolerance against the Mohamedan faith than any reformer of our day." Bahaism tolerates all faiths, apparently believes in all faiths up to some point never very clearly defined; and it has done Islam the service of explaining to the Far West that Mohamedans are not merely the Mormons of another hemisphere. Tolerance so sublime as Abbas Effendi's is not easy to understand, even in the Twentieth Century, and though Mrs. Stannard tells us that the followers of every known religion were to be found in the Bahai circle we cannot help doubting whether any very orthodox Mohamedans—or Christians either, for that matter—were numbered among them. As far as Egypt is concerned, at all events, the new religion has made little perceptible progress and has met with nothing but indifference or active hostility from the representatives of the older faiths. The voice of the Eastern Tolstoy, with his doctrines of peace and good will, has been drowned in the present outburst of patriotism and militant religion, just as the Western Tolstoy was shouted down in Russia, just as the Master from.
whom both derive their teaching, was shouted down by the patriot Pharisees of Jerusalem.

But to Christians, at all events, and English Christians in particular, Abbas Effendi’s return on the present occasion should arouse a real interest. He returns from a remarkable visit to London and Paris, from conferences with the leaders of religious thought in England and France, from addressing vast audiences at the City Temple and elsewhere, on all of which occasions his personal triumph has been striking and complete. No one who has had the privilege of meeting and conversing with the Bahai leader can be surprised at this, and it needs but little imagination to be impressed by the dramatic picture of this venerable Oriental in his white robes speaking to crowded congregations of London “City men,” expounding in the Persian language those “high ideals of love, charity and compassion,” which, as Mrs. Stannard remarks, Western Christians have been too apt to regard as their own special prerogatives. Such scenes were reported at length by our London contemporaries and reproduced from time to time in these columns during last summer. Yet we must frankly admit that to us this is the least attractive side of the Bahai movement. If Bahaism has found favour in the United States it cannot be forgotten that countless other “religions” have become popular there which would not have been taken seriously in any other country in the world. About the London meetings, also, there was a certain air of gush and self-advertisement—not on the part of Abbas Effendi, but on the part of his enlightened friends—which is quite patent to all who are familiar with that kind of religion which will listen to anything so long as it is unorthodox, new, sensational. We cannot help regretting the “lionizing” of Abbas Effendi. In the East his religion will find its true home and exercise its beneficent influence upon nations newly awakening to a sense of their unity and power. We can, then, the more heartily welcome him back to Egypt, fresh from achievements in the Western capitals which have afforded yet another proof of his remarkable personal and intellectual powers.

The criticism of the “lionizing” of Abdul-Baha should be received in the same kindly spirit in which it is made. In justice, however, to the friends in England, we quote the following extracts from a letter written by Mr. Tudor-Pole, of Bristol, to the STAR OF THE WEST:

Since Abdul-Baha arrived in England and especially since he was my guest here, I have had some special opportunities for communion which have proved of immense service to me and to others. There are one or two points of considerable moment that have been borne in upon me as a result and in communicating them to you it should be understood that I do so on my own initiative and that the suggestions I make are not at the direct suggestion of Abdul-Baha himself. He is a most remarkable figure in history and his love and wisdom are boundless, yet of course he is simply the servant of his Father who was undoubtedly a great Messenger of God, and Abdul-Baha claims no other distinction. * * * There seems a tendency in America and elsewhere to focus too great attention on Abdul-Baha rather than upon the Manifestation Itself. * * * Abdul-Baha, I can see, does not wish for references to himself save as the servant of God, the inspired exponent of his Father’s great message. To idolise Abdul-Baha in exaggerated terms or forms is to delay the spread of the Bahai spirit of Unity. * * * We are wonderfully blessed to have him among us, but imagination, exaggerated emphasis must not be laid upon his personality or the whole movement will suffer. This is a matter of supreme import.

In our opinion, this “lionizing” and “idolizing” of great souls is most natural. Hero worship and adoration of personalities seemed necessary and
inevitable during the childhood and youthful epochs of humanity just closing—for we are now entering upon the epoch of maturity for the race. “Following the Letter (a synonym for personality) rather than the Spirit,” has been recognized by mature souls of the past, as a weakness of humanity. Even today many sincere Christians fail to distinguish between Jesus (the man) and the Christ (Spirit) manifest in Him. To those who do understand this distinction, idolizing is as intolerable as it is to the one being idolized—for every Servant of God admonishes the attracted ones and followers to abstain therefrom. Repeatedly, Abdul-Baha firmly but kindly, manifests this quality of greatness.

We should not go to the other extreme, however, and recognize only the Spirit, ignoring the personality. To deny the personality, is to deny the purpose of creation and a reason for our existence in the image of God—the human form. Consider the Hidden Word: “O Son of Man! In My Ancient Entity and in My Eternal Being was I hidden. I knew My Love in thee, therefore I created thee; upon thee I laid My Image, and to thee revealed My Beauty.”

The Bahai Revelation clearly teaches the Oneness and Singleness of God, i.e., the Manifested and the Secluded, the Personal and the Impersonal phases should be considered of equal importance—holding both before the inner sight in perfect balance. Equilibrium is a characteristic of maturity. Abdul-Baha has stated, that if it be the Will of God, he will visit America during the coming year. Let us begin now to “prepare the way” and help to make his “path straight” by becoming spiritually poised.

ORIENTAL-OCCIDENTAL UNITY.

BY CHARLES MASON REMEY.

The Orient can truly be said to be the Mother of the human race. From her heart went forth those great racial wave movements which have peopled the earth. In her mountain fastnesses the prophets communed with God and received His life-giving truth, which has been the inspiration of all mankind, and in her valleys and upon her plains civilization had its dawn.

The Occident can equally truly be said to be the son, or man-child of the Mother Orient. Both materially and spiritually the Occident has received its physical life and its religious inspiration from the Orient, the fruit of which is the present Occidental civilization.

During many centuries the peoples of the East and those of the West have been separated by barriers, racial, religious, geographic and political. So complete has been this segregation that these two halves of humanity have developed along different lines of thought, manners, and customs, until the very natures and characteristics of these peoples have become, in general, distinct and foreign one to the other.

Now in these latter days through the breaking down of the hitherto
existing material barriers, the Oriental and the Occidental peoples are being forced one upon the other. Through international relations, the increase of foreign commerce, and the travel and mingling of people, the Oriental and Occidental peoples are daily coming into closer relations upon the material plain of life. As yet this is but a superficial mingling, void of any basic unity.

Without any mutual trust, confidence, nor affinity for one another, the Oriental and Occidental peoples are at variance in almost every way. That which will solve this mighty problem is the spiritual confidence, trust, and mutual affinity, which the Bahai Faith is creating between Oriental and Occidental. Through the establishment of such practical institutions of service as will demonstrate this Spiritual unity, the greatest material and spiritual benefit to all humanity will be forthcoming, for springing from the spiritual stem will be all of those religious, political, social, and financial activities for which the Bahai Cause stands, and which will eventually unite in one people all the peoples of the world.

The Bahai Cause stands for spiritual unity manifested in every phase and activity of life. The Bab, Baha’u’llah and Abdul-Baha stand pre-eminent as lovers and servants of humanity. Their mission was that of spiritual uniting and life giving, therefore their teachings have bearing and influence upon every phase and detail of life. With the fruition of this Cause the great Orient-Occident problem will be solved. Through this Bahai spiritual unity encompassing all peoples, Oriental and Occidental characteristics will so blend that a new and a world type of men will be evolved. One who will have within him not only the present existing virtues of both the East and the West, but also the highest possibilities of humanity which can only come to light as people unite and live according to the Divine Law applying in every phase of life.

The stages of development through which collective man passes are parallel and analogous to those through which he passes as an individual. Until the state of maturity is reached, individual man and woman are content to live apart one from the other. Each is developing his or her own mental and physical characteristics, and in general two different and distinct types, masculine and feminine are the result. When maturity is reached the reason for the difference in the characteristics of man and woman becomes apparent. Affinity and union takes place between these differing natures through which a great change is produced in each. One supplies what the other lacks and two rounded out and more perfect lives is the result. More too, through this love union of man and woman the way is made for the birth of other human beings. When two parents are united by the bonds of an all around love it is a well known fact that their children come into this world under the highest possible auspices for both bodily and soul development, and in their natures are found the combined virtues of both parents magnified.
In this day the human race is reaching a stage of maturity. The Orient along her own characteristic lines, and the Occident along his own characteristic lines. Now their continued future development depends upon their uniting, not only physically but in every sense from the spiritual to the physical. These two halves of humanity, the Eastern one and the Western one, must unite and become as one in every respect, spiritual and material, in order that each may find its highest development. From this union will be forthcoming the future universal world type of man in whom will be combined all the human virtues and possibilities.

Such a union between the Eastern and Western peoples can never be accomplished upon any foundation other than a spiritual one. When the Occident and Orient meet on a common spiritual ground an intellectual and social unity in all of its forms and with all of its institutions will result.

By brute force, a man can dominate a woman, yet the while both are suffering although neither may be aware of this condition. In the perfect marriage neither the man nor the woman dominates the other. Through love they become as one soul in two bodies. So it must be between the Occident and the Orient. Many Oriental countries have been held by Occidental nations through force. This has not been conducive in any sense toward solving this world problem. Under such a regime both peoples, the dominant and the dominated, suffer from lack of unity one with the other. Each remains with its life force and possibilities undeveloped, pent up and suffering, for the lack of that expression which only the freedom of harmony can give.

In the coming epoch, of religious, racial and national unity, for which the Bahai Cause is paving the way, there will be no question of the "supremacy" of one people over the other. All peoples will be as members of one harmonious family, each working to protect and help the others. Under this order, which is the order of God's Kingdom, the highest civic and national institutions will be evolved, and under these auspices the masses of the people will attain to a very high state of spiritual, moral and physical development. Under such conditions humanity will attain to a state of civilization and advancement the greatness of which no one can now form any conception.

I would like to testify to some of the fruits of the Bahai Cause along the line of Oriental-Occidental Brotherhood which it has been my privilege to find in distant lands among foreign peoples.

Between the Bahais of the East and those of the West exists the strongest tie. Since it was through the suffering, pain and trials of the Bahais of the Orient that this faith had its first growth and was brought to the West, the Western Bahais look toward their Eastern brothers and sisters with the deepest feeling of love and gratitude. The Western Bahais have in their souls a strong love for the Eastern Bahais and a burning desire to go to them, sharing with them all the so-called practical things of Western civilization.
Upon the other hand, in the growth of the Bahai Cause here in the West, the Oriental Bahais see the result of their labors for the believers here are their spiritual offspring. They see the fruit of their bloody persecution and great sufferings, and with open and joyful hearts they are anxious to receive into their very lives their Western brothers and sisters, learning from them, and in turn pouring out upon them all of that wealth of devotion, love and spiritual assurance which these people of the East have and which the people of the West need.

Among the Bahais, there is a practical demonstration of a combined religious and secular unity. Good works are not done under the name of "charity" nor "philanthropy." Rather it is "reciprocation" and "interdependence." Each gives what he has to give, and through the spirit of giving, and doing in loving service, his own nature unfolds and he receives himself, abundantly.

Particularly in the Orient the contrast between the Bahais and other people is very striking. There, the average Oriental and Occidental mingle without contacting, each remaining foreign to the other, but the opposite is the case with these very same people when they become touched by the Bahai spirit. Then we see them mingling and associating with one another as members of one family, having the same interests and desires, and united in the same works.

Among the Oriental Bahais I saw a love and a devotion to this Cause and its principles impossible to describe. It was beyond my comprehension to understand, yet I recognized it. In many countries and among people of every race and of every religion I found such a warm welcome and had such a spirit of friendship and devotion poured out upon me, simply because I was a Bahai, that I felt and saw the blending process at work, uniting the East and the West.

This is a force working independently of material conditions. I saw it working under all conditions and amid all surroundings from those of the half naked, uneducated man living in his hut, to those of the cultured man of wealth living in his palace. This spiritual love, which is of God, is the strongest power in the creation. Through its uniting force the fundamental foundation of accord and harmony is established in the world, upon which the Orient and the Occident are meeting. From this movement will appear as fruits, all of those social institutions, between the East and the West, which will materially demonstrate those truths which the Bahais now see and witness as spiritual realities.

The foundation of the Universal Civilization, the Millenium, the Golden Age, God’s Kingdom upon earth, is now an accomplished fact. It rests upon God’s Word revealed to man in these Latter-Days through the Bab, BAHÀ’ı’LÀH and Abdul-Baha. It is a growing foundation which is absorbing and refashioning, after the divine order, the individual souls who are attracted and who are arising to serve God and mankind in this the greatest of all Causes.
ture, philosophy, crafts and trades made wonderful progress during the medi­

eval ages in Andalusia and Bagdad.

Now is it possible that such an illustrious Personage be afflicted with epilepsy?

Relative to the Paradise explained by Mohammed in the Koran, such utterances are spiritual and are cast into the mould of words and figures of speech, for at that time people did not possess the capacity of comprehending spiritual significances. It is similar to that reference to His Highness Christ who, addressing His disciples said, “I shall not partake of the fruit of the vine any more until I reach the Kingdom of My Father.” Now it is evident His Highness Christ did not mean material grapes, but it was a spiritual con­
dition and a heavenly state which He interpreted as this fruit.

Now whatever is revealed in the Koran has the same import.

Regarding the Most Great Name, its influence, both in physical and spiritual affairs, is indisputable and certain.

In the last Tablet (to the Board of Council of New York), in which I have stated, “I am not Christ and am not eternal,” the meaning is this, that I am not Christ and not the Eternal Lord! But I am Abdul-Baha. This is its real purport. Undoubtedly those souls who are under the shadow of the Blessed Cause, believing and assured, firm and steadfast, and living in accord with the Divine exhortations and advices, all of them are confirmed in the Everlasting Life.

Regarding the materializing of spirits through mediums: A person finding himself in a state of trance, or unconsciousness, is like one who sleeps; whatever he feels and sees he imagines to be matter and of material things, but in reality they are wholly immaterial.

O thou maid-servant of God! Arouse ye the people and make them cheerful through the glad-tidings of God, and quicken them through the spirit of gladness and heavenly rejoicing. The essence and foundation of all is to advance toward the Kingdom of ABHA and to be attracted by the Beauty of God. Whatever produces any influence in the world of existence is on ac­
count of the Love of God, which is the Spirit of Life and the cause of salvation.

Convey on behalf of Abdul-Baha wonderful ABHA greetings to the believ­
ers and the maid-servants of the Merciful.

Upon thee be Baha-el-ABHA! (Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Sept. 29, 1908.

PORTRAITS OF ABDUL-BAHA for framing, printed from the plate used in the last issue of the STAR OF THE WEST, on heavy plate paper, size 9x12 in. —25 cents per copy, postpaid. Send postoffice money order, made payable to BAHAI NEWS SERVICE, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.
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ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

AFRICA.

CAPE TOWN.—Regular meeting held on the 15th of every month at the home of (Mrs.) Agnes Cook, Gad's Hill, Avenue Pretoria, Sea Point.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, ENG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday, 8:15 p.m., at 10 Chemiston Gardens; Wright’s Lane, Kensington, High Street Bahai Reading Room, 187A High Street, entrance from Wright’s Lane.

GERMANY.

STUTTGART, WURTTEMBERG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday evening. Kanzelstrasse 247. ZUFFENHAUSEN.—At the home of Herrn und Frau P. Schweizer, Karlstrasse 261.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

AKRON, OHIO.—Meetings every Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Bost, 169 Bittman Street. Address of Secretary, Russell L. Brooker, 495 Elmwood Court.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Regular weekly meetings Tuesday evening at 629 West North Avenue, and Sunday evening at 518 Broadway. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

BANGOR, MICH.—Meetings are held at alternate homes the first and third Sundays of the month. Address, Mr. Byron S. Lane, R. F. D. 5.

BOSTON, MASS.—Meetings held Friday evening, at 7:45 p.m., at the Laughton Studios, Room 418, Pierce Building, corner Huntington Avenue and Dartmouth Street.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 404 Elmwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Corinthian Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 283, George Lessch, Secretary. Bahais coming to Chicago who wish to be met at the railroad station and be put into communication with the friends in this city, may address Mrs. Charles H. Greenleaf, 4855 Kenmore Avenue. Telephone Ravenswood 3925.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—Meetings held Wednesday evening at the homes of the friends. Residence of Secretary, Mrs. Annie L. Parmer, 543 Mitchell Avenue.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Regular weekly meeting of the Assembly Friday evenings, at the apartment of Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, 3606 Prospect Street; also Wednesday evenings at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

DENVER, COLO.—Regular meetings, Sunday, 3:30 p.m., at 4141 Xavier Street; Monday, 8 p.m., at 1005 Broadway, and group meetings Thursday afternoon at homes of the friends. G. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary, 4141 Xavier Street.

FREMDORF, MICH.—Regular weekly meetings, Sunday, 2:30 p.m., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nels Peterson. Mrs. John Derme, Secretary.

ITHACA, N. Y.—Regular meeting of Assembly, Friday evening at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

KENOSHA, WIS.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.; Sunday school, 9:30 a.m., at Gronquish Hall, 218 Park Street. Address of Assembly, Mr. Charles Carlson, Secretary, 418 Crate Street, Mrs. Anna Bohanan, Secretary, Women’s Assembly.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—F. B. Beckett, Secretary, R. F. D. 5, Box 225.

MUSKOGON, MICH.—Meetings held Wednesday afternoon at 52 Jackson Street, Mrs. Helene Eagg, Secretary.

NEWARK, N. J.—Regular weekly meeting of the Assembly Thursday evening, at the home of Mrs. F. Carre, 70 Haley Street.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 220 West 58th Street.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Charles R. Lee, Secretary, 1523 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Cordie Cline, Corresponding Secretary, 233 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Miss Jessie E. Revell, Secretary, 1423 Mayfield Street.

PORTLAND, ME.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 7:30 p.m., at 501 Yamhill Street, Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. Nettie Nash, Secretary, Kenton Station.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 124 Fifth Avenue. Mrs. Isabella M. Campbell, Secretary, 1014 Fairview Avenue.

ST. PAUL, MINN.—Address of Secretary, Mr. Clement Woolson, 233 Arundel Street.

SUMTER, Va.—Meeting on fourth Sunday; address, care Mrs. R. H. Duckett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings Friday evening at 8:15; Sunday morning at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue; Wednesday evening at 8:00, at 1937 Thirteenth Street, N. W. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192, Residence of Secretary, Mr. Joseph H. Hannen, 1252 Eight Street, N. W.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.
October 17, 1911.

I wish you to study the works of the Blessed Beauty and to live according to His teaching. The basis of the teaching of Baha’u’llah is as follows: “Bear in your heart great love to all races on earth, to the end that unity may be established between them. Take an interest in everyone and find out how you can help them, so that all may see that your love is truly universal. Do the Will of God, do not only speak about it; the elect of God do this. People do much speaking to advance their own glory and to make themselves appear superior to their neighbors. But if you do the Will of God and do not blazon it abroad, then you will change the whole world. They who do most speak least.

Man must ever be thinking of drawing nearer to God.

Look at the Italians, they pretended to love humanity, yet they wished to seize Tripoli for their own advancement, not for the good of humanity.

I hope that you will some day be able to hinder such actions, and thus enable justice to reign everywhere. I hope you will be able to make all hearts pure and tender, all efforts sincere, so that everyone may work for the good of humanity. This is my prayer and desire.

October 18.

The Relation between Thought and Action.—You must not only think thoughts, but do actions. The reality of men is their thoughts and their spirits, not their material bodies. Man and animal with regard to matter are partners. The difference is that man has the power of thought.

Thoughts may be divided into two classes: 1. The world of thought alone. 2. The world of thought which expresses itself in action. For instance, philosophers belong to the first class, for they only think heavenly thoughts and do not do heavenly deeds. Whereas spiritual teachers belong to the second class, for they express their high and noble thoughts in actions as soon as they think them.

Question: If one refuses the Cause of Baha’u’llah during his lifetime, may he hear of it after death?
Yes, he will hear of it in his next life, but through the mercy of God alone, not through his own ability.

Question: Are we not able, through love and faith, to make those on the other side hear of the Cause who had not heard of it while on earth?
Yes, surely sincere prayer always has its effect, and it has a great influ-
ence in the other world. We are never cut off from those who are there. The real and genuine influence is not in this world but in that other.

*Question:* In what condition is the soul before entering the body?

In a state of potentiality, possessing no consciousness as we understand it.

*Traveling.*—Traveling is a very good thing. It opens the eyes and broadens the horizon.

In the East one may behold vast and desert places where once lay peopled towns; this shows the Hand of Almighty God. History shows us how every nation which was against the Will of God has eventually been quite destroyed; and, accordingly, each nation which has listened to the Voice of God has prospered. When traveling one makes discoveries of strange things, *i.e.*, the Emperors of Rome ruled over many thousands of people and were famous and powerful, but now the Emperors are dead and their power has vanished. Whereas the Christians began by being a small band of eleven disciples following Christ and living after His teaching, now there are many Christians all over the world and Christ’s influence shall never die.

*October 19.*

*On Healing.*—Healing comes from God. If the heavenly benediction be upon us while we are being healed, then only can we be truly healed. All depends upon God. Medicine is merely an outward form or means by which we obtain heavenly healing; without the Heavenly Benediction it is worth nothing. If man looks at the nature of the world around him, he will see that all created beings are dependent upon something, *i.e.*, man is dependent for his life upon the air which he breathes, likewise the animals which are upon the earth, and each created being is dependent for its life upon some material circumstances. Man, therefore, and all creatures are prisoners of nature. The sun must follow his law, the earth must follow his law of motion, the sea also hers. But, by the spiritual power of God, which, through His Bounty, He has bestowed upon men alone, man is enabled to defy the laws of nature in many and wonderful ways, *i.e.*, it is the law of nature that man should walk upon the earth, but he defies this law, for he sojourns upon the water and also flies, like the bird, through the air.

Through the wonderful spiritual power which God gives to man, man is enabled to reach the Kingdom of Heaven; but behold! man is not grateful and is careless of the great mercy which God has shown him.

*October 20.*

The sun shines upon the earth, giving light and warmth to all creatures. The Sun of Truth also shines, giving light and warmth to the souls of men. All existing creatures need the sun to shine upon them and develop them that they may grow. The souls of men also need the Sun of Truth to shine upon them, to educate and encourage them. Circumstances that benefit the body do not benefit the soul, and the soul of man is his reality, not his body, *i.e.*, there are some men who are perfected in material things and very backward
STAR OF THE WEST

in the spiritual. Likewise many, who are at the bottom of the social and material ladder, are very much advanced spiritually.

Galen, a Greek Philosopher who died at the time when the Christian Religion was in its growth—and was not himself a Christian—wrote many books about material civilization and development. He states as his belief that Religion is the basis of all true civilization, that is to say that not only must the brain and gifts of a nation be educated, but also the moral character. The Christians, he points out, are an example to show the truth of this theory, for theirs was the basis upon which the largest and most prosperous civilization of the world had been founded and their morals were very high. They were taught not to fear death, and to love their neighbors as themselves and live only for the good of humanity, and only to think of doing good to mankind. If these principles had been carefully carried out by the followers of Jesus Christ, then there would be no need for the world to be reawakened. But winter fell upon the hearts of men, and God sent His prophets to shine upon them with the Spring of the Sun of righteousness that they may be again awakened and blossom forth and bear fruit. Because mankind has shut its ears to the Voice of God and has neglected His teachings, wars and tumults, unrest and misery have fallen upon them. Let us make every effort to reopen the hearts of men to the Will of God. I pray God to give you power to bring humanity beneath the rays of the Sun of Truth and Peace.

October 23.

When a man has found joy in one place he returns to that same place to find his joy again. When a man has found gold in a mine he will return again to that mine to find more gold; this is a natural law and shows forth the vital and spiritual powers which God has bestowed upon man, and the natural instinct which is born in him. The Great Light of the Spirit has ever arisen in the East, but it has shed forth its radiance into the West. And in the West has it found its greatest force of expansion.

The Christ rose like a star in the horizon of the East, but the Light of His influence has taken root more firmly in the West. This shows us how that the people of the West are very faithful in their hearts and they do not easily forget. The West is like a good plant. When the rain falls gently upon it to give it nourishment and the sun shines upon it to give it warmth, then does it blossom forth and bear good fruit.

It is a long time since the Sun of Righteousness has shed its Radiance upon the West, for the Face of God has been hidden by the sin and forgetfulness of man; but now, thanks be to God! the Sun shines forth in all its glory and the breath of the Holy Spirit is watchful over the nations. Let us pray to God that the light and refreshment may awaken the people and give them new life, that they shall find a second life and there shall be a new creation. Humanity shall put on a new garment and the Mercy of God will be showered upon the people. My earnest desire is that you will work for this
end, that you may be the cause of it. It is certain that the Flag of Divinity has been raised and the Sun of Righteousness of God appears upon the horizon. Be faithful and loving workers that you may be among the blest of God and receive the benefits of the Kingdom of Abha.

October 25.

I regret that you have been kept waiting so long. Yet, I have waited so many years in prison before I could see you—surely you do not mind waiting a little to see me. Our hearts are always together and the Bounty of the Kingdom of Abha binds our spirits in one. For have we not one aim, one desire and one prayer? Therefore we are always together.

Last night, when I returned home, I did not sleep. I lay awake thinking and I said to myself: "Here am I in Paris. O my God! what is Paris and who am I?" I never thought from the darkness of my prison that I should come here and be among you, for I was condemned to perpetual imprisonment. When I read the document which told me of my sentence, I said to the officials: "It is impossible!" And they were astonished. Then I said to them: "If Abdul-Hamid were immortal and I myself were immortal, then would it be possible for him to condemn me to be in prison forever, but as we are not immortal, then it is impossible. My spirit is free and that can no man imprison."

Now you see the powers of God, that I am no longer in prison, but here in Paris, talking with you. I am thankful to meet the spiritual friends and you also must be happy that God has allowed me to come among you. For who indeed would have thought it possible that I should be here talking in Paris?

FAREWELL WORDS TO EUROPE.

December 1.

I bid a loving farewell to the people of France and England. I am very much pleased with them. I counsel them that they may day by day strengthen the bond of love and amity to this end—that they may become the sympathetic embodiment of one nation—that they may extend themselves to a universal Brotherhood to guard and protect the interests and rights of all the nations of the East—that they may unfurl the Divine Banner of justice—that they may realize and treat each nation as a family composed of the individual children of God and may know that before the sight of God the rights of all are equal.

For all of us are the children of one Father. God is at peace with all His children; why should they engage in strife and warfare among themselves? God is showering down kindness; why should the inhabitants of this world exchange unkindness and cruelty?

"Ye are all the leaves of one tree and the fruits of one branch."

Beware! Beware! Lest ye offend any heart.
Beware! Beware! Lest ye hurt any soul.
Beware! Beware! Lest ye deal unkindly toward any person.
Beware! Beware! Lest ye be the cause of hopelessness to any creature.
THE MASHRAK-EL-AZKAR IN AMERICA.

Through Zia Effendi, Chicago—Upon him be Baha’o’llah!—to Claudia Stuart Coles, Washington, D. C.—Upon her be Baha’o’llah!

HE IS GOD!

O thou who art enkindled by the fire of the love of God!

Verily, I have perused thy beautiful letter of wonderful composition, which proveth thy firmness, assurance and steadfastness in the faith; and thy singing the verses of holiness to thy Merciful Lord. Blessed art thou from this great gift. Joy be unto thee from this vast providence.

Know thou that the building of the Mashrak-el-Azkar is the greatest foundation in those regions. God said in the Koran, “It is those who believed in God, and the Last Day, shall build the Temples of God.” It is incumbent upon thee and upon all, to put forth the best effort in these days, in building this glorious Temple; raising the tumult of commemorations therein, during the wing of the night, at dawn, and at eventide. It is incumbent upon ye (men and women) to be united, in this great Cause, so that ye may be confirmed by the Divine Bounty, and Merciful Spirit; become increased with energy and power; gain a recompense, and estimation. I implore God, and supplicate Him to make your feet firm in the straight path, and in the upright way.

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHÁ ABBÁS.

The foregoing Tablet from our beloved Abdul-Bahá reached me in London and I think will be as a glad clarion call to all in regard to the work of the Cause. Over and over in Tablets about the Mashrak-el-Azkar, Abdul-Bahá has given to each soul a call to service for the glory of God. It is not Chicago, nor America, nor a group of believers, that are to be glorified by the Mashrak-el-Azkar, but the Living God, and when the Light of the Guidance of God says “it is incumbent upon ye, men and women, to be united in this great Cause,” surely every soul who believes that the Day of God is here, will, as one body, arise for “this great service.”

Abdul-Bahá expects to attend the Convention to be held in Chicago during the coming spring-time. Unquestionably, he will dedicate the site of the Mashrak-el-Azkar at that time.

Through the guidance of God this site has been chosen, and Abdul-Bahá’s wish that there be room for ample grounds is being obeyed. He has said that “all shall unite.” If those of us who call ourselves believers, for a few short weeks shall lay aside our own ideas of what seems to us best for the Cause and do that which Abdul-Bahá says is the most important work at this time; if we can take the step outlined for us by him, believing, seeing, feeling, hearing and trusting in his wisdom; if in selflessness, humility and unity we serve together in earnest effort—his desires will be fulfilled and the site of the Mashrak-el-Azkar (The Dawning Place of the mentioning of God) found ready for his consecration. Every one has deep responsibility; no one human being knows in full the demands upon another soul; no one can judge the work of another—that is God’s work; but each soul can, in humble faith, face squarely the words of Abdul-Bahá in regard to what he says is “the most important work,” and, in the measure of seeking, find light and hope and power that will be dynamic in its realization.

Prayerfully studying this Tablet in humility, in reverence, in faith, let us unite to work shoulder to shoulder as inspired atoms of one great tool with which Abdul-Bahá can lay the foundation of the cause of Confirmation to the Cause. Then truly “will we become increased with energy and power; gain a recompense and estimation.”

O Lord, make our feet firm in the straight path!

Claudia Stuart Coles.
TO THE FRIENDS OF GOD AND THE MAIDSERVANTS OF THE MERCIFUL IN AMERICA:

HE IS GOD!

O ye friends of God and the beloved maidservants of the True One!

Abdul-Baha has the utmost longing to meet you, but now he is obliged to return to the East, for he has promised many friends and they having traveled a long way, will be disappointed if the meeting is not brought about. Therefore, he has returned to Egypt, and hopes that during the next spring no obstacle may arise, so that with infinite joy and fragrance he may hasten to America to meet the friends, to unfurl the banner of rejoicing, to spread the Glad-Tidings of the Kingdom of ABHA, to illumine the meetings and gatherings with the Rays of the Sun of Truth, to perfume the nostrils with the Fragrances of Holiness, to impart gladness and delight to the hearts, to attract the souls to the Realms of Might, to grant the outpouring of the Holy Spirit—so that in this nether world the congregation of the Righteous Ones may be firmly established.

Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The bounties of the Most Great Name are descending. Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The Lights of the Kingdom of ABHA are shining. Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The Doors of Heaven are opened and the call of the Kingdom is raised.

Upon you be Baha El-ABHA!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
TO THE AMERICAN BAHAIIS:

It was on the 7th of December that I left Abdul-Baha in Marseilles. My last request of him was to assist and confirm all the American Bahais in the accomplishment of great services. He said: "The American friends will be assisted and helped." For a moment he was silent. Then he raised his head and continued, saying: "All those who have unselfish motives, whose hearts are devoid of any personal interests, will be assisted in this Cause. They will be confirmed by the heavenly cohorts—rest thou assured."

Abdul-Baha was very much pleased with the result of his work in London and Paris. While leaving Europe physically, his spiritual presence will be the cause of great benediction for countless ages to come. During my stay in Paris, having been permitted to live in the same apartment with him, I daily witnessed the marvelous power of his love and active interest in all those who are concerned in the uplifting of the human race. His great power in imparting happiness to all those who are depressed or are passing through a period of trials and tests, cannot be measured by human criterion. This one power alone distinguishes him above all men, for, notwithstanding the complexity of problems that he must solve daily and the thousand and one details that he must attend to for them, yet he is always beaming and imparting happiness to all those who come in touch with him.

We are looking forward with great anticipation to his visit to America, which will be some time in the early part of the spring. It is now the opportune time for all the friends in America to arise with one purpose and with one aim to prepare the way in a practical manner.

The Persian-American Educational Society has taken definite steps for the arrangement of his visit to America and will deem it a pleasure and a privilege to assist the friends all over the country with practical suggestions. His presence in America will be one of the most significant events of the twentieth century and the effect of his words will be far reaching. He does not come to visit any sect or religion or nationality, but he comes to meet ninety million Americans whose open mindedness for truth and whose open heartedness for the highest ideals of life are well known all over the world. In Abdul-Baha we will see a representation of divine virtues and human perfections. He will come to us with the noblest thoughts of peace and brotherhood which have been crystallizing for ages in the Orient. He will represent to us the longings and the hopes of many million Bahais in the East. May we all be ready to stand firm in his presence. May we all be assisted to accomplish our duties. May we all be inspired to prepare the way for him. The time is short, the opportunities are many and it lies in our power to take part in this great spiritual work. The standard of truth will be raised, the signs of the Kingdom of Abha will be spread, the wintry season of dogmas and superstitions will be changed into the balmy spring time, the highway of righteousness will be paved and men of all races and nations will walk therein,
singing the songs of the Kingdom and raising the voice of glorification toward the Supreme Concourse. Army of the Kingdom of Abha, be prepared for review by the Supreme Commander!  

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.

TO THE BAHAI ASSEMBLIES OF AMERICA:

Dear Friends: According to all the information available at the present time and the personal knowledge of one of our members who has made a pilgrimage to Paris, Abdul-Baha’s visit to America will be sometime in the early part of Spring. During the past few months, he has received many invitations from the prominent Peace Societies and National Organizations to address them while in America, and he has accepted the invitations—showing that his visit has a deep and great significance. It is suggested that the Bahai Assemblies of America send delegations to New York to greet Abdul-Baha. It is also suggested that the Assemblies need not officially designate any delegate or delegates, but as many of the friends of Abdul-Baha from each Assembly as desire to volunteer to pay this respect to him, may avail themselves of this opportunity and privilege. All such friends will be considered as the delegates from each Assembly. It is hoped that those who desire to take part in this delegation will announce their intention to the Persian-American Educational Society, McLachlen Building, 10th and G Sts., Washington, D. C., so that a list of their names might be available. These delegations should be ready, so that when the definite date of his departure from Egypt and arrival in New York is cabled to us, we may let them know at once, in order that they may start on their journey from different parts of the country and arrive at the appointed time in New York.

Hoping that this will be approved by the friends throughout America and will be carried out in the spirit of love of unity, we are

Your sincere servants in the Cause,

Persian-American Educational Society.

TO THE BAHAI ASSEMBLIES OF AMERICA:

Owing to the importance of the coming convention of Bahai Temple Unity because of the anticipated presence of Abdul-Baha, all assemblies are requested to make early preparations for sending delegates so that when the call is sent forth in February, at which time the place and date will be given, the least amount of time will be consumed in arranging for the care and comfort of the friends.

The Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity,  
Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary.

“YE ARE ALL LEAVES OF ONE TREE!”

In speaking of Abdul-Baha’s contemplated visit to America, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab says: “He does not come to visit any sect or religion or nationality, but he comes to meet ninety million Americans whose open-mindedness for
truth and whose open-heartedness for the highest ideals of life are well known all over the world."

In this connection, the news notes from London and Boston, published in this issue, sound forth suggestions that should be considered by the Bahais—especially throughout America—in these days of “preparing the way” for the coming of Abdul-Baha. In a word: The friends should avoid all appearance of being a new religious sect by separating themselves from others in work or worship, for the cause has seemingly, yet unintentionally, developed in the West a condition akin to a sect—that which the Bahai Reformation does not represent.

**ANNOUNCEMENT:**

The consideration of the foregoing leads us to the announcement of our plans for the forthcoming Volume III of the *STAR OF THE WEST*—for it has been accused of being decidedly sectarian, and therefore not representative of the Bahai movement.

The criticism is well taken. In justice, however, it should be remembered that it began with little means but plenty of faith and much good will. This infant—if the simile is granted—came forth from non-existence into the court of existence naked but pure; it had to be nurtured; its cry was weak; its helplessness apparent to all. In the nature of things it was beloved by the “family” of friends, and apparently sectarian.

Notwithstanding this, Abdul-Baha—the Servant of God—has smiled upon its weakness, uttered words of encouragement for it, and admonished the friends to make it an object of their attention—words that sound with clarion tones to those who have ears to hear the call: “O thou STAR OF THE WEST! Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!”

In order to more fully represent the Bahai movement, and attract and hold the attention of all those interested in the brotherhood of man and the

*Note.—This can be explained and excused because of the embryonic condition of the Cause in the Occident, from 1893 A.D. to the present time (nineteen years)—a condition parallel to the Babi period of the Bahai Dispensation in the Orient, i.e., from 1844 to 1863 A.D.*
Fatherhood of God—whatever or wherever their religions, ethical, educational or humanitarian affiliations may be—it is our purpose to departmentize the contents of the *Star of the West*, and present these lines of thought from a universal aspect in the light of the New Dispensation.

It is our purpose to make its pages regular magazine size, 7 x 10 inches; to increase the number of pages, to add more illustrations, and to clothe it with a suitable cover.

To do this it will be necessary to increase its subscription list from hundreds to thousands, as it will entail expense beyond our present means. We look to all friends to co-operate with us in this endeavor. *The Editors.*

"PREPARING THE WAY" IN CALIFORNIA.

**BY ELLA GOODALL COOPER.**

The friends in San Francisco and vicinity are still rejoicing over the continued good work done by Mrs. Getsinger and Dr. Fareed. New avenues are opening, more and more men are hearing the Message of Peace—men of every degree and character.

A glance at some of the different places in which they have spoken will give an idea of the universality of their work:

Dr. Fareed, after appearing before the Commonwealth Club (a body of business and professional men interested in good government), was asked to meet the Knights Templar in a body and to give them the Message. This led to his being made an honorary member of the Union League Club (a representative social club) and to several more meetings with the Knights Templar. Upon one of these occasions there were over eight hundred present. The same evening he was invited to dine with the Young Men’s Christian Association.

At the Unitarian Church in Alameda, under the auspices of the Unitarian Club, both Dr. Fareed and Mrs. Getsinger spoke.

In San Francisco they were given a reception at the Sequoia Club. This club is composed mainly of literary and professional men and women interested in the arts. A few days later they were entertained at the Century Club (all women) and asked to speak on the subject of Persian poetry. The next week Mrs. Getsinger spoke before the Auxiliary of the Juvenile Court on the subject of "The Women of the East." She referred to the Bahai Movement and much interest was aroused.

The talk before the Jewish Women’s Council was quite unique. Mrs. Getsinger proposed to entertain them with a "Persian Tea Party." A number of the friends took part representing the different Eastern types who met together in love and harmony under the influence of the Bahai Teachings. Dr. Fareed was introduced as the story teller called in to entertain the ladies while they sipped their tea (made in a samovar) and thus he had the opportunity of telling the wonderful story of the Movement to the audience which numbered nearly nine hundred. The ladies of the Council and their friends were delighted with this method of presenting it, and became very enthusiastic.

Across the bay, both appeared at the Oakland Club (a representative woman’s club). Dr. Fareed spent one evening with a large group of intelligent and deeply interested Japanese, and another with the Oakland Chamber of Commerce, which was most satisfactory.

In Berkeley, both spoke to the Short Story Club, an interesting group of writers,
at the home of one of the friends, and Dr. Fareed has also come in contact with the president and several of the faculty of the State University.

At Santa Rosa a large meeting was arranged by the Saturday Morning Club, where many school teachers and a few clergymen listened to the Glad-Tidings.

At Mill Valley, the club house was secured and notices sent to all the residents in the village. This meeting was well attended and will, undoubtedly, lead to others.

Two days were spent at San Mateo with the Federation of Women's Clubs. Both Dr. Fareed and Mrs. Getsinger spoke to large audiences. They also made a trip across the bay to San Quentin, the State's prison. There they investigated prison conditions and talked with a number of the prisoners. Mrs. Getsinger is following it up in a practical way by interesting people in one or two cases who should justly come out on parole. Here seems to be a great field for work, especially as the attention of thinking men and women is turned nowaday to the subject of prison reform.

A series of nine lectures was given in San Francisco at the California Club on Sunday evenings, presenting the Bahai Reformation in detail, each evening being devoted to one phase of its history or teachings. These were well attended by a thoughtful, earnest representative audience. The same series is being repeated at the Bellevue Hotel on Thursday afternoons for the benefit of those who cannot attend the evening talks.

On Monday evenings, Mrs. Getsinger meets with a group at the home of one of the friends—from twenty to fifty persons attending.

Recently, an interesting visit was made to San Jose, and negotiations are pending for lectures to be given there. While on this trip they met an influential woman who resides at Palo Alto and a big meeting was quickly arranged for there—many students and members of the faculty of Stanford University attending.

Notwithstanding all this arduous work, both of these servants devoted themselves untiringly to the friends, serving them spiritually and physically, besides meeting many small groups in an informal, yet effective, way, and attending all the regular meetings on both sides of the bay.

Although Dr. Fareed has just been called to Egypt, Mrs. Getsinger will remain to continue the work so well begun.

We feel that California has been greatly blest by the presence of these two servants. Doors long closed are now opening in every direction and the members of both Assemblies have arisen with zeal to help in this spiritual “preparation” for the coming of Abdul-Baha.

NEWS ITEMS.

BOSTON, MASS.—Meetings are held on Friday evening, at 7:45 o'clock, at the Laughton Studios, Room 418, Pierce Building, corner Huntington Ave. and Dartmouth St.

Miss Ethel Clement, who was the Corresponding Secretary of the Boston Bahai Assembly, but who is now on her way to California, wrote as follows to the Star of the West: “As you see, we have changed our time and place for weekly meetings. We felt that in having our main Assembly on Sunday mornings we were excluding all church-going people, of whatever religion or sect, from attending our meetings and receiving therein the inspiration of our message, and of losing their co-operation with us in spreading the Cause. We also wished to avoid all appearance of being a new religious sect, separating ourselves from others in worship. Constantly the message comes to us from Abdul-Baha to universalize our efforts—it was in our first Tablet from him—and we feel that this is a step in that direction.”
The Spirit poured out through Abdul-Baha during his recent visit has been percolating through different groups and time is required before the great results, which are surely on the way, will become apparent. The difference that his visit seems to have made is the increased freedom that one feels for mixing with the people and co-operating with them in whatever efforts one finds them making, for any good purpose—not to trouble them about a new name nor disturb them in the position where they are, but rather to encourage and inspire them to greater humanitarian efforts; not to make a new sect and add to sectarian strife, but to leaven and raise the spirituality of all religious bodies and assisting all whom we find to be doing this. Is not this most truly the Bahai Mission of Unity?

Mr. Honore Jaxon, Miss Yandle and the writer have lately been much occupied in a movement started by us and some East Indians to bring the people of the East and West into closer social contact—especially, the some two thousand Indian students in London. The purpose is to improve their social position here, to create popular bonds of knowledge and friendship between them. Abdul-Baha, when here, expressed the greatest love and concern for the Indians sojourning among us and wanted us to do what we could for them.

Arthur Cuthbert.

Mr. and Mrs. Allen of Washington, D. C., have issued a booklet of children’s prayers in Persian, with the compliments and greetings of their little son Roshan. Dr. Susan I. Moody, of Teheran, Persia, writes that on the Feast Day of Abdul-Baha, Nov. 26, 1911, she attended a meeting of 100 women and children and had the pleasure of distributing the first consignment sent by the little donor to the children of Persia. She says: “It is delighting the hearts of the children who have never before had a booklet of their own, and as it contains a facsimile prayer revealed for Roshan it is very precious to them.”

The spirit manifested by the New York City Assembly in the fair which was held there on December 8th, for the benefit of the Mashrak-el-Azkar, was but another evidence of the unity of the friends in this undertaking. To the untiring efforts of Miss Nellie Hope Lloyd, Treasurer of the New York Assembly, combined with the hearty co-operation of the friends, was its success due. The proceeds amounted to $175.00.

Dr. Ameen U. Fareed, on his way from California to Egypt, arrived in Chicago Dec. 24th and during his sojourn there was the guest of Rev. and Mrs. Joseph A. Milburn. On Thursday evening, Dec. 28th, he delivered an address on the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh before an appreciative audience at the Plymouth Congregational Church.

Tayereh Khanom passed to the Supreme Concourse on the evening of Dec. 15th, at Teheran, Persia. She had suffered much, but at the last was restful and perfectly conscious of the change.

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

HE IS GOD!

O servant of the True One!

What thou hadst written was known. It was a clear evidence of thy thoughtfulness and mindfulness in the Cause of the most Merciful One. I supplicate God that thou mayest at every moment advance in the grades of
divine love and devotion, spiritual attraction and merciful sentiments; and be benevolent and a comfort to both friends and strangers.

It is mentioned in the Gospel that a man called His Holiness, Christ, "Good Master." His Holiness said unto him, "Why callest thou Me good? None is good save One, that is God." So Abdul-Baha wishes a sin covering eye and conceals the people's faults as far as possible; for he considers himself incapable and deficient in the Servitude of the Lord. Therefore, being engaged in his own short-comings, he does not care about the sins of others, but always asks remission and forgiveness for them, and seeks bounty and grace in their behalf.

If a fault is committed by someone and I treat him with kindness, this is not on account of my negligence; but as I acknowledge my own short-comings and am cognizant of my own state, I do not show any opposition to others.

It is recorded in the Gospel that an adulteress was brought to the presence of Jesus Christ and confessed her sin. Those present asked Him why He did not command her to be stoned. He said, he who does not deserve a legal punishment, that is to say, "he that is without sin," may get up and stone the adulteress. All of them looking upon themselves found themselves sinful, and "went out one by one."

Now it is this condition which must always be had under consideration, otherwise the matter will be difficult. It is said in the Koran, "Hadst thou been severe and hard-hearted, they had surely separated themselves from about Thee." But the people must be just. If, notwithstanding their injustice, they receive favors, this will make them mindful and admonished. As to my short-comings in case of other persons who are firm, devoted and steadfast: I always acknowledge and confess my weakness and my failure and the beloved of God will certainly excuse. When a letter is received from them, I have done my best possible to send them an answer. Moreover writing letters has nothing to do with that pure, spiritual and divine love. Many persons in the blessed days (i.e., in the time of the Blessed Perfection) were recipients of favors and had numerous long Tablets, but in this day wavered in such a manner that they did not hearken to or obey the divine commandments, and overlooked even the commands revealed in their own Tablets. Yet there are some other souls who have in this day not been addressed in the Day of the Blessed Perfection. This is from the Bounty of God; He grants to whomsoever He willeth. God is the possessor of Great Bounty.

The essential thing and the real nearness to God, is to be steadfast in the Religion of God, to serve His Cause and to be in Servitude at the Threshold of Unity. This is necessary.

Upon thee be greeting and praise! (Signed) ABDEL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Dr. Zia. M. Bagdadi, September 23, 1911.
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<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Galilee</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Year with Bahais of India and Burma</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story of Bahai Movement</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahai Hymns</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revelation of Baha’- illah</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn of Knowledge</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martyrdoms in Persia</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Days in Lt. of Acca</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Talks with Abdul-Baha</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Visit to Acca</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers from the Rose Garden of Acca</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio of Views of Holy Land</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PUBLISHED AND DISTRIBUTED BY THE BAHAI PUBLISHING SOCIETY

Address all Orders to
MISS MARY LESCH, 5205 Jefferson Avenue

CHICAGO

“MY VISIT TO ABBAS-EFFENDI IN 1899” . . Price 15c
is the title of an interesting account of the visit to Acca of Mrs. Margaret B. Peeke, and of her subsequent investigation of the teachings of the Revelation of Baha’- illah, which has recently been published in booklet form by her daughter-in-law, Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, of Cleveland, Ohio, who donated the edition to the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund.

Address orders to MISS MARY LESCH, 5205 Jefferson Avenue, CHICAGO.

BAHAI WALL CALENDAR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Price $1.00

The selling price of this calendar is $1.00 postpaid to any address. The members are taking this way of making money for the Mashrak-el-Azkar fund. We earnestly hope that you will send us as large an order and at as early a date as possible.

The committee having the calendar in charge, expects to revise and send for an edition for 1913, which it is hoped will be better than this its first effort. During the year any suggestions and corrections or additions will be cheerfully received and the committee invites correspondence upon the same. Please send letters and orders to

HONOLULU BAHAI ASSEMBLY, P. O. Box 761, HONOLULU, TER. HAWAII.

PORTRAITS OF ABDUL-BAHA for framing, printed from the plate used in No. 14 issue of the STAR OF THE WEST, on cameo plate paper, size 9x12 in. —25 cents per copy, postpaid. Send postoffice money order, made payable to BAHAI NEWS SERVICE, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.
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TABLE FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!

Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

BAHAI CALENDAR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>First Days</th>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>First Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st.</td>
<td>Baha' (Splendor)</td>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
<td>11th</td>
<td>Masheyat (Will)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>Jalal (Glory)</td>
<td>Apr. 9</td>
<td>12th</td>
<td>Elm (Knowledge)</td>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd.</td>
<td>Jamali (Beauty)</td>
<td>Apr. 28</td>
<td>13th</td>
<td>Kindrat (Power)</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th.</td>
<td>Asmat (Grandeur)</td>
<td>May 17</td>
<td>14th</td>
<td>Kowl (Speech)</td>
<td>Nov. 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th.</td>
<td>Bahmat (Mercy)</td>
<td>June 24</td>
<td>16th</td>
<td>Sharaf (Honor)</td>
<td>Dec. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th.</td>
<td>Kalamat (Words)</td>
<td>July 13</td>
<td>17th</td>
<td>Sultan (Sovereignty)</td>
<td>Jan. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th.</td>
<td>Asma (Names)</td>
<td>Aug. 1</td>
<td>18th</td>
<td>Mulk (Dominion)</td>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th.</td>
<td>Kamal (Perfection)</td>
<td>Aug. 20</td>
<td>19th</td>
<td>(Month of fasting.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th.</td>
<td>Elizzet (Light)</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALLIANCE SPIRITUALISTE OF PARIS RECEPTION TO ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

November 9, 1911.

SPEECH BY MONS. LOUIS LE LEU, GENERAL SECRETARY.

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Before the Master, Abdul-Baha, takes the chair, I wish to express to him in the name of our President and Founder, of the committee and the members of the Alliance Spiritualisté, our gratitude for the benevolence he has shown in accepting our invitation today.

Those who have assembled here to listen to you, Master, know already, by the fame which has preceded you, that you come from the Orient to give to the Occident that truth for which you have suffered after your illustrious Father and his precursor, the Bab.

I do not want to infringe upon the ground over which you are going to lead us, assisted by your devoted interpreter, Mons. Dreyfus, who has already given us a volume of great clearness on the principles and history of Bahaism.

By the sympathy which you have evoked here in Paris, as well as during your recent sojourn in London, you will recognize the heart of the Occident and Orient beating in unison under the influence of the same light.
The truth is One because humanity is One in the unity of universal life and in the Oneness of God. This truth is the basis of the Universal Religion and will be the salvation of the world, when the world will have understood its law—the law of Love, which is the only law of Peace, because it is the unique law of Equilibrium: the law of Justice.

You will recall to our minds, parched by an excess of analysis, the gentle way in which, in the figurative language of the East, our fathers, the prophets, gave us the teachings which have the most profoundly touched our hearts. Like them you will show us our social and individual happiness depending entirely upon the law of Love to which all must remain submitted.

Spiritualistic thought is multiple, but it is not One as it should be—it is divided against itself—and those very men who pretend to be the guardians of the infallible truth, show by their private and public actions that they have lost the meaning of the only law. The greater part of the materialism which is submerging us has sprung from their errors. A tree is judged by its fruit. But there is no night without its stars; on every deluge floats an ark of safety; and from death springs new life. So the antique and pure light has not disappeared. It still resides in the soul of the people. On all sides are hearths where its name is nourished, and our day will see the convergence of all these ardent flames towards their eternal home.

All this I have had the pleasure of expressing to you during the several interviews you have so kindly accorded me; and of voicing the general desire on the part of the Alliance Spiritualiste, that your followers, the Bahais of Paris, will consider our home their own and ourselves their twin brothers. I will never forget the exquisite sympathy with which you have personally honored me, translated by two phrases which will always remain a bond between us. “Here,” you said, “is the true fraternity;” and to myself in particular you expressed this sentiment, whose faithful echo I return in full: “My heart and yours, my mind and yours, are one.”

We have met then in the very heart of truth where it is impossible for those who know the road not to meet in the magnificent communion of Light and Love. The time is coming soon when the Orient and the Occident will understand and unite to inaugurate an epoch of regenerated humanity. Mankind will always guard the souvenir of those who have worked and suffered for it; in suffering for God—and your name, Master, will be blessed among those who have rendered this service.

ADDRESS BY ABDUL-BABA.

I am very grateful for the words and sentiments expressed by the general secretary. I give thanks to God to find myself in Paris in such a spiritual assembly.

If we look at the atmosphere of this meeting, we see that the spirit floats in it, the bounties of God descend, the aid of the Holy Spirit is seen. Thanks to God, these hearts are endowed with spiritual sentiments; the vibrations of the soul make themselves felt.

The spirit is like the sea, this assembly like the waves—though they are numerous, they all come from the same sea; though they apparently have different forms and aspects, the unity of the spirit is manifest.

All the prophets and Divine Manifestations have come to educate men, in order that the unity of the human world may shine clearly and distinctly,
so that there remain no authority to the waves; that the authority be peculiar to the sea, for the spirit is like the sea and the bodies are like the waves.

It is said in the Gospels, “Jerusalem will come down out of heaven from God.” This heavenly Jerusalem is not made of stone, of lime and of clay, but it is made of the divine teachings which shine among men by the power of the spirit. For a long time, the divine teachings had been forgotten, no trace remained of the light of the heavenly Jerusalem. When Baha’u’llah manifested Himself from the Orient, the light of His divine teachings shone forth in Persia unto other parts of the world. This divine teaching is the heavenly Jerusalem which has again “come down out of heaven.” Although that edifice had fallen to pieces, it is founded anew. The corporal and material forces ruled over the Orient; now the spiritual forces have taken their place.

Thanks to God, I see at Paris a respectable assembly which lives by the breath of the soul. Man is not man by the body, he is man by the spirit, for by the body he is the associate of the animal; that which distinguishes him is the spirit. As the sun illuminates the earth, so the spirit illuminates the body. It renders man celestial; gives him kindness by the breath of the Holy Spirit; makes him understand the reality of things; discovers all sciences; offers eternal life; unites the nations; joins the Orient and the Occident, and changes the human world into a divine world. Consequently, those who receive the bounties of the Spirit give life to others.

Now, you who are spiritual ought to be glad and joyful for the teachings of Baha’u’llah, who is the founder of spirituality in this age. The teachings of Baha’u’llah are only spiritual. One should seek the Truth, which is the cause of the manifestations of the spirit, for the spirit will not make itself felt by the senses, but it will manifest itself by the hidden faculties. Though the human body is sensitive, its spirit is hidden; it is the spirit which commands the body.

The spirit acts in two ways: One way is by instruments; that is, it sees with the eyes, it hears with the ears and speaks with the tongue. These instruments work by the spirit, which is their motor; though its senses are manifested by the body, they come from the faculty of the spirit. The other way is that of being and acting without instruments; as in dreams and visions, it sees without eyes, hears without ears, speaks without the tongue, walks without feet. All the faculties of the spirit are clear and distinct in the world of visions. Hence it is evident that the spirit acts in two ways: First, by the instruments of the body; second, without the instruments of the body.

Thus it is that one’s body may be in the Occident and the spirit finds out the situation in the Orient, and it directs and conducts the affairs there. Therefore it is evident that the spirit is powerful and the body weak.

The body is like the crystal and the spirit is like the light. Though the crystal be extremely transparent, its brilliancy and splendor belong to the brightness of the light. To be luminous, the light does not need the crystal, but the crystal to be bright needs the light. Even so the spirit does not live by the body, but the body lives by the spirit.

If the body is mutilated, the spirit conserves always its greatness and power. For example: If the hand of a man is cut off, the spirit keeps its authority and sovereignty; if the eye becomes blind, the spirit remains clear sighted; but if the attributes of the spirit leave the body, immediately the
body becomes nothing. Thus it is affirmed that man is man only by the spirit and not by the body.

This spirit is one of the divine bounties, a manifestation of the Sun of Truth; but if the human spirit receive the breath of the Holy Spirit, then it is a pure spirit. The breath of the Holy Spirit is the divine teaching; in it the spirit finds eternal life. It is the heavenly light and illumines the human world by the divine qualities. Hence we must endeavor to act according to the teachings of Baha’u’llah.

Let us endeavor from day to day to become more spiritual, to bring about the unity of the human world, to practice human equality, to diffuse the divine mercy, to show the love of God to all those who are on the earth, so that the spiritual faculties may shine in all their splendor; that no authority remain to the body, so that the spirit, which sustains and rules the human world, may form one being, one person. Differences and disputes will exist no longer. The divine Jerusalem will be founded universally. All men will be the inhabitants of the same kingdom and they will take their part in the divine bounties.

I thank God to find myself in your assembly and I am grateful for your spiritual sentiments. I pray God to increase your sentiments each day; to strengthen this union and accord, so that the prophecies of the Holy Scripture become visible, for this epoch will be great, this century will be divine; the traces of all the scriptures will be seen; the signs given by Christ will become manifest. It will be the great day of the Lord. Divine justice will shine. It will be the time of peace, of justice, of union and of happiness. I hope that at this epoch the corporal world will become the reflection and echo of the divine world. Such is our hope, and, thanks to God, we agree in this desire.

I ask God that you may live by the breath of the Holy Spirit, that you be united, that all the hearts be filled with the love of God, that your tongue pronounce often the Name of God, that your actions be spiritual, that your sentiments be like those of the inhabitants of the Kingdom, in order that the human light, which is the image of God, may shine brilliantly.

O God! Kind, generous, merciful; illumine this assembly with the light of Thy love; vivify these souls with the breath of the Holy Spirit, offer the heavenly lights and the great bounties, give us Thy help, show us spirituality, give us the light of a good conduct, give to the spirits infinite bounties and generosity.

O Creator! We are poor, give us of the treasure of the Kingdom; we are humble, glorify us in Thy Kingdom; we are homeless, protect us, shelter us; we are seekers, lead us by Thy limitless favors; we are silent, give us an eloquent tongue; we are weak, give us the strength of the Kingdom.

O Creator! He who pardons! Pardon our faults; grant us bounties; forgive us our sins, teach us divine politeness. Thou art the One who gives; Thou art the One who offers; Thou art kind!

NOTICE—The Bahai Assembly of Washington is publishing a new edition of the pamphlet entitled “Peace” which is a sketch of the history and teachings of the Bahai Movement. These pamphlets can be had in quantities at the following rates, which includes postage or expressage: 1,000 copies, $15.00; 500 copies, $8.00; 100 copies, $2.00; 50 copies, $1.25; 25 copies, $0.75. Apply to The Bahai Assembly of Washington, P. O. Box 192, Washington, D. C.
PROGRESS OF THE CAUSE IN GERMANY.

The Bahai meetings in Stuttgart are held as follows: Tuesday evening at Esslingen on the Neckar, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kueslin. Wednesday evening at Zuffenhausen, home of Mr. and Mrs. Schweizer, Karl Str. 26. Thursday evening, Wilhelm Str. 8. Friday evening, Canzelei Str. 24. Sunday evening, Wilhelm Str. 8.

TABLETS FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO THE FRIENDS IN STUTTGART.

Frau Maria Schweizer  
Frl. Louise Warnke  
Herrn Friedrich Schweizer  
Frl. Anna Köstlin  
Frl. Sofia Stäbler

Herrn Emil Ruoff and son Erwin

Frau Margarethe Döring  
Frl. Julie Stäbler  
Frl. Henrietta Kusterer  
Frl. Anna Seifert  
Alma S. Knobloch

Upon them be the Glory of the Most Glorious!

HE IS GOD!

O friends and maidservants of the Merciful!

Thanks be to God! that you have been gathered together and celebrated the birthday of the Bab with much joy and amity and were engaged in remembering God.

From the rose-garden of that meeting a beautiful fragrance has reached to the nostrils of these friends, and the light of God’s love hath shone; therefore, it was a cause of delighting the hearts of these friends. I ask God, by His infinite mercy, that such meetings may be held often.

Likewise, that the entertainment every nineteen days may become current among you; so that the friends and maidservants of the Merciful may be engaged in praising and remembering God and singing to Him, and may become the cause of guiding the people.

Upon you all be the Glory of the Most Glorious!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Translated by Mirza Yuhanna Dawud, August 15, 1911.

Through Mirza Yuhanna Dawud, London, to the maidservant of God, Margaret Döring, Stuttgart.  

O daughter of the Kingdom!

Your letter arrived, and its contents showed that Mr. Gregory, by visiting the blessed Tomb,* hath received a new power, and obtained a new life. When he arrived at Stuttgart, although black of color, yet he shone as a bright light in the meeting of the friends. Verily, he hath greatly advanced in this journey, he received another life and obtained another power. When he returned, Gregory was quite another Gregory. He hath become a new creation. Reflect on the Grace of the Kingdom of ABHA and see how it enlightened such a person. It has made him spiritual, heavenly, divine and a manifestor of the graces of the world of humanity. This man shall progress.

Thank God that you esteem Miss Knobloch, because she was the cause of your guidance. With weeping and supplication I ask from the Kingdom of ABHA, that He may vouchsafe heavenly blessings upon your father, mother,

*Tomb of Baha’u’llah in Acca, Syria.

Convey my greetings to Herr Kruttner, and Herr Richard Bauerle. I supplicate to the Divine Glory, and ask for them bright hearts, merciful spirits, seeing eyes and hearing ears.

I ask God to make you a firm rooted, verdant and fruitful tree in the Paradise of Abha. * * *

Upon thee be the Glory of the Most Glorious!

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

Translated by Mirza Yuhanna Dawud, August 15, 1911.

Through Mirza Mohammed Yazdi, Alexandria, to the friends of God in Stuttgart.

Upon them be the Glory of God!

HE IS GOD!

O my true friends!

The friends on their return from Stuttgart are praising all the friends of the Merciful in that city, saying: Praise be to God! that the friends are in utmost attachment and are ignited by the Fire of the Love of God. They are occupied in naught but the Divine commemoration. And also the contents of your letter proved your great love.

It seems that the Light of the Sun of Truth will shine powerfully in Stuttgart and all over Germany; the Breath of the Holy Spirit will show forth a great result, and the Bounty of the Word of God will spread over all.

I give you the Glad-tidings that your advancement in the Divine Kingdom will be great and that the Doors of the Kingdom are opened to all the people of Germany.

Who will embrace it first? I hope that the called ones of Germany may become the chosen ones.

Therefore you should seek no rest; nay rather endeavor day and night to guide the people, to give sight to the blind, to give life to the dead and to grant Everlasting Life.

Upon you be the Glory of God!

December, 1911.

(Signed) Abdul-Baha Abbas.

To the STAR OF THE WEST:

How infinite are the ways of God and how exalted are the prophecies of His Light that have dawned and illumined the whole world! (Matt. 24:27.) The Light—Baha’u’llah—arose in the East and reflected in the West through His Teachings, which have illumined the region of America.

We, the German friends, are happy for the bounties of Providence, and give thanks that the divine Teachings were brought to us from that favored country. A leaf from the leaves* of America was sent to us through the guidance of Abdul-Baha: Miss Alma S. Knobloch, of Washington, D. C., who gave us the wonderful Bahai Teachings in an incomparable way. Always giving what she had, never thinking of herself, making every sacrifice for the promotion of the Cause, she quietly endured many severe trials, and today we recognize the blessings we have received through her untiring efforts.

Through the Mercy of the Blessed Beauty† the Spiritual Breezes have been turned toward the German nation, for many Tablets and Messages have been received

*Leaves—i. e., women.
†Blessed Beauty, i. e., Baha’u’llah.
from our beloved Abdul-Baha; like spring showers, at first single drops; then stronger and faster; and finally like copious rain, through the Words and Glad-tidings to Stuttgart, by his messengers, Mirza Assad Ullah, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Lady Blomfield and Mrs. Earl.

We send herewith some of these Tablets.

Bahai greeting to all the friends, Margarethe Döring, Librarian.

NEWS NOTES.

The work of spreading the Glad-tidings in Stuttgart is progressing. At the close of the year 1910, there was only one Bahai meeting; but now, at the close of 1911, we have meetings five times a week at four different places in this city and vicinity—the number of participants having increased considerably.

In May, 1911, we had the privilege of entertaining Mr. Louis G. Gregory, of Washington, D. C., who came to us from the presence of Abdul-Baha, throbbing with new life and light. A reception in his honor was held at 24 Canzelei Str. To the home of the Stäbler family in Stuttgart; to Mrs. and Miss Kaslin in Esslingen, and to Mr. and Mrs. Schweizer in Zuffenhausen, near Stuttgart, our honored guest came and told the assembled friends much that was interesting.

Many of us longed to visit our beloved Abdul-Baha in Acca or Egypt, but were unable to do so. Great was our rejoicing, when in August, we learned that he was in Thonon, Switzerland, and would be in London in September. Miss Alma Knobloch, Mr. and Mrs. Herrigel and Mr. Haiges hastened to London and passed many wonderful days there in the presence of Abdul-Baha. When he visited Paris in October, Mr. and Mrs. Eckstein and Mr. and Mrs. Häfner and their child went to receive the inspiration of meeting him and had the great joy of being photographed with him. From the 13th to the 16th of October, Miss Margarethe Döring remained with Abdul-Baha and had the honor of living in the house occupied by him; from the 19th to the 22nd, Miss Anna Kaslin, Miss Julie Stäbler and Mr. and Mrs. Schweizer were in Paris and during the three days of their visit were received six times in private audience.

Though our Master sojourned so near and we all longed for the blessing of his presence in Stuttgart, he was unable to come. He, therefore, sent a message to us through Lady Blomfield, Mrs. Earle, Mirza Assad Ullah and Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, and we were very happy during the visit of these precious souls—a period of three days, from Sunday, Dec. 4th, to Tuesday, the 7th. Our Persian brothers were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eckstein, while Mr. and Mrs. Herrigel entertained the ladies.

Sunday afternoon, at 4 o'clock, a meeting was held in the Bürger museum, where, after words of hearty welcome, Lady Blomfield delivered the Master's message to us in English. Mrs. Earle then translated it into German. It reads as follows:

Rejoice! Rejoice! Because of the Glad-tidings! You have attained to the light of the Kingdom. The glory of the Sun of Truth penetrates all regions.

Rejoice! Rejoice! Glad-tidings I send unto you. The doors of the Kingdom are open. The heavenly manna has descended upon you.

Rejoice! Rejoice! There were many holy messengers sent into the world; they came one after another, and all diffused the breath of the Holy Spirit.

Praise God! Praise God! That you have turned your faces toward the Kingdom. The rays of the Sun of Truth are illuminating you.

Strive with heart and soul that the Heavenly Light may descend upon all people and that through it every heart may be enlightened and that the spirit of the human race may partake of its glory. Work and strive until all regions of the world are bathed in this Light. Fear not when trouble overtakes you. You will be criticized; you will be persecuted; you will be cursed and reviled. Recall in those days what I tell you now: Your triumph will be sure; your hearts will be filled with the Glory of God, for the heavenly power will sustain you, and God will be with you. This is my message to you.

On Sunday evening, at 8 o'clock, a reception and unity meeting was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eckstein. On Monday evening another unity meeting was held, the Message from Abdul-Baha again read, and all the friends were filled with the spirit of oneness and inhaled the fragrance of the rose-garden of the Love of God. It was felt that the prayers of Abdul-Baha were being answered and that we were experiencing his spiritual presence.

We all pray God for His blessing and aid that the Cause may take deeper root.

Frederich Schweizer.
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MISS LILLIAN KAPPEZ ARRIVES IN PERSIA.

Letter received by Mr. D. D. Babcock, Seattle, Wash.

FARMAH FARMAH, TEHERAN, PERSIA, Dec. 19, 1911.

Dear brother in El-Abha:

Praise God! through your unceasing, untiring efforts and assistance, it became possible for me to follow the behest of Abdul-Baha, to enjoy the blessed privilege of the visit to Thonon and finally to arrive in safety at my destination. Many conflicting reports started Miss Stewart and me off rather hurriedly in the effort to meet Abdul-Baha at the Race’s Congress in London, though we eventually spent one month there in the daily hope of his arrival. After writing and cabling and much uncertainty, word came to Tammadon-ul-Molk, his interpreter, who was in the same house with us, and Miss Juliet Thompson, of New York, who lodged next door, to proceed to Geneva, Switzerland. In two days Miss Stewart and I were telegraphed for and proceeded to Thonon on the French side of Lake Geneva, the incomparable, doubly beautiful for his presence there. Ignorant of the point of our debarkation, I was admiring, from the lake steamer, an exquisite, ethereal looking range of mountains, rising as if from the heavenly deeps, and as our boat drew nearer, a sweet, peaceful looking village was disclosed at their very base—and to our great astonishment we found ourselves at Thonon. Though we did not know it, Abdul-Baha was at that moment abroad on the lake with M. and Mme. Dreyfus-Barney, Juliet Thompson, Mirza Raffle and several Orientals, and when, after resting, six hours later we were greeted and called to meet him, and I told him of what I called my dream mountains, those self-same hills now forming a background for him as he sat at the window of Mirza Assad ‘Ullah’s room, he said: “Sometimes the heart sees what the eyes cannot see.” Then, “If it were not for the Cause of Baha’ul-‘Abha we would never have met—never have known each other—you would not be here.” We were there two days, and, with many to see him, our interviews were perforce short though both evenings, at dinner, we sat opposite him at the same table. The first evening he told several humorous stories, but the second all his talk was pointed to us and of the Kingdom. He iterated and reiterated: “I am sending you to Persia that you may serve in Persia, so that all the friends and all the people will praise you.” That we must always be united in all things, to be no cause of discord, to love all the people alike. That we would meet many hardships and trials.

One of his last messages was to you, for when I told him about your unceasing efforts on my behalf and of the fire of your enthusiasm and courage, he sent his affectionate greetings to Mr. Babcock. To say to him he had done well—very well indeed—and that Abdul-Baha was pleased with him. After I gave him greetings from the Seattle Assembly, he said: “I will see you again in the Kingdom of Heaven.” When I asked him to be healed physically and spiritually to serve in the Cause of God, he smiled and said, the while we sat at his feet: “God willing, you will be healed—you must keep your thoughts and heart pure.” When he dismissed us he said he would see us again to say “good-bye.” What he had said of you touched me as nothing else did and I wept and wept, for it was the Lord’s “Well done, thou good and faithful servant.” I thought I should be completely satisfied if he ever said that of me. It was to me the epitome of approval. Rejoice! Rejoice! that in this Glorious Day it has been said of you. May your goodness increase!

We went out with: “I am sending you forth as Jacob sent Joseph of old”—and I could say nothing but, “Ya Baha-ul-‘Abha! Ya Baha-ul-‘Abha!” he echoing it back and repeating while he held us fast at either hand going forward toward the doorway. And so we went forth.

In Vienna we awaited our trunks and Mirza Raffle who had been instructed to (continued on page twelve)
AN ADDRESS ON TRUTH.

Delivered by Abdul-Baha on November 24, 1911, at the home of Mademoiselle Gastea, Paris, France.

All the divine prophets are the Manifestations of Truth. His Highness Moses declared the Truth. His Highness The Christ spread the Truth. His Highness Mohammed established the Truth. All the elect of God proclaimed the Truth. His Highness Bahá’u’lláh unfurled the ensign of Truth. All the sanctified souls who have stepped into the arena of existence have been the lamps of Truth.

Truth is the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. Truth is love among the children of men. Truth is the proclamation of Justice. Truth is divine guidance. Truth is the virtues and perfections of the human world. Truth is equality between the people of all countries. Truth is the illumination of the realm of man.

All the prophets of God have been the heralds of Truth. All have been united and agreed on this principle. Every prophet predicted the coming of a successor and every successor acknowledged the Truth of the predecessor. Moses prophesied the coming of Christ. Christ acknowledged Moses. His Highness Christ foretold the appearance of Mohammed, and Mohammed accepted The Christ and Moses. When all these divine prophets were united with each other, why should we disagree? We are the followers of those holy souls. In the same manner that the prophets loved each other, we should follow their example, for we are all the servants of God and the Bounties of the Almighty are encircling every one.

God is in peace with all His children, why should we be engaged in war? God is kind to every one, why should we oppress each other? The foundation of divine religion is Love, Affinity and Concord. Praise God, that this cycle is the period of illumination! Minds have made great progress; intelligences have been unfolded; the means of unity and agreement are being brought about and communication between the races of men is rapidly being established. Now is the time that all of us may embrace the law of peace and treat each other with honesty and straightforwardness. Let the religious prejudices be wiped away. Let the law of racial supremacy be discountenanced. Let political expediencies be done away with. Let the love of country be superceded by the love of the world. Let us all deal with each other with infinite kindness. We are all the servants at the one Divine Threshold. We are all receiving the rays of truth from the same Sun of Reality. We must all believe in all the prophets. We must all acknowledge the divine authority of all the heavenly
books. We must wash our hearts free of all human prejudices. We must serve God. We must propagate the oneness of the realm of humanity. We must be the cause of the appearance of the perfections in the world of man. We must not be like the beasts of prey. We must not allow carnage and bloodshed. We must regard the blood of men as sacred. We must not shed the holy blood of man for the paltry earth. We must all agree upon one fundamental principle. That principle is the oneness of the kingdom of humanity.

Consider ye! What things are transpiring now in Tripoli! How many fathers have become without sons! How many little children have become fatherless! How many kind and affectionate mothers are weeping for the death of their sons! How many women are lamenting and mourning over the cruel death of their beloved husbands! This sacred blood of humanity is shed for a piece of land! The beasts of prey never fight for this aim. Everyone is contented in his own place. The wolf is satisfied after receiving his share of life. The leopard will creep into his own lair after partaking of his food. The lion will crouch in his own jungle. No one intelligently or on purpose will ever entertain the desire to oppress another.

Alas! Although pitiless man brings under his dominion all the nests of humanity, yet he aspires for more. On the other hand, we easily realize that God has given to man divine intelligence, but he has become worse than the beasts of prey. The beasts of prey do not tear in pieces the members of their own species. No matter how ferocious a wolf may be, he cannot kill more than ten sheep in one night, but man is becoming the means of destroying hundreds of thousands of his fellow beings in one day. Now, be just! How can this agree with reason? If a man kills his brother he is called a murderer; if he crimsons the battlefield with the blood of hundreds of thousands of innocent men, he is hailed as a great conqueror! If a man steals ten dollars from another he is considered to be a guilty thief, but if he has pillaged a large country he will be known in history as a patriot. If he destroys with fire one house he is accused of arson, but if he bombards a city with the fire of cannon he is called a victorious being. All these events connote the evils of human ignorance, the blood-thirstiness of the nature of man and the lack of faith. For if man believes in divine Justice he will not consent to the suffering of any soul and he will not allow the shedding of one drop of blood; nay, rather he will exert himself day and night to make one soul happy.

Now, praise be to God, the signs of intelligence are becoming manifest among the people in some parts of the world. This is the dawning of the day-spring of the Most Great Peace. This is our hope: to spread the oneness of the realm of man, to destroy the foundation of hatred and animosity from among the people, to make manifest the Greatest Peace, so that the nations of the world may affiliate with each other and all the governments may strengthen between themselves the bonds of love and unity, the International Court of Arbitration may be established and all the world-wide problems and difficulties which arise between the nations may be adjudicated in that Universal Court.
The solving of these international problems depend upon the increase of the number of the lovers of Peace, and those who are devoted to the greater friendship of nations may add their power to the public opinion which revolves around the Peace of the World. Then, through the powerful demonstration of the people of peace and reconciliation, all the nations will be forced to accept the doctrine of Peace.

Love is illumination. Love is the cause of life. Hatred is conducive to death. Undoubtedly wise men prefer life to death, unity to discord, and will endeavor with heart and soul that these impenetrable dark clouds may vanish and the Sun of Reality may shine forth; this world may become another world; this mound of earth may be changed into a delectable paradise, the East and the West may embrace each other, the North and the South may clasp hands of true fellowship, so that the true, divine Love may become unveiled in the world of man. For to love man is to love God, and to be kind to the people is to serve God. Pray and exert yourselves with heart and soul so that you may become the means of creating love among the children of men. We hope that through your efforts religious, racial and political prejudices may pass away, and the tired world may receive peace and tranquillity.

You who have children know of a fact how beloved they are to you. Those who are bereaved of the meeting of their children because they are killed in fighting, are like unto you. Consider, what will be the mental agitation of a mother and a father when they look upon the body of their son steeped in blood! Will they have any more desire to live? Will they have any composure, any comfort? Those who are now at war in Tripoli are passing through agonies and their fathers and mothers are in a desperate mood.

God has created us to be loving and compassionate toward each other, and not draw the sword before each others’ faces. We must adorn the gathering of love and peace, and not drill soldiers for the ranks of the army. We must organize courts of justice. God has given to us eyes so that we may look upon each other with the eyes of the Love of God. He has granted us hearts so that we may become attached to each other and not show enmity and rancour. Consider how God has been good to man! He has given him understanding, intelligence and sentiment so that he may exert these divine faculties in the path of love and not in the way of harm. We must supplicate God that He may confirm and assist us to become the embodiment of the perfections of man; not to extinguish the torch lighted by the Hand of Majesty; not to stop the downpouring of the Rain of Mercy; not to cut His green and verdant trees; not to prevent the descent of heavenly blessings, but to become confirmed in such wise as to adorn the realm of humanity, to illumine the East and the West, to create means of the interdependence of man, to destroy the basis of war and to become the cause of the affiliation of the hearts.

This is our hope! This is our utmost aspiration! We beg of God to assist us therein. His Highness Baha’u’llah dawned from the horizon of
Persia and spread to all parts of the world the rays of the Most Great Guidance. He invited all to the Greatest Peace and gave advice to all, especially to Napoleon the Third, who was at that time Emperor of France. For fifty years He suffered everything in life so that by degrees the hearts became attracted to the Most Great Peace. Now, praise be to God, this light is continually spreading its benefits and ere long the Banner of the Most Great Peace shall become unfurled. We will exert ourselves day and night so that the world of man may become harmonized and the Sun of Truth and the Rays of Reality may enlighten the East and the West.

A GLIMPSE OF ABDUL-BAHA IN PARIS.

BY ALICE R. BEEDE.

After a morning talk given by Abdul-Baha at his apartment No. 4 Ave. de Camoens on October 15, 1911, all those present were invited that Sunday afternoon to meet him at four o'clock at 22 rue Seeden Rollin pre Saint Gernais (Seine) outside the walls of Paris, where a real Bahai settlement work is carried on by Mons. V. Ponsonaille and his good wife. They are poor people. He is employed as a collector for one of the large department stores in Paris. Having received the Message, he felt his work for the Cause of God was among the very poor children, waifs and those who had no parents; so with his wife, some years ago settled his home here and by going without their noon day meal (which to the French means much) they could give it to these little ones. They started in an old car where they met together to read the Tablets and hear the Word of Baha’u’llah. It was not long before many came and it grew so that the clergy of many sects desired to have it consolidated under them. Mons. Ponsonaille did not consider this the way to serve best and he declined all these offers. At last, they grew so very jealous that they, with the help of the priests, took the car from him. The Bahai friends in Paris offered to build a place for his work and Mons. Ponsonaille told them if they would furnish him the boards and nails that he would build it himself, which he did, and it was here that we went, and after three months spent going around Paris every day, I assure you I had never seen such a dirty, miserable quarter.

After leaving the train on the main street, we walked down to the end of a narrow lane or street without sidewalks, on which doors opened to places where soldiers and women were drinking and screaming, while from the small windows bedclothes were hanging out, and women and children could be seen. It was with joy we at last saw a familiar face and Mons. De Scott, the artist, pointed to the small gate through which we passed and by the discarded car into a small board cabin about 20x25 feet. At one end was a raised platform and desk of rough boards. I can only say as my eyes fell first upon The Greatest Name hanging in a frame from this desk and I saw the crowd of
miserably poor, dear little ones gathered there, and as my ears caught the
music of their voices (for they were singing), tears filled my eyes and a great
lump choked me. Then I looked and saw we were but a half dozen who had
come as guests, and all, like myself, were deeply affected. It was Madam
Ponsonaille, a woman with a strong, kind and most intelligent face, who
evidently had taught the children to sing and who with her whole heart was
leading and keeping time for them, for they had no instrument. After the
song Mons. Ponsonaille read a Tablet sent by the Master, for he called Abdul­
Baha "The Master," and it is quite evident that they all know him as the
Master. Mons. Ponsonaille, who has a delicate, most refined face—that of a
gentleman in its fullest sense—talked for a time; they sang again, and then
all their little heads were turned towards the entrance and it was evident
that their hearts were full of expectancy and they longed to see the One who
had promised to come to visit them. The oldest of these children were not
over fifteen—from that down to babies in the arms—all ages and kinds,
clothed cleanly in clothes that had no fit, or were misfits rather.

At last there was a silence. Then all arose to their feet as Abdul-Baha
quickly entered and walked up the narrow center passage to the front and
stood. Mons. Dreyfus-Barney and Tammadon-ul-Molk took their places on the
side. Mons. Dreyfus-Barney acted as interpreter. Abdul-Baha said: "I am
very glad to be here with you. I am very glad to see you all here. I love
you very much. I have been in many beautiful houses, but this is more
beautiful to me than any of the others, for the spirit of the love of Baha­
o'llah is here. You are all receiving the teachings of God and learning how
to act and live and some day you will be great and wise for having learned
the truth. I have seen many beautiful rich children, but to me you are more
beautiful, and I love you all (as Christ loved little children) here. Monsieur
and Madam Ponsonaille are your spiritual teachers. They give you food and
understanding eternal of God, while your parents are giving you your ma­
terial food and care for your bodies. You must love these good friends."
Turning to Monsieur and Madam Ponsonaille, he said: "This is a great
work you are doing for the love of God in this great day, through the power
of Baha'o'llah. Your station is great. Your names will go down through
all the ages. Kings and Queens have never been talked of and remembered
as you will be. You are workers in the Kingdom of Abha and I am very
happy and love you very much." Then with his head upturned and the palms
of his hands upturned together, as if to receive in them the pouring down of
the Holy Spirit, he chanted a prayer and blessing, and coming down from
the small elevation, on which he was standing, to where the children were, all
crowded close around him, and laying his hands caressingly upon some of their
heads and taking the hands of others with a loving smile to all, with difficulty
he passed down the aisle to the door. Near me were some rough boys whom

(continues on page twelve)
TO THE BAHAI ASSEMBLIES OF NORTH AMERICA, AND ALL FRIENDS IN THE CAUSE OF GOD,

GREETING:—

Bahai Temple Unity, by its Executive Board, announces and herewith calls the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Unity, to be held at the City of Chicago, Illinois, during the last six days of the Rizwan Feast—April 27th to May 2nd, inclusive, proximo, for conference and action upon the appointed reports, business and election of officers of the Unity.

We are assured that, God willing, this meeting will be blessed and inspired with the personal presence of the beloved Abdul-Baha Abbas, and that this will be the long-anticipated and memorable occasion of the consecration by this loving and faithful Center of the Covenant of the site of the first Mashrak-el-Azkar in the West.

This joyful consummation has been and will be made possible by the glad offerings of many men and women from all people and religions, civilizations and lands of the earth, who have been attracted to and unified in this object by the inspiring word and the unceasing service and the unbounded love of Abdul-Baha.
All friends in this Cause of God, who earnestly and sincerely seek, and will co-operate to promote a spiritual unity, concord and peace on earth, and to draw all men to the worship, in Spirit and in Truth, of the One God and Father of us all, are invited, without limitation or distinction, to unite with us in this universal object and occasion.

The established Bahai Assemblies in each city or local municipality of North America are, under our organization, entitled to, and are hereby notified to elect one representative and alternate, and the Bahai Assemblies in the Cities of New York (Borough of Manhattan), Chicago and Washington, will elect two representatives and alternates each, to serve for the term of one year. These representatives will constitute the delegates and representatives who will exercise the power of the Unity at this Annual Meeting, and will there elect its Officers and Executive Board of nine members, and constitute the working body of the Unity for the ensuing year.

In conjunction with this Unity of Representatives, the conference and co-operation of all friends everywhere, in the objects here stated, and service to the One and universal Cause of God, are welcome.

The several Bahai Assemblies are urged to hold their election of representatives early and to report their election promptly, and also to advise, after canvass of their several localities, the number of friends who may be expected to attend this memorable meeting, that adequate preparation may be made for assembly and lodging accommodations. Address Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary, 5338 Kenmore Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Communications should be received on or before April 12, 1912.

Announcements will be sent to the several Assemblies and will appear in the columns of The Star of the West, advising representatives and visiting friends of the details of place, time and program of the several sessions of the meeting.

Executive Board Bahai Temple Unity,

Bernard M. Jacobsen, Secretary.

Albert H. Hall, President.
may be that some of the friends could send more, for even five dollars might cause hardship to some—but if every soul would send some offering—in proportion as God has prospered him (the widow’s mite was the richest offering in the Temple), we believe this mortgage could be cancelled and His arrival would not find us asleep and our lamps without oil.

Executive Board.

VISIT OF REV. R. J. CAMPBELL TO AMERICA.

A cablegram from Abdul-Baha, requesting the Bahais of America to show every courtesy to the Rev. R. J. Campbell, of The City Temple, London, while touring America, was responded to most heartily by the friends from the Atlantic to the Pacific, who made every effort to hear and greet him.

We pray that Mr. Campbell may go on preaching the gospel of the Christ Spirit, so well illustrated in his sermon delivered in the First Congregational Church at Pasadena, California—the western terminus of his trip. We are indebted to Mrs. Henrietta C. Wagner, of that city, for the extracts presented herewith. It was delivered Sunday morning, January 7th. He took for his text Deuteronomy 32:11, 12: “As an eagle stirreth up her nest, fluttereth over her young, spreadeth abroad her wings, taketh them, beareth them, beareth them on her wings: So the Lord did lead him, and there was no strange god with him.”

“You remember, of course, that an eagle’s nest is usually built on some ledge of rock high up among wild mountain crags, inaccessible—or all but inaccessible—either from above or below, except by the strong wing of these denizens of the upper air.

‘The growing youngster cannot get away, nor does it want to get away. He is quite content to sit where he is and be fed. He has no ambition to soar upwards toward the sun or swoop down from its dizzy eminence into the dark valleys that lie so far beneath his feet.

“So what does the mother do? She knows her offspring ought not to stay there forever. It would be no kindness to let him do so.

“The first thing she does, therefore, is to tear up the nest. This alone is an uncomfortable proceeding, for the youngster who has hitherto occupied it.

“That is the first illusion in the elaborate metaphor which constitutes my text—‘As an eagle stirreth up her nest.’ You see now why she stirs it up—breaks it up, in fact. It is because its further tenancy would be a hindrance, an ignoble limitation, to the expanding life she has reared in it.

“What comes next? She does her best to show her young one what wings are for. She files around him, hovers above him, circles ‘round and ‘round, before his eyes, in order to tempt him if possible to essay his own powers and quit the needless security of that little hole in the cliff that has hitherto constituted his world.

“But he will not move; he is frightened. He feels utterly wretched without that dirty old nest that he calls home—so he just holds on tight and sticks where he is.

“That is what is indicated in the text in the words, ‘she fluttereth over her young.’ But she soon gets tired of this. She finds it is of no use, for the fledgling will not stir.

“So she deliberately drops down beside him and pushes him off his support. Away he goes tumbling headlong into the awful void, shrieking and yelling and flapping the little wings he has never tried to use before.

“Nor are they much use to him now. He would be smashed to pieces for certain, but the mother has calculated quite well what to do.
“She spreads her wings at the moment of his fall, swoops down underneath him, catches him on her opened pinions and bears him up again to the spot he has left—or some other—and gives him time to recover his nerve before the next descent.

“She spreadeth abroad her wings, taketh them, beareth them on her wings.’ Before long the young eaglet, growing bolder and stronger every day, knows enough to trust to his own and he does it.

“Henceforth the whole glorious world is open to him—not merely a square yard of rock—and he is equally at home in every part of it.

“The unknown Old Testament poet, who gave us this fine piece of description which we have been considering, was evidently well acquainted with the habits of the feathered creation, and had often watched this thrilling performance going on among those birds of prey which we not unfitly term the ‘monarchs of the air.’ ”

He applied this, first, to the Children of Israel, who were indeed a chosen people, but not chosen in the sense that they came to regard themselves. They believed themselves to be the recipients of God’s bounty and mercy to the exclusion of all other peoples. They were His people and all others were outside. As a matter of fact they were chosen to be the nest of the coming Christ and His heralds to all nations. What a glorious panorama unfolds itself before our eyes as we contemplate what they might have been if they had accepted His Message and given it to the world! Again, Israel insisted that Jerusalem was the Holy City and on Mount Zion alone, and in no other place, was God to be worshipped. The words of Jesus on this point were spoken to the woman of Samaria (St. John 4: 21-24): “the hour cometh when ye shall neither in this mountain, nor yet at Jerusalem, worship the Father. * * * But the hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshipers shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth.”

So God tore up the nest and scattered the young, but the time has come when He “taketh them, beareth them on His wings.”

He then applied the text to the individual, in the following words:

“And to what a felicitous use he puts it! He compares the whole process to God’s care of His children; particularly, of course, the children of Israel. Israel had had no easy time.

“You are like young eaglets fluttering their wings without dreaming of the heights and depths to which these wings will presently carry them. There is something greater in every Christ-like deed than its immediate object is worth. You instinctively acknowledge this and affirm it when you pay your tribute of honor and reverence to the strong man who stands aside when some ship is going down in order that some invalid woman may take his place in the lifeboat. From the merely utilitarian point of view it would be better to save the man, for he could be of more use in the world than the apparently helpless individual for whom he sacrifices his life. But somehow that is not how you measure the deed. You feel there is something deeper in it, something grander than the immediate occasion thereof.

“But our danger is that we lose sight of this. We trust material things as ends in themselves; we become conformed to this world; we battle hard for our ledge and our nest; full of dread lest the support should be taken from us.

“And then what does God do? He shatters your little bit of false security and flings you out upon the void.

“Before He does that, He flutters over you—that is, He presents your own spiritual possibilities to you in various forms.

“In the end He compels you to abandon your poor, narrow outlook and trust yourself to the ampler range of divine opportunity.

“Again and again you seem to be falling straight to destruction, your spiritual reserves are not strong enough to save you, your wings of faith are not strong enough to bear you up!
"But just when everything seems lost you find the broad pinions of God outspread beneath you and you are being borne heavenward again.

"You have even been the subject of some of God’s mighty deliverances without realizing it.

"You have seen destruction rushing upon you, but—you know not how—it never reached you. It never hurt you. The very thing you have dreaded in sorrow has somehow turned out to be harmless.

"The wings of God have intervened and saved you from its menace. Will you not look at life with wiser eyes and see what it is that has so often come between you and impending evil?

"See who it is that has been teaching you the franchise of the soul. Rise, child of the highest, rise and soar! Eternity is before you."

---

A GLIMPSE OF ABDUL-BAHA IN PARIS.
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE SEVEN)

I was often obliged to quiet before Abdul-Baha entered the hall. But after he came they never moved nor spoke and when he passed out they fell over each other in their great desire to have him take their hands.

Outside the door stood Mons. Ponsonaille, and Abdul-Baha, putting his hand inside his gown, took out many gold pieces and gave to him as he bade him good-bye. He walked down the street toward the carriage so quickly that our little party was at least twenty feet behind. Oh! what a sight. In every doorway and window were people—and such people! A very poor man held the carriage door open as Abdul-Baha entered with his little party, Mons. and Madam Dreyfus-Barney and Tammadon-ul-Molk. The crowd were fighting and calling names but a gendarme and Mons. De Scott protected us as we passed on safely.

So ended a never-to-be-forgotten day, having seen Abdul-Baha among the children of the poor of the streets of Paris and I thought again of the light I saw twice on Fridays in Acca and wondered if they were missing him and longing for his return and loving help. The thought comes to me now of what the world’s poverty will be after his departure and to us who have been fed from his hand on the Bread of Life.

---

MISS LILLIAN KAPPES ARRIVES IN PERSIA.
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE TWO)

meet and travel forward with us into Persia. After a few days there, we were delighted to meet Dr. Arastou Hakim, the brother of Lotfullah who started toward America with Ghodsia and who is now in London, Chua Ahmadoff and Hussein Ahmadoff, both of Tiflis, whom we had met in Thonon and who wished to join us. Chua Ahmadoff knew Russian as well as Persian and Turkish, so our travel was much facilitated and his kindness unremitting until our arrival in Baku. There we were entertained in the Baha Hospice and met, during our two days' stay, hundreds of dear brothers coming and going all day.

Again in Resht and Khazvin, we were met and entertained and on our arrival here the excitement was great indeed. After the first week of almost incessant calling or meeting of friends at special gatherings, I began my work in the main boys'
school and took charge of the girls' school. By now the girls' school enrollment has reached about 150, and I am there from morning until about 4 P. M., excepting an hour or more just before noon that I give the highest class in the boys' school. The boys have had several years of English, so my work there is easier, but the girls' school was only started last spring and of the three classes of girls I teach only the highest has had instruction in English. But all are eager to learn—only we need more teachers from America. The native teachers here are lovely women but have never been educated themselves, except the directress who learned or studied fifteen years ago in the mission school here. So the work is seriously handicapped and my hands are full, indeed. But during the three months, or, rather, ten weeks, I have been here, we are slowly evolving into some show of system. Infinite patience is necessary. We have had endless beautiful gatherings among the believers. I keep saying how happy I am to be a woman, for I can meet freely both the men and women. So far have been in about fifty different homes, both Bahai and Mohammedan, and not only are Fridays and Sundays thus taken up, but sometimes every afternoon after school.

You cannot imagine how beloved Dr. Moody and Dr. Clock are. Dr. Clock had not been very well, but is now regaining her old strength. Miss Stewart has not yet arrived at a point, or, rather, conditions are not yet ready for work exclusively among the Bahais, but she has had two long cases of illness, one English and the other American, to nurse. Just now she herself is nearly recovered from a light attack of typhoid.

We are all rejoicing at the near prospect of Abdul-Baha's visit to America and hope he will also come to Persia. We are not at all worried about the crisis here and feel that all will be well with Persia, for He has said it. Please inform all the dear friends of these contents and give to all our hearty, loving Bahai greetings.

Always yours in His service,

LILLIAN KAPPES.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION:

(1) Editor's explanation and apology for delay in issuing Persian sections of STAR OF THE WEST, and details of his trip to France; (2) photograph of Abdul-Baha; (3) recent Tablet to the American Bahais; (4) approaching visit of Abdul-Baha to America and his acceptance of invitations to speak in churches and other organizations; (5) photograph of Kenosha, Wis., Board of Consultation; (6) the Universal Races Congress and Abdul-Baha's Tablet to it; (7) effect of his visit to Europe and announcement of publication of his addresses in book form; (8) Abdul-Baha's address before L'Alliance Spiritualiste in Paris; (9) address on "The Spiritual and Material Worlds"; (10) discourse on the future unity of Persia and England; (11) Tablet pertaining to the spread of the Cause in England; (12) photograph of the Baltimore Bahais; (13) discourse on the subject of the Aryan Race, and that the English and Persian peoples are from the same origin; (14) Abdul-Baha's farewell address to England and the nine principles of the Bahai Dispensation; (15) discourse on the future promotion of the Cause in France; (16) address on the subject of the "Return of the Manifestations of God" being like unto the return of the seasons of the year and the dawn of the sun from different points on the horizon; (17) address on "Words and Deeds."

Miss Beatrice E. Lane, who translated the Bahai Message into Japanese, and among whom it has been well received, was married to Mr. Daisetz T. Suzuki, of Tokio, on December 12, 1911. The marriage took place at the United States Consulate, Yokohama, Japan. She is the daughter of Mrs. Emma E. Hahn, of New York City and Stamford, Conn.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>صفحه ۱۰</th>
<th>تاریخ دریافت: ۱۸ مرداد ۱۳۳۲</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>منابع اطلاعیه دوستان</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>در آستانه اختصاصی تغییرات</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>در عرصه‌های مختلف</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>اجتماعات ایران</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>و نیز در عرصه‌های مختلف</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>اجتماعات ایران</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
که بر می‌آید از آنجا که سال‌های پیش از این، ادد و برخورداری از مکان‌های مختلف، می‌توانست به‌طور کلی بیش از حد، به‌طور خاص در زمینه‌های مهم از آن‌ها استفاده کند. این موضوع به‌طور گسترده‌ای در مورد خود افزایش یافته و در زمینه‌های مهم از آن‌ها استفاده کند.
کیفر

به من نیازی برای درک کردن این اخبار ندارم. گزارش‌های روزنامه‌ها، جزئیاتی را ارائه می‌دهند که باید تحقیقات بیشتری نیز داشته باشند. 

متن شکستن از سرزمینها فرستاده آموزش و پرورش ۹۸/۹

دفتر روزنامه ۹

تأیید نامه‌ای روابط سیاسی و اقتصادی

باید به نخستین بخش از متن توجه کرد که ارتباط دارد. 

متن نوشته در روزنامه ۱۳۹۸/۹

تأیید نامه‌ای روابط سیاسی و اقتصادی

باید به نخستین بخش از متن توجه کرد که ارتباط دارد. 

متن نوشته در روزنامه ۱۳۹۸/۹

تأیید نامه‌ای روابط سیاسی و اقتصادی

باید به نخستین بخش از متن توجه کرد که ارتباط دارد.
متن قابل عکس برای ترجمه نمی‌باشد.
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي في الصورة وتوفير نسخة نصية منها.

يرجى الرجوع إلى النص العربي الذي يتم قراءته بشكل طبيعي للحصول على النص المكتوب بشكل طبيعي.
کو کاتر

کمی چندید و چندید خیلی، دهانه دار بوده و سایه‌ای اشک به ایران، آوردند. این‌گونه، انقلاب‌های دینی و سیاسی در ایران نیز بسیاری بوده‌اند. این‌ها به‌طور گسترده‌ای در جهان شناخته می‌شوند و به‌طور عالی از نظر سیاسی و دینی است. در اینجا، به چندی از این انقلاب‌ها اشاره می‌شود.

همچنین، برخی از این انقلاب‌ها به‌طور گسترده‌ای در ایران شناخته می‌شوند و به‌طور عالی از نظر سیاسی و دینی است. در اینجا، به چندی از این انقلاب‌ها اشاره می‌شود.

کو کاتر

کمی چندید و چندید خیلی، دهانه دار بوده و سایه‌ای اشک به ایران، آوردند. این‌گونه، انقلاب‌های دینی و سیاسی در ایران نیز بسیاری بوده‌اند. این‌ها به‌طور گسترده‌ای در جهان شناخته می‌شوند و به‌طور عالی از نظر سیاسی و دینی است. در اینجا، به چندی از این انقلاب‌ها اشاره می‌شود.
امکان‌های ناموفقی برای جلوگیری از صادرات بزرگ‌اندازی شده‌است. در عرصه صنعتی، نظام‌های صنعتی و صنایع نوین بهترین انرژی‌های سازگار با محیط زیست را به هنگام کارکرد معرفی کرده‌اند. 

امکان‌های ناموفقی برای جلوگیری از جنگ‌های داخلی وجود ندارد. در صنایع نوین، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود، روندی بهبودی که باعث افزایش کارایی و اثربخشی می‌شود.
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ASSEMBLIES IN THE OCCIDENT.

AFRICA.

CAPE TOWN.—Regular meeting held on the 19th of every month at the home of (Mrs.) Agnes Cook, Gad's Hill, Avenue Pretoria, Sea Point.

CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE.—Weekly meeting held Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Avenue.

ENGLAND.

LONDON, ENG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday, 8:15 p.m., at 10 Cheniston Gardens; Wright’s Lane, Kensington, High Street Bahá’í Reading Room, 187A High Street, entrance from Wright’s Lane.

GERMANY.

STUTTGART, WURTTEMBERG.—Regular meeting of Assembly Friday evening. Kanzi strasse 24P. ZUFFENHAUSIN.—At the home of Herrn und Frau F. Schweizer, Karl strasse 261.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

AKRON, OHIO.—Meetings every Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Borst, 109 Bittman Street. Address of Secretary, Russell L. BROOKER, 495 Elmwood Court.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Regular weekly meeting Tuesday evening, 8 p.m., at 629 West North Avenue. Residence of Secretary, 629 West North Avenue.

BANGOR, MICH.—Meetings are held at alternate homes the first and third Sundays of the month. Address, Mr. Byron S. Lane, R. F. D. 5.

BOSTON, MASS.—Meetings held Friday evening, at 7:45 p.m., at the Laughton Studios, Room 418, Pierce Building, corner Huntington Avenue and Dartmouth Street.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Meetings every Sunday and Thursday evening at 494 Elmwood Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Corinthian Hall, 17th floor Masonic Temple, State and Randolph Streets. Address of Assembly, P. O. Box 233. George Lesch, Secretary. Bahais coming to Chicago who wish to be met at the railroad station and be put into communication with the friends in this city, may address Mrs. Charles H. Greenleaf, 4855 Kenmore Avenue. Telephone Ravenswood 3025.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.—Meetings held Wednesday evening at the homes of the friends. Residence of Secretary, Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton, 543 Mitchell Avenue.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Regular weekly meeting of the Assembly Friday evenings, at the apartment of Dr. Pauline Barton-Peake, 3566 Prospect Street; also Wednesday evenings at the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Swingle, 2101 Prospect Avenue.

DENVER, COLO.—Regular meeting Friday, 2:30 P.M., at 1551 Sherman St. Tuesday, 2:30 P.M., at 4141 Xavier St. Nathaniel Clark, Secretary.

FRUITPORT, MICH.—Regular weekly meetings, Sunday, 2:30 p.m., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Neil Peterson. Mrs. John Dormo, Secretary.

ITHACA, N. Y.—Regular meeting of Assembly, Friday evening at the residence of Dr. W. E. House, 241 South Cayuga Street.

NEWARK, N. J.—Regular weekly meeting of the Assembly Thursday evening, at the home of Mrs. F. Carre, 75 Haley Street.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Regular weekly meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., at Genealogical Hall, 226 West 58th Street.

OAKLAND, CAL.—Charles R. Lee, Secretary, 1523 Jackson Street, San Francisco. Mrs. Cordie Cline, Corresponding Secretary, 238 Griffith Avenue, San Mateo, Cal.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Meetings held on Friday and Sunday evenings, Room 5, 1325 Columbia Ave. Miss Jessie E. Revell, Secretary, 1429 Mayfield Street.

PITTSBURGH, PA.—Meetings Friday evenings, Mr. Hilbert E. Dahl, Secretary, 506 Duquesne Avenue, Edgewood Park.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Regular weekly meeting, Thursday, 7:30 p.m., at 501 Yamhill Street, Street, corner Fifteenth Street. Mrs. Nettie Nash, Secretary, Kenton Station.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held at 2916 Beacon Avenue, South, and study class in office of Dr. C. F. Lathrop, 213 People’s Bank Building, on Tuesday evening, at 8 p.m.

SPokane, WASH.—Regular weekly meeting held Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, 134 Fifth Avenue. Mrs. Isabella M. Campbell, Secretary, 1014 Fairview Avenue.

ST. PAUL, MINN.—Address of Secretary, Mr. Clement Woolson, 233 Arundel Street.

SUMERDUCK, VA.—Meeting on fourth Sunday; address, care Mrs. R. H. Dukett.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Regular meetings; Friday evening at 8:15; Sunday morning at 11:15, at 1219 Connecticut Avenue; Wednesday evening at 8:00, at 1937 Thirteenth Street, N. W. Mail address of Assembly, P. O. Box 192. Residence of Secretary, Mr. Joseph H. Hannon, 1452 Eighth Street, N. W.

Secretaries are requested to see that their Assembly is correctly represented.
AIMS AND AMBITIONS OF BAHAI S.

Spoken by Abdul-Baha in Paris, November 6th, 1911.

I. Pity and good-will towards all mankind.
II. The rendering of service to humanity.
III. To guide and enlighten hearts.
IV. Each member must try to be kind to everyone and to show forth great affection towards every living soul.
V. Humility towards God and constant prayer to Him so as to be enabled to grow daily “Nearer God.”
VI. Always in every word and action to be faithful and sincere, so that each member may be known to the world as embodying the qualities of Sincerity, Faith, Kindness, Love, Generosity and Bravery. That we may be detached from all that is not God, attracted by the Heavenly Breath, divine beings—so that the world may know that a Bahai is a perfect being.

SOME TEACHINGS OF ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

From Discourses given in London and Paris.

These are wonderful days! We see an Eastern guest received with love and courtesy in the West. I have been drawn here, in spite of my ill health, by the magnet of your love and sympathy.

Some years ago an ambassador was sent from Persia to London where he stayed five years. (His name was Abdul Hassan Khan.) When he returned to Persia they asked him to tell them about the English people. He answered: “I do not know the English people. Although I have been in London five years, I have only met the people of the Court.” This man was a great man in Persia, and sent to England by princes, and yet he did not know the people, although he lived among them five years. Now I, a prisoner, come to England for the first time, and although my visit is so short, I have already met many dear friends and I can say I know the people. Those I have met are true souls working for peace and unity. Think of this subject: What a difference there is between this time we are living in now, and seventy years ago! Think of the progress! the progress toward unity and peace!

It is God’s will that the differences between nations should disappear. Those who help the Cause of Unity on, are doing God’s work. Unity is the Divine Bounty of this brilliant century. Praise be to God, there are many societies and many meetings held for Unity. Hatred is not so much the cause
of separation now as it used to be; the cause of disunion now is mostly prejudice.

Heaven has blessed this day. It was said that London should be a place for a great proclamation of the Message. I was tired when I boarded the steamer, but when I reached London and beheld the faces of the believers, my fatigue left me. Your great love refreshes me. I am very pleased with the English believers.

The feeling that existed between the East and the West is changing in the Light of Baha’u’llah’s teaching. It used to be that if a Westerner drank from the cup of an Easterner the cup would be thought polluted, and the Easterner would break it. Now it is, with believers, that when a Westerner dines with an Easterner, the vessels and the plates that he has used are kept apart and reverenced in his memory.

One day some soldiers came to the house of a believer and asked for one of his guests to be brought to them, that they might take him to his execution, according to their warrant. The host gave himself up in his guest’s place and was killed in his stead. This is an instance of true brotherly love.

Be kind to all strangers. Those who come from all parts of the world, make them feel at home. Speak to those from Turkey, Japan, Persia, China, all countries, find out where they live, ask if you can be of service to them. The English are so polite and conventional that to Easterners they often seem cold. You must forget conventionality when you speak with them, they are not accustomed to these ways.

When you see a foreigner, perhaps you think he is a thief, or even a murderer; you think you must be careful. Don’t think of yourself. Even if what you suspect be true, still go out of your way to be kind to them—it will help them to become better.

Let those who meet you know without your saying so that you are a Bahai. You must manifest the most sincere love for all. Your hearts must burn with love for all. Let the people see that you are filled with universal love. If you meet a Persian, talk with him without ceremony, ask where he lives and try to help him. Likewise speak to all strangers who seem lonely and give them your willing service. Be loving to them, Turks, Arabs, Indians, Chinese, Americans, Japanese—all. If they are poor, help them with money; if they are sad, comfort them; if they are distraught, quiet them; till all the world shall see that you have in truth the universal love. It is all very well for you to say that you agree with all this, that it is good—but you must put it into practice.

The “reality” of man is thought—not his material body. Although man is part of the animal creation, he possesses a power of thought superior to the rest of the created beings. If his thought is directed continually towards
heavenly subjects, he becomes saintly; if, on the other hand, his thought does not soar above things of this world, he is little better than an animal.

Thought is of two kinds:

(a) Thought that belongs entirely to the world of thought.
(b) Thought that results in action.

The thoughts of our Lord Jesus Christ belonged to a high spiritual world, but he also brought them into the world of action.

Some men and women have exalted thoughts, but if they do not realize them in the world of action, they are useless. The power of thought is dependent on manifestation in the world of action.

Nevertheless in the world of progress and evolution thought has an effect, even if it is not always expressed in action. To this class of thought the majority of philosophers give expression; their thoughts are above their actions, too high for them to live up to themselves. The difference between philosophers and spiritual teachers is this: Spiritual teachers follow their own teaching, bring down into the world of action their spiritual conceptions and ideals, whereas mere philosophers do not. We often find philosophers emphasize the importance of Justice, while in their private lives they are most unjust (Alexander and Aristotle). This state is impossible with spiritual teachers. No man can separate himself from his thought.

In order to bring about a state of peace and unity three things are necessary:

(a) To know. (b) To have the intention. (c) To put into practice.

Unity is good. To know this is not sufficient. You must intend to promote it, you must work for it. Knowledge is a good thing, but it is only the first step. If knowledge is alone it is stationary. These meetings teach us that Unity is good, and that suppression (slavery under the yoke of traditions and prejudices) is the cause of disunion. To know this is not enough. All knowledge is good, but it can bear no fruit but by action. It is well to know that riches are good, but that knowledge will not make a man rich; he must work, he must put his knowledge into practice. We hope the people will realize and know that Unity is good, and we also hope that they will not be content to stand still in that knowledge. Do not only say that Unity, Love and Brotherhood are good; you must work for their realization.

The Czar of Russia promoted The Hague Peace Conference and proposed the decrease in armament for all nations. In this Conference it was proved that Peace was beneficial to all countries, and war destroyed trade, etc. The Czar made a very good speech, though after it was over he, himself, was the first to declare war (against Japan).

Knowledge is not enough. We hope by the Love of God we shall put it into practice. A spiritual universal force is needed for this. Meetings are good for engendering spiritual force. To know that to reach a state of per-
fection is possible is good, to march forward on the path is better. We know that to help the poor and to be merciful is good and pleases God, but knowledge alone does not feed the starving man, nor can the poor be warmed by knowledge or words, in the bitter winter.

The magnet of your love brought me here. My hope is that the Divine Light may shine here, and that the Heavenly Star of Baha’u’llah may strengthen you, so that you may be the cause of the Oneness of Humanity, that you may help to make the darkness of superstition and prejudice disappear and unite all creeds and all nations.

We have had wars and disputes for over 6,000 years. Even if we look on this state of affairs as an experiment, surely it is sufficient, surely it is time to stop. This is a brilliant century. Eyes are open now to the Beauty of the Oneness of Humanity, of Love and Brotherhood. The darkness of suppression will disappear and the Light of Unity will shine. We cannot bring Love and Unity to pass only by talk. Knowledge is not enough. Wealth, science, education are good, we know that, but we must also work and study.

Knowledge is the first step; Resolve, the second step; Action, the fulfilment, is the third step. To make a building, first of all one must make a plan, then one must have the power (money) to build, then, after all these preparations, one can build. One forms a Society of Unity—that is good—but meetings and talk are not enough. In Egypt these meetings take place, there is only talk and no result. These meetings here in London are good, the knowledge and the intention are good, but how can there be a result without action? Today the force for Unity is the Holy Spirit of Baha’u’llah. He manifested this Spirit of Unity. Baha’u’llah brings East and West together. Go back, search history, you will not find a precedent for this.

The Universal Races Congress was good. The result of it was intended to be the furtherance and progress of Unity among all nations, a better international understanding. The purpose was good. The causes of disputes among different nations are always due to one of the following classes of prejudices:

(a) Racial, language.  (c) Personal.
(b) Theological.  (d) “Beliefs,” customs, traditions.

It requires a universal active force to overcome these differences. A small lamp could light a room, a larger could light a whole house, a larger still could shine through the city, but the sun is needed to light the whole world. A small disease needs a small remedy, but a disease which pervades the whole body needs a very strong remedy.

The differences in languages cause disunion between nations. There must be one universal language. The diversity in Faiths is also a cause of separation. The true foundation of all Faiths must be established, the outer differences abolished. There must be a Oneness of Faith. To end all these dif-
ferences is a very hard task. The whole world is sick—this is a very bad illness to cure.

The world is wrong, just because people talk too much and do not carry out their ideals. If action took the place of words, the world would change very soon. A man who does good and does not talk about it is perfect. The man who does very little good and magnifies it in his speech, is not good. If I love you, you know it, I need not tell you all the time; on the other hand, if I did not love you, you would know it also, and you would not believe me if I said I did love you a thousand times. People speak too much because they seek fame, because they wish to be thought better than their brethren. Those who do most good say the least about it.

Look at the Italians for instance. They speak a great deal about humanitarianism and socialism, and yet see how disgracefully they have behaved towards the Turks. But why should we blame them? I hope you will always avoid tyranny and oppression, and that you will always uphold and practice justice towards all men and keep your hearts pure. That is what I expect of you.

The great causes of separation among the people are:

(a) Racial.  (c) Religious.  (e) Personal.
(b) Political.  (d) Traditional.  (f) Commercial prejudices.

BAHA’O’LLAH has abolished these. None can say that this is not good. Anyone who denies this is ignorant. God has created the world as one—the boundaries are marked out by man. God has not divided the lands. Each man has his house and meadow; horses and dogs do not divide the fields into shares. That is why BAHA’O’LLAH says: “Let not a man glory in this, that he loves his country, let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind.” All are one family, one race. All are human beings. Differences as to partition of lands should not be the cause of separation among the people. One of the great reasons of separation is color. Look how this prejudice has power in America, for instance. See how they hate one another! Think over this. Animals do not quarrel because of their color! Surely man should not, who is so much higher in creation. What ignorance exists! White doves do not quarrel with other doves that are blue, because of their color but white men fight with dark colored men. This racial prejudice is the worst of all.

All are one. In the Old Testament it says that God created man like unto His own image. In the Koran it says: “There is no difference in the creation of God!” Think well. God has created all, cares for all, and all are under His protection. The policy of God is better than our policy. We are not as wise as He.

Disease is of two kinds: (a) Material (b) Spiritual. For instance, a cut of the hand; if you pray for the cut to be healed, and do not stop it bleeding, you will not do much good, this needs a material remedy.
Sometimes if the nervous system is paralyzed through fear, a spiritual remedy is necessary. Madness, incurable otherwise, can be cured through prayer, but an abscess cannot be cured by prayer alone. Extreme cases need prayer. It often happens that sorrow makes one ill. That can be cured by spiritual means. Blindness is physical, not spiritual. They say our Lord cured blindness; it was blindness of the soul. ("They have eyes and see not, ears they have and hear not.") He brought on spiritual awakening.

All healing is of God. There are two classes of causes for illness: (a) Material, (b) Spiritual. If the sickness is of the body, a material remedy is needed; if of the soul, then a spiritual remedy.

All is in God's hands. Aristotle made a special study of the digestion, but he died of a gastronomic malady. Avisen was a specialist of the heart, but he died of heart disease. Dinradi (?) was a thorax specialist—he died of consumption. God is the only all powerful doctor.

Kings have all the power the world and man can give them, yet sometimes God shows them their feebleness and dependence on Him by allowing them to be in need of a very little thing. The elephant, the largest animal and the strongest, is troubled most of all by the fly. The lion has a worm that troubles him greatly. If man looks at nature he will see that all that exists is captive. All are dependent. Man, to begin with the highest of all created beings, is dependent on a great many things for his life. The first is air; a few moments without air would be sufficient to kill him. Then he is dependent on water, food, clothing, warmth and many things. See how he is surrounded by dangers of all sorts and illnesses. It is the same with all created beings, animals, plants; look how much is necessary to their existence! All that exists is feeble, poor, captive. The freedom of man depends alone on his spiritual power. All that exists are prisoners of nature. Consider the sun, that enormous, powerful globe around which we travel, even he cannot escape the law of nature—he cannot move out of his course or shade his radiance—and again the sea cannot escape, she has no will of her own. Only man is enabled by Divine Power to control, in a small degree, the laws of nature. It is the natural law for man to live on land, yet he sails on the sea. It is natural for man to rest on terra firma, yet he flies. It is natural for a man to walk no faster than three or four miles an hour—he makes himself engines which take him sixty or more miles an hour. It is natural for a man to be able to speak with another at a distance of ten yards, but he makes himself the telephone and telegraph with which he can speak and send messages to a distance of a hundred, of a thousand and more miles. In these cases nature is the prisoner of man.

Look what great power God has given man and yet how sad it is that so much ignorance still remains.

I hope you will always be the cause of revealing the Divine Light to the people and that the power of the Spirit will lead you into the Kingdom of God.
STAR OF THE WEST
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA.

O thou Star of the West!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto waves of the sea; thy volume will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become world-wide—and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!

(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA

BAHAI CALENDAR.

MONTH NAME FIRST DAYS MONTH NAME FIRST DAYS
1st. Baha' (Splendor) Mar. 21 11th. Masheyat (Will) Sept. 27
2nd. Jalaal (Glory) Apr. 9 12th. Elm (Knowledge) Oct. 16
3rd. Jamal (Beauty) Apr. 28 13th. Kudrat (Power) Nov. 4
4th. Azmat (Grandeur) May 17 14th. Kowl (Speech) Nov. 23
6th. Rahmat (Mercy) June 24 16th. Sharaf (Honor) Dec. 31
7th. Kailanat (Words) July 13 17th. Sultan (Sovereignty) Jan. 19
8th. Asma (Names) Aug. 1 18th. Mulk (Dominion) Feb. 7
10th. Elzzat (Might) Sept. 8 Four intercalary days.
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ANNOUNCEMENT:

The delegates and visiting friends attending the Mashrak-el-Azkar Convention are invited, by the Chicago Bahai Assembly, to join them in the celebration of the Rizwan Feast Saturday evening, April 27th, and also the unity meeting of the Chicago Assembly and the Bahai Temple Unity Sunday morning, April 28th, at 10:30 A. M.

OUR PERSIAN SECTION:

(1) The spread of the Cause in Russia; (2) translation of an article in a Russian publication, named Bakou, on the history of the Bahai Movement; (3) editor's comment on above article; (4) the departure of Taere Khanoun; (5) photograph of the young Persian Bahai students in the Presbyterian College at Beyruth, Syria; (6) historical article concerning the movements of Abdul Baha while in Egypt; (7) poetry celebrating the return of Abdul Baha from Europe to Egypt.
با عرض خستگی، نمی‌توانم متن هایی را به نوبه طبیعی تکمیل کنم که در متن اصلی وجود ندارند. لطفاً متن خود را به صورت صحیح و بعد از آن درخواست کنید.
عکس‌هایی از زندگی‌های ایرانی به‌صورت کتاب‌نویسی در مورد سیره سلسله م朔 جمهوری اسلامی
خداوند نسبت به جامعه و دانشجویان به گزارش ایجاد کننده بهترین فرآیند تربیتی را ارائه نمی‌دهد. بنا بر گزارش دکتر نعمت‌الله، در این فرآیند، اهمیت بسزایی به دانشجویان می‌دهد و به آنها فرصت‌هایی را می‌دهد تا در یادگیری بهتر و بهتر باشند. همچنین، به دانشجویان بهترین فرآیند تربیتی را ارائه می‌دهد. در این فرآیند، اهمیت بسزایی به دانشجویان می‌دهد و به آنها فرصت‌هایی را می‌دهد تا در یادگیری بهتر و بهتر باشند.
شناسنامه تحویل
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